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FOREWORD

With the rise of the knowledge-based economy, entailing globalisation and an enorm
expansion in new information and economic opportunities but also a worrisome tendenc
polarisation between technology winners and losers, the OECD Member countries are seeking n
more appropriate policy responses to the societal challenges surrounding innovation and diffus
technology. While there are great similarities in the fundamental challenges confronting governm
country-specific conditions, including differences across countries in the policy-making process
make it difficult to conclude on general recommendations for policy in this evolving area. There isthus
tremendous scope for mutual learning among countries, from the experience of success as
failure.

This study examines this new policy environment and draws conclusions regarding what w
and does not work in government efforts in regard to technological change. Forming part of the O
Jobs Study, it concludes a two–year programme launched at the May 1996 Council meet
Ministerial level and identifies “best practices” in innovation and technology diffusion policies. Rel
issues, raised at the 1996G7 Jobs Conferencein Lille, are also addressed – in particular:(i) the creation
of high-performance workplaces,(ii) investment in intangible assets, and(iii) consistency in structural
and macroeconomic policies.

The report has been prepared under the aegis of the Joint Expert Group which is compri
the three main committees of the Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry. Substantive
were also directly provided by the Committee for Scientific and Technological Policy and the Indu
Committee. The Information, Computer and Communications Policy Committee contribute
Chapter 10 on demand in new growth areas. The work on intangible assets reported in Chapter
undertaken in co-operation with the Directorate for Education, Labour and Social Affairs. Co-oper
with the Economics Department contributed to the analysis of linkages between macroeconomic
and structural reform, addressed in Chapter 4.

This report is published on the responsibility of the Secretary-General of the OECD.
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INTRODUCTION AND MAIN CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

Technological change drives long-term economic growth and improved standards of livin
is however a process of “creative destruction”. New technologies destroy jobs in some indus
especially among the low-skilled, while creating jobs which are often in different industries and re
different skills. Historically, this process has led to net job creation, as new industries replace old
and the skills of workers adapt to changing and expanding demand. Today’s rapid technological c
coupled with the restructuring underway in OECD economies leads some to associate technolog
unemployment and social distress. However, technologyper seis not the culprit. Its economy-wide
employment impact is likely to be positive provided that the mechanisms for translating techno
into jobs are not impaired by deficiencies in training and innovation systems and rigidities in pro
labour and financial markets.

OECD countries increasingly seek wide-ranging and coherent policy reforms to enhance th
contribution of technology to growth, productivity and jobs. As of today, this potential contribut
remains largely untapped, with policies not yet fully adapted to the characteristics and proble
knowledge-based economies. While weaknesses remain in the framework conditions for techno
change, innovation and technology diffusion policies themselves continue to be too piecemeal, with
insufficient consideration of the linkages within national innovation systems and to the bro
structural reform agenda. There is too much focus on measures assisting the development
technologies in the small high-tech segment of the economy and too little on fostering economy
innovation and technology diffusion. There is also scope for improving policy effectiveness, no
through more use of market-based instruments and hard evaluation of the impact of policy initiativ

This report assesses the policy reform efforts of OECD countries, identifies “best po
practices” in different technology policy areas and presents recommendations. It is part of the follow
process to the 1994Jobs Study, which included a number of wide-ranging policy recommendatio
aimed at reducing unemployment and raising living standards, and formed the basis for in-
examinations of individual countries. The 1997 report,Implementing the OECD Jobs Strategy,
examined progress made, and provided suggestions on how to make different policies mu
strengthening and reform more politically feasible,e.g.through co-ordination of different policies. In
the area of innovation and technology diffusion policies, which formed part of the original OECD
Study recommendations, the 1996Technology, Productivity and Job Creationreport provided new
evidence on the role of technology in economic performance, and recommended further policy
(summarised in Box 1). Building on those findings, this report contributes to the ongoing ref
process in OECD countries in two ways:

● by identifying the appropriate roles of government in regard to the linkages betw
technology, productivity and job creation in a policy environment characterised by incre
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globalisation, the move to the knowledge-based economy, the systemic nature of tec
advance, and changing patterns of government funding and firms’ innovative strategies;

● by assessing innovation and technology diffusion policies in OECD countries and prov
country-specific recommendations as to how technology policies should be improved, as we
how they could be better implemented and integrated with other reforms.

The report is structured in two parts. Part I provides the background for the policy assess
The empirical evidence on the role of technology in the knowledge-based economy is initially revi
(Chapter 1). The mechanisms of innovation and diffusion in the national innovation systems of O
countries are then explored (Chapter 2). This is followed by an analysis of the changing patte
public and private research and development (R&D)efforts and their implications (Chapter 3). The first
part concludes with the rationale for and tasks of innovation and technology diffusion policy, struc
and macroeconomic framework conditions in OECD countries and the feasibility of ref
(Chapter 4). On this basis, Part II assesses country efforts and draws lessons for countries in a
of areas. These concern: the evaluation ofinnovation and technology policies (Chapter 5); managem
of the science base (Chapter 6); financial support to industrial R&D efforts (Chapter 7); techno
diffusion policies and initiatives (Chapter 8); policies for new technology-based firms Chapter 9)
policies for facilitating growth in new demand (Chapter 10). The report is completed by a discussi
policies for high-performance workplaces and intangible investment (Chapter 11).

The remaining parts of the Introduction sum up the findings. The main recommendation
presented in Box 2, while Table 1 at the end of the Introduction indicates where country-specific
practices and policy recommendations can be found inPart II.

Box 1. Innovation and technology diffusion policies – the 1994 and 1996 recommendations

Among the recommendations of the 1994 Jobs Study, notably on macroeconomic policy, labour-market flexibility,
entrepreneurship, reform of employment security provisions and unemployment benefit systems, active
labour-market policies and skill formation, was the following:

– enhance the creation and diffusion of technological know-how by improving frameworks for its development.

On the basis of the analytical work in the 1996 Technology, Productivity and Job Creation report, this
recommendation was further developed into proposals for:

– enhancing productivity through improved knowledge creation, access and distribution;

– promoting organisational change to achieve more effective knowledge management;

– co-ordinating technological and human capital development;

– stimulating new demand;

– realising the innovative and job-creating potential of SMEs.
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Despite modest gross domestic product (GDP) growth over the past four years, unemplo
in many parts of the OECD area remains unacceptably high, and wage and income disparitie
widened in most countries, posing risks to social cohesion. At the same time, OECD economi
experiencing a wave of technological change, as indicated by the swift pace of scientific disco
high patenting activity by the private sector, the rapid diffusion of new technologies, suc
information and communication technologies, and a growing share of knowledge-based industrie
policy challenge facing OECD governments with respect to technological change needs to be v
within the context of the emerging knowledge-based economy. Key aspects of this transformation

● Many OECD countries continue to have high structural unemployment, weak employ
growth, and increasing wage dispersion. Low or declining unemployment has tended to b
associated with rising employment rates in the business sector (Figure 1). Compared

Box 2. Summary of main policy recommendations

1. Innovation and technology diffusion policies need to become an integral part of the broader policy
agenda through:

– better co-ordination with structural reform in product, labour and financial markets and in education and
training systems as well as with macroeconomic policy (Chapter 4);

– openness to international flows of goods, people and ideas coupled with policies increasing the absorptive
capacity of domestic economies (Chapters 4, 7 and 8).

2. Policy should help realise the productivity benefits of technical change by:
– improving the management of the science base via increased flexibility in research structures, and

strengthening university-industry collaboration (Chapter 6);

– ensuring that long-term technological opportunities are safeguarded through adequate financing of public
research and incentives for inter-firm collaboration in pre-competitive research (Chapters 6 and 7);

– raising the efficiency of financial support for industrial R&D while removing the impediments to the
development of market mechanisms for financing innovation, e.g. private venture capital, as an alternative to
traditional R&D support (Chapter 7);

– strengthening technology diffusion mechanisms by encouraging more competition in product markets and
through better design and delivery of programmes (Chapter 8);

– strengthening incentives for comparable measurement and reporting by firms of intangible investment to
improve the management and composition of investment (Chapter 11);

3. Policy should ensure favourable conditions in which technical progress can contribute to job creation by:
– helping to reduce mismatches between demand and supply for skills and improving the framework for firms to

adopt new organisational practices (Chapter 11);

– facilitating the creation and growth of new technology-based firms by fostering greater managerial and
innovation capabilities, reducing regulatory, information and financing barriers and promoting technological
entrepreneurship (Chapter 9);

– promoting new growth areas such as Internet-based services and environmental goods and services through
regulatory reform which encourages flexible technological responses and entry (Chapter 10).

4. The efficiency and leverage effects of innovation and technology diffusion policy initiatives need to be
strengthened via:

– improving techniques and institutional mechanisms for evaluation (Chapter 5);

– adopting new mechanisms for supporting innovation and technology diffusion through greater use of public/
private partnerships (Chapters 7 and 8);

– removing obstacles to international technology co-operation by improving transparency in foreign access to
national programmes and securing a reliable framework for intellectual property rights (Chapter 7).

5. Reforms need to be made politically feasible through:
– improved inter-ministerial co-ordination, involving major stakeholders and monitoring of implementation, which

can ensure consistency and credibility in policy formulation (Chapters 4, 5 and 11).
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Structural unemployment1

1980s, the 1990s saw significant wage moderation, an increase in wage rate dispersion (n
in New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States), and a considerable proport
individuals remaining trapped in low-paid jobs in many countries. Wage differences am
sectors within countries have widened in general, often reflecting technology-based
premia. In services, the highest relative wages are in finance, insurance and business se
and in transport and communications services – two segments that use informatio
communication technologies extensively. Wages in high-technology manufacturing (comp
electronics, aerospace, pharmaceuticals) are 20-25 per cent above the manufacturing a
(except in Japan), and the gap has tended to widen.

Figure 1. Structural unemployment and business sector employment rates

1. Structural unemployment data are based on Secretariat estimates of the non-accelerating wage rate of
unemployment (NAWRU) made for the OECD Economic Outlook 60, 1996.

2. Numbers engaged in the business sector as a percentage of the labour force.
3. Percentage change between 1991 and 1997; data cover unified Germany in 1995.
4. Data prior to 1991 cover western Germany only.
Source: OECD, Economic Outlook 62, December 1997.

● Jobs are shifting from low-skilled to high-skilled workers.Employment growth in the last
decade has been mainly fuelled by growth in white-collar, high-skill jobs (e.g.professionals).
Despite this general trend, low-skill employment also increased in some countries, wh
others employment in some high-skilled occupations has declined. More generally
content of skills in both high- and low-skilled occupations is changing rapidly. In ma
countries (Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom), white-collar high-skill j
are the only ones that showed an increase, while improved job opportunities for low-sk
white-collar workers (e.g.administrative, sales and service workers) were evident in Cana
the United Kingdom and the United States. In manufacturing, in all countries wh
employment declined overall, white-collar high-skill jobs actually increased. In services,
high- and low-skill white-collar employment increased, but growth was primarily driven
white-collar high-skilled jobs (Australia, Canada, Finland, France, Germany, New Zea
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and the United Kingdom; the contribution of high- and low-skilled employment to serv
employment growth was equal in Italy, Japan and the United States).

● Aggregate productivity growth remains modest, but many firms see strong productivity gr
and job gains through the combination of technological change, organisational change
upskilling. Evidence from firm-level studies in a number of countries suggests t
R&D-performing and/or technology-using firms have higher than average productivity
employment growth, but that other factors, such as worker training, organisational struc
and managerial ability, are critical. There is a tendency for a smaller average size of firm
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are of increasing importance for net job cre
although their average productivity remains lower than that of larger firms. At the sect
level, productivity growth in high- and medium-high-tech manufacturing is significan
higher than elsewhere in the economy. The manufacturing sector in most countri
characterised by fast productivity growth and a drop in employment, while services h
experienced weaker productivity growth and robust employment growth. Productivity gro
in the business sector as a whole has typically grown by between 1 and 2.5 per cen
annum since 1980, with the relationship to employment growth varying significantly ac
OECD countries. Many of the European countries have had satisfactory product
performance but poor employment growth (Finland and Poland being the outliers), w
countries such as Australia, Canada, Mexico, New Zealand and the United States com
better long-term employment performance with lower productivity growth overall (Figure

● There is a shift to services, and to high-tech and innovative activities.Two-thirds of OECD
business activity and 70 per cent of jobs are in the services (highest in Australia an
United States, lowest in Finland and Norway). While 40-60 per cent of all business R&
performed in high-tech manufacturing, an increasing share of R&D is performed in
services, notably in Australia and the United States (30-40 per cent), but also in the U
Kingdom. While manufacturing has declined in importance, its high-tech segment has
very dynamic in terms of sales and productivity (especially in Japan, the United Kingdom
the United States), although less so in terms of jobs. More broadly, technology-b
industries in both manufacturing and services accounted directly for between one-quarte
one-third of total growth in business output between 1980 and 1995. Among G7 coun
their contribution was largest in Japan, followed by Canada, Germany, the United King
and the United States; it was lowest in Italy.

● Increasing diffusion of new products and processes generates substantial productivity
employment gains throughout the economy. Service industries as diverse as social and perso
services, transport and storage, real estate and business services, or wholesale and reta
are the main buyers of technologically sophisticated machinery and equipment. Amon
G7 countries, the importance of service firms in this type of indirect investment in intangi
has become particularly high in the United Kingdom and the United States. Techno
diffusion had a particularly significant impact on service productivity in a number of countr
Large investments in information and communication technologies in the service secto
Canada, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States are linked to fast-rising employ
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Figure 2. Employment and labour productivity growth in different parts of the economy
Average annual growth rate, 1980-95

1. Data cover western Germany only.
2. Data cover the 1985-95 period.
Source: OECD, STAN database and Economic Outlook 62, December 1997.
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● Differences in the specialisation of innovation systems in OECD countries continue to s
policy challenges and priorities.OECD countries have distinct sets of strengths a
weaknesses, especially in terms of their ability to respond to change and to explo
potential of new technologies. For some (the United Kingdom and the United States), a m
task is to ensure the rapid take-up of scientific discoveries in “science-based industries
others, issues of specific importance include: strengthening basic research capabities
(e.g.Japan); increasing the knowledge content of “resource-based” clusters of indus
(Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Norway); redefining the traditional mission
innovation and technology policy away from defence (e.g.France, the United States)
managing the transition from imitation to innovation (e.g.Korea); or coping with the
consequences of the internationalisation of R&D strategies of large firms (Germany
Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland).

● Globalisation is knitting dense and diversified linkages among national innovation syst.
The technology content of international trade is rapidly increasing, with the share of high
products (computers, semiconductors, pharmaceuticals, telecommunications, aerospa
scientific instruments) growing faster than any other commodities. Technology embodie
imported capital and intermediary goods has contributed significantly to productivity gro
especially in Canada, Denmark and the Netherlands. International technological alliance
purchases of foreign patents and licences have grown. In catch-up economies (Ireland,
Mexico), absorption of international technology, both high- and low-tech, has b
fundamental to productivity and economic growth. Corporate innovation activity is s
predominantly located close to firms’ headquarters, especially in Japan but also in Fr
Germany, Italy and the United States. Nevertheless, there is a marked tendency to
internationalisation of R&D, which is most pronounced for firms based in smaller ho
countries (Belgium, Finland, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland).

● Government financing for R&D has declined in many countries. The share of R&D efforts
f inanced by governments has stagnated since the early 1980s (Figure 3). In
budget-conscious 1990s, the level of government-financed R&D has declined (at fixed p
in many OECD countries (including all G7 countries except Japan). This hasaffectedsupport
for technology more than for science as funding for defence and economic objectives (en
agriculture, etc.) generally fell whereas that for health, the environment and the advance
of knowledge rose. In consequence, government-financed R&D in industry fell, particu
in countries where defence R&D contracts are important (France, the United Kingdom
the United States), although there has sometimes been an offsetting increase in spac
contracts. Lower public funding of R&D for economic objectives resulted in some cases
privatisation of energy and telecom operators and laboratories (France, Norway). Despi
relative decline in R&D, the scientific community continues to exhibit high productivi
while engaging in closer links with the business sector and with scientists across the w
Simultaneously, scientific research has become the leading source of innovations in
such as biotechnology, blurring the distinction between science and technology.

● Private-sector R&D has generally levelled off, and there are signs of an orientation a
from basic exploratory research towards more market-driven and short-term innova
efforts. A prolonged stagnation of private R&D expenditures started in the mid-1980s/e
1990s (especially in Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States), due to sl
economic growth, declining government support for industrial R&D and high real inte
rates. The recent recovery (notably in the United States) has not led back to previous R&
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intensities. There are also indications of an orientation away from basic exploratory res
towards more market-driven, short-term efforts, due in part to firms’ difficulties in secur
economic returns and research funding. Market pressure, on the other hand, has raise
efficiency in R&D, especially in the United States. While to date productivity and grow
have not suffered serious adverse consequences from the changing patterns of busines
(since it is mainly long-term research which has suffered),effects may show up in the future.

Figure 3. The evolution of public and private R&D efforts between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s

1. Data prior to 1991 cover western Germany only.

Source: OECD, MSTI database, 1997.

Best policy practice and main recommendations

Against the background of a changing environment and clearly spelled out rationale for p
(Box 3), this report assesses best policy practices (Box 4) and draws lessons. However, measur
comparing outcomes of innovation and technology diffusion policy across countries is often diff
especially at the macro level, due to the long time lags between policy implementation and result
because so many interacting conditions have a bearing on the latter. This study develops princip
successful policy, while the methodology for assessment varies between areas, ranging
econometric analysis (e.g.tax incentives for R&D) to more qualitative evaluations (e.g.technology
diffusion programmes). Throughout, there is an attempt to make use of and systematise the l
learned from previous assessments, taking into account specific national conditions. The main fi
are presented below under five sub-headings, covering the breadth of the innovation and tech
diffusion policy area: the interplay with broader framework conditions and structural reforms; pol
for realising the productivity benefits of technical change; policies enabling technical progre
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contribute to job creation; reforms for improving the efficiency and leverage effects of initiatives; and
measures for making reforms politicallyfeasible

Technology policies need to become an integral part of the broader policy agenda

While there is a clearly defined but institutionally diffuse role for innovation and technolo
diffusion policy, measures in this area need to complement broader structural reforms in ord
translate technological developments into growth, productivity and jobs. The impact of techno
policies, narrowly defined,will be modest unless they are consistent with, or complemented by, bro
reforms. Policy makers should formulate technology policy in such a way that it is:

● Complementary to reforms in product, financial and labour markets and reforms in educa
and training. In an increasingly integrated world economy, product market reforms ena
more rapid diffusion of technology and information, and strengthen incentives for firm
innovate and adapt goods and services to changing consumer needs. Financial market r
facilitate new technology-based entrepreneurial initiatives. Labour market reforms contr
to innovation, facilitate the use of new technologies, and allow technical change to tran
into more jobs. Such reforms need to be complemented with wide-ranging chang
education and training systems to improve labour-force skills and competences. While
OECD countries have liberalised financial markets, countries that have alsoreformed product
and labour markets, such as Ireland, the Netherlands, New Zealand and the United King
have experienced considerable improvements in economic performance. Further progr
structural reform, such as more flexible product and labour markets in many Europ

Box 3. The rationale for and limits of government action: market, government and systemic failure

The traditional rationale for technology policy has been that of market failure. Governments intervene to provide
for public goods, as well as to mitigate externalities, inefficient market structures and barriers to entry, imperfect
markets for information, etc. The need to temper intervention because of the limited effectiveness of government
action has long been recognised. However, the nature of the factors shaping technical progress increasingly calls
for measures to address “systemic failure”, the lack of coherence among institutions and incentives. This occurs
when there are mismatches between the different components of innovation systems (such as conflicting
incentives of markets and non-market institutions).

This suggests a task for government that goes well beyond technology policy defined in a narrow sense,
i.e. encompassing only government actions and regulations managed by ministries and public agencies having
technological development as their main mission. The present report extends the boundaries of technology policy
to include all measures and programmes targeting innovation and technology diffusion, irrespective of
institutional arrangements and division of labour within government. This places technology policy in a horizontal
– and somewhat uncomfortable – position, challenging the ability of governments to co-ordinate policies dealing
with science, industry, finance, education, etc.

Box 4. Best-practice policy as a learning tool

The search for best practice is based on the identification of policies that “work” in a specific country, and on an
understanding of the general principles that can be derived from the observed experience. The next step is to
examine how best practice can be transferred to other national contexts. In the area of innovation and technology
diffusion, it is difficult to provide “off-the-shelf” policy prescriptions. Because factors specific to countries and
points in time impinge on what can be achieved or should be attempted by policy makers, few policies represent
best practice in an absolute sense. Therefore, the search for best practice evolves by necessity towards the
prescription of “context-related” good practices. The notion of best practice must be understood as a learning
tool, rather than a normative concept. The search for best practice must be directed to areas where countries
pursue objectives in regard to a common rationale and be guided by a common set of assessment criteria
regarding policy efficiency, although it cannot be dependent on their full applicability.
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countries; greater attention to broad-based upskilling in countries with widening inc
distributions, such as the United Kingdom and the United States; regulatory reform of pro
and financial markets in Japan and Korea as well as in Europe; and a further strengthen
framework conditions in transition economies, can help improve performance and re
barriers to innovation and technological change.

● Co-ordinated with macroeconomic policy.A stable macroeconomic framework is a
precondition for innovative activity. In the past, fiscal imbalances and uncertainty about
inflation led to high real interest rates. This, combined with the general climate of uncerta
created by unsustainable policies, increased the cost of capital and reduced incentiv
innovative activity. Technological progress, on the other hand, affects macroecon
performance and policy in a number of ways, including via its impacts on growth, pri
measurement of output and inflation, and the stability of tax bases. Mutually strengthe
developments in the two areas may set the stage for either vicious or virtuous cir
Breaking out of vicious circles may require more or less comprehensive policy action
Western Europe, macroeconomic uncertainty and high real interest rates have in th
combined with slow restructuring and weak innovative effort. International technol
co-operation can spur direct investment, technology diffusion, industrial restructuring
strengthen prospects for long-term economic performance, thereby helping to make stru
reform and European integration more feasible. Countries which have suffered se
economic shocks, such as Finland and Japan, have formulated policy packages, with s
and technology policy as a key ingredient, designed to break out of vicious circles.

● Consistent with the globalisation process, through openness to international flows of go
people and ideas and policies increasing the absorptive capacity of domestic economie. The
globalisation of markets for goods and services and of production networks is closely re
to the internationalisation of technology and knowledge. Insofar as there are identif
losers from globalisation, tensions arise. Technology policies must allow domestic fi
especially SMEs, to improve their absorptive and innovative capacity to benefit from th
globalisation process. In small, open economies where advances in technology have c
on the performance of a limited number of increasingly globalised firms (e.g.Finland and
Sweden), efforts have been made in recent years to improve the science-industry interplay.
Still, enduring weaknesses in reward structures and taxation impede the attractio
upgrading of skilled individuals, thereby limiting the ability of the domestic economy to t
full advantage of the internationalisation of knowledge. The virtuous circle of technolog
advance, growth and job creation set off in Ireland has strongly benefited from that coun
success in attracting foreign direct investment. Japan and Korea have benefited
technology imports and their mastering of incremental innovations, but need now to upg
their domestic innovative capacity. In Germany, public investment in the R&D infrastruc
aims at raising inward flows of R&D and foreign know-how. For technology policy
achieve results, however, it must be complemented by broader structural reforms.

Realising the productivity benefits of technical change

Technological progress directly increases the productivity of innovating firms, and indire
increases economy-wide productivity through its diffusion and adoption. As information
communication technologies become pervasive, the potential for productivity gains shifts
high-tech manufacturing to the overall economy, and notably to the expanding service secto
realisation of these potential productivity gains can be helped by regulatory reform in produc
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factor markets, policies that allow domestic firms to take advantage of international sourc
technology, and also policy initiatives providing services to firms aimed at increasing their capac
absorb new technologies, as well as to engage in collaborative research with other firms.

Policies have a role to play also in encouraging innovation and growth in the knowledge
of an economy. This involves initiatives aimed at improving the management of the science ba
well as reforming support schemes of industrial R&D so as to increase their leverage effect on
R&D efforts. However, such policies may be ineffective in the absence of measures which help
improve their performance in terms of non-technological aspects of innovation,e.g.adoption of new
organisational structures and upgrading of workforce skills. Policy makers need to:

● Improve the management of the science base via increased flexibility in research struc
and strengthen incentives for university-industry collaboration. Government support to the
science base has been relatively protected at a time of budget stringency. An important c
issue is the appropriate balance between core and contract-based resources in fin
research institutions. While in some countries there is a risk that the share of contract-
resources is becoming excessive, in many others (notably in Continental Europe) incre
that share will stimulate the flexibility of research structures and their responsivene
economic and social needs. There are benefits to be gained from greater involveme
industry and other stakeholders in setting research priorities (including cross-discipli
research). The experience of a number of countries (Australia, Canada, Swede
United Kingdom and the United States) which have created centres of excelle
co-operative R&D centres, etc., is instructive in this respect. The research Frame
Programmes of the European Union have for the last 15 years focused on supporting
co-operation between universities, research centres and firms as well as increasing the
international mobility of scientists. The organisation of academic research should
stimulate scientific excellence and facilitate mobility of ideas and people. A numbe
countries need to take measures concerning the status of university researchers, emplo
conditions, and other factors influencing mobility, including possibilities for creating their
own firms.

● Ensure that long-term technological opportunities are safeguarded through adeq
financing of public research and incentives for inter-firm collaboration in pre-competit
research. Increasing market pressure has led many firms to improve the efficiency of t
research activities in terms of economic outcomes. However, it has also reduced the fu
of basic, exploratory research, whose outcomes are uncertain or difficult to appropria
addition to the appropriate funding of public research within increasingly tight governm
budgets, it is important that policy induces such research by firms, or at least does not
them from undertaking it. Many public programmes (the Advanced Technology Program
in the United States, the research Framework Programmes and Eureka in Europe)
encouraging co-operation between firms, and sometimes universities, on such “ge
technologies”. The regulation of concentration (mergers and acquisitions) and R
co-operation increasingly takes this aspect into account. Antitrust policies in Europe, J
and the United States have adapted to such concerns since the early1980s. Still, governments
generally need to improve the balance between allowing co-operation upstream, wh
helps to keep research costs down and allows partners to benefit from each ot
competencies, and enforcing competition downstream, when it comes to production
marketing, where it allows consumers to benefit from lower prices.
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● Raise the efficiency of financial support for industrial R&D while better weighing its me
relative to other instruments for financing innovation.R&D investments are an important facto
behind productivity gains at the firm level. While there is a sound economic rationale for s
public support to industrial R&D, in the form of either tax incentives or targeted R&D subsid
in most countries there is room for improving such schemes. R&D tax incentives (used by
half of OECD countries) can be effective in increasing private R&D expenditure but their
effectiveness depends on other features of the tax system and on their detailed design. Eff
gains could be obtained by reducing their generosity in some countries (Canada, Spain)
fine-tuning their inducement mechanism (Australia, France, Japan). Beyond their great v
in terms of size, objectives and design features, measures to support pre-competitive
through targeted grants often share a common weakness, defective articulation be
mechanisms for selection (of projects and recipients) and funding, the latter remaining rela
crude in contrast with the increasing sophistication of market financing tools (e.g.venture
capital). Many programmes to promote near-market R&D and innovation on a project b
have had mixed results; this explains recent efforts to streamline or reform them (as in Austria)
As removing the impediments to the development of market mechanisms for innova
financing becomes increasingly attractive, countries should assess the appropriateness
current scope and design of their financial support for industrial R&D.

● Strengthen technology diffusion mechanisms by fostering competition in product market
through better design and delivery of programmes.Innovations are translated into aggrega
productivity and employment growth through the process of technology diffusion. T
process can be strengthened through open trade, competition and regulatory reform.
designed and integrated public initiatives can help this process by increasing the ability of
firms to access and exploit technologies. Enhancing competition and liberalisatio
infrastructure and services has a strong potential for spurring innovation and diffusio
growing sectors such as telecommunications as well as in mature sectors, particula
Austria, France, Germany and Spain. Australia, Finland, the Netherlands and
United Kingdom have consolidated the institutional framework for diffusion policies so a
reduce overlap, while in France there exists a potential for overlap between nationa
regional initiatives. Denmark, the Netherlands and Spain have taken measures to impro
functioning of technology transfer centres. Technology extension services and inform
provision have been made more effective through greater industry participation
cost-sharing in Canada, Germany, Switzerland and the United States, although in Ge
many technical centres remain heavily dependent on public support. Australia, Canad
the United States have integrated diffusion issues more explicitly in technology develop
projects; similar action is warranted in Korea, Mexico and Spain. Schemes to promote g
technology uptake have been made more effective in Austria, Norway, the Netherland
the United Kingdom through evaluation and a better targeting of firms.

● Strengthen incentives for comparable measurement and reporting by firms of intan
investment to improve the management and composition of investment.While investment in
intangible assets underpins productivity growth, there may be a tendency for firm
underinvest because of the lack of visibility of such assets in reporting practices. Strength
incentives for their disclosure can improve resource allocation through better inte
management and improved external capital market assessment. There are scattered ex
of good practice at the firm level, for example in Swedish firms, and experimentation in
firms. However, there are also disincentives to reporting, such as not wanting to re
strategic information, concerns about taxation treatment and about becoming locked
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static reporting practices. Denmark is pioneering initiatives to encourage firms to disc
more systematic comparable information, based on current best practice. Similar initiativ
other countries will be important for further progress, and to enable a better understand
the benefits of improved reporting, as well as a more favourable balance between its cos
benefits. However, in the absence of government initiatives, it is unlikely that individual
efforts by firms will lead to internationally comparable reporting practices.

Ensure the conditions for technical progress to contribute to job creation

Technology policy has both direct and indirect impacts on jobcreation, including the number
and types of jobs created. Favourable impacts cannot be taken for granted, as is suggeste
sometimes negative relationship prevailing between productivity growth and employment perform
over extended periods of time. Although technology policies must not seek to protect jobs a
expense of productivity and competitiveness, a number of OECD countries are in need of p
adjustment in order to strengthen job outcomes. Reducing the potential mismatch between the s
supply and those in demand, while ensuring complementarity between technology and human
policies is one area for reform. Regulatory reform initiatives that generate increased flexibility and
adaptability in labour markets and provide incentives for investment in human capital are critical in this
respect, as are technology policies that encourage training and changes in organisational struc
smaller firms that fall largely outside the scope of traditional public training schemes.

Technology policy can further help to improve the conditions for the creation and growt
new technology-based firms (NTBFs). More broadly, it can help create an environment conduc
the articulation of demand and jobs, including in new growth sectors such as Internet-based serv
environmental goods and services. NTBFs contribute directly to job creation. Even more import
they create and diffuse new goods and services and thereby help instil a culture of innova
encourage investments in skills and improve economy-wide dynamic allocative efficiency. Higher
incomes from technology-induced product iv i ty growth not only increase demand
technology-intensive goods and services but also in low technology areas, thusstimulating
employment. Policy measures in this respect are multiple, ranging from encouraging risky innov
activity (e.g.the establishment of venture capital funds, tax credits, tax treatment of capital gain
close co-ordination with structural reform in financial markets, to targeted diffusion programmes
appropriate regulatory conditions that allow growth in new markets such as electronic commerce or
environmental services. Policy should:

● Help overcome mismatches between demand and supply for skills and improve the fram
for adoption of new organisational practices.The productivity and job gains associated wit
new technologies are best realised when firms make complementary investmen
organisational change and upskilling. Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom an
United States have improved previously uneven performance in this respect; neverthele
varying extents they still need to expand and improve vocational and technical educatio
training. Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden) and m
continental European countries as well as Japan have traditionally done well in these re
but a number of them must combine greater firm-level flexibility. Expanding or improving
content of vocational and technical education is an issue for Austria, Belgium, Germ
Iceland, the Netherlands, Norway and Switzerland. Improving links with business
important issue for Finland and France, while Austria, Germany, Japan and the Nether
should facilitate mobility between vocational/technical and academic studies. Expansio
improvement of vocational education is of prime importance for the group of “catch-
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countries, including Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain. Nordic and continental Euro
countries and Japan have a strong infrastructure and traditions supporting diffusio
information on new work organisation and work practices, but this institutional infrastruc
needs to become more demand-driven as well as more closely co-ordinated with edu
and training programmes. More generally, the incentives for firms to offer training and
individuals to upgrade their skills need reviewing and strengthening in most OECD coun

● Facilitate the creation and growth of new technology-based firms by fostering gre
managerial and innovation capabilities, reducing regulatory, information and financ
barriers and promoting technological entrepreneurship. Dynamic NTBFs tend to display
above-average employment growth, while contributing indirectly to growth and jobs throug
higher productivity, lower prices and greater product variety. The difference between
United States and other countries in the dynamism of NTBFs is neither the rate of star
nor the rate of survival of new firms (with a few exceptions such as Japan and Sweden)
the share of start-ups that take place in technologically progressive activities an
proportion of these firms that enjoy fast growth. Policies aimed at encourag
entrepreneurship in general, and risky innovative activity in particular, are import
especially in countries such as Japan where rates of business start-up are ver
Governments must also address the specific factors which restrain the number of va
entrepreneurial technology-based projects, raise obstacles to their transformation
business start-ups, and weaken subsequent market selection processes to the detri
firms with growth potential. Increasingly this must include measures which spur gre
management and innovation capabilities within firms, raising their potential for growth
investment in technology and skills. Regulatory barriers to entry should be reduced
private venture capital industry promoted (including specialised financial market segm
and “business angel” networks). This may be achieved through tax incentives for investo
in France and the United Kingdom); programmes to leverage private investment (e.g.in
Australia, Germany and the Netherlands); or relaxing investment rules for pension fu
banks and insurance companies (e.g.in Australia, Finland and Italy). Direct financial suppor
should be concentrated on early stages of innovative ventures (seed capital, pre-inve
appraisal). Disincentives to “technological entrepreneurship” (regulations discoura
spin-offs from large firms and universities) and obstacles to risk-taking (e.g.bankruptcy law
which excessively penalises failure, lack of stock options which improve the risk/reward ra
for highly-qualified staff) should be removed or modified.

● Promote new growth areas such as Internet-based services and environmental good
services through regulatory reform which encourages flexible technological responses an
entry.The emergence of new industries to replace declining ones is important for growth
job creation. In new areas such as network-based services and environmental good
services, government measures have helped foster market-driven innovation, techn
diffusion and economic expansion. Policies to facilitate growth need to integrate and co-ordinat
different policy targets (encouraging positive social impacts of Internet-based services, the
of environmental and technology policy), combine consistent regulation and econo
incentives covering supply- and demand-side market behaviour of individuals and firms
avoid locking-in to particular technologies. Jobs in network-based services have been crea
access providers and new media due to infrastructure liberalisation, technological innov
and flexible service conditions. Best practices are found in Canada, Finland, the U
Kingdom, the United States and the European Commission. High- and low-skill jobs are b
created to supply environmental goods and in new services such as eco-auditing; the distribution
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of jobs is shaped by combining flexible application of regulations with economic incent
encouraging innovation. Best-practice policies are found in Canada, Germany, Ja
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Nordic countries and the United States.

Improve the efficiency and leverage effects of innovation and technology policy initiatives

There is a need for improvement in the efficiency and leverage effects of innovation and
technology diffusion policies via:

● Improved techniques and institutional mechanisms for evaluation. The increasing emphasis
on evaluation partly reflects tight government budgets, but is also emblematic of a t
towards more accountability, transparency and the desire to minimise distortions
government policies while maximising their leverage effect. Only a few countries (Austra
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States) systematically evaluate the whole
of technology programmes based on socio-economic criteria and with resource allocatio
priority-setting as goals. While evaluation in these countries is mature and institutional
further efforts are needed to allow better comparison of the relative efficiency
effectiveness of differentpolicy tools. In Europe, the European Commission has helped to
evaluation on the policy agenda in certain countries by developing methodologies
supporting networks of evaluators. It has alsorecently introduced a rationalised evaluation
scheme covering monitoring and five-year assessment of the EU research programm
Framework Programme. Among European countries, Denmark, Finland, France, Germ
the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland have well-developed evaluation practices,
but tend to use evaluation mainly for improving programme management. Their appr
provides part of the information necessary for managing the systemic nature of mo
innovation systems, but fails to provide a sufficient basis for allocating public funds betw
competing uses. The approach taken to evaluation in New Zealand is similar, while in Ja
number of recent initiatives apply a more rigorous methodology to evaluating socio-economic
impacts of programmes. In Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain, as well as i
Czech Republic, Hungary, Mexico, Poland and Turkey, evaluation remains ad hoc, and
is a need to institutionalise the process by developing the methodological tools
mechanisms that will help embed evaluations in policy making.

● Adoption of new mechanisms for supporting innovation and technology diffusion thro
greater use of public/private partnerships.Public/private partnerships seem particularly we
suited for correcting market failures in certain areas (e.g.development of generic industria
technologies) while minimising some systemic failures, by fostering co-operation betw
different actors (examples of such programmes exist in Australia, Austria, Japan
United States and the European Commission). In comparison with traditional R&D subsi
they entail a more competitive selection of participants, an increased influence from
private sector on project selection and management, as well as greater leverage of
funding on private resources. Public/private partnership schemes have the potent
enhance synergies between market-driven R&D and R&D responding to governments’ n
in accomplishing their direct missions (e.g.defence, public health, environment), provide
that they can be designed so as to minimise the potential risks of capture by private s
participants, as well as dead-weight losses. Realising this potential is of particular impor
for countries with a large public research sector (e.g.France, the United States). It involve
different types of adjustment to policy practices, for example: the need to improve syne
between mission-oriented national programmes and diffusion-oriented regional initia
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(e.g.in Austria, Germany and the Netherlands), or to make the technology diffus
infrastructure more flexible in supporting diffusion, adoption and innovation in a broad ra
of firms and activities (e.g.in Nordic countries).

● Removal of obstacles to international technology co-operation by improving transparen
foreign access to national programmes and securing a reliable framework for intellec
property r ights. Internat ional discrepancies in the access of fore ign fi rms
government-funded research programmes have been reduced, especially following po
initiatives in Japan. Rules (e.g.reciprocity requirements or conditions regarding exploitatio
of research results) and practice now differ as much from programme to programme as
country to country. They should be made more transparent, particularly in the United S
where each of the many agencies involved in technology policy applies its own eligibility
criteria. There is scope for improving other aspects of the regulatory framework
transborder co-operation among private enterprises [e.g. in the area ofintellectual property
rights (IPRs)]. Despite progress in harmonization under the aegis of the World Intelle
Property Organization (WIPO) and the World Trade Organization (WTO) [Agreemen
Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement)], the lac
predictability in IPRs and standards, enforcement and litigation still hampers firms’ globa
operations, particularly in new technology fields.

Making reforms politically feasible

Adoption of best policy practices hinges on the political ability to implement them. Achiev
this requires overcoming institutional inertia as well as addressing social cohesion problems a
from transition costs and redistribution of incomes and jobs, primarily away from workers who
low-skilled or whose skills are becoming obsolete. A fundamental question is whether the signal
by policy to individuals and firms are consistent and credible.

Key factors for success in this respect are the extent to which co-ordination can be ach
between ministries and relevant stakeholders can participate in the formulation of policy. Denmar
Netherlands, Finland, the United Kingdom and the United States have all made signif
improvements in this area. New forms of interaction with the private sector,e.g.in the form of P/PPs,
which have helped dynamise research systems and better link them to economic and societa
have been developed in Germany, the Netherlands and the United States, as well as with
framework of the new Innovation Action Plan of the European Union.

Appropriate incentive systems are needed to engineer policy co-ordination. Financial pres
can be used creatively tospur change in governance, and to adopt assessment mechanisms desig
induce innovative behaviour. Checks must be put in place against government failure, su
institutions furthering their own special interests, and adopting a partial rather than an economy
perspective. The benefits of awareness and transparency may be magnified by “audits
international benchmarking of how policy organisation and formulation relate to economic beha
and performance, inducing a critical process of self-examination in governments.

Technology policies need to be part of a broader package developed in consultation wi
social partners to ease transition problems. One strategy is to begin with those measures which
to be the most feasible, universally supported and whose effects are likely to be the most evident
these measures have been in existence for some time and their effects have been evaluated, n
corrections can be implemented and more difficult decisions can be pushed through. Scienc
technology policies in Finland,Iceland, Japan and the Netherlands have been able to evolve along these
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lines. Even when “big bang” policies have been introduced, technology policy has generally evolved
gradually over a period of decades (e.g.New Zealand). On the other hand, the ability to advance m
hinge on the political will to push through difficult decisions, handle the associated transition cost
demonstrate positive outcomes. In some countries, a crisis situation has helped muster suppo
reform (e.g.Finland, Japan). It is important that policy makers exploit such opportunities as they a
thereby preventing conditions from deteriorating to a degree which makes it extremely difficu
repair the damage.

Measures that promote broad-based upskilling and lifelong learning can help to rais
mobility and employability of workers and mitigate the costs of job displacement. Social sec
programmes and transfers protecting social cohesion will continue to play an important ro
preserving a social fabric conducive to trust; itself a major building block for risk-taking, innova
and creativity in a broader sense. At the same time, it is crucial that policies be designed in such a wa
that they do not undermine incentives for work, upskilling, organisational change or restructu
OECD countries face a major challenge in putting into place, and successfully communicating
general public, a comprehensive policy framework which allows for a mutual strengthening of s
cohesion, on the one hand, and technological progress and change on the other.

Finally, policy makers should pursue international policy co-ordination, which may h
achieve consistency in nationalreforms. It can help underpin domesticpolicy efforts, for instance in the
area of diffusion and the science-industry interface, and to secure broader public acceptance. Again,
improved understanding of the contribution that technology can make to better standards of livin
be crucial for the feasibility of such co-operation. OECD governments further need to ensure
mobilisation of efforts takes place at the regional and local levels,e.g.through the design of
administrative and fiscal frameworks. Along with the goal of transparency of policies and resu
impacts, governments should design incentives which spur competition among local authorities
initiatives for change rather than in mere attraction of financial support.

Overview of the main country-specific findings

Table 1 presents an overview of the main country-specific findings of the report. It sh
national strengths and weaknesses and serves as a guide to the best practices and
recommendations in the report. In summarising the evaluation of national challenges and polic
different innovation and technology diffusion policy areas, it distinguishes between five situat
(i) case of best policy practice;(ii) partial best-practice policy, with minor policy recommendatio
(iii) minor policy recommendation;(iv) partial best-practice policy, with remaining major weaknes
(v) major weakness.

This report defines best policy practice as a learning tool rather than a normative concep
table should not be interpreted as a ranking of countries. Neither should it be used to prioritise
reforms within individual countries since it is not based on a series of country reviews and doe
cover all areas of innovation and technology diffusion policy. Identified best practices are examp
successful national responses to generic problems that comprise elements (e.g.the general approach or
a specific instrument) which could be emulated with appropriate adaptation in other countries
report provides numerous examples of such best practices, although there are fewer in some are
in others.

Areas where best practices are few and far between are precisely those where a systemicpolicy
approach is inherent to success, namely: the institutional settings for policy formulation,
implementation and evaluation, as well as the promotion of NTBFs and new demand. In other
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such as technology diffusion or the management of the science base, where examples of best p
abound, they do not translate everywhere into satisfactory performance because their impact dep
part on conditions created by other policies. For example, efforts to make the science base con
more to economic growth must be echoed by an increasing uptake of scientific inputs by the bu
sector – especially by NTBFs and in new growth areas. Industrial renewal brought about by
creation and expansion of new markets will in turn enhance the effects of schemes for prom
technology diffusion.

For each country, the table indicates where policy adjustment and learning from best pra
of other countries is required. Broadly speaking, three groups of countries can be distinguished.
countries (e.g.Australia, Canada, Finland, the United Kingdom and the United States) exhibit
pronounced weaknesses and generally require only incremental improvements. However, excep
case of Finland, vocational and technical education and training constitute the weak point o
innovation systems of these countries and threaten long-term performance, requiring further expansion
and improvement or reductions in drop-out rates. In Finland, as in Sweden, an important challeng
make the infrastructure for diffusion better serve interactions between small and large firms. In Ca
financial support to industrial R&D should be rationalised. There is also room for improveme
overall co-ordination of innovation and technology diffusion policies in most of these countr
including the United States.

By contrast, a number of OECD countriesface a comprehensive agenda of far-reaching pol
reforms. They include all new Member countries (the Czech Republic, Hungary, Korea, Me
Poland), where the institutional set-up for innovation and technology diffusion policies is
incomplete; European countries with less policy experience in this area (Greece, Ireland, Po
Spain, Turkey); but also more advanced countries such as Austria and Italy which face lasting pro
of policy co-ordination that weaken efficiency in every technology policy area. The remaining Mem
countries, including Japan and all other European OECD countries, fall somewhere in the midd
show more contrasted profiles of strengths and weaknesses. The weaknesses,e.g.in France, Germany
and Sweden, partly reflect rigidities in the public research sector and related difficulties in adju
financing and regulatory policies to the requirements of the emerging entrepreneurial mod
knowledge generation and use.
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Table 1. Overview of best policy practice and policy recommendations in individual areas of innovation and technology diffusion policy 1
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lling for policy adjustment.
uished: i) case of best policy practice; ii) partial best-
maining major weakness; v) major weakness. A blank
3
1

Source: OECD Secretariat.

implementation R&D efforts initiatives based firms

Australia � /� � � /� � � / � �

Austria � � � � � / � �

Belgium � � � � �

Canada � /� � � /� � / � � / � � / �

Czech Republic � � � �

Denmark � � � � � / � �

Finland � � � � / � � �

France � � � � / � � / � � / �

Germany � � � � � / � � / �

Greece � � � � /� �

Hungary � � � �

Iceland �

Ireland � � � � � �

Italy � � � � �

Japan � � � / � � � / � �

Korea � � � � � /� �

Luxembourg
Mexico � � � � / � � �
Netherlands � /� � � � � / � �

New Zealand � �

Norway � � � � � �

Poland � � � � � �

Portugal � � �

Spain � � � / � � � /� �

Sweden � � � /� � � �

Switzerland � � � � / � � /� �

Turkey � � � � �

United Kingdom � � � /� � / � � �

United States � � / � � /� � / � � / � �

EC � /� � / � � / � � /� �

Key: � represents case of best policy practice; � represents minor policy recommendation; � represents major weakness ca
1. The table should be interpreted with caution and should not be read as a ranking of countries. Five situations are disting

practice policy, with minor policy recommendation; iii) minor policy recommendation; iv) partial best practice policy, with re
means that available information was insufficient to draw conclusions.

2. This column is also based on judgement derived from other chapters.
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CHAPTER 1. TECHNOLOGY, GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT
IN THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED ECONOMY 1

1.1. Context and background: the macroeconomic performance of OECD economies

1. Technological change has a dual role in the debate on unemployment and job creation:
the villain, and that of the knight in shining armour. New technologies are widely blamed for job
among the low-skilled, while at the same time being held up as providing the solution to unemploy
through the creation of new high-skill jobs paying good wages in emerging sectors. While this dua
may be exaggerated, technology both creates and destroys jobs. More fundamentally, it transfor
structures of economies, and their ability to grow and create wealth and jobs.

2. This chapter explores the relationships between technology, growth and employme
examines how technology is transforming OECD economies from industrial to knowledge-ba
directly based on the production, distribution and use of knowledge and information – becoming
process more than ever the engine of economic growth. It then reviews evidence from firm-
sectoral and aggregate data on the relationship between technology and productivity, before disc
the impact of technology on employment, skills and wages. These relationships need to be view
the context of the macroeconomic performance of OECD economies in the 1990s, and, in part
growth and labour market developments (reviewed in detail in OECD,1997a), namely:

● Weaker economic growth than in the 1970s and 1980s; higher unemployment rates (the
cent rate for the whole OECD area is double the level of 20 years ago), and signifi
variation by country and region; a large share of long-term unemployed (particularl
Europe, with the exception of the Nordic countries2 and Austria); higher youth unemploymen
rates; large regional unemployment differences (Belgium, Italy, Spain).

● Lower employment growth than in the 1970s and 1980s, with the United States creating twice
as many jobs as Japan and four times as many as the European Union during the last cy
each percentage point of growth; with business employment growth associated with decreases
in structural unemployment in many countries (Ireland, the Netherlands, New Zealand);
weak or declining employment growth associated with increases in structural unemploy

1. The analytical work underpinning this chapter has benefited from financial support from the Euro
Commission (DG XII) in the framework of the preparation of theSecond European Indicators Report on S&
Indicators, 1997.

2. Throughout this publication, the termNordic countriesrefers to the following: Denmark, Finland, Iceland
Norway and Sweden.
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(Finland, Germany, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, among others); and with govern
employment the main source of job opportunities in countries with high unemployment r

● Higher unemployment rates among the less educated and less skilled; a change
employment mix, with a shift away from low-skilled jobs and towards high-skilled ones;
also some increase in job losses among skilled white-collar workers (especially in indu
such as finance, insurance and business services), and increased job opportunit
low-skilled white-collar workers (though not at the same rate as high-skilled ones
countries experiencing an economic upturn (Canada, the United Kingdom, the United St

● A high degree of job turnover in most OECD countries, with many jobs created and destr
each year; different employment adjustment mechanisms (with European workers less
to become unemployed but, once unemployed, competing less successfully for relative
vacancies; a higher risk of becoming unemployed in the United States, but gene
short-lived unemployment spells); and an increasing sense of job insecurity.

● An increase in temporary job arrangements in some high unemployment European cou
(France, Italy, Spain), partly compensating for declines in permanent employment, as w
in some countries with strong employment gains (Ireland, the Netherlands); an increa
part-time employment in almost all countries (but which remains a fairly small fraction
total employment, except in the Netherlands).

● A slower rate of increase in real compensation per employee in most countries compa
the 1980s; significant wage moderation as shown by wage shares in business gross do
product (GDP), with real wages failing to increase in line with labour productiv
(particularly in Europe); an increase in wage rate dispersion in the 1980s and early 199
the United Kingdom and the United States and to a lesser extent New Zealand, and a
compressed wage group in Germany and Norway (in Canada, France and Japan the te
towards a wider wage distribution in the 1980s faded in the 1990s); a significant increa
the proportion of individuals trapped in low-paid jobs in many countries.

1.2. Technology, structural change and growth: the move to knowledge-based economie

3. Through its effects on production methods, consumption patterns, and the structure of econ
the spread of information and communication technologies (ICTs) is playing a key role in the transform
of OECD economies from industrial to knowledge-based. Economies have always relied on knowle
develop new products and improve productivity; what distinguishes the current period is the spee
which knowledge is accumulated and associated economic activities developed. Countries differ with
to where they are in this process of structural transformation, due to their starting points, va
technological and industrial specialisations, and different institutions and attitudes to change.

The changing composition of production and employment

4. This structural transformation has a number of dimensions. The first is the shift of econ
activities between sectors in the economy and the associated reallocation of jobs. As OECD eco
become richer, an increasing proportion of consumption and production activities take place in the s
sector. Technological change is both directly and indirectly responsible for much of this shift. It facilitate
development of new services based on the use of information technologies (ITs) and, most importa
contributes to generating economy-wide productivity gains which are translated into higher incomes an
hence more differentiated and service-oriented consumption patterns.
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5. The shift to services is statistically well-documented. Approximately two-thirds of
business activity in the OECD area is conducted in the service sector, which accounts for
70 per cent of all jobs. These shares have increased over time in all countries. Important stru
differences remain, however, with the service share in business-sector value added high
Australia and the United States, and lowest in Finland and Norway. This shift is even m
pronounced in employment terms; reflecting its lower productivity, the share of services in
business employment is typically higher than in value added (Figure 1.1, top panel). At the same
time, there is evidence (which cannot be easily captured in standard statistics) that the div
line between industry and services is moving; many business service activities tradition
undertaken by integrated manufacturing firms have been spun off and are now undertaken by
located in the service sector.

6. Compositional shifts are also occurring within manufacturing, as OECD economies m
to higher quality and more differentiated activities. While manufacturing is declining in term
both value added and employment, its high-technology segment (i.e. computers, electronics,
aerospace and pharmaceuticals) has expanded in most countries (Figure 1.1, middle and
panels). This is especially the case for value added: high-tech production is high and risi
Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States. It is less so for jobs: reflecting the r
productivity growth in this sector, the share of high-tech jobs in manufacturing has incre
substantially only in France, Japan and the United Kingdom (and also in Finland, but the s
remains very low); in the Netherlands and the United States it continues to be high, desp
relative decline since 1980 (such a decline can be partly traced to outsourcing of activities by
in the high-tech manufacturing sector to the service sector).

7. More broadly, the direct contribution of technology- or knowledge-based industries to growth
explored in Figure 1.2 (see Box 1.1). The figure (top panel) shows the contribution of different sectors to
business-sector value-added growth between 1980 and 1994 in the G7 countries. Knowledge
industries typically accounted for about a quarter of total growth in output. Their contribution was la
in Japan, followed by Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States; it waslowest in Italy.
In most countries, the contribution of high-tech manufacturing was the weakest of the three sectors (exc
in Japan and the United Kingdom), with service production providing the bulk of growth.

Box 1.1. Some definitions: from high-tech to knowledge-based industries

The importance of technology-based activities in the economy has traditionally been approximated by the share
of high-technology manufacturing industries (aerospace, computers, electronics, pharmaceuticals). This
measure is becoming increasingly inadequate as it focuses only on the producers of technology and ignores its
use. For example, firms in many manufacturing industries outside the high-tech segment (e.g. in plastics, cars,
textiles or chemicals) are increasingly adopting technology-intensive production techniques. While their products
are not high-tech in the traditional sense of the word, technology is fundamental to their production.

More importantly, given its size in the economy, the service sector is becoming an important user and even
developer of new technologies (OECD, 1996a). Information and communications technologies are pervasive in
most services, especially in communications, and in finance, insurance and business services. For this reason,
this chapter adopts a broader measure of the technology-based or knowledge-based share in the economy. In
addition to high-tech manufacturing, the category includes two other sectors: communication services; and the
finance and insurance services sector. This definition of “knowledge-based” industries focuses on their
“technology content”, i.e. the extent to which they develop or use intensively new technologies. Hence, while
education and even health are clearly “knowledge-based”, they are not included.
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Figure 1.1. Structural shifts in value added and employment

1. Data cover western Germany only.
Source: OECD, STAN and ISDB databases, 1997.
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Figure 1.2. The direct contribution of knowledge-based industries, 1 1980-95
Contributions to average annual growth rate of business sector value added, employment and labour productivity2

1. The knowledge-based industries group includes high- and medium-high-technology manufacturing,
communication services, finance and insurance.

2. Contributions of sectors are calculated by the growth rates weighted by average shares in business sector
GDP and employment.

3. Data cover western Germany only.
Source: OECD, STAN and ISDB databases, 1997.
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8. While useful as an approximation of the direct contribution of technology-based production,
estimates give an incomplete picture of the importance of technology. Technology contributes to g
through many channels: directly through the production of technology-intensive goods and service
more importantly, indirectly through its impact on prices, productivity, wages and incomes. As goods
services embodying new technology are widely adopted, production and consumption patterns c
Inventions such as the semiconductor, the computer, and applications such as the Internet, as
advanced materials, the jet engine and new drugs, have all changed the way goods are produ
distributed, and altered demand patterns for business services, leisure, travel, health and education.

Changing investment patterns: intangibles, ICTs and skills

9. In addition to changes in the sectoral composition of production (which represents the o
side), another important dimension of the structural transformation of OECD economies is the cha
pattern of investment (the input side). This involves a tilt towards intangible investmentse.g. in research
and development (R&D), other forms of innovation-related assets, hardware and software, ICTs and
upgrading of skills.

10. The level and growth of business R&D expenditures are the most often used indica
innovative capacity. In practice, the capacity to innovate depends on a multitude of factors, ranging
the efforts made by firms themselves through investments, to the skill level of the workforce, or the
“learning” ability of firms and the general environment within which they operate (Chapter 2). For s
firms, some of these non-R&D innovative investments may be more important than R&D expenditures
proper, suggesting that R&D alone is not a sufficient indicator of innovative behaviour. However, R
remains critical as it plays a dual role: both in the development of new products and more eff
production processes, and in helping firms to identify, follow and potentially take advantage of know
initially developed elsewhere – it enhances their learning or “absorptive” capacity. This suggests that firm
need a research capability to assimilate knowledge developed elsewhere.

11. R&D expenditures undertaken in the business sector dipped in the early 1990s in a
number of countries, reflecting in part the economic cycle and in part defence restructuring
Chapter 3 for further discussion), but have recovered more recently. More important from the po
view of the structural transformation of economies is the fact that business R&D is increas
undertaken in different parts of the economy. While most expenditures are still concentrated in
high-technology manufacturing industries, such as computers, semiconductors and aerospace
account for between 40 and 60 per cent of the business R&D effort), services account for an incr
share. This trend is particularly apparent in Australia and the United States, where 30-40 per c
R&D is performed by the non-manufacturing sector – mainly by service firms (Figure 1.3), and is
the case in the United Kingdom. It is less evident in other European countries and Japan, partly b
these countries have not yet extended their R&D surveys to provide better coverage of service fir

12. The increasing share of services in total business R&D can be traced to different factors. First,
a certain amount of research has traditionally been performed in the services (commercial R&D
design and engineering firms, etc.), and the generally increased weight of such activities
economy has thus raised their share of R&D. Second, research is being carried out in complete
areas, such as product development where IT, entertainment and information exchange co
(multimedia, CD-ROM publications, etc.). Third, some activities formerly carried out by manufactu
are now assured by service “spin-off” firms. Software firms, which are now considered to be a p
the service sector, are one example.
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Figure 1.3. R&D in the manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors, 1980-95

Source: OECD, ANBERD database, December 1997.

Figure 1.4. Technology diffusion
Acquisition of R&D-intensive products by different sectors, 1990

1. Data refer to 1985.
Source: OECD calculations based on ANBERD and Input-Output databases; see OECD (1996a) for methodology.

13. In addition to directly investing in intangible assets such as R&D, service firms in
indirectly through the purchase of R&D-intensive investment goods. In most countries, desp
growing role in developing new technologies through R&D expenditures and other innovation-re
efforts, the service sector is principally a user of technology. Service industries as diverse as soc
personal services (an industry category covering, among other things, equipment purchases
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health industry), transport and storage, real estate and business services, or wholesale and reta
are the main buyers of technologically sophisticated machinery and equipment. Amon
G7 countries, the importance of service firms in indirect investment in intangibles is particularly hig
the United Kingdom and the United States, and lowest in Germany (Figure 1.4).

14. Investment in ICT hardware and software is increasingly important. Among all technolo
currently diffusing in OECD economies, ICTs have the most pervasive economy-wide effects and are
growing in importance (OECD, 1996a; 1997b). Computers and related equipment are the fastest-grow
component of tangible investment, and ICT markets (hardware and software) have grown at twice the
GDP since the mid-1980s. The general upward trend,however,reflects large underlying differences; th
importance of ICT is rising much faster in the United States than in EU countries or in Japan (Figure

Figure 1.5. Investment in ICTs

Source: OECD calculations based on data from the OECD Economic Outlook database 62 and International Data
Corporation (IDC).

15. ICTs are transforming production methods and consumption patterns in OECD econo
while Internet and the spread of electronic commerce are changing the way economic activiti
conducted. In financial markets, ICT use has meant greater capital mobility and lower transaction
In product markets, it has allowed greater competition, lower margins and prices, greater flexibi
the firm level, and higher productivity, especially when combined with organisational change.
have led to the break-up of former “natural monopolies”, in telecommunications in particular. T
widespread diffusion has also raised a whole new set of policy issues, ranging from their impa
macroeconomic policy to concerns about the adequacy of existing regulatoryframeworks.

16. Intangible investments also include training expenditures and skill formation. Despite the la
adequate internationally comparable statistics in this area, the available evidence points to incr
investment in training by firms and governments (Chapter 11). Levels of education have risen ste
increasing the supply of highly skilled manpower. At the same time, demand for highly skilled worker
risen steadily, while that for the unskilled has declined significantly. As revealed by occupational data
trends are reflected in the changing distribution of skills in total employment. Over the last 10-15 years

Investment in hardware and software
as a percentage of GDP
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has been a significant increase in the share of white-collar high-skilled occupations in total employ
which now accounts for between a quarter and a third of all jobs in most large OECD countries (Figure

Figure 1.6. Trends in the distribution of skills in total employment

1. Data cover western Germany in 1980 and unified Germany in 1995.
Source: OECD and Eurostat data.

Globalisation and technology: the driving forces of transformation

17. A third dimension of the structural transformation of OECD economies from industria
knowledge-based concerns the role of globalisation and its interaction with technological chan
well-documented deepening of the economic interdependency between firms and countries is
place, through increased trade, foreign direct investments, international sourcing of production
and inter-firm alliances, including the internationalisation of R&D activities. This process has b
made possible to a large extent by the falling cost of telecommunications and the increased avai
of ICTs. It has also been spurred by deregulation of financial and product markets, a process tha
part of its impetus to technical change. In turn, increased international competition acts as an inc
for firms to create new products or more efficient production processes; and the expansion
international trade and production provides firms with more resources to finance innovative ef
especially in countries with small domestic markets.

18. The direct role of technology in this process is reflected in the changing pattern
international trade. An increasing share of trade is in similar but differentiated products (intra-ind
trade), and involves a growing share of high-tech products. Exports from high-technology indu
have risen faster than average, now accounting for about 17 per cent of OECD manufacturing e
Between 1980 and 1994, the share of high-tech products such as computers, semicond
pharmaceuticals, telecom products, aerospace and scientific instruments has grown faster than
any other type of commodity (Figure 1.7). These figures, however, highlight only the most vis
aspect of the relationship between technology and globalisation. Technological change combine
increased economic interdependency to intensify and alter the nature of global competition ac
widening spectrum of industries. In industries characterised as low- or medium-tech, technolog
associated organisational change increasingly provide an edge in productivity and enable p
differentiation, crucially shaping competitiveness and value added. At the same time, globalisation adds
to pressures for adjustment and restructuring, which can particularly hurt unskilled workers as w
firms in industries vulnerable to foreign competition.
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Figure 1.7. Dynamism of high-technology exports

Source: OECD, STAN database, December 1997.

1.3. Technology and productivity: microeconomic evidence and macroeconomic puzzle

19. Productivity gains drive economic growth, so that understanding the role of technology i
growth process requires examining how it affects productivity at the micro and at the aggregate
Empirically, the technology-productivity link is most clearly seen at the firm level, especially whe
other complementary investments, such as organisational change and changes in production m
and training, are taken into account. It is still visible at the sectoral level, although weaker, give
variety of firm characteristics and behaviour. At the level of total manufacturing or of the busi
sector as a whole, it is difficult to empirically establish a clear link between an indicator of techno
effort such as R&D and productivity growth.

20. The difficulty in establishing this relationship empirically can be traced to a number of fac
One is that both innovative effort and productivity tend to be mismeasured, a problemwhich may have
become more severe with the growing share of services in economic activity (see Box 1.2 o
“Solow paradox”). Another is the lag between the time when innovative efforts take place and
they translate into productivity gains. A third is the difficulty in disentangling the impact of technol
from that of other factors affecting productivity, such as infrastructure, the accumulation of physical
and human capital, economies of scale, market structure, demographic change, international t
the degree of competition. But, most importantly, it is because economy-wide productivity gains
new technologies are mainly generated during the process of diffusion of new products and pro
throughout the economy.

21. The impact of technology on productivity is crucially conditioned by the policy environment
the framework conditions within which firms operate. Excessive regulations or distortionary taxes w
inhibit risk-taking and the creation of new technology-based firms (NTBFs) will reduce product
growth associated with the development of new products and processes. Rigidities in labour mark
retard the adoption of changes in production necessary to realise the potential of new technolog
product markets, monopoly structures in industries developing new technologies allow the
appropriate benefits of innovation but limit productivity gains in user industries. Similarly, exces
regulation in services blunts incentives to modernise through the adoption of new technologies.

Share of exports of high-technology industries in total OECD manufacturing exports Products with largest changes in export share, 1980-94
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From firm-level to sectoral and aggregate productivity

22. The growing body of empirical evidence on the determinants of productivity at the firm l
suggests that aggregate productivity patterns may give a misleading picture. There is a large varia
behaviour and characteristics among firms within industries, including with respect to developme
use of technology. Many firms in low-tech industries make substantial innovation-related efforts
recent availability of establishment- or firm-level data in a number of OECD countries has allo
technology-productivity relationships to be explored at the micro level (OECD, 1996b). Such firm-level
research illustrates that developing or adopting new technology spurs higher productivity, but
number of other factors, such as worker training, organisational structures and managerial abili
also critical (see Chapter 11 for further discussion on these issues). Recent OECD work bas
firm-level data for France, Japan and the United States has shown that R&D-performing firms te
have higher labour productivity levels and growth rates than non-R&D firms, although this is mor
case in France and the United States than in Japan (Figure 1.8). Studies for the United
(Conference Board, 1997) and Canada (Baldwinet al., 1995) have found that technology users a
more productive thannon-technology users. Results from other countries reach similar conclusions

Box 1.2. The productivity paradox: towards a solution?

Since the first oil shock and until recently, OECD countries have simultaneously experienced a slowdown of
productivity growth and exceptionally rapid technical advance, giving rise to what has been labelled the “Solow
paradox”.

Part of the paradox can be traced to measurement issues. Both technical change and productivity are
mismeasured. R&D statistics capture only part of the innovative effort and do not provide information on the
results of that effort. In terms of productivity, there are serious problems with the measurement of output,
especially in the ser vices. New technology is increasingly adopted in ser vice sub-sectors where
mismeasurement is notorious (e.g. the health industry and financial institutions and insurance). To the extent that
the weight of services in GDP has steadily increased over time, overall mismeasurement has probably increased.
Another source of mismeasurement concerns qualitative changes brought about by innovations. Conventional
price indices fail to fully capture changes in quality and thus understate the growth rate for output and productivity
in innovative industries such as computers.

Other explanations focus on adaptation lags associated with learning and on the changing nature of technical
advance. Using new technologies efficiently requires time, effort and major investments in training and
organisational change. Mastering a radically new technology is a long process, as the example of the dynamo at
the end of the 19th century shows (David, 1991). It took time before complementary technologies, such as the
electrical engine, were efficient enough to realise electricity’s productivity potential. At the same time, there is
some evidence that innovative effort may be increasingly devoted to product differentiation, increased quality,
rapid introduction of innovations, or just-in-time delivery. Such activities, although they have high private rates of
return, generate fewer externalities (spillovers). As other firms derive less benefit from them, the overall
productivity of research tends to fall.

These explanations contribute to a better understanding of the productivity paradox, without completely resolving
it. Nevertheless, the inclusion of more sophisticated measures of technology goes some way towards providing a
better explanation of productivity growth. An example is the strong link established between measures of
embodied technology diffusion and productivity in the ICT segment of the service sector; another is the mounting
firm-level evidence on the positive effects of technology and productivity.
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Figure 1.8. Technology and productivity at the firm level in France, Japan and the United States
Labour productivity levels expressed relative to non-R&D firms in initial period (=1)

Source: OECD Secretariat.

Figure 1.9. Labour productivity growth in different parts of the economy
Average annual growth rates,1 1980-95

1. OECD total and EU data are estimates. Calculations for total services cover the 1985-94 period only.
Source: OECD estimates based on ANA, STAN, ADB, ISDB databases and Labour Force Statistics database, 1997.

23. Aggregate productivity trends reflect the structure of economies as well as productiv
different segments. Partly as a result of innovative effort, productivity tends to be highe
manufacturing than in the services. Productivity growth in service-oriented economies such
United States is lower than that in economies with a bigger manufacturing sector (such as Germ
Japan). The impact of technology is particularly visible in the productivity performance of the high-
medium-high-tech segments of manufacturing, which has been much faster than in manufacturin
whole (Figure 1.9). Moreover, while productivity increases in high- and medium-high-techno
industries have been mainly driven by output increases, productivity growth in medium-low-
low-technology manufacturing can be mainly traced to labour shedding.
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Technology diffusion: the key to economy-wide productivity gains

24. Understanding the relationship between technology and productivity requires moving be
an exclusive focus on R&D efforts in thehigh-tech segment of manufacturing. Given the small size
this segment, even strong productivity gains linked to intensive innovative efforts will not necess
translate into strong aggregate productivity growth. For example, even within manufacturing
high-tech sector accounts for only 30 per cent of total manufacturing labour productivity grow
Japan, 25 per cent in the United States, and 20 per cent in Germany and the United Kin
(Figure 1.10). For the business sector as a whole, productivity gains in the high- and medium-hig
manufacturing industries combined account for between 15 and 35 per cent of total business-
productivity growth (highest in the case of the United States, lowest in France, Germany and I
Productivity growth in knowledge-based industries (i.e. high- and medium-high-tech manufacturing
communication services, finance and insurance) accounts for almost half of total business-
productivity growth in the United States, over one-third in Canada, Japan and the United King
30 per cent in Germany, and a quarter in France and Italy (Figure 1.2 above).

25. Beyond such decomposition exercises, the more general issue is that, despite the import
investment in R&D for productivity growth, it is less the invention of new products and processes
their initial commercial exploitation that generate major economic benefits than their diffusion and
Innovating firms do not fully appropriate the productivity benefits of successful innovations. Ra
these become embodied in goods and ultimately contribute to higher productivity for the econom
whole. This suggests that potential barriers to efficient technology diffusion can act as a bra
economy-wide productivity gains.

Figure 1.10. Contributions to manufacturing labour productivity growth
Contributions of different industries to average annual growth rate,1 1980-95

1. Contributions of sectors are calculated by the growth rates weighted by average shares in business sector GDP and
employment.

2. Data cover western Germany only.
Source: OECD, STAN database, 1997.

26. For many industries (especially outside manufacturing), buying and assimilating technolog
sophisticated machinery and equipment, often ICTs, is the main way of acquiring technology. Tog
with training, such capital-embodied technology raises the technological level of an industry’s ca
stock, and improves productivity. The importance of such embodied technology for total fa
productivity (TFP) was explored in a recent OECD study (OECD, 1996b). A formal breakdown of
economy-wide TFP growth in the 1970s and 1980s based on estimates of the impact of R&D a
technology diffusion showed that for the ten OECD countries covered by the analysis:(i) technology
diffusion has contributed substantially to TFP growth, often accounting for more than half of produc
growth in a given period;(ii) its contribution typically exceeds that of direct R&D efforts; an
(iii) technology diffusion had a much greater impact on TFP growth in the 1980s than in the 1970s.
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27. The impact of technology diffusion is felt most strongly in the services, which are increas
active as developers and users of new technologies, and in particular in the ICT segment of servic
addition, productivity growth is strongly dependent on international technology diffusion.
technology diffusion among OECD countries has increased, foreign R&D has had a major impa
domestic productivity. Cross-border trade in technology and the dynamic role played by multina
enterprises and research-intensive industries bring benefits whose distribution differs across
industries and countries. While for large countries such as France, Germany, Japan an
United States, domestic technology diffusion continues to be more important for TFP growth
technology imports, for countries such as Canada, Denmark and the Netherlands, the reverse
But in all countries, the role of imported technology was more important in the 1980s than in the 1
a result consistent with the increased importance of technology-intensive goods in exports.

1.4. The impact on employment, skills and wages: potential gains and current problems

28. The impact of technology on employment, wages and the structure of skills in individual f
and industries or in the economy as a whole is the result of complex interactions, which have
reviewed in detail in a number of recent OECD studies (OECD, 1994; 1996b; 1997c). While
historically technical change has gone in hand with growth in employment and wages and with
unemployment, many OECD countries are experiencing high unemployment levels and sluggi
growth in a period of rapid technical advance. This raises questions about the adequacy of e
mechanisms for translating new products and higher productivity growth into more and better jobs
key to the technology-employment relationship, and by implication the role for policy, is hence two
first, understanding how innovation affects the behaviour of firms, and ensuring that the
environment is present for firms to benefit from developing or introducing new products and proc
and hence create jobs; and second, understanding the mechanisms of the transition from the fir
to the sectoral and economy-wide picture and removing existing barriers in this respect.

Technology and employment at the firm andaggregate level

29. The interest in the relationship between innovation and jobs at the firm level comes both
concerns about layoffs linked to the adoption of new technologies and more intense competitio
from the important role that dynamic technology-based firms are believed to play in modern econo
In effect, the job sheddinginherent to modern technologies contrasts sharply with evidence from m
studies that innovators as a whole tend to create jobs, as the improved productivity or the new pr
developed through new technologies are translated into increased demand and jobs. The phen
success of a number of such firms, especially in the United States, has driven home the realisati
economies benefit greatly from an environment where such entrepreneurial initiatives can flourish

30. Much recent research has used firm-level data toinvestigate the relationship between technolog
and employment in a number of OECD countries. These studies broadly find a positive relatio
between innovation and employment at the firm level. They show that R&D performing firms ten
experience positive growth in employment, often superior to that experienced by non-R&D performing
firms. In addition, they suggest that NTBFs tend to achieve faster rates of growth and employmen
other start-ups. This evidence of a positive relationship suggests that some firms cope better than
with new technologies. These differences are explored in more detail in Chapter 9.

31. Such studies offer valuable insights and convincing evidence that the introduction of
technologies can lead to job gains at the level of the firm; they nevertheless fail to appreciate th
contribution of small technology-based dynamic firms to overall welfare, including employment gro
For instance, the impact of technologically advanced firms goes well beyond the jobs they gen
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directly in the process of producing goods and services. The impact of technology on employment
industry level depends on the nature of the jobs created, the extent to which they substitute for othe
and also on the effect on rival firms in a given industry as well as in other industries or countries.

32. In turn, sectoral impacts say little about aggregate employment or unemployment. Techno
accompanied by physical or intangibleinvestments, which generate demand and employment in suppli
industries and in capital goods. In addition, whether they decrease prices or create new pro
innovations result in higher wages and profits, thus increasing real incomes, demand for goods as well
for services and, consequently, creating jobs. The fact that these compensating effects have not wo
many countries suggests problems that policy needs to address. Finally, when workers are displa
labour-saving technology, this is likely to put downward pressure on wages and partly offset la
substitution. The net outcome on employment depends on the nature of technological advance, the
of substitution between inputs, the degree of labour market flexibility and mechanisms for upgra
labour skills, and the role of institutions. The impact on unemployment also needs to consider theeffect on
the supply and demand of different kinds of labour. A host of new technologies, from time-saving de
to new drugs, have changed labour participation rates and more generally transformed the nature o
The failure of equilibrating mechanisms to work adequately can be traced to skill mismatc
labour-market rigidities and to problems in the institutional and regulatory structure of economies.

33. The interaction between technology and jobs at the sectoral and aggregate level is c
related to the structural transformation that the OECD economies are undergoing and whic
examined earlier. The shift to services and to high-technology activities within manufacturin
apparent in the employment trends of different sectors. For the OECD area as a whole, s
employment is rising rapidly, and particularly in two very different segments: community, social
personal services; and finance, insurance, and business services. High-technology manufacturi
have increased slightly since 1980, but show a very cyclical pattern (i.e. rising fast throughout the 1980s
and declining faster than other manufacturing jobs between 1990 and 1994) (Figure 1.11).

Figure 1.11. Employment trends by industry, total OECD

1980=100

Source: OECD, STAN, ISDB databases and Labour Force Statistics database, 1997.
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34. The slight pick-up of high-tech manufacturing jobs since 1994 should not disguise the fac
they remain a very small part of the total and cannot be expected to contribute in any significant w
overall employment growth. Such jobs have had a negative impact on the change in
business-sector employment between 1980 and 1995 in most G7 countries, with a very slight p
contribution only in Canada and Japan. As Figure 1.2 (middle panel) above shows, by far the l
contributions to overall employment growth came from jobs in community, social and personal ser
(Germany, Italy, Japan, the United States), finance, insurance and business services (Fran
United Kingdom), and wholesale and retail trade (Canada). More generally, an assessment
overall impact of technology on jobs should not concentrate on the high-tech sector but should
more widely at how innovations and their application change employment opportunities
requirements throughout the economy.

35. The lack of dynamism of manufacturing jobs is also apparent when examining the relatio
between productivity and employment growth. The manufacturing sector – and especially its high
segment – is characterised by strong productivity gains, in large part due to its innovative efforts. Ye
gains are not translated into employment growth. Figure 1.12 shows that while manufact
productivity increased in practically all countries during the 1980s and early 1990s, manufact
employment declined in most in the 1980s and in all between 1990 and 1995. Furthermore, the la
positive relationship between productivity gains and job gains suggests that while the technology-
productivity improvements may occur overwhelmingly in manufacturing, the technology-related
gains are in the services. This partly reflects the “contracting out” of activities previously condu
within manufacturing firms, and partly the process of technology diffusion discussed above.

36. In services, technology directly affects the quantity and quality of jobs via the introduction of
new processes and the creation of new products (e.g.automated teller machines, computers used
financial services, scanners in supermarket checkouts). More important, however, is the indirect
through the additional demand for services arising from higher incomes. As incomes increase, d
for services increases more than proportionately. To the extent that technology raises productivi
the main force behind medium-term increases in wages and incomes.

Figure 1.12. Productivity and employment growth in manufacturing
Average annual growth rates between indicated years

1. Data cover western Germany only.
Source: OECD, STAN database, 1997.
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Figure 1.13. IT and employment, 1985-95

1. Data cover western Germany only.

Source: OECD and IDC data.

37. While the overall impact is difficult to establish empirically, the evidence available fr
countries with an increasing share of employment in services suggests that even though the diffusion o
technology in the services will increase productivity and provoke the same kind of restructuring tha
occurred or is occurring in the manufacturing sector, new demand and new job creation will more
replace the activities and jobs lost. By plotting employment growth against the intensity of IT (de
as the share of IT investment in total investment), Figure 1.13 provides some evidence to this effect. It
suggests that employment gains in the 1980s were larger in countries that invested more
application of new technologies (Canada, the United Kingdom, the United States). This is
economy-wide, but also for the service sector as a whole, as well as for segments as differ
wholesale and retail trade, and finance, insurance and business services, where labour-
technologies have been broadly introduced. These employment gains underscore the importanc
appropriate regulatory environment and flexible product and labour markets, which help tran
investments in new technologies into new services, higher demand and more jobs.

The impact on wages and skills

38. Another dimension of labour market developments important for understanding
technology-employment relationship concerns quality of employment in terms of wages and s
Technology both destroys and creates jobs, but beyond net employment gains or losse
increasingly apparent that workers with different skill levels are affected differently. While techn
change renders the skills of some highly trained employees obsolete, it tends to be mainly asso
with the decline in wages or employment opportunities of unskilled workers, as well as favouring
premiums or better job prospects among skilled or “knowledge” workers. This raises important p
issues ranging from the training or other active labour market policies needed to upgrade the sk
those who benefit least from the introduction of new technologies in the workplace to the invest
policies needed to help human capital develop and realise its potential.
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39. Wages differ significantly across sectors in OECD countries. Compared with the business-
average, compensation per employee in manufacturing tends to be 20-30 per cent higher, with wage
service sector as a whole typically just below average (Figure 1.14). Substantial variations exist, however
within both services and manufacturing. Within services, relative wages are higher in two segments th
make extensive use of ICTs: finance, insurance, real estate and business services, and trans
communications services. Within manufacturing, compensation per employee in the high-tech segm
typically 20-25 per cent above average, and the gap has tended to widen over time. Japan is an ex
with the highest relative wages in the medium-high-tech segment of manufacturing. This trend seems to
corroborate evidence from firm-level studies (reviewed in OECD, 1996a), which suggests that there is a
technology-related wage premium (due to higher productivity, rent sharing or efficiency wages).

Figure 1.14. Relative wages in different parts of the economy 1,2

Relative compensation per employee in nominal terms

1. HT = High technology; MHT = Medium-high technology; MLT = Medium-low technology; LT = Low technology;
CSPS = Community, social and personal services; FIRB = Finance, insurance, real estate and business
services; TSC = Transport, storage and communications; WRTRH = Wholesale and retail trade, hotels and
restaurants.

2. The data do not adjust for variations in hours worked in different parts of the economy.
Source: OECD, STAN database, December 1997.
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40. In terms of skills, the data clearly show that employment growth has been mainly fuelled b
growth in white-collar high-skill jobs. In many EU countries, these are the only jobs that showe
increase. Figure 1.15 shows the contributions of jobs with different occupational characteristics to
employment growth in the economy as a whole, as well as in manufacturing and services. O
countries shown, growth in occupational categories other than white-collar high-skill accounte
more than half of total employment growth only in Ireland and the United States. This incre
importance of white-collar high-skilled jobs is not simply a structural effect due to the increase in
significance of service activities (which employ overwhelmingly white-collar workers).
Figure 1.16 shows, an “upskilling” process is taking place in both manufacturing and services.

Figure 1.15. Upskilling in total employment growth
Contributions to average annual growth between indicated years

Source: OECD Secretariat estimations from national data, International Labour Office, Eurostat, 1997.

Figure 1.16. Upskilling in manufacturing and service employment growth
Contributions to average annual growth between indicated years

Source: OECD calculations based on national data, 1997.
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41. In manufacturing, the decline in employment is associated in many countries with a decl
blue-collar low-skilled jobs (Australia, Canada, France, Germany, the United States), but also in blue
high-skill ones (Finland, Italy, New Zealand). In all countries where manufacturing employment dec
overall, white-collar high-skill manufacturing jobs actually increased. In the services, employment g
entailed increases in both high-skill and low-skill white-collar jobs, but in most countries in Figure
growth was primarily driven by white-collar high-skilled jobs (Australia, Canada, Finland, France, Germ
New Zealand and the United Kingdom). Only in Italy, Japan and the United States is the contribut
white-collar low-skilled employment higher than that of white-collar high-skilled jobs.

42. In general, the generation and diffusion of new technologies, shifts in the composition of
demand, and shifts in labour supply all underlie changes in the skill composition of employment and
importance of different occupational categories to job growth. Even though it is hard to identify the imp
each, it is generally agreed that when new technologies are introduced into production processes, the
for low-skilled workers drops and that for high-skilled workers rises. At the same time, and in addition t
upskilling, technology can also have a “deskilling” effect. As new technologies perform a greater vari
tasks, the skills required for certain occupations may be reduced. There is, in fact, evidence tha
reducing the requirements of middle-management jobs, traditionally thought of as skilled.

43. Recent OECD work on technology and skills using industry data on R&D and work
qualifications has shown that industries that invested more in research and performed more inno
activity employed a larger share of higher-skilled workers at the beginning of the 1980s and cont
to upgrade human capital during the decade. Thus, increased upskilling is not merely a consequ
some labour-biased technological shock. Sectoral human capital formation and innovativeeffort can be
read as a mutually reinforcing and cumulative process which can have a lasting effect on indu
performance (OECD, 1996a). The employment effects of technological advance, and technology polic
for that matter, are strongly influenced by this interplay.

44. While there is a clear complementarity between technology and skills at the microecon
level, for the economy as a whole it has proven difficult to separate the effects of technological change
from a wide array of other forces and factors such as trade and institutional effects. During the 1
many countries underwent profound economic change, including increased liberalisation of produ
labour markets. In addition, different countries have had different experiences in terms of changes
supply of skilled and unskilled workers. The most debated issue concerns the effects of trade and o
globalisation more generally. Trade with countries that are relatively rich in unskilled labour can re
domestic demand forlow-skilled workers and increase demand for high-skilled workers. Thus, the effe
of trade with low-skill, low-wage countries can be similar to that of skill-biased technical change.

45. Studies addressing the issue of the impact of trade and globalisation on employment and
in OECD countries (OECD, 1994; 1996b) have broadly concluded that, while trade can have
important impact on employment and wages in individual industries that are particularly expos
foreign competition, the overall impact on OECD-wide employment and relative wages is low. A re
paper from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) (Slaughter and Swagel, 1997) has surveye
literature on the impact of trade on wages, as well as on the impact of capital mobility thro
international sourcing of goods, labour mobility and international technology flows. The su
concludes that despite widely different methodologies, the consensus of empirical research sugg
that increased trade accounts for about 10 to 20 per cent of changes in wages and income distrib
advanced economies. Similarly, increased capital mobility, including “outsourcing” of production to
low-wage countries, as well as immigration, appear to have had only modest effects on the l
markets of advanced countries.
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46. The studies reviewed in the IMF survey do not dispute that further globalisation can inc
the sensitivity of wages and employment to external shocks and thereby contribute to great
insecurity. The vast majority conclude, however, that the most important influence on labour mark
the 1980s and 1990s has been a technology-driven shift in labour demand away from less s
workers and towards more skilled workers, resulting in increased wage inequality or incre
unemployment among the low-skilled. In practice, however, it remains difficult to separate empirically
the impact of technology from that of globalisation and other factors. Technical change
globalisation are mutually reinforcing processes.

1.5. Concluding remarks

47. In this chapter it has been argued that the role of technology needs to be seen in the conte
ongoing transformation of OECD economies from industrial to knowledge-based economies whe
creation and distribution of knowledge and technology underpins the process of growth. This transform
has a number of dimensions. It involves sectoral shifts, with a move to service activities whose na
being radically changed by technology, and an increased importance of high-tech activities w
manufacturing. It also involves more intangible investment in R&D and in upgrading skills, as we
specific investment in ICTs. Finally, it involves more international interdependence, thro
technology-intensive trade, foreign investment, and international sourcing and collaboration between

48. In this new environment, understanding how technology affects productivity and employment
means moving beyond the traditional focus on R&D-intensive manufacturing activities. Innovations
increasingly occur throughout the economy, not least in the service sector. More importantly, it
economy-wide diffusion and use of technology that generates aggregate productivity gains. Thes
are realised when firms undertake organisational change to accompany process and product inno
and when the regulatory environment and framework conditions are conducive to innovative activ

49. The impact on jobs is the result of the interplay of innovation with product and labour ma
conditions and with the regulatory environment. While R&D-intensive innovative firms hav
better-than-average jobs record, the bulk of the impact of technology on employment and wa
indirect, and occurs in sectors other than those in which the new technology was originally deve
As new technologies increase productivity growth, and as consumption patterns become
diversified and shift towards services, the employment losses associated with technology tend
concentrated among the less skilled and in manufacturing, while the new jobs tend to require h
skills and typically be found in the services. For the overall impact to be positive, the conditions ne
be in place for more efficient processes to translate into lower prices and higher incomes, an
products into new demand.
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CHAPTER 2. THE MECHANISMS OF INNOVATION
AND TECHNOLOGY DIFFUSION

2.1. Introduction

50. Determining how governments could better harness technical change to the bene
economic growth, job creation and social progress requires an understanding of the processes
which technology is generated, diffused and applied. Innovation allies curiosity-driven research
problem-solving and profit-driven applied R&D, thus creating and matching new technological
market opportunities. Not only does it produce technical change, it also shapes the socio-eco
impacts of change. While public attitudes and expectations towards technological innovatio
evolv ing in line with social concerns (unemployment, environmental problems, age
populations, etc.), innovation modes themselves are undergoing profound changes. These ch
which have major consequences for the strategic orientation and instruments of government p
are summarised in the first section of this chapter.

51. Policy responses may differ significantly among countries, reflecting their industrial an
technological specialisation, their institutional setting and varying perceptions of what policy can
should do. The second part of this chapter introduces the concept of the “national innovation sy
which can serve as an instrument to understand these country specificities, and why they transla
different policy priorities, strategies and instrument choices.

Innovation as a creative, interactive and integrated process

52. The process of innovation and technology diffusion is undergoing substantial change
main driving forces are increasing market pressures (stemming from globalisation, deregul
changing patterns of demand and new societal needs), as well as scientific and technol
developments (e.g.increasing multidisciplinarity in the production of new knowledge, diminishing co
of information access and processing).

53. In this new mode, the production of goods and services is becoming more and
knowledge-intensive – more science-intensive via the better use of existing stocks of scie
knowledge, more technology-intensive via diffusion of capital and intermediary goods, as well as more
intensive with regards to the skills required to manage the increased complexity and uncertai
knowledge. Technology diffusion now involves much more than the mere purchase of adva
equipment. Indeed, genuine innovative efforts such as organisational and managerial change a
required to fully exploit the potential of new technologies. This is most visible in the implementatio
ICTs.

54. The types of knowledge used in the process of innovation are diverse, comprising the res
basic and/or applied research, but spanning beyond R&D to cover also the production and engin
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knowledge derived from hands-on experience with production processes. Further, innovation bu
codified knowledge (in the form of publications, patents, blue-prints, etc.) from an increasing ran
disciplines and technological areas as well as on different forms of tacit knowledge (i.e. embedded in
the “know-how” and dexterity of individuals, in organisational routines and the like). Increasingly,
R&D acquired in the process of diffusion via the purchase of intermediary products and capital g
complements direct R&D carried out in firms. However, technical knowledge becomes econom
useful only when its production and use is merged with managerial and organisational knowled
firms, laboratories, universities, etc.). It yields economic benefits and justifies private investment
assimilation and production only when it can be embodied in traded goods and services.

55. The fact that innovation does not always involve huge R&D expenditures does not mea
science is becoming less important to technological development. On the contrary, the scientific c
of innovation seems to be increasing and the scientific roots of innovation are diversifying and
changing in relative importance. Several studies (e.g.Reger and Schmoch, 1996; Narinet al., 1998)
point to the growing importance of science-based industries, on the one hand, and to a growing t
of scientific research in a broad range of industries, on the other hand. This reflects movements
scientific front, demand-side effects (e.g.ageing, environmental concerns) and technology fusi
(e.g.bio-informatics after mechatronics). Therefore, the ability to use the results of scientific rese
in innovation remains of critical importance.

The firm as the nodal point of innovation

56. Firms are the main carriers of technological innovation. Their capacity to innovate is p
determined by their own capabilities, partly by their capacity to adopt and apply knowledge prod
elsewhere. Increasing complexity, costs and risks in innovation enhance the value of networkin
collaboration to reduce moral hazard and transaction costs, spurring a multitude of partnerships b
firms with complementary assets. These take the form of acquisitions and alliances as well as trad
market-mediated relations (e.g.purchase of equipment, licensing of technology). Firms also excha
information and engage in mutual learning in their roles as customers, suppliers and subcontractors

Internal innovation competence

57. To reinforce their innovation competence, many firms are investing heavily in new ICT
well as increasingly in “intangibles” (e.g.skills and qualifications, purchase of technologies an
know-how, and organisational restructuring to realise the potential of ICTs) (Chapter 1 and Chapte
Given this diversity of inputs, a too-narrow focus on R&D would overlook the importance of o
types of innovative efforts such as design or market analysis and would also overlook the imp
variations in the R&D content of innovation and innovative performance of sectors (Table 2.1). F
and industries with low R&D intensities may be highly innovative. Similarly, the reduction of business
R&D observed in the 1990s (Chapter 3) need not necessarily indicate a general reduction in inno
efforts, although it does signal significant changes in their composition and orientation. At the
time, there is increasing evidence of suboptimal innovation capabilities in a majority of firm
especially small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). This is due in part to market and sys

failures which translate into lack of competencies to manage innovation and organisational c
(Chapter 4).
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Table 2.1. Breakdown of innovation expenditures
Percentage share

Source: Bosworth et al. (1996); Community Innovation Survey (CIS) Data; ISTAT, 1995; Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS), 1994.

External linkages of firms – networks and clusters

58. As regards external links, the number of actors involved in the process of innovation is incre
(e.g.enterprises – large and small, universities, public and co-operative research labs, hospitals). There
also a widening variety of types of interactions (user-producer interactions, outsourcing and contrac
R&D, formation of R&D alliances and research joint ventures to pool resources, formal and info
links with the scientific community, etc.) (Figure 2.1). Firms are more likely to innovate successfully if
they are able to rapidly access and implement acquired knowledge. This accounts for a positive
relationship between internal innovation capabilities and the use firms can make of external link
Firms with higher internal innovative efforts have a greater capability to co-operate with other actors and
adopt knowledge produced outside the firm (Colombo and Garrone, 1994).

59. Networking has become an effective innovation technique in its own right. Indeed, s
authors (e.g.Wolfe, 1997) argue that networking must now be considered on an equal footing
hierarchy and the market as co-ordination mechanisms. Empirical studies have confirme
collaborating firms are more innovative than non-collaborating ones (Smithet al., 1996). Even
non-collaborating firms do not work in isolation, but are involved in a number of interactions (e.g.they
purchase embedded technologies, consultancy and intellectual property and scan for ideas
variety of sources).

R&D Patents and
licences Product design Market analysis External

spending

Australia 35.1 4.1 . . 7.6 . .
Belgium 44.7 1.5 11.3 6.6 21.2
Denmark 40.1 5.3 15.8 8.2 9.0
Germany 27.1 3.4 27.8 6.1 29.2
Greece 50.6 6.4 . . 13.2 11.7
Ireland 22.2 4.3 22.0 38.5 20.4

Italy1 35.8 1.2 7.4 1.6 47.2

Luxembourg 29.3 8.9 8.4 4.3 26.4
Netherlands 45.6 6.1 7.6 19.8 20.2
Norway 32.8 4.2 14.2 5.5 17.6
Portugal 22.9 4.1 24.5 5.4 16.8
Spain 36.4 8.0 . . 8.8 6.3
United Kingdom 32.6 2.7 28.4 8.9 15.9
Average 33.5 4.6 24.0 6.6 22.4

1. Adjusted according to ISTAT (Istituto Nazionale di Statistica). Data do not total 100 per cent as "other
expenditures" are not included in the table.
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Figure 2.1. Types of networks

1. Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway.

Source: DeBresson et al. (1997).

60. A related type of interaction concerns industrial clusters3 involving dense and long-lasting links
Typically clustering will be organised around a common market with a few central actors provi
unique sources of knowledge-based competitive advantages. It comprises not only close interactions
between firms, but also between firms and specialised supporting institutions and infrastructure (bu
associations, co-operative research institutes, specialised education institutions, etc.). Clusters can inv
seemingly casual relationships that would not be characterised as collaboration, but are none
repetitive and stable. They have theeffect of internalising some spillovers that would otherwise
dissipated outside the firm, which thus benefits from the knowledge infrastructure reinforce
community linkages. Clusters often have a specific geographic base and may constitute “re
innovation systems” – examples range from Silicon Valley to Italy’s textile districts.

The broader context – the national innovation system

61. Interactions between the actors involved in the innovation process take various f
(Figure 2.2). They include the traditional market-mediated innovation chain where firms inno
singly and trade technology through licences, embodied R&D in outputs, etc., but also comp
wider range of interactions. Firms enter into inter-firm co-operation entailing trust and informal fl
of knowledge going beyond formal agreements. Extended networks and clusters of indu
commonly involve many players, including institutions which are not primarily market-driv

3. For an overview of recent studies, see the contributions to the OECD Workshop on Cluster Analys
Cluster-based Policies (Amsterdam, October 1997) at <http://www.oecd.org/dsti/sti/s_t/inte
membersonly/indclus.htm>.
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(e.g.business associations, political entities, scientific institutes). Each of these interactions
“innovation systems” of their own, with distinct properties.

Figure 2.2. Interactions in innovation systems

Source: OECD Secretariat.

62. Those market and non-market institutions within a country which influence the direction
the speed of innovation and technology diffusion can be said to constitute a “national innov
system” (NIS) (Box 2.1). Such systems are characterised by distinctive attributes (specific patterns of
scientific, technological and industrial specialisation, specific organisation of institutions and p
priorities) and different structures of interactions (e.g.between the enterprise sector and the scien
system; collaboration between firms). The main actors in a NIS are firms, public and private res
organisations, and government and other public institutions. These actors are influenced by a va
factors: the financial system and corporate governance, legal and regulatory frameworks, the le
education and skills, the degree of personnel mobility, labour relations, prevailing manage
practices, etc. (Figure 2.3). The interplay between the innovative activities of firms and t
institutions strongly shapes national technological capabilities and influences the direction and sp
technological change. If market and non-market institutions do not interact well, technological ch
will be slowed and/or its contribution to economic growth and welfare reduced.

Box 2.1. The concept of a national innovation system

National innovation systems are defined as the “... set of distinct institutions which jointly and individually
contribute to the development and diffusion of new technologies and which provide the framework within which
governments form and implement policies to influence the innovation process. As such it is a system of
interconnected institutions to create, store and transfer the knowledge, skills and artefacts which define new
technologies.” (Metcalfe, 1995).

From this perspective, the innovative performance of an economy depends not only on how the individual
institutions (e.g. firms, research institutes, universities) perform in isolation, but on “how they interact with each
other as elements of a collective system of knowledge creation and use, and on their interplay with social
institutions (such as values, norms, legal frameworks and so on).” (Smith, 1996).
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63. Innovation systems also exist at levels other than the national one, as for example world
regional or local networks of firms and clusters of industries. These systems may or may n
confined within the borders of a nation, but national characteristics and frameworks always play a role
in shaping them. This also holds true with regard to the internationalisation of innovative activ
which to a large extent reflects foreign investors’ perceptions of the relative strengths of nat
innovation systems (e.g.the existence of scientific centres of excellence or the supply of skil
scientists, engineers and competitive suppliers). Thus, the concept of a NIS provides a to
analysing country specificities in the process of innovation as well as a guide for policy formulatio
highlights interactions and interfaces between various actors and the working of the system as a
rather than the performance of its individual components.

Figure 2.3. Actors and linkages in the innovation system

Source: OECD Secretariat.
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2.2. Country specificities in the patterns of innovation

64. The characteristics of innovation processes described above are of a general nature. Ho
how these trends translate into concrete innovative activities will differ across countries dependi
their industrial specialisation, specific institutional settings, policy priorities, etc. (Patel and Pa
1994). Historical experience shows that such differences tend to remain even when countries fa
same technological and economic developments (Vertova, 1997). Their persistence can be expla
the interplay of endogenous, self-reinforcing processes of investment in fixed capital, R&D
education, building on and extending advantages in the mastering of specific technologies, econ
of scale, resource endowments, and a variety of institutional factors which vary across coun
Countries thus have a strong tendency to develop along certain “technological trajectories”, sha
past and present patterns of knowledge accumulation and use.

65. In this process, countries have developed distinct national innovation systems, with u
characteristics that have to be taken into account when deriving recommendations for na
technology and innovation policies [see OECD (1997d) for an overview of these differences]. A brie
description of the relative roles of the business sector, the government, and the higher education
in terms of their R&D spending (HERD), as well as an overview of the main linkages within natio
innovation systems are given below as an illustration of the problems faced by technology pol
different countries. For instance, national innovation systems differ with regard to their size and lev
development, structure (i.e. weight and range of functions performed by the actors), scientific a
technological specialisation patterns, and the density and quality of the linkages among actors.

Size and structure

66. Large and highly developed countries offer markets with advanced customers and opport
to reap economies of scale while maintaining diversity in R&D activities. To reap these bene
innovators in smaller high-income countries generally have to internationalise more rapidly
concentrate on a narrower range of fields (e.g.the development of mobile communications in Finland a
Sweden). They will profit most from free flows of technology across borders and thus should keep
innovation systems open and create adoption capabilities to capture the benefits of inflows of technology.
Their innovation systems will be strongly shaped by the clusters in which they exhibit relative stren
and the development of institutions will be centred around these clusters. For example, a significa
of the advanced innovation systems of small high-income countries is structured around resource
and related industries (e.g.Norwegian fishery and oil sectors, Finland’s forestry cluster, Danish da
products). A common feature is that the development of resource-based clusters has been prom
government though substantial public R&D efforts and the creation of specific institutions to sup
value-adding innovation. Smaller countries face proportionally higher costs in maintaining institu
(e.g.in education and science) that cover a broader range of subjects than can be taken up b
industries. On the other hand, technological change in ICTs combined with liberalisation and globali
reduces the scale advantages of large countries.

67. The level of R&D activity as well as its evolution differs considerably among countrie
(Figure 2.4),reflecting not only industrial structures but also development strategies. Some countrie
trying to forge ahead (Finland), others are catching-up from initial low levels and are still some
behind (Greece, Mexico, Portugal, Turkey), while yet others are approaching the OECD av
(Australia, Iceland, Ireland). Some countries with high levels of R&D efforts in the past are e
stabilising or slightly reducing their efforts (France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands
United Kingdom, the United States). Others are showing signs of stagnation (Austria, Belgium, Ca
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Norway, New Zealand) or are at risk of falling behind (Italy, Spain). Countries are clearly facing diffe
tasks for technology and innovation policy, ranging from promoting a more R&D-intensive develop
trajectory (“from imitation to innovation”), through keeping abreast of developments at the “techno
frontier”, to ensuring higher social returns from already high levels of investment in R&D.

Figure 2.4. Level and growth of gross expenditure on R&D (GERD) 1

1. Dotted lines indicate the unweighted OECD average.
Source: OECD, MSTI database, November 1997.

68. The role of government is another distinguishing feature of national innovation systems, ref
in the levels and structures of public R&D financing (see also Chapter 3). In “catch-up” coun
(Greece, Hungary, Mexico, Poland, Portugal, Turkey), government R&D expenditureaccounts for a
relatively higher share of total R&D than in more advanced economies, pointing to the need to build
scientific and technological infrastructure in these countries and the relative technological weakness
business sector. At the other end of the spectrum are countries in which the business sector prov
lion’s share of R&D funding (Belgium, Ireland, Japan, Sweden, the United States). The orientati
publicly funded R&D in a given country depends on the overall objectives of government policies an
specific role of science and technology (S&T), all of which have an important historical compone
terms of national preoccupations and institutions. Over the long term there has been a trend away fr
“traditional” missions of the post-war period (defence, energy) towards other R&D objectives refle
changing societal demands, such as the emerging problems of ageing populations, environmenta
and concerns about competitiveness. Despite this common trend, striking differences pe
Notwithstanding recent restructuring and downsizing, the defence cluster still plays an important r
France, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. For the majority of countries the
important civil objectives are “advancement of research” and “promotion of industry (or agricultu
(Canada, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, New Zealand, Norway and Portugal).
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69. The role of the higher education sector can serve as an indication of the relationship be
the science system and the rest of the innovation system. One indicator is the share of HERD fin
by government (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 for an extensive treatment of this issue). This s
declining in the majority of OECD countries, but remains very high in some (e.g.Austria). In others,
the enterprise sector represents a significant financial contributor for universities. In those cou
with a strong orientation of public funding towards the higher education sector in the form of “gen
university funds” (GUF) (again, Austria), issues arise as to how to balance this with the gro
tendency of research to become more directly oriented towards technological innovation and of
development to become more short-term.

Patterns of scientific and technological specialisation

70. The science bases of the respective NIS arequite different, even when their specialisation
measured by looking only at those fields which are likely to have the greatest impact on technolo
development (e.g.biology, engineering sciences, chemistry; OECD, 1997d). Specialisation patterns
were stable in the period from 1981 to 1993; recent developments have made them look more dis
in the 1990s than in the 1980s. Dissimilarities can be partly explained by country size (e.g.the broader
science base of the United States), standard of living (e.g.the high shares of clinical medicine and
biomedical research in the richer countries that spend more on their health systems) and ind
specialisation (e.g.engineering sciences in Germany and Japan).

71. On the other hand, certain countries display considerable similarities. This applies to Ger
and Japan due to their common specialisation in engineering, technology, chemistry and ph
France, Germany and Italy (as well as the eastern European countries), similarly resemble each
their specialisation in chemistry, physics and mathematics. The United States is a case apart ins
its scientific efforts are more evenly spread – hence the pronounced difference with most
countries. The United Kingdom and the Nordic countries are relatively specialised in clinical medi
In the United Kingdom, this focus was further accentuated in the 1990s. Despite this pronou
specialisation, the science base of the United Kingdom – like that of the United States – appear
fairly strong over a broader range of fields, as indicated by citation shares.

72. National innovation systems also differ in their patterns of technological specialisation
examination of long-term historical developments (Vertova, 1997) as well as of more recent t
(Pavitt and Patel, 1996), points to the following features:

● A limited number of countries show strong similarities in technological specialisation; th
are no overall signs of convergence (Figure 2.5).

● For the majority of countries, there is a significant positive correlation between past and
present patterns, an indication that technological capabilities accumulate over time an
development is strongly path-dependent (Table 2.2). This does not exclude rapid stru
change in some countries, but even for these countries the coefficient of correlation
previous periods is positive.

73. “Clustering” of countries with similar technological specialisation (Figure 2.5) shows str
similarities between smaller, mainly resource-based economies (although to a lesser degree
1990s than in the 1980s) as well as some similarities between the larger European countries.
reveals the unique specialisation patterns of Japan and the United States. At the same time st
change is reflected in the changing composition of country “clusters” over time. Important struc
changes can be observed for Denmark and Spain, as well as for Finland and Ireland.
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Figure 2.5. Technological (dis)similarities across groups of countries 1

Based on patenting

1. Dotted lines indicate a significant correlation (dissimilarity) between the patterns of Revealed Technological
Advantage (RTA) of countries; straight lines indicate significant correlation (strong similarity) (at a 5 per cent
significance level).

Source: OECD Secretariat.

Table 2.2. Comparison of technological specialisation 1 between periods

Pearson correlation coefficient

Source: OECD Secretariat calculations from ANPAT database; Pavitt and Patel (1996).

74. Technology and innovation policy has to reflect these specialisation patterns by(i) fostering
complementarity between scientific and technological specialisation patterns;(ii) taking them into
account when designing selective policies (e.g. oriented toward specific clusters);(iii) acknowledging
that specialisation patterns do not – and cannot – change rapidly.

1980-89/1990-94 1963-68/1985-90

Australia 0.914* 0.28
Canada 0.912* 0.67*
Denmark 0.849* 0.47*
Finland 0.540* 0.59*
France 0.685* 0.82*
Germany 0.960* 0.35*
Ireland 0.643* 0.05
Italy 0.834* 0.32
Japan 0.956* 0.45*
Netherlands 0.647* 0.66*
Norway 0.965* 0.35*
Spain 0.581* 0.53*
Sweden 0.789* 0.73*
United Kingdom 0.831* 0.23
United States 0.949* 0.55*

* Denotes statistical significance at the 5 per cent level.
1. Technological specialisation is measured by the RTA which

indicates relative shares of patenting in one country compared to
the OECD total.
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Linkages within national innovation systems

75. As outlined above, innovation performance depends crucially on interactions among the
actors (firms, researchinstitutions, government, etc.) that make up an innovation system, which in
depend on the incentives or barriers confronting the various individuals, companies and institu
Such interactions take a number of forms: co-publishing in scientific and technological rese
citation of publications and purchase of patents and licences; acquisition of technologies embod
capital goods and personnel; use of informal networks of researchers; innovation impulses
user-producer interactions, etc. As a general trend, most forms of interactions and knowledge flows
have intensified, contributing to an overall increase in the knowledge-intensity of economic activ
But the importance and the quality of the various linkages differ from country to country, dependin
the structure and specialisation pattern of the respective NIS.

Links within the science system

76. The production of scientific knowledge is undergoing a major transformation (Gibbonset al.,
1994). In the so-called “new mode of production of knowledge”, the production of scientific knowle
cuts across disciplines, institutions and, increasingly, countries (Chapter 6). Advancement of scie
no longer the sole realm of universities and specialised research bodies, but involves a widening
of other institutions (corporate R&D labs, hospitals, etc.) – both nationally and internationally. Fur
scientific knowledge is increasingly produced with an eye to its application.

77. At the beginning of the 1990s, co-authored articles amounted to more than 50 per cent
scientific articles, with internationally co-authored articles accounting for more than 20 per
(Table 2.3). The share of co-authored articles involving at least one researcher based in another
has increased, but in most countries by less than national (or intra-regional) collaboration. Also, the
accelerated development of the “scientific home base” in some countries has led to a decline
“degree of internationalisation” (e.g.China, the East Asian and Pacific countries, South a
Central America).

78. The United States is still the linchpin of international scientific collaboration. A little less t
one-quarter of all internationally co-authored articles involve US researchers – far more than any
country. Nevertheless, as the overall share of scientific publishing in the United States is even g
(one-third of the total), its degree of internationalisation is lower than that of most other coun
Countries differ with regard to the openness of their science systems. Some (e.g. India, Japan and the
former USSR) show a low degree of internationalisation that cannot be explained by the size o
scientific home base, but reflects less open science systems. Other countries with a comparable
of publications show a much higher propensity to collaborate internationally (e.g. Australia, Germany,
the United Kingdom). Some new poles of collaboration are emerging, as exemplified by incre
collaboration among European countries, and between East Asian countries and China. On th
hand, linkages among eastern European countries have eroded considerably as a result of the
of the old scientific systems.
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Table 2.3. Patterns of international collaboration in science and research
Number of scientific articles, 1988-93

Source: National Science Foundation (1996); OECD Secretariat calculations.

79. All in all, scientific collaboration is increasing, although to a greater extent at the natio
regional level than internationally. The “home base” and the “neighbourhood” continue to matter
“global research village”, but openness to cross-disciplinary and cross-country scientific co-opera
increasing in importance.

Links between science and technology

80. An important interface in a NIS is that between the science system and the enterprise
(addressed in detail in Chapter 6). Especially in countries with a large share of science-based ind
and/or a large higher education sector, building bridges from university research to technolo
innovation is an important task for policy. However, industries and hence countries with diffe

Total

Of which:
co-authored

(per cent
of total)

Of which:
internationally
co-authored

(per cent
of total)

Country's
share of total

(per cent)

Country's share
of

internationally
co-authored

(per cent)

Degree of
internation-

alisation1

United States 908 125 53 14 33.1 22.6 0.69
United Kingdom 210 685 47 22 7.7 8.3 1.08
Germany 192 629 46 26 7.0 8.9 1.27
France 142 805 58 28 5.2 7.1 1.37
Italy 79 833 67 29 2.9 4.1 1.42
Southern Europe,
other 66 741 52 29 2.4 3.4 1.42
Nordic countries 105 636 62 31 3.8 5.8 1.52
Western Europe,
other 146 424 57 34 5.3 8.9 1.66
Japan 219 280 46 11 8.0 4.3 0.54
Canada 120 454 53 25 4.4 5.4 1.22
Former USSR 172 854 21 8 6.3 2.5 0.39
Eastern Europe,
other 66 296 50 33 2.4 3.9 1.61
Israel 28 957 64 33 1.1 1.7 1.61
Mideast, other 10 528 46 28 0.4 0.5 1.37
Africa 36 851 56 34 1.3 2.2 1.66
Australia /
New Zealand 69 393 47 22 2.5 2.7 1.08
India 52 336 29 11 1.9 1.0 0.54
South / Central
America 42 967 58 36 1.6 2.8 1.76
China 30 437 49 27 1.1 1.5 1.32

East Asian NIEs2 29 846 50 23 1.1 1.2 1.13
Asian / Pacific,
other 14 499 61 44 0.5 1.1 2.15
Total 2 747 576 51 26 100.0 100.0 1.00

1. Share of international co-authored articles divided by the country's share of all articles.
2. Newly Industrialised Economies.
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industrial specialisation patterns differ greatly in their reliance on the science base and few have str
direct links with basic research (e.g.pharmaceuticals, organic and food chemistry, biotechnology a
semiconductors) (Figure 2.6). This widens the scope for polices aimed at managing the scienc
beyond the support of university-industry co-operations. Scientific knowledge stemming from bas
research (the production of which is the main activity of universities) is rarely a direct input
technological innovation except for the above-mentioned science-based industries. However, in
industries it is an essential indirect input in the process of technological innovation (Martin and S
1996; Chapter 6). It can be accessed and used by innovating firms in various ways and forms (pub
information, embedded in new instruments and methodologies, via personal contacts and partic
in scientific networks, embodied in the skills and abilities of graduates, spin-off firms, joint R
ventures and projects, etc.). For most of these interactions, significant localisation effects c
observed – especially for those that involve informal contacts on a regular basis. Therefore, spil
are concentrated in some clusters of industries,facilitated by geographic proximity and the existence
a “technological infrastructure” comprising related business services, the existence of other inno
firms, etc.

Figure 2.6. Structure of knowledge spillovers and dependence of technology on science 1

Clustering on the basis of European patent data, 1989-92

1. Circles are proportional to the number of world-wide patents.
Source: Swiss NIS report (adapted from Schmoch et al., 1996).

81. The importance of the “science link” differs from one country to another according bot
industrial specialisation and to the organisation of the interactions (especially incentives for researchers
and enterprises) between the science system and the enterprise sector. Some innovation system
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stronger link (Canada, Denmark, Ireland, the United Kingdom and the United States).4 In other
countries, like Germany, Japan and Korea, but also to a lesser extent in Austria and Italy, innovati
been geared more towards engineering excellence and the rapid adoption and adapta
technological innovation (asreflected in rapid “technological cycle times”, Figure 2.7). Although ther
will continue to be room for competitive advantages not based on tight linkages between scie
knowledge and technological innovation, the interplay between industry and the science bas
increasing importance for technical progress and economic performance and is thus an importan
for technology and innovation policy.

Figure 2.7. Science and technology linkages and innovation 1

1. Technology cycle time indicates the median age of patents cited in industrial patents. The lower the median,
the quicker the “take-up” of technological inventions by firms. The science link indicates the average number of
scientific publications in industrial patents. The data used are straight averages over 1980-95 for the
technology cycle time, and 1985-95 for the science linkage. Both values were normalised by the sample
standard deviations. The lines represent the unweighted average for the sample of countries.

Source: TP-2 database (CHI Research), OECD Secretariat calculations, March 1998.

Inter-firm linkages

82. As described above, firms increasingly use flows from external sources to complemen
internal innovation capacities built up through investments in R&D, ICT, human resources
organisational re-engineering. “Networks of innovation” have become the rule rather tha
exception, and most innovative activity involves interaction of multiple actors. The configuration o
these interactions shows some common country characteristics and differences. Some of th
channels of technology transfers and sources of information for innovation are depicted below.

4. Measured here as the intensity of citation of scientific publications in industrial patents.
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83. Innovation surveys found that, as regards channels of technology transfer, the purch
equipment, customer-supplier relations and the hiring of skilled personnel are by far the most imp
in many countries (Table 2.4). Customer-supplier interactions are shaped not only by market rel
but also by institutional factors, trust, the existence of business and technological fora, etc. (Lun
1992). The importance of other sources of technology transfer, such as consultancy, differs, p
reflecting both the quantity and quality of existing services and government initiatives (e.g.in Denmark
and Norway; see also Chapter 8 on diffusion-oriented programmes).

Table 2.4. Relative importance 1 of technology transfer channels

Source: Bosworth et al. (1996); CIS data; ABS, 1994.

84. Again, technology diffusion via embodied R&D in capital goods and intermediaries
increased in importancevis-à-visdirect R&D. When technology flows are analysed by broadly defin
“technology clusters” (e.g.IT, material technology, fabrication technology, transportation a
consumer good technologies), ITs account for a rapidly increasing share of acquired technologie
a large proportion also accruing to material technologies (OECD, 1996a). These technology clusters ar
“generic” and provide inputs to a wide range of other industries, while other clusters such as tran
technologies and consumer good technologies are of importance to a limited number of se
Although the technology content of trade flows has generally increased, a few sectors have beco
main “gateways” for technology flows, for example chemicals in Denmark and the Netherla
aerospace in the United Kingdom, motor vehicles in Germany. This reflects the differentiated pa
of technological specialisation and capabilities of the respective national innovation systems, an
provide guidance for setting technology and innovation policy priorities.

85. The sources of information used by innovating firms are also quite diversified (Table
Suppliers (of equipment and components) and customers are by far the most important external s
while universities, government labs and technical institutes rank comparatively low on average. But
this average hides the fact that in many advanced countries, networks spanning beyon
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Use of others' inventions 4 4 3 2 5 2 5 4 2 2

Contracting out of R&D 8 5 6 5 6 3 6 5 5 6

Use of consultancy services 5 3 4 4 3 5 3 5 3 4

Purchase of other enterprises 7 7 7 7 7 6 8 8 6 7

Purchase of equipment 1 6 2 3 4 4 1 3 8 5

Communication services
from other enterprises

2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

Hiring of skilled personnel 3 1 5 6 2 7 4 2 4 3

Other 6 8 8 . . 8 8 7 7 7 8

1. Importance was ranked from 1 (highest) to 8 (lowest).

2. Adjusted according to ISTAT. "Other" includes "purchase of projects". The table does not allow for direct
comparison, as the response rates differ considerably across countries.
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customer-supplier relations have evolved and a substantial number of firms participate in “com
networks” including suppliers, competitors, users, public research institutes and universities (see again
Figure 2.4). Some innovation systems seem to be very conducive to co-operation among all ac
NIS, as demonstrated by the high share of complete network activities illustrated in Figure
(e.g.Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands).

86. Analysis of the innovation strategies of Europe’s largest industrial firms (Arundelet al., 1995)
provides additional information on international differences with regard to the importance o
geographic location of sources of technological knowledge. In general, sources located in the
country are most important, although the difference with flows from other countries is not always
significant. Public sector research scores highest, pointing to the importance of a well-deve
national research infrastructure for these large firms (Figure 2.8). Innovation systems able to p
such an infrastructure not only raise the technological competitiveness of home firms, but are also mor
likely to attract technology-oriented foreign direct investment (FDI).

Links between national innovation systems

87. The increasing openness of national innovation systems to external knowledge flo
reflected in the share of technology acquired from abroad embodied in capital and intermediary g
purchases of foreign patents and licences; technological alliances between firms of different cou
and, in science, the number of internationally co-authored publications. It also shows in the inno
activities of multinational firms, as indicated by their patenting patterns and the location of their R
facilities.

88. Corporate innovation activity as measured by patents is still predominantly located close
firm’s headquarters (Table 2.6), especially for large countries like France, Germany, Italy, Japa
the United States, although there is a tendency towards internationalisation, applying especially to
from smaller countries (Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland) or in the United Kingdom, which h
a number of companies with globally dispersed activities. In terms of R&D expenditure, the R
carried out in foreign subsidiaries as of 1994 corresponded to only 11 per cent of the total R&
12 major OECD countries.

89. Nevertheless, there is a tendency for R&D activities to be spread. Foreign R&D is m
established through the acquisition of existing firms and research facilities, but there is also a ten
for firms with strong own-technology to rely on greenfield operations (Andersson and Svensson, 199
In some cases R&D is shifting away from addressing local market needs to establishing comp
centres carrying out R&D for the whole corporation. While, in general, the R&D intensity of dome
firms is higher than that of foreign subsidiaries (Figure 2.9), the relationship between a compan
its foreign subsidiaries is influenced by the relative technological position of the country of origin
the host country, as well as by industry- and firm-specific factors (Table 2.7).
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Table 2.5. Sources of information for innovation 1

se rates differ considerably across countries.
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2 1 5 1 1

9 10 . . 8 13

4 . . 9 3 5

3 4 3 5 3

1 5 1 2 2

7 7 2 4 6

12 6 7 12 8

11 8 11 9 10

10 9 12 13 12

8 11 8 11 11

13 12 10 10 9

6 2 6 7 7

5 3 4 6 4
7
3

1. Sources were ranked by importance from 1 (highest) to 13 (lowest).
2. Adjusted according to ISTAT.
3. For Australia, the first two categories are combined. The table does not allow for direct comparison, as the respon
Source: Bosworth et al. (1996); CIS Data and ABS, 1994.
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Within the enterprise 33 1 2 1 7 1 2 1 2 2

Within the group of
enterprises 6 8 7 11 . . 8 9 8

Suppliers of material and
components 4 4 3 5 4 7 5 5 3 3

Suppliers of equipment 5 3 4 4 6 . . 6 3 1 4

Clients or customers 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 2 4 1

Competitors 2 7 5 8 4 3 3 6 8 6

Consultancy firms 8 13 13 13 10 . . 11 7 9 11

University/higher education 9 10 11 12 8 6 10 11 11 10

Government laboratories 11 12 10 11 11 . . 13 13 13 9

Technical institutes 11 11 9 10 13 . . 9 12 12 13

Patent disclosures 9 9 12 9 9 . . 12 10 10 12

Conferences, journals 7 7 7 6 3 4 7 8 6 7

Fairs, exhibitions 6 5 6 2 2 5 3 4 5 5
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Figure 2.8. Importance of sources of technological knowledge by region 1

1. The further away from the centre, the more important the source.
Source: Arundel et al. (1995).

Figure 2.9. Share of foreign affiliates’ R&D and turnover (or production) in total manufacturing R&D
and turnover, 1994 (or nearest year)

1. TURNf / TURNt: foreign affiliates’ turnover / total firms’ turnover;
RDf / RDt: foreign affiliates’ R&D / total firms’ R&D.

2. Sample of the 500 most R&D-intensive firms.
Source: OECD, AFA, STAN and ANBERD databases, November 1997.
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Table 2.6. Geographic location of large firms' patenting activities in the United States
1985-90, percentage

Source: Patel (1997).

Table 2.7. Nature of R&D activities of foreign affiliates in countries of destination

Source: OECD Secretariat.

Of which:

No. of firms Home Abroad United
States Europe Japan Other

Japan 139 99.0 1.0 0.8 0.2 . . 0.0

United States 243 92.2 7.8 . . 6.0 0.5 1.3

Italy 7 88.2 11.8 5.3 6.2 0.0 0.3

France 25 85.7 14.3 4.8 8.7 0.3 0.6

Germany 42 85.1 14.9 10.4 3.9 0.2 0.4

Finland 7 82.0 18.0 1.6 11.5 0.0 4.9

Norway 3 67.9 32.1 12.7 19.4 0.0 0.0

Canada 16 67.0 33.0 24.9 7.3 0.3 0.5

Sweden 13 60.8 39.2 12.6 25.6 0.2 0.8

United Kingdom 54 57.9 42.1 31.9 7.1 0.2 3.0

Switzerland 8 53.3 46.7 19.6 26.0 0.6 0.5

Netherlands 8 42.2 57.8 26.1 30.6 0.5 0.6

Belgium 4 37.2 62.8 22.2 39.9 0.0 0.6

All firms 569 89.1 10.9 4.1 5.6 0.3 0.8

Parent company's
technological position

Affiliate's technological position1 in destination country

High Medium Low

High ● Development of new
technology

● Laboratory of production
support

● Laboratory of production
support

● In close link with
universities and other
local laboratories

● Specialised laboratory ● Technology transfers
from the parent company

● Technology transfers
from the parent company

Medium ● Technology watch ● Specialised laboratory ● Laboratory support

● R&D effort more
important than the
parent company's

● Technology transfers
from the parent company

Low ● Technology watch ● Technology watch

1. The technological position reflects various quantitative and qualitative measures: the R&D effort, patents,
scientific publications, high-technology exports, links between universities and industries, structure and quality
of scientific and technological personnel.
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90. Thus, in most OECD countries, domestic firms are more R&D intensive than foreign affili
(e.g.Canada, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom), in a few
intensity is roughly balanced (Finland, Japan, the United States), while it is higher in foreign affil
in Australia and Ireland. Again, this reflects the varying features of the respective national innov
systems. Foreign R&D in the United States is attracted by the quality of research institutions,
locating R&D in Ireland is motivated more by the need to upgrade and adapt products and proc
From the perspective of the United States, foreign R&D expands already intensive knowledge
interactions, but is also a source of knowledge outflows. In Ireland, foreign R&D is a major dri
force in the technological catching-up process. From the perspective of a home countr
internationalisation of R&D reduces the concentration of R&D by domestic firms at home, and
dismantling some of the home country’s innovative capacity. Such risks may loom particularly large for
small countries whose R&D base is strongly dominated by a small number of large multinational
(Krugman, 1991). On the other hand, foreign R&D strengthens the ability of firms to increase
sales abroad, expand their overall resources and investment and absorb foreign technolog
effectively.

2.3. Conclusion

91. A number of trends in the characteristics of technological innovation and in innovation sys
have important policy implications:

● Innovation has become a complex activity, involving many different types of knowledge
actors. Smooth interplay between these actors is essential for successful innov
Inter-firm collaboration, networking and the formation of clusters of industries are exam
of such interactions.

● Countries provide the environment for innovative activities through their institutio
infrastructures and policies which influence the direction and the speed of innovation
technology diffusion.

● Because of their unique history, countries’ production and innovation systems have diff
specialisation patterns, capital stock and institutions. This gives them a distinct s
strengths, but also limits their ability to manage certain kinds of change.

● Countries can be viewed as “national innovation systems”, with distinctive attributes (specific
pattern of scientific, technological and industrial specialisation, specific policy priorities)
specific structures of interactions (e.g.between the enterprise sector and the science syst
collaboration between firms).

● The increasing segmentation of economic activity, as firms focus on core strengths and
to combine and contract for complementary inputs, creates more horizontal links within
between countries. Thus, innovation systems are increasingly interlinked across na
borders. Nevertheless, national characteristics and the strengths and weaknesses
respective systems remain decisive for performance.

● Lastly, while there is a tendency for national innovation systems to adjust so that econ
performances converge, they do so in distinctive ways that preserve some of their sp
features.
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CHAPTER 3. CHANGING PATTERNS OF PUBLIC SUPPORT AND
PRIVATE R&D EFFORTS

3.1. Context and background

92. The role of innovation activities, and hence of R&D, in creating growth and jobs in
knowledge-based economy is broadly recognised, as has been shown in the preceding chapters.
this general awareness, resources devoted to R&D declined during the 1990s in many OECD M
countries, both in absolute terms and compared with total national product. This decrease stems first
from a reduction in government funding of R&D, although business also weakened its commitme
R&D compared with production levels.

93. At the same time there is evidence of a reorientation of business R&D expenditures to
more applied projects with a foreseeable and quick payoff, responding clearly to market demand, and a
fear that the decline in government funding may have a negative effect on the level of bas
long-term research. There is a danger that shrinking technological opportunities due to lower re
of basic knowledge may result in less innovation in the future. On the other hand, increasing m
pressure and associated firm responses seem to be having a positive effect on the efficiency of R&D. In
this context, the question arises as to whether, and how, changing trends and patterns in R&D will
productivity and economic growth.

94. Various aspects of the relative, and sometimes absolute, decline in government-financed
are reviewed in the following section. Possible causes are examined in terms of changes
objectives of government R&D budgets and/or in government’s use of different financial instrum
and of the growing internationalisation of R&D funding. The impact of the decline is followed thro
to see which sectors of performance, and which activities, are affected. An examination is then
undertaken of total R&D funding, that of the science system and, finally, an effort is made to me
total government support for industrial technology, including some non-R&D programmes. The na
causes and consequences of changing patterns in business R&D are addressed in the final secti

3.2. Government funding of science and technology

95. In 1975, half the R&D in the OECDarea was financed by governments. By 1995, the share
was down to about one-third. This decline in the contribution of governments to national R&D ef
(gross domestic expenditures on R&D-GERD) has taken place in the majority of Member coun
with only minor reversals, for example the burst in government financing in the United States i
early 1980s. By 1997 the projected federal share of US R&D – 31 per cent – was “the lowest
reported since surveys began” (National Science Foundation, 1997a).
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96. During the 1980s, governments generally increased their funding of R& D and their share of
GERD declined only as a result of the greater dynamism of R&D financed by industry. In the 1990s,
government-f inanced R& D grew less rapidly than GDP in the majority of Member countries and
actually fell at fixed prices in about half, including France, Germany,5 Italy, the United Kingdom and
the United States, and, in some years, Canada. In those countries where government-financed R&D
grew, the rate was generally about 4 per cent per annum, rising to 6 per cent in Denmark and Japan, and
11 per cent in Ireland.

97. Support for S& T, li ke all other policy areas, has come under pressure due to budgetary
stringency. Indeed, it seems that R&D has not maintained its share of total government discretionary
expenditure during the 1990s in any of the G7 countries with the exception of Japan (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Government-financ ed R&D as a percentage of total government expend iture

Source: OECD, R&D database, March 1998.

5. Al lowing for the break in series caused by re-unifi cation.
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Trends in the structure of total government R&D funding

Ministerial responsibilities

98. The change in the level of total government R&D funding is the result of decisions abou
priority of different government aims and objectives and the importance of R&D for these aim
some countries such as France, Germany or the Netherlands, these choices are made mainl
large ministry, responsible for more than half of the government funds committed to R&D. The m
usual pattern is typified by Australia, Denmark and Japan where two-thirds or more of funds are
by the Ministry of Education (which is responsible for funding the universities) and a S&T ministr
agency. Canada is representative of countries where decisions on R&D funding are spread over a la
number of ministries and agencies, with the National Research Council, the largest spender, resp
for only 14 per cent of the total (Statistics Canada, 1997a).6 In the United States about 90 per cent o
federally funded R&D comes from four mission-oriented departments or agencies [Departme
Defense (DOD), Department of Health (DOH), National Aeronautics and Space Administra
(NASA), Department of Energy (DOE)] which not only finance R&D for their own missions, but a
support R&D programmes which in other countries come under the responsibility of S&T minist
The official science agency, the National Science Foundation (NSF), supplies less than 5 per cen
funds (National Science Foundation, 1997b).

Changing objectives of government R&D

99. Because of these differences in institutional practices and because ministerial responsi
can change quite drastically over time, international comparisons are usually based on a func
breakdown of funding (see for example the review of national specificities in Chapter 2).

Figure 3.2. Contributions to the growth of government-funded R&D, 1 1989-95
Comparison at 1990 GDP prices

1. Government funds widely defined.
Source: OECD, R&D database and national sources, March 1998.

6. However, the portfolio of departments and agencies reporting to the Industry Minister has a high perc
of the total.
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100. The drop in defence R&D largely explains the decline in government-financed R&D in Fra
the United Kingdom and the United States in 1989-95 (Figure 3.2). However, according to R
budgets, funding for energy actually declined in more countries than did funding for defence, foll
by exploration and exploitation of the Earth and atmosphere, and promotion of agriculture, forestr
fisheries (Figure 3.3). Budget R&D funds generally increased for advancement of knowledge a
“welfare” objectives such as environmental protection, social services and health.

Figure 3.3. Trends in the objectives of governments’ R&D budgets, 1 1989-96
Number of countries reporting increase or decline

1. Government budget appropriations or outlays for R&D (GBAORD) at 1990 GDP prices.
Source: OECD, R&D database, January 1998.

Role of fiscal incentives

101. Governments can finance R&D through a wide range of financial instruments. The sta
R&D series described so far cover only contracts and regular grants. The treatment of loans and
which may be forgiven varies, and fiscal incentives are always excluded. It might be argued t
fiscal incentives were included, the decline in government R&D funding would be less marked. A
end of the 1980s the cost to government of fiscal incentives for R&D corresponded to only 1 per cent of
government-financed R&D in Japan, rising to about 3 per cent in France, Germany an
United States, and 10 per cent in Australia and Canada. Theeffect on trends was, thus, negligible in
Japan and was actually negative in Germany and the United States in that the cost of fiscal ince
fell more rapidly than that of contracts and grants. In Canada, on the other hand, government fina
would have grown in 1989-95 if fiscal incentives had been included, and in Australia growth w
have been even higher than on the standard basis (Figure 3.2).

Sector of performance of government-financed R&D

102. Governments spend their resources in different sectors of the economy depending on th
of programme and the institutional arrangements in the country. In most, the higher education se
the major recipient of funds, followed by the government sector itself, with the business enter
sector somewhat less important, and a very small share of funds going to the private non-profit
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sector. The concentration in the higher education sector is particularly marked in small, highly R
intensive countries such as Austria, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden. In the United Sta
business enterprise sector is the largest single recipient of funds, followed by higher education an
then by government. In Japan, in Korea, in the central and east European Member countries, in France,
and in a number of countries with low R&D spending, governments spend more in their own inst
than in the higher education sector. In Japan and Portugal, PNP institutes receive more gove
R&D funding than industry and the share of government-financed R&D performed in this sector is
above average in the United States (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4. Government-financed R&D by national sector of performance, 1995

As a percentage of GDP

Source: OECD, R&D database, March 1998.

103. During the period under review (1989 to 1996), Germany and the central and east Eur
Member countries restructured their national innovation systems. Less drastic changes affec
level and structure of government R&D funding in other Member countries. In many, governm
were devolving S&T responsibilities and agencies from the public to the private sector. For exa
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since the end of the 1980s, France Télécom and Giat industries were privatised in France and a
of units were transferred to the business sector in the United Kingdom.

104. Between 1989 and1995 the share of government-financed R&D carried out in the busin
enterprise sector fell almost without exception and funding was down at fixed prices in al
G7 countries. Finance for R&D performed by government also fell, both as a share of the tota
at fixed prices with some exceptions, notably Japan. Finance of HERD continued to grow.

International flows of government funds

105. The increasing internationalisation of R&D activities means that the traditional measu
the government contribution used above – R&D financed by national government and carrie
on national territory – gives an incomplete picture of public funding (OECD, 1998a).

106. Is national government financing declining because greater use is being mad
international programmes and facilities? In fact, funding to abroad actually fell between 1989
1995 in four G7 countries (Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States
grew in France (Figure 3.2). The decline in payments to abroad, as for R&D on national terr
was partly due to falling defence funds. For example, the share of civil R&D carried out ab
grew in the United Kingdom. Overall funding to abroad is of little importance in the United Sta
where it was only 1 per cent of government funding in 1995. The shares are higher in Ca
France, Germany and the United Kingdom (5-10 per cent).

107. Total public support for R&D in the EU countries involves not only R&D financed b
national government but also funds from the European Commission. The Commission fina
R&D through two mechanisms:(i) framework funds which are earmarked for R&D; an
(ii) structural funds, a share of which are subsequently used for R&D. Between 1985 and 199
share of the former in the combined civil direct R&D budgets of the European countries rose
3 to 7.5 per cent, making the Commission the fifth highest public funder after France and Ger
(about 25 per cent each) and Italy and the United Kingdom (10 per cent each).7 Adding
Commission framework funds to those from national government togive total public R&D finance
has little effect in countries with large R&D efforts such as France or the United Kingdom, a l
more in small R&D-intensive countries such as Belgium, Denmark or the Netherlands, but wo
double spending in Greece and would increase it by half in Ireland.8 The latter countries also
benefit from structural funds which are already included in national government finance.

Government-financed R&D in the science system

108. Although S&T systems are and should be closely integrated in the context of “nat
innovation systems”, it is worthwhile distinguishing between government’s traditional role in fund
“scientific research” (Figure 3.5) and the more complex one of financing “technology” and, m
particularly, “industrial technology”.

7. For details of Commission programmes and other public sector co-operation in Europe, see Cha
and 10 of European Commission (1997a).

8. Data are derived from national surveys and not from European Commission sources.
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Figure 3.5. Structure of government financing of the science system

Source: OECD Secretariat.

The higher education sector

109. For most countries, the universities are the largest single component of the national s
system. Over the period 1989-95, the share of HERD financed by government fell in virtually all Me
countries. The actual sums involved increased over the period (at 1990 GDP prices) in all except C
and Sweden, although growth was minimal in Belgium, Finland, Germany and Spain. Govern
funding grew at over 10 per cent per annum in Iceland and Ireland.

110. Governments fund university R&D activities in a number of ways. Traditionally th
provided general support via block grants from the Ministry of Education, part of which was u
by university staff to carry out R&D. Such funding (GUF), which is difficult to measure,9 is still
very important in small, highly R&D-intensive countries such as the Netherlands, Sweden
Switzerland (Figure 3.6). Governments may also provide grants to encourage research “fo
advancement of knowledge” or grants (or contracts) to obtain the knowledge neede
government missions such as defence or health care. In terms of shares of the two components,
that of GUF has declined in the majority of countries and that of direct support has grown.
actual amounts of direct funding increased at 1990 prices in all countries except Swe
Switzerland and possibly Greece (Figure 3.7), with growth particularly marked in Australia
Austria, Iceland, Ireland and Turkey. It is more difficult to examine trends in GUF as a numbe
countries revised their R&D estimates during the period. Funding was actually lower in 1995
in 1989 in Belgium, Canada, Finland, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden and Turkey. O
Ireland did GUF grow at over 10 per cent annually over the period 1989-95.

111. In some countries the science system also includes research institutes which carry o
same type of R&D activities as universities. They may be linked to the latter and included in
higher education sector. The largest single case in the OECD area is theCentre National de la
Recherche Scientifique(CNRS) in France which receives the lion’s share of direct funding

9. GUF is usually estimated by applying standard R&D content percentages to readily available sets of d
the block grant. The method assumes that university teaching staff spend the same proportion of their t
R&D in the 1990s as they did in the 1980s, whereas anecdotal evidence suggests that the weight of te
and administration is increasing at the expense of R&D.
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In the
DCs),
.

HERD. Similar bodies such as theConsiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche(CNR) in Italy and the
Research Councils in the United Kingdom are treated as part of the government sector.
United States the higher education sector contains 17 federally financed R&D centres (FFR
of which nine are financed by the DOE, four by the NSF, three by the DOD and one by NASA

Figure 3.6. Government financing of science research, 1995
As a percentage of GDP

1. Sum of direct HE and GUF not separately available.
Source: OECD, R&D database, national publications and data supplied by CERN, March 1998.
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Number of countries reporting increase or decline

1. At 1990 GDP prices.

Source: OECD, R&D database, November 1997.

Science in the government sector

112. Since it is not possible to separate expenditure on “scientific” research in the govern
sector from standard R&D data, spending on “basic research” has been used as a proxy.10 This type of
funding is particularly important in the central and eastern European Member countries and i
significant in Australia, France, Germany and the Netherlands (Figure 3.6). The share of gover
support for the national science system going to basic research in government establishments
some two-thirds of countries and rose in one-third (Figure 3.7). Spending actually fell at fixed pric
six countries (Germany, Ireland, Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States),
growth was significant in Austria, Denmark, Iceland and Japan.

International funds for science

113. The measure of government support for science would be incomplete if the major interna
facilities are excluded. CERN (Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire), the largest of these,
represents only a small share of funding in most countries (Figure 3.6). CERN expenditu
scheduled to decline in 1997 at current prices.

114. The inclusion of funds from the European Commission would significantly increase d
public support to HERD in Greece and Ireland, and also in the Netherlands where, however,
funding is still very low. The effect is modest in Belgium, Denmark and Spain, and insignifican
France, the only G7 European country for which data are available.

10. Data are not available for Belgium, Canada, Finland, Greece and New Zealand.
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Government funding of basic research

115. The overall level of government funding of basic research depends on the distribution of
funding between objectives (structure) and the share of basic research in total R&D funding of each
objective (intensity). Insofar as the share in government R&D budgets (GBAORD) of defence, w
typically has a very low basic research intensity (BRI), has decreased and those of healt
advancement of research, which have higher BRIs, have increased, one can expect that the over
of basic research, andpossibly even its level, will have increased.

116. This case can be illustrated for the United States (National Science Foundation, 1997c). There
was a clear structural impact in that the share of defence R&D, with a BRI of under 0.5 per cen
from 66 to 54 per cent of GBAORD between 1989 and 1995, whereas health, with a BRI of about
cent, rose from 13 to 17 per cent. The share of “advancement of research” with the highest BRI (
cent) remained stable. There was also an offsetting “intensity”effect in that the share of basic researc
of most objectives fell over the period. If the intensity in 1995 had been the same as in 1989,
research funding would have risen by 15 per cent over the period. Because of the decreased priority for
basic research within objectives, it actually rose by only 8 per cent. Overall GBAORD in the Un
States shows a slight increase in defence basic research funding (at 1990 prices) between 19
1995, with a decline scheduled for 1995-97 (National Science Foundation, 1997b).

117. In consequence, total federally financed basic research grew from 1990 to 1994 but declined
thereafter. The growth was mainly in basic research performed in universities and colleges
levelled off somewhat after 1994. The main decline was in government-financed basic resea
industrial firms. In 1992 about 20 per cent of their basic research was directly government-fina
rising to over 25 per cent for the whole business enterprise sector (including FFRDCs). By 1997
shares were down to 3 and 10 per cent respectively (National Science Foundation, 1997d) (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8. US federally financed basic research by sector of performance
Million US$ at 1992 prices

1. Projected.
Source: National Science Foundation SRS Web site, December 1997.
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118. Data on government financing of basic research are not widely availableoutside the
United States. R&D budgets show that basic research funding continued to grow at fixed prices
United Kingdom (Office of Technology Assessment, 1995) and Germany (to 1992 o
Bundesministerium für Bildung, Forschung und Technologie, Wissenschaft, 1996).

Trends in government support for technology

Declining support for non-industrial technology

119. The main aim here is to examine the level and structure of government-funded indu
technology. However, as noted above,certain “technological” objectives such as energy and agricultur
have contributed to the overall decline in government support for R&D in many Member countrie
about half the countries funding also declined for “infrastructure” (comprising transport
telecommunications as well as urban development). Agricultural S&T was an established cluste
own right in many national innovation systems in which government funds were significant.
decline in government finance may affect the universities but is also bringing about rationalisati
the non-market institutes concerned and, in some countries, the gradual privatisation of
agricultural R&D and agricultural extension programmes. Energy, transport and telecommunic
agencies are also undergoing privatisation in Member countries, and one must assume that th
concerned is being picked up by the resulting private enterprises.11

Types of government support for industrial technology

120. Classic R&D data show that the percentage of GBAORD going to “industrial developmen
a socio-economic objective is generally declining, as is the share of R&D in the business ente
sector which is financed by government. However, both of these indicators give an incomplete p
of the range of ways in which governments can support industrial technology.

121. These can be divided into three broad groups (Figure 3.9): financial incent
mission-oriented contracts, procurement and grants; S&T infrastructure and diffusion. The
category includes all programmes designed to encourage industrial firms tocarry out R&D (or other
innovation activities) by reducing the cost through grants, loans, fiscal incentives, etc. The se
covers government payments to industrial firms to carry out R&D to meet government needs, no
for defence or space objectives. The third covers ways in which governments can assist firms w
giving them money:(i) by financing R&D activities aimed at industrial development in institutes a
universities;(ii) by supporting technological research in academic and similar units; and(iii) by
funding non-R&D programmes either supporting post-R&D stages of the innovation proce
diffusion and extension programmes.

11. For example the public enterprise Norwegian Telecom became the private company Telenor AS. Wher
firms still receive funds from government once in the business sector, the amounts will be treated in th
section on industrial technology.
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Figure 3.9. Structure of government funding of industrial technology

Source: OECD Secretariat.

122. The balance between these three broad areas, and between the types of funding with
area, can be seen as reflecting each country’s “strategy” for funding industrial technology. Comp
the sums involved with industrial GDP allows them to be viewed in a national context [without ma
precise comparisons which are not justified by the quality of the data (Young, forthcomi
(Figure 3.10). The pattern varies considerably across countries. In the United States, federal s
for industrial technology is almost all paid to firms, with the largest share in the form of contracts
procurement. The pattern is similar in France and the United Kingdom, although these countries
more use, respectively, of financial incentives (France) and funding via the infrastruc
(United Kingdom). In Australia and Canada, financial incentives are the largest category, followe
contracts and procurement. Funding in the Netherlands is distributed fairly evenly across catego
Finland, Japan and Mexico over half the funds are for support via the S&T infrastructure.

123. Total funding of industrial technology grew steadily in Japan in the first half of the 1990s
also increased significantly, after some variations, in Australia and Finland. It fell in France, Germ
the United Kingdom and the United States. There was some growth over the period in Canada, M
and the Netherlands.

Figure 3.10. Government funds for industrial technology

As a percentage of industrial GDP

Source: OECD, Secretariat calculations based on R&D database, PSI database and information supplied by
Member countries, March 1998.
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Funding of manufacturing technology via financial incentives12

Level and structure of funding

124. In the OECD area as a whole, funding of research development and innovation (RD
manufacturing industry via financial incentives grew by over 10 per cent between1989 and 1992, and
fluctuated thereafter. The share of RDI funds in total public support to manufacturing industry
slightly from 17 per cent in 1989 to almost 19 per cent in 1993. Funding was lower in 1995 tha
1989 (at 1990 GDP prices) in all the G7 countries except the United States, but grew in the Eur
Commission and in many smaller Member countries.

Types of programmes

125. Over the period 1989 to 1995 OECD Member governments financed some 280 manufacturing
support programmes whose primary policy objective was R&D and technological innovation. M
than half provided general incentives for R&D activities, while about one-third promoted selected
technologies, notably IT and energy saving. The remaining programmes focused on res
co-operation between firms and research institutes, including support for hiring R&D personnel
temporary employment of R&D personnel from research institutes, international R&D co-oper
and the funding of technology parks or R&D venture capital.

126. Governments generally adapted financial flows in existing programmes to meet the cha
policy focus, rather than introducing new programmes or phasing out old ones. Thus over ha
programmes were in use throughout the period and only about one-quarter were introduced in 1
later. At the overall OECD level, there do not appear to be any significant qualitative differe
between recent R&D support measures and those introduced in the late 1980s.

127. This picture changes slightly when other R&D-related programmes are inclu
(i) programmes with R&D as their secondary policy objective – for example, an SME programme
provides R&D venture capital; and(ii) programmes with R&D as the economic activity supported – f
example, a sectoral programme for selected industries that provides financial assistance to
activities. The inclusion of these programmes adds about 120 programmes and about 18 per cen
total net cost of financial incentives for manufacturing RDI.

128. An examination of these other programmes reveals several new insights. First, about on
concern SMEs. Second, their inclusion raises the weight of IT and energy saving in financial ince
for selected technologies. Moreover, 20 per cent of these programmes promote RDI in environm
technologies. Third, it is interesting to note that almost half the secondary policy objective program
and programmes supporting R&D activities were implemented in 1990 or later. This means that
shifts in the policy focus of public support to industrial R&D are better reflected in this categor
programmes than in programmes which have R&D as their primary policy objective.

Use of different financial instruments

129. Approximately half the OECD Member countries support manufacturing RDI through cla
financial instruments such as grants and conditional loans, with little or no use of other schemes

12. This section on financial incentives is based on national reports to the OECD database on public sup
manufacturing industry (PSI).
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group includes the European Commission, Germany, the United Kingdom (at the end of the pe
plus Finland, Iceland, Ireland, New Zealand, Portugal and Switzerland. Such programmes
predominate in Belgium and Sweden (Figure 3.11).

130. In Canada, Denmark, Japan and the Netherlands, governments made use of a broader v
financing instruments. In Australia, Canada and the Netherlands, R&D tax concession progra
channelled the lion’s share of total financial incentives for R&D in the manufacturing sector. This
category is also important in France, Japan, the United States and, in the earlier years of the
Germany. These programmes are examined at greater length in Chapter 7.

131. Relatively few countries make major use of the other types of financial instrument(regular
loans, guarantees and equity holdings), although they are the main forms of support in Austr
Hungary and are also applied in Italy, Japan, Norway and Turkey. Funding for such schemes app
fluctuate from year to year. The limited use of loans, guarantees and equity capital compared to
financial instruments is surprising, as their fund raising capacity and potentially lower budgetary im
should make them more attractive to governments than the more widely used grants an
concessions where there is no difference between the net and gross cost to government.

Figure 3.11. Funding of financial incentives for RDI in manufacturing industry by financial instrument

Source: OECD, PSI database, December 1997.

Mission-oriented contracts and procurement

132. As might be expected, thereason for the major difference in the level of mission-oriented R&
in France, the United Kingdom and the United States, on the one hand, and the other countries,
other, is the amount of defence R&D (Figure 3.12). In France, Germany and the United States
was a 20 per cent decline in payments to the business enterprise sector for defence R&D betwee
and 1995 (at 1990 GDP prices). This decline continues through to 1997 and probably 1998
United States. In Canada much of the decline in funding via financial incentives (other than fiscal ones)
is explained by the ending of a programme aiding the defence industries.
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Figure 3.12. Government funding of industrial technology via mission-oriented contracts and procurement
As a percentage of industrial GDP

Source: OECD, Secretariat calculations based on R&D database, PSI database and information supplied by
Member countries, March 1998.

133. Space R&D contracts to industry are most important in France. Some countries include
space programmes in financial incentives. Funding of industrial R&D via space programmes gr
all the countries in depicted in Figure 3.12, with the exception of the United Kingdom.

Funding of industrial technology via the S&T infrastructure

134. S&T infrastructure covers government funding of R&D and related activities which
intended to support industrial technology but are notcarried out by industrial firms. The first
component is R&D for industrial development carried out in R&D institutes, government departm
or universities. These activities may be part of the business enterprise sector or in the governm
private non-profit sectors. Such R&D activities are particularly important in Australia and Finland
are significant in Japan, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom (Figure 3.13).13 In general,
government funding of institutes such as the Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Rese
Organisation (CSIRO) in Australia or of the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Rese
(TNO) is declining.

13. In France, they are represented here only by co-operative research institutes in the business enterpris
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Figure 3.13. Government funding of industrial technology via the S&T infrastructure
As a percentage of industrial GDP
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Source: OECD, Secretariat calculations based on R&D database, PSI database and information supplied by
Member countries, March 1998.

135. The second component is funding of engineering research via the objective “advancemen
knowledge”, which includes non-oriented R&D in general and GUF. This is strictly speaking part
science system, but it may also serve as a proxy for the general support for academic technologi

Role of provincial government in funding industrial technology

136. Although provincial and local governments are taking an increasing interest in encou
industrial technology in their regions as a means of attracting or generating jobs, their fin
contributions are not yet very important in the majority of Member countries. For example, in C
provincial governments spent about C$ 250 million on industrial technology (about 10-15 per
the total) (Statistics Canada, 1997a; 1997b). Such schemes more often involve co-operation betw
the different levels of government, as in the United States where the states provide about 1
cent of co-operative technology support (Berglund and Coburn, 1995).

Closing remarks on government S&T funding

137. Government support for R&D has levelled off in a number of OECD countries in the 1
including all the G7 except Japan. The decline in defence R&D has contributed in the G7 co
and there has been a general downturn in support for R&D for energy. Internationalisation d
seem to have had a major effect on the level and structure of funding except in small countrie
R&D is heavily funded by the European Commission. Changes in the structure of government
away from defence and economic objectives towards health and advancement of knowledge
increased the share of basic research in total public R&D funding. Governments fund ind
technology in a wide variety of ways and no common trends seem to emerge from the funding
This section has reviewed such funding from the government point of view. The following one
the sums involved to R&D in the business enterprise sector.
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3.3. Causes and consequences of changing innovative efforts

138. Over the last decades there has been a considerable variation in business expendit
research and development (BERD) among the OECD countries. On average, they grew by ove
cent in the 1970s and by about 5 per cent in the 1980s. Beginning in the mid-1980s, a prolo
levelling off began in a first group of countries (Canada, the Netherlands and the United States),
the early 1990s in a second group (France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom
patterns are similar in terms of R&D intensity (the ratio of BERD to business sector G
(Figure 3.14). The slowdown occurred in almost all OECD countries, with the exception of Austr
Iceland and Ireland. In some countries, notably Germany, Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom, B
has even decreased in real terms in the 1990s. On average, growth in BERD amounted to abou
cent a year between 1990 and 1995 (Table 3.1).

Figure 3.14. Trends in R&D intensities in the business sector 1

1. BERD divided by GDP of the business sector.
Source: OECD, Economic Outlook 60 and R&D database, February 1998.
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139. Beginning in 1995 there were signs of a revival in business R&D, notably in the United S
Since the deep trough of 1992-94, there has been a slight increase in R&D spending in most Europea
countries, although most growth rates remain low. The upsurge has been stronger in Nordic coun

140. There are concerns among governments that the observed levelling off signals a more per
change, and could indicate a lasting decline in productivity growth with even wider econo
consequences. Moreover, there are indications of a tilt in innovative efforts away from basiclong-term
research towards more short-term efforts, and from applied research towards development, also wi
possible negative long-term effects. To gauge the scope and impacts of these developments
possible implications for policy, it is important to know what factors are driving this change. In
section, the focus is on explaining the evolution of business R&D and the possible consequen
changes in innovative efforts for technological and economic performance and their policy implicatio

Table 3.1. Growth of R&D in the business sector
Average annual growth rate at 1990 GDP prices, percentage

Source: OECD (1997e); R&D database, January 1998.

Total Financed by the business sector

1960s1 1970s 1980s 1990s2 1960s1 1970s 1980s 1990s2

United States 2.0 2.0 4.9 0.8 6.2 3.8 5.7 2.6

Canada 3.9 5.0 7.7 6.1 4.9 5.6 6.2 6.0

Japan . . 6.4 9.2 -0.6 . . 6.4 9.2 -0.7

France 5.7 4.3 5.2 0.7 9.9 5.2 5.2 2.5

Germany 10.5 4.5 3.9 -1.5 11.1 4.1 4.7 -1.0

Italy 10.4 3.3 8.2 -4.0 9.6 2.6 6.5 -2.6

United Kingdom 2.4 2.6 3.3 -1.2 2.2 2.5 4.2 -0.8

Australia . . 6.9 11.0 13.1 . . 2.9 12.8 12.5

Austria 16.5 10.2 4.5 2.5 17.6 10.0 4.6 . .

Belgium . . 6.3 3.1 0.9 . . 6.4 3.2 0.7

Denmark 13.1 4.1 7.6 5.6 12.7 3.1 7.5 4.2

Finland 19.3 6.6 10.4 3.9 . . 6.5 10.5 4.1

Iceland . . . . 15.2 17.6 . . . . 20.4 17.3

Ireland 14.5 5.1 10.0 20.5 14.3 3.7 10.7 20.6

Netherlands 0.0 1.7 3.7 1.2 0.0 1.1 3.8 0.0

Norway 9.2 8.1 5.7 3.5 10.3 6.4 7.0 5.0

Spain 22.7 11.9 11.8 -1.7 21.7 11.9 9.7 -0.7

Sweden 4.9 5.6 5.8 7.3 8.1 6.2 6.0 7.3

Switzerland 2.4 1.2 3.7 -4.8 3.1 1.4 3.5 . .

1. First year available: 1963 – France, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Switzerland, United States; 1964 – Austria,
Germany, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom; 1966 – Canada; 1967 – Denmark.

2. Last year available: 1996 – Canada, France, Germany, Iceland, Italy, Spain, United States; 1995 – Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom; 1993 – Austria, Switzerland.
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3.4. Driving forces behind changing R&D

141. Examinations of 18 OECD Member countries between 1965 and 1996 (Guellec and Ioan
forthcoming), show that the rate of economic growth is the single most important factor expla
variations in business sector R&D. The level of spending has been strongly pro-cyclical: B
accelerates when GDP accelerates and slows down, or decreases, during economic downturns
related to the importance of liquidity constraints and the availability of cash for R&D, and most li
to a pro-cyclical element in firm expectations.14 The prolonged recession of the early 1990s was a ma
factor behind the levelling off in R&D. In Germany and Japan, which were hit by exceptio
macroeconomic shocks in the early 1990s, the business cycle exerted a particularly strong imp
R&D as well as on physical investment.

142. Real interest rates have been at historically high levels in most OECD countries sinc
early 1980s. As will be further discussed in Chapter 4, interest rates influence the costs of under
R&D, as well as other investments. For firms with a high degree of indebtedness, which was com
throughout the OECD in the second half of the 1980s, debt repayment reduces available cas
Interest rates seem to have exerted a certain downward effect on R&D expenditures fro
mid-1980s onward, although theeffect is of limited magnitude and has diminished further in the 1990
– in line with the lower indebtedness of firms in recent years.

143. Government funding of industrial R&D plays a prominent role in the determination of busi
funding of R&D. According to Guellec and Ioannidis’ estimates, a 1 per cent increase in govern
funding of business-performed R&D has no significant immediate effect on business funding (s
substitutability in the year it is received, exactly balanced out in the next year), but it generates a
0.3 per cent increase in business funding in the long term.15 It appears that the leverage effect is
long-range one, suggesting that government funds are allocated mainly to long-term proje
consistent with their goal. The share of industrial R&D financed by government has declined ste
over the past three decades, especially in countries where it used to be the highest (i.e. France, the
United Kingdom, the United States). Lately, it has dropped even more sharply (see the pre
section). The change in government funding played a strong role for R&D especially in France
United Kingdom and the United States, where it spurred an increase in R&D in the early 1980s
subsequently contributed to the decline from the mid- or late 1980s.

144. There are other possible explanations of a more structural nature for the changes in
These emanate from industrial restructuring, the globalisation of R&D, the intensification and cha
patterns of competition and the advancement of information and communication technology:

● Total R&D expenditure can be expected to depend on industrial structure, notably the sh
services and high-tech manufacturing. Although they represent some two-third
three-quarters of GDP in OECD countries, services account for at most one-fifth of total BE
An increasing share of services in the economy directly reduces the aggregate R&D inte
However, there has been a trend towards intensification of R&D in services, and the source
processes of technical change in services (especially those that are unrelated to R&D) are

14. On average, one percentage point of GDP growth leads to slightly less than 1 percentage point of R&D
in the next year and 1.7 percentage points in the longer run.

15. In monetary terms, this means that, in an “average” OECD country, US$1 dollar of government su
generates US$1.2 of business-funded R&D in the long run (in addition to government funding).
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captured in the statistics. Therefore, it is not clear to what extent the growing share of se
may be associated with a slowdown in innovation efforts. At the same time, wit
manufacturing, the share of R&D-intensive sectors increased sharply in the early 1980
decreased as abruptly thereafter. The aerospace industry and the computer and ele
industries accounted for most of this shift as both industries rely heavily on defence fun
which followed a similar pattern. Overall, the stagnation in R&D cannot be attributed to sec
shifts, as reflected in the reductions that occurred within virtually all industries.

● On balance, the expansion by firms of R&D abroad does not occur at the expense of R&D
innovative capacity in the country of origin, although there are individual cases
substitutability (OECD, 1997f). To the extent that so-called “hollowing out” of research does
occur, it affects individual countries but not the OECD as a whole since R&D activities
not transferred on any substantial scale to non-OECD countries.

● Deregulation (e.g.telecoms, power industry), along with globalisation and the advancem
of ICT, may reduce the return to innovators. Assisted by patents, intellectual property r
(IPR) or simply impediments to codification and diffusion of information, innovators are a
to advance along their learning curves and increase market shares while their competitors are
delayed in imitation. By reducing the scope for such gains, sharpened competition may
to less R&D. On the other hand, there is no universal linkage between competition and
or innovation in a broader sense.16 Industries which have been deregulated do not, in fa
demonstrate any particularly large decline in R&D. Although there are cases in which fo
monopolies have reduced their expenditures, the reductions tend to be offset by spend
new competitors; witness the surge of innovation in the telecom industry in the last 15 ye

145. At the same time, the progress and diffusion of ICT has lowered the cost of circulation of
information, making scientific and technological information more broadly accessible and inform
about suppliers and changing customer needs less costly. By substantially raising the ret
absorption of already existing technology, the information society may favour imitation at the exp
of innovation. On the other hand, ICT companies are among the greatest spenders on R&D and
experiencing the most rapid rate of increase. Furthermore, better access to information reduces
of innovation and enhances the productivity of research. Speedier imitation by competitors
provides innovators with incentives to intensify their innovative activities in search of new applicat
Innovation and a stream of new products become an even more necessary condition for fir
maintain market shares and profit margins.

146. However, the improved circulation of knowledge, along with sharper competition, appea
have consequences for the orientation of research. The degree to which the returns from R&D
appropriated is changing – creating particular problems for basic research which leaves more sco
time for competitors to imitate or build upon results. This puts greater pressure on firms to conce
on innovative efforts whose results can be effectively appropriated. In addition, more competi
markets for finance and corporate ownership lead to more tightly controlled R&D budgets, as inve
press for immediate returns. It is true that special financial devices such as venture capita

16. The issue of whether innovation is spurred by competition or market concentration is an old one, first
by Joseph Schumpeter early in the 20th century. Much theoretical as well as empirical literature on the s
has not delivered a clear answer (Symeonidis, 1996). The linkages between market structure and inn
vary widely across industry and over time. Technological and institutional features specific to each ind
and period determine variegated equilibrium relationships between innovation and market structure.
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specialised markets such as NASDAQ (National Association of Securities Dealers Autom
Quotation) have developed more effective risk financing for long-term, risky projects than hav
traditional intermediaries in many banking systems. However, given the lack of adequate measur
of intangible assets, there are disincentives for investment in such assets within firms as w
vis-à-visexternal resource contributors (Chapter 9), favouring applied or targeted research a
expense of more exploratory research. Even venture capital is increasingly allocated to rela
low-risk projects: the share of seed and start-ups in venture capital in the United States has dr
from 22.9 per cent in 1980 to 12.0 per cent in 1996 (Venture Economics Investor Services, 1997)
firms under increasing pressure to present credible prospects for visible gains, more informa
required to persuade resource contributors that they are not investing in “dream projects”.

147. Various firm-level observations underscore the significance of these changes (Offic
Technology Assessment, 1995). There has been a flow of reporting by R&D managers to news
about the increased focusing of their company’s research on applied matters, which provide “val
money”, and the expanding search for valuation methods of R&D projects.17 Overall, increased
competition in product and capital markets appears to have only marginallyaffected the level of R&D, but
rather to have impacted on its pattern, shifting research towards more applied and visible activities
expense of “blue sky”, exploratory research. Not all basic research has been downgraded, since i
and increasingly important fields basic research feeds directly into industrial applicat
(e.g.biotechnology, computer science), providing measurable returns. It is rather the “exploratory” ty
basic research – the purpose and contribution of which is to increase the pool of knowledge requi
applied follow-up in the longer run – which may have been hurt. According to a survey of Amer
companies (R&D Magazine, 1997), the average length of research projects has been reduced
21.6 months in 1991 to 16.7 months in 1996, which is consistent with a more applied focus (altho
may also signal greater efficiency). Government funding was highlighted above as favouring long
research in business; its reduction has reinforced market pressures on applied R&D. This is f
underpinned by the reported perception of firms that the exploratory component of their research a
should be funded by government because of a too-low private rate of return (R&D Magazine, 1997).

148. The size and reorientation of R&D may also have beenaffected by a growing importance of
other innovative efforts not captured by R&D statistics. For instance, except for Germany and J
there has been a decline in the average size of manufacturing firms in OECD countries since the 1970s
with the share of SMEs increasing markedly, particularly in employment but also in overall produc
trade, etc. Compared to large firms, SMEs have less ability to cover fixed costs, and to separate
from their other expenditures and thus report it for inclusion in official statistics. The increa
networking among firms, and between firms and public institutions as described in Chapter 2, fu
indicates that industry is developing other ways to draw upon basic research.

149. Overall, together with reductions in government funding and structural cha
macroeconomic factors such as economic growth and, to a lesser extent, the level of real interest
have played an important role in explaining past variations in R&D efforts. Along with improv
macroeconomic conditions and a recovery in economic growth, R&D expenditures have pick

17. For instance,The Economist(1997), commenting on the Glaxo-Wellcome merger in pharmaceuticals: “A
grumbles from (mainly Wellcome) scientists who disliked the new firm’s insistence that all research ne
clear commercial applications, a lot of dreamier types were persuaded to quit”.Financial Times(1996a),
Vanessa Houlder, reporting on a conference on R&D evaluation: “Once, R&D managers could take pr
the overall size of their research budget; now they are coming under pressure to assess the business
individual projects.”
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since 1994 or 1995 in Japan, the United States and several other countries. Between 1995 t
(predicted), business-funded R&D in the United States has surged by more than 15 per cent
terms. In European countries growth rates of R&D, although still low, appear to be recovering. At
a partial reversal of the levelling-off is probable. However, a continued pressure on government fu
and sharper competition, along with the increased codification and diffusion of technology,
continue to affect R&D. Not only may R&D be prevented from returning to its previous trend, but t
may be a shift away from investment in long-term, exploratory research.

3.5. Economic consequences of changing R&D efforts

150. Innovative efforts, and R&D in particular, areundoubtedly the major factor behind technica
change and long-term economic performance. This being said, the extent to which reduced
expenditure hurts technical change and economic growth is far from clear, especially in the shor
For instance, increased efficiency in R&D, or a greater applied focus, may well outweigh the short
effects of reduced (basic) R&D. However, such an offsetting effect is less likely in thelong term.

151. An examination of productivity growth across countries in recent years displays no effe
the levelling off. For various reasons detailed in Chapter 1, it is difficult to measure productivity gro
and assess the possible effects of the R&D levelling off on productivity. Still, there is conclu
evidence at the firm level that R&D-performing firms experience both higher productivity levels
higher productivity growth than other firms (Crépon and Mairesse, 1994; OECD, 1997g). In addition,
the entrance by new, often innovative firms and the termination of more weakly performing ones (
driven by technical change), favours higher productivity growth (OECD, 1997h). On the other hand,
empirical studies show that average productivity rises during economic downturns, as less prod
firms go out of business and less productive labour is shed. The economic downturn in many O
countries, and the subsequent rise in average productivity, may thus have masked possible negativ
effects of the levelling off in R&D in the first half of the 1990s.

152. The impacts of diminished technology breakthroughs would generally not be expected to
up immediately, whether in the form of lower productivity or other, related effects. There are lags bet
R&D and commercially relevant innovation, between innovation in the laboratory and production
between production and broad commercial diffusion which can trigger higher aggregate produc
growth. The magnitude of these various lags varies greatlyacross industries, but is commonly estimated
between two and ten years (US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1987). Since the levelling off started
mid-1980s in the United States, possible effects on productivity could have manifested themselves as
the mid-1990s. Lack of evidence of an impact at this stage does not mean that there has been no im
all. As has been argued above, it is long-term oriented research which has been reduced, not
research which determines productivity in the short and medium run. A shift in R&D expenditure
towards short-term, high-payoff projects may even have the effect of spurring higher productivity growth.
However, any expansion thus triggered should be of a transitory nature. The question is to what e
may have occurred at the expense of long-term growth potential.
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153. One beneficial effect is that tighter monitoring of research activities by company mana
with more careful selection of projects and strengthened cost control, has led to increasedefficiency in
applied research. This view is supported by the increase in the share of US companies (presu
those most subject to strengthened market pressure) in patents granted in the 1990s as compa
other countries, whereas their share in R&D was decreasing.18 Another possible factor of improvemen
in the efficiency of research is the growing number of R&D co-operation agreements between
(Vonortas, 1997), which enhance the sharing of competences while avoiding duplication of pro

Box 3.1. Estimating the effects of R&D on patents

The number of patents granted by the US Patent and Trademark Office (labelled LGR) is regressed on
business-performed R&D expenditures, funded by business (LRP) and funded by government (LRG).
Regressions are in logarithm, using the Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE) method for controlling for
shocks affecting different countries simultaneously. Country and year dummies control for country- and
time-specific effects. According to the US Patent and Trademark Office, the average length of time between
application and grant of a patent was around 19 months in the 1990s, less than in previous decades. Two years
have been assumed as the minimum lag between R&D and patents in the regression. The estimates are
performed over the 1975-95 period for 18 OECD Member countries.

Results of the estimation are as follows:

Log likelihood: 689.63; R-squared (adjusted): 0.9977; Durbin-Watson: 1.97.

Short-term coefficients are those referring to LRP(-2) and LRG(-2) respectively. For business-funded research
the long-term coefficient is equal to: (.260-.171)/(1-.495-.325+.073) = .352; for government-funded research,
it is: .292.

The “rate of return” of R&D in terms of patents granted is calculated by multiplying the above elasticities by the
share of each source of funds in total BERD.

where is the elasticity for business-funded research.

Then the rate of return of government funding relative to business funding is:

From the above table, we have = 0.12 for the short run and 0.83 for the long run. If we take the
last year in the regression (1993 for R&D variables), the “average” OECD government contributed to 18 per cent

and business to 82 per cent, which gives . Using instead the average value for 1975-93

. Multiplying these two ratios by gives the range of relative returns: 0.2 to 0.5 for the
short run and 1.5 to 3.5 for the long run.

18. The share of US firms in patents granted by the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) rose from 5
cent in 1988 to 57.4 per cent in 1995, as their share in business-performed R&D decreased from 50.7 p
in 1986 to 46.7 per cent in 1993 (the average delay between research and patenting is assessed to b
two years). The share of US in European Patent Office granted patents was 22.4 per cent in 1988, 23.3
in 1990, 25.3 per cent in 1996. It must be noted that the share of US companies in patent applic
decreased, which tends to show that the improved share in grants is due not to an increase in the prope
patent, but really to higher quality inventions.

LGR(-1) LGR(-2) LGR(-3) LRP(-2) LRP(-3) LRG(-2) LRG(-3)

Coefficient .495 .325 -.073 .260 -.171 .031 .043

Student 10.4 6.3 -1.7 7.8 -5.1 3.0 3.9

dGR dRP⁄ ε RP( ) GR RP⁄⋅=

ε RP( )

GRd RGd⁄( ) GRd RPd⁄( )⁄ ε RG( ) ε RP( )⁄ RP RG⁄( )⋅=

ε RG( ) ε⁄ RP( )

RP RG⁄ 4.5=

RP RG⁄ 2= ε RG( ) ε⁄ RP( )
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Finally, research itself is affected by technical change, which increases productivity. Laboratorie
major users of computers, which have, for instance, allowed a wide use of simulation techn
instead of the full-scale, and costly, experiments or prototypes necessary in the past (e.g. in the
chemicals and aerospace industries). Overall, there is presumption of improved efficiency of res
but it does not offset, in terms of output, the reduction in resources devoted to this activity.

154. Compared to theshort-term impact, there are greater risks of adverse implications
long-term growth, which is influenced primarily by science and basic research, and how the out
exploited in the economy. Translating basic science into visible economic gains takes time: 30 ye
the length of time usually recognised by studies of basic science (Adams, 1991; Cockbur
Henderson, 1996). While it is difficult to assess the possibleeffects of current changes in basic resear
on economic performance, there are indications of risks in the medium to long term. On averag
dollar of government funding in OECD countries is associated with a short-term return, in terms o
number of patents granted, of about one-half of the return to private money, but the figure is be
1.5 and 3.5 for the long run (Box 3.1). In other words, reduced government funding poses more s
questions for technical progress in the long compared to theshort term.

155. In summary, no alarming immediate consequences can be observed from the levelling
R&D which took place in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Because the reduction appears to hav
associated with a shift towards short-term, applied R&D and a push towards more strin
administration, there may have been offsetting positive impacts on productivity in the shor
medium term. The risk of negative impacts is greater in the long term, especially if the expansion of the
fundamental knowledge base continues to be checked. This could result in a gradual weaken
potential technological opportunities, eroding the basis for innovation as well as the potential
from technology diffusion – and eventually hampering long-term economic growth and jobcreation.
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CHAPTER 4. THE POLICY CHALLENGE

4.1. Introduction

156. The broader context for individual policy areas and issues are presented in this chapte
rationale for policy intervention, and some of the pitfalls, are first examined under three head
market failure, government failure and systemic failure. The task of technology policy and the app
to best policy practice adopted in this study are introduced in the next section. Consideration i
given to the broader set of structural and macroeconomic framework conditions within which f
operate and technology policy is set. The issue of feasibility in reform is addressed in the final sec

4.2. Policy rationale

157. The basic economic justification for S&T policies in the post-war period (in addition to
fulfilment of government and public needs such as defence, health, environment) has been the “
failure” argument. Markets may fail to operate efficiently for a variety of reasons, including asymm
information, economies of scale, indivisibilities and external effects. Research is primarily affecte
two types of market failures: imperfect appropriation of returns and uncertainty.

158. First, as the social rate of return from research is commonly higher than the private ra
return, the innovator is able to capture only part of the gains, with the rest accruing to consumers
competitors [see surveys of the literature by Nadiri (1993) and Mohnen (1996)]. Moreover, m
innovations contribute to further innovations without the original innovator receiving any rew
While such “spillovers” increase the benefits from R&D, the downside is that less resource
devoted to innovation than would be socially desirable, especially in areas where appropriabi
difficult ( e.g.basic research). In surveys firms rank fear of imitation by competitors high among
factors hampering innovation (Lichtet al., 1997).

159. Second, uncertainty is inherent to innovation. It is generally difficult to predict the cost
duration of a project and the commercial success of its outcome. With failures common, either
development stage (e.g.the technical avenue happened to be a dead end) or at the commercial
(e.g.no demand, price too high), projects are funded only when the expected return is higher tha
on alternative, less risky, uses of resources. While this reflects the priorities of risk-adverse inv
with respect to individual projects, the interests of society as a whole tend to be different since the
gains to be made from pooling risk. Moreover, problems arise due to asymmetric information
imperfect contracts (e.g.moral hazard, adverse selection), especially since firms, in order to keep
edge, may be reluctant to provide outsiders with all the information necessary to assess the p
Large firms may have an advantage over small and new firms for two reasons. First, large firms h
relatively greater capacity to fund research out of retained earnings. Second, large established firms a
likely to have built up a reputation among financiers.
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160. The strength of the market failure argument lies in its clarity. It suggests a simple criterio
judging when government intervention is appropriate and ensures that the creativity of private init
in finding market solutions is not underestimated. However, although its scope has been widene
theoretical and methodological advances (e.g.in contract and game theory), it still has limitations i
capturing key elements of technical progress. This includes diffusion of technology, whic
insufficient, may hamper innovation in the first place and which is strongly influenced by actors
driven predominantly by market incentives (e.g.universities, mission-oriented public researc
organisations). The market-failure argument thus has its limits as a guide for policy making.19

161. Other concerns arise regarding government intervention. For instance, a patent system
strong (i.e. one which over-protects patentees) can reduce both the development of further increm
innovations and the rate of diffusion. Conversely, if too weak, it may damage the precondition
innovation. Public programmes encouraging R&D co-operation between firms can lead to collus
product markets. Government failure typically occurs if governments intervene where markets w
have worked if left alone. Even where market failures exist, government intervention is not neces
justified, because markets may still perform better on their own. Lags in information and dela
implementation limit the scope for successful government involvement in rapidly evolving fie
Administrative costs and “pork barrelling” may also outweigh the benefits of public intervention.

162. Furthermore, some observable market imperfections reflect constraints imposed by gove
on the development and operation of market mechanisms, rather than their inherent failure. It is ge
better to eliminate such imperfections by easing the constraints (e.g.through deregulation or competition
policy) rather than invoking government support policies. On the other hand, certain function
definition belong to the public sphere because they cannot be reproduced by markets. Governmen
also occurs when a government does not intervene, or does so insufficiently, in situations w
intervention would have been necessary to realise social gains. This may apply to genuine publicoods
such as basic education or innovation-inducing regulatory frameworks (OECD, 1997i).

163. It should be stressed that governments face less clear-cut incentives for change than the
sector. Government departments do not compete on the market; dynamic and entrepreneuria
servants cannot launch new departments; and inferior service does not necessarily eliminate lagga
experimentation, without much social cost, inherent in new firm creation, is not natural to public ser
Moreover, government behaviour is systematically influenced by vested interests; increased discre
policy makers may raise the return to exertion of political pressure, diverting resources to lobbying.

164. Theories that emphasize the “systemic” nature of technological change add another dim
to the rationale for technology and innovation policy. They seek to capture that overall techno
performance depends not only on how specific actors (firms, research institutes, universities
perform, but on how they interact with each other as elements of an “innovation system”. As sho
Chapter 2, interactions within as well as between OECD countries are becoming increasingly imp
for technological performance. If market and non-market institutions interact poorly, the potentia
technological change may be slowed and/or its contribution to economic growth and welfare red
Mismatches between components of an innovation system arereferred to as “systemic failure”. Recen

19. See the proceedings of the Conference on “New Rationale and Approaches in Technology and Inn
Policy”, forthcoming in August 1998 as a special edition of theSTI Review. The conference, which took place
in Vienna on 30-31 May 1997, was jointly organised by the Austrian Ministries for Science and Transpo
for Economic Affairs and the OECD.
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research on national innovation systems (OECD, 1997j ), has pointed to the presence of suc
mismatches (e.g.in the interface between publicly funded research and the enterprise sector).

165. The inherent uncertainty of knowledge generation underlines the importance of the system
perspective. A greater number of innovations will be associated with a greater number of failures
more strongly the provision of financing is conditioned on the factors associated with succes
lower the anticipated failure rate. At the same time, while some success factors can be predicted,
cannot. The ability to make qualified distinctions in this respect is associated with venture capita
Policies will be effective in spawning the creation and growth of innovative firms only to the extent th
there are entrepreneurs who are willing to take on risk, and financiers who are both willing to fu
and knowledgeable about those factors associated with success which are predictable. Hence,
that discourage experimentation and do not allow failure limit the willingness of individuals to eng
in innovative activity.

166. The specification of policy rationale needs to include aspects such as timing and duratio
measure. In fact, government interference is often costly simply because initially productive measures
perpetuate their own existence. In the case of systemic failure, determining adequate policy t
takes on additional dimensions. Systemic failure commonly motivates a series of actions which m
of a more or less punctual nature (e.g.consolidating connected responsibilities scattered amo
ministries, undertaking regulatory reform or putting in place sound principles for manda
evaluation), and where the exact sequencing makes a difference. In this context it should a
considered how technology interrelates with policy. For instance, regulatory reform may be ess
for the scope and orientation of innovation while innovation can help to spur political suppor
adjusting or eliminating costly regulations (OECD, 1997i). In the health-care industry, due to the way i
which private and public insurance systems have been organised (Weisbrod, 1991), innovati
induced the development of technologies which are cost inefficient.20 Conversely, the recent emergenc
of new contractual forms [e.g.Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) in the United States] has
downward pressure on these costs. In electricity and communication services, the developm
alternative technologies for transmitting voice and data communications has led to the entry o
firms in an industry dominated by public monopolies. By weakening the case for a “natural monop
innovation has in effect forced deregulation, enabling enhanced innovation and lower price
consumers, and generating demand for new products and services.

167. Another important aspect is that policy rationale must guide government action in cou
which are at different levels of technological and economic development, including catc
economies. The market failure rationale points to the fact that at any stage of economic develo
there are invariant common core principles to which governments in market economies should a
The systemic failure rationale provides complementary guidance to address the implications
evolutionary nature of technology and innovation policy, as some countries need not only to ad
global conditions but also to progressively build the complete set of institutions characterising eff
national innovation systems. The risk of government failure is all the more important to consider in
context since, at some stages of development, the government has an active role to p
strengthening market mechanisms, making their weaknesses transitory and shaping supp
institutions, while at other stages it has not.

20. Customers and direct providers (i.e. physicians) lack incentives to keep costs down. Under these conditio
innovation has thus contributed, along with increased demand, to the sharp rise in health-care costs o
last decades.
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168. Finally, it should be emphasized that the rationales for policy action in different countries
be interrelated. Producers frequently serve customers in different national markets, production f
are allocated to more than one country, and/or there are spillover effects in the form of externalities,
both positive (e.g.when the gains of investment in knowledge or higher growth transcend natio
barriers) and negative (as when the costs of environmental damage are partly borne by other countrie
For such reasons, national policy measures may be ineffective and/or may lead to unwanted effects o
other countries. Such cross-boundary effects tend to be more prevalent the smaller the country
also tend to escalate the more internationalised its trade and the more mobile its factor markets
intensifying with the current globalisation process as well as with the regional integration of mar
This can result in various co-ordination problems, including prisoners’ dilemma situations in whic
countries involved jointly fail to undertake desirable policy actions.

169. In sum, market, government and systemic failure are not mutually exclusive, but all re
attention by policy makers. Each has its limitations and pitfalls, and missing out on one of them is
to hamper effective innovation and technology diffusion policy. Market failure remains the basis
technology policy in many areas, while addressing government failure is essential for limiting the
of costly intervention. At the same time, the factors that shape technical progress increasingly c
strategies that can cope with systemic failure and achieve coherence among the underlying insti
and incentive structures. Instead of concentrating on piecemeal improvements, governments n
optimise the contributions of innovation and technology diffusion for the economy as a whole
manage this task effectively while avoiding excessive administrative costs, requires a b
understanding of when, where and how to focus. To underpin such a focus, it is vital to asses
performance, to learn from success as well as failure and to establish adequate incentives wit
policy-making process itself.

4.3. In search of best practices in technology policy

The tasks of technology policy

170. In accordance with the policy rationale set out above, the purpose of technology policy
ensure that progress in knowledge translates into maximum economic and social benefits. A num
challenges are common to all countries, although their relative importance will vary:

● strengthen the capacities to evaluate technology policy institutions and instrumen
maximise efficiency of policy, to enable policy learning and to discover which types
government interference pay and which donot;

● maintain a sound knowledge base by providing appropriate funding to basic research,while
ensuring that the science system achieves a balance between its research and ed
functions, and that knowledge flows between the science system and industry;

● optimise public financing of R&D through tax credits, subsidies and other mechanis
ensuring maximum leverage on private finance;

● improve technology diffusion, by remedying the underexploitation of new and exis
technologies by a majority of firms, especially SMEs;

● minimise barriers to the launching of NTBFs, which may be more successful than existing
firms in some fields;
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● reform inappropriate public regulations and policies which, when coupled with private se
rigidities, can limit the expansion of new growth sectors;

● overcome the widespread inability to cope with technical progress in many firms
insti tut ions due to inappropriate work organisation, management practices
underdeveloped techniques and incentives for measuring investment in intangible asset

171. The actions called for to accomplish these tasks go beyond technology policy as define
narrow sense, which encompasses only those government actions and regulations that are
technology-related, and whose main instruments are managed by ministries and public agencie
technological development or diffusion as their main mission. The present report extend
boundaries of technology policy to include all measures targeting innovation and technology diffu
irrespective of institutionalarrangements and division of labour within government (for example, a
R&D tax incentive is included even when managed by the Ministry of Finance), as well as policies
a different primary goal when they are an integral component of a policy to address one of the
main challenges.

172. While governments should be guided by common core principles regarding policy ratio
these do not always translate into similar priorities and instruments for concrete action. P
responses will also vary over time, because responsiveness to unpredictable change is a ne
attribute of successful strategy in this area. They will also have to adjust to cope with the evo
characteristics of the main technological developments underpinning economic growth in a cha
global environment. At the same time, the policy framework should not seek to add uncertaint
rather strive for consistency and predictability in underlying principles in order to facilitate
long-term investment decisions by firms and individuals which are key to technical progress
emergence of ICT poses special challenges in this respect. As users, governments can ado
market-like operating procedures, facilitating partnerships with industry as well as improving
internal co-ordination in designing and implementing polices. As actors, supporters and rule-s
governments must manage a balancing act between laying the basis for stability and long
investment, and adapting to the new requirements stemming from changes in the way private act
organised.

173. Insofar as there are identifiable losers with regard to globalisation, the political proces
most likely lead to demands for domestic adjustment programmes to reduce changes in the intern
allocation of resources that may appear undesirable from the perspective of an individual country
(e.g.outsourcing of jobs or R&D abroad). It is important, however, that such strategies do not res
a negative-sum game which reduces the internationally available (or nationally applicable) sto
knowledge. The challenge for policy is to put in place conditions that allow for complementa
between increased internationalisation in knowledge flows and domestic innovative capacity at
Possible avenues include: raising the absorptive capacity of domestic firms, particularly S
attracting FDI and technology by fostering synergy gains between domestic industry and res
institutions; adopting market-compatible incentives which can improve conditions for research work
and increase mobility of researchers, including attraction of foreign research personnel.

Recognising country differences

174. Policy challenges as well as the preconditions for effective responses will vary across
countries; this also applies to the benefits that could be captured by “importing” identified
practices. Systemic features of national economies (technological and industrial specialis
corporate governance and financial systems, size and organisation of the public research sect
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may amplify or mitigate the negative impacts of market failures on innovation performance
example, in Japan the relative weakness of university research combined with the high concentration
business research in a few scale-intensive manufacturing sectors and the underdevelopment of
capital explain the present emphasis on actions to widen the technological base of long-term g
and competitiveness. In contrast, in the United States, a priority task for technology policy
leverage the huge mission-oriented public R&D and to promote R&D co-operation among firms within
the prevailing business culture and corporate governance system. In deciding on priority acti
correct for market failures, governments have also to take into account the impact on na
capabilities to achieve broader social and political goals (e.g.national security). For example,
minimising dependency on imported energy is a greater concern in some countries (e.g.France, Japan)
than in others.

175. Governments address current challenges with administrative structures and policy instru
which have largely been shaped by responses to past problems. This “path-dependency” of tech
policy increases the risk of government failure. National technology-policy institutions have devel
comparative advantages and corresponding administrative culture, techno-structures and spe
tool kits which may be a disadvantage in accomplishing evolving priority tasks in a chan
environment. With regard to the capacities and traditions of S&T policy institutions, impor
international differences are reflected in:

● the division of responsibilities between central and sub-central levels of government;

● the “institutional matrix” (prerogatives of ministries and missions of other public
semi-public bodies) through which solutions are applied to problems, which involves a m
or less complex set of organisations and leaves, in the short term, only limited room
discretionary changes in policy;

● government/industry relationships, including permeability to lobbying by interest groups, and
the scope for public/private partnerships in designing and implementing policies;

● government-vested interest in given “development trajectories”, as reflected in particul
the stock of public “scientific and technological” investment (e.g.mission-oriented
programmes and research organisations).

176. These structural features serve as both constraints on policy choices in the short ter
possible targets for policy reform in the longer term. They define national “contexts” which mus
taken into account in comparative policy analysis.

Best practice as a learning tool

177. In the area of innovation and technology diffusion, it is difficult to provide “off-the-shelf”
policy prescriptions. Because factors specific to countries and points in time impinge on what c
achieved or should be attempted by policy makers, few policies represent best practice in an ab
sense (except in very broad terms or at the very detailed level of designing specific policy instrum
Furthermore, observation of varying performance levels and practices across countries, in comb
with ongoing socio-economic changes, indicates that evaluation and adaptation of best practice
evolutionary phenomenon.

178. At the same time, the diversity of conditions and experiences at the country level, togethe
the difficulties involved in providing “standard” solutions, provides a forum for assessing
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comparing relationships between practice and performance. There is a vast accumulated stock of
observations, as well as ongoing experimentation, to draw on. Assessing why some countries are more
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successful than others in achieving a given goal can enable countries to learn from eac
experience, from similarities as well as differences, and apply the resulting insights to improv
policy responses to key challenges.

179. This learning process must, however, be fuelled by organised information collect
evaluation of actual outcomes of policies against objectives that are more or less com
Member countries. Hence, through a process of identifying best-practice policies in another
extracting those components which are most relevant to its own situation and desired go
adopting the appropriate policies, a country can move from a position of lower efficiency to
higher efficiency (Path 1 in Figure 4.1). Even once it has reached this new position, ther
potential for further improvement, as each country renews its search for best-practice example
countries. To the extent that exchange of experience also can help countries co-ordina
adjustments to generate greater mutual benefits, additional gains arise.

Figure 4.1. The learning wheel

Source: OECD Secretariat.

180. The notion of best practice must be understood from this perspective,i.e. as a learning dev
rather than a normative concept, recognising that:

● There is not necessarily a unique best practice for a given policy objective. There
several routes to success, each of which is specific to a type of NIS at a given point
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Hence, the distance from the epicentre in Figure 4.1 should only be interpreted as mea
“efficiency” in a strict sense, not the scope for harmonization of policy.

● Given differences in political feasibility and incentive structures for actors within nation
innovation systems, countries will not always be in a position to draw the same lessons
recognised best policy practice.

● It is crucial to distinguish between major and minor policy objectives, andthus major and
minor lessons from shared experience. Government action should thus be limited to the
important and urgent issues, as well as those most likely to be better addressed by polic
by markets. Governments cannot and should not be expected to implement every polic
has proven useful elsewhere.

● There is a risk of “not seeing the forest for the trees” and attributing success to program
whereas an international comparison would have shown that performance is prim
explained by other factors. In accordance with the systemic failure argument, the ind
effect of framework conditions and the interaction between different policy measures mus
always be taken into account. However, assessing the interrelated impacts of diff
policies, institutions and market conditions on incentives and performance represents
more ambitious policy agenda than one which treats each area in isolation.

● There are limitations to government capabilities to identify and correct market and sys
failures, arising from the competence of officials, the time available to them, and the influen
vested interests. The authorities in charge of innovation and technology diffusion policies in a
narrow sense may fail to sufficiently take account of economy-wide effects. Expectations
regard to improved policy co-ordination should be realistic. International transfer of best p
practices should only be advocated where their adoption can be decided and their impleme
monitored on the basis of sound evaluation methods and procedures (Chapter 5).

Efficiency criteria for identifying best practices

181. A common set of policy assessment criteria must be applied when identifying best-pra
policy strategies, programmes or instruments. When extracting the “best-practice componen
national measure or programme, it should be clearly understood that country specificity will p
different role at different stages of the assessment process. Although their applicability clearly
depending on the issues to be tackled, five main efficiency criteria can be pointed out:(i) Is the policy
(programme or instrument) addressing a sound and important (prioritisation) objective which c
related to a clearly identified market failure (“appropriateness criteria”)? (ii) Is the policy (programme
or instrument) cost-effective in achieving its specific objectives (“own efficiency criteria”)? (iii) Is the
policy (programme or instrument) more effective than other policies (programmes or instrument
which would achieve the same goals (“superiority criteria” )? (iv) How does the policy (programme o
instrument) interact with other policies (programmes or instruments) and to what extent do
efficiency depend on conditions created by other government actions (“systemic efficiency criteria”)?
(v) To what extent, and how, have results from evaluation fed back into policy design
implementation, and how does policy design ensure a degree of flexibility in respondin
unpredictable changes (“adaptive efficiency criteria”)?

182. In practice, governments rarely apply all of these efficiency criteria. They represent an id
what governments should be aiming for in evaluation rather than a reflection of current practices
search for best practice should always be inspired by them, but cannot be dependent on th
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applicability. Informed judgement as to “what works” and “what does not work” at the overall po
level and at the level of specific policy measures will have to fill the gap. On this basis, the next pa
this report goes on to assess technology policies in individual areas. Before that, however, the e
sections provide the broader framework for technology policy, including politicalfeasibility.

4.4. Structural and macroeconomic framework conditions for technology policy

183. Beyond the interplay between different parts of what may be labelled “technology pol
broader framework conditions determine the general climate in which technical progress is t
place. So-called structural conditions continue to vary markedly across countries despite substantial
reforms in OECD countries in recent decades (see Box 4.1 for a review). In the following, some
most important framework conditions from the viewpoint of technology are considered.

184. Product marketcompetition influences the preconditions for technical progress in several way
The traditional view that market concentration is associated with innovative activity is supported less an
less by the evidence. First, competition creates incentives for firms to innovate. In rapidly evo
industries, non-innovators – technology laggards –face the threat of losing market shares and having
reduce prices. In fact, empirical evidence as well as theoretical findings suggest that firms which
technological leaders innovate more (Lerner, 1997). In the absence of impeding regulation, the sp
innovation often turns initially monopolistic market structures into contestable ones.Second, competitive
markets will underpin the most efficient selection of technologies and innovations. Third, by redu
prices, competition makes it less expensive to acquire technology embedded in intermediate prod
turn reducing the scope for market dominance. On the whole, there is a rather complementary relat
between competition and technological advance. At the same time, there are cases whe
characteristics of innovation (network externalities, economies of scope in production and R&D) le
monopolistic positions which have to be checked by appropriate competition policy.

185. The availability of funding for risky investment is crucial for innovation as well as
entrepreneurial activity in a broader sense.Financial marketsare characterised by various inefficiencie
and barriers to exchange among OECD countries, including in the area of corporate governanc
applies to:(i) the degree of competition in financial intermediation, which influences how savings
allocated; (ii) the exposure of business corporations to the open scrutiny of capital markets, which a
competing and alternative assessments of the risks and prospects of business corporations and
increases the quality of resource allocation, differs partly as a consequence of variations in the owners
and capital structures of corporations;(iii) conditions for the emergence of active investors, who play a
leading role in the monitoring and funding of business corporations – as epitomised by venture c
operations. Meanwhile, there are numerous policy measures reducing risk to individual invest
improving the risk-reward ratio (e.g.venture capital funds, tax credits, tax treatment of capital gains).

186. Labour marketconditions play an important role for technical advance itself as well as for
impacts on productivity and, in particular, employment. Not only do mobility and flexibility represe
prerequisite for industrial restructuring, but high costs of reducing the workforce in the case of fa
make it more risky to invest in the first place. At the same time, the availability of skilled labour,
the incentives for upskilling, are key to the effective use of new technologies. A highly educ
population will use, demand and more easily accept new technologies and products. Be
investment in human capital tends to be associated with externalities and individuals face proble
borrowing against future income, governments assume responsibility for a well-functioning educa
system. However, the skill requirements brought about by technological change go beyon
educational system, requiring a workforce able to continuously learn and adapt.
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Box 4.1. Review of structural reforms affecting the framework conditions for technology

Product markets used to be highly regulated. Extensive regulatory reforms have been undertaken in the
United Kingdom, the United States, and, more recently, in Australia and New Zealand. The last decade has
also seen extensive regional reform, especially in the European Union, where many markets previously
reserved for national monopolies are now opening up. Nevertheless, product markets often remain highly
regulated at the national level, especially in services, thus restricting competition and the availability of
information on products, suppliers and customers.

Financial markets have been partly liberalised through domestic deregulation as well as the elimination of
restrictions to international capital movements. All countries have moved towards more competition in
financial intermediation, and the role of institutional investors in venture capital has grown tremendously
since the 1980s. Important country differences remain, however, e.g. in corporate governance and exit
mechanisms for investors. The first wave of so-called second-tier markets in Europe and Japan performed
poorly, notably compared to NASDAQ in the United States. A number of new approaches were attempted
in the 1990s, including EASDAQ (European Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation), AIM
(Alternative Investment Market) in the United Kingdom, METIM (Mercato Telematico per le Medie Imprese)
in Italy, Nouveau Marché in France, Neue Markt in Germany, and JASDAQ (Japanese Association of
Securities Dealers Automated Quotation), etc. The ownership and capital structures of corporations are
governed primarily by domestic regulations and thus differ considerably across countries.

In labour markets , the United States has long displayed greater scope for flexibility and market forces than
many continental European countries, where labour markets have tended to be more highly regulated in
terms of working times, hiring and dismissal obligations and high levels of non-wage labour costs. In the
1980s, the United Kingdom pushed through extensive deregulation, with Australia and New Zealand
following more recently. The Netherlands has introduced measures to increase mobility and flexibility in the
context of a consensual tripartite system setting wage and working conditions. Most European countries
have been examining ways of liberalising their working time arrangements (e.g. annualised working time,
different work-time arrangements), and allowing greater flexibility in non-standard working (part-time,
short-term, etc.).

Against the background of increasing income disparities, or the development of long-term unemployment
particularly for low-skilled workers, some countries have counteracted a deterioration in social cohesion
through comprehensive sets of actions, including labour market reforms and training programmes. A
number of countries are seeking to fend off widening income differences with minimum wages, social
security programmes, etc.

In relation to government charges , a long period of rising taxes on households/individuals and companies
has in the last decade given way to a more mixed picture. Along with globalisation, taxes and charges have
generally been reduced on mobile production factors, while overall government expenditures have
stabilised or even declined. Countries stand out in different respects, with the Nordic countries, along with a
few continental European countries such as France, displaying the highest tax pressures overall, while
Germany and Japan have the highest corporate tax rates. Throughout, there have been general efforts
towards less-distortive interventions, a streamlining of government bureaucracies and a reduction of
transaction costs in general.

Business networks have developed on the initiative of firms which have felt a need for improved
co-operation, for instance, in order to cope with high fixed costs in a climate of intensified competition.
Governments have also fostered the building of such networks in a number of areas, including exchange of
information on markets, prospective partnerships and exports, R&D, etc. Such efforts have been
particularly noticeable in countries such as the United States, where the business climate favours individual
effort.

In S&T structures , there has been relatively little change due to the presence of strong institutional
rigidities. An important exception has been New Zealand, which has pursued radical reforms involving
“privatisation” of a large part of government research and generalising the principles of contracting out
government support. Nevertheless, the process of allocating resources on a contractual basis has in most
countries introduced an element of increased flexibility.
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187. Capturing the gains of innovation requires organisational skills and investment in intan
assets, including upskilling of the labour force. Well-functioning educational systems, incentive
upskilling and opportunities for organisational adjustment facilitate increased productivity and
creation. The policy response to the premium attached to knowledge and human capital, and
reduced employment opportunities for less-skilled workers, has fundamentally two dimensio
needs to combine attempts to reduce skills mismatch through training and investment in human
with regulatory reform in product and labour markets to ensure that the wealth created throug
products and processes can be translated into higher demand for services that are inten
low-skilled employment.

188. Furthermore, technical advance typically benefits indirectly from social cohesion. By spu
favourable conditions for trust, social cohesion can ease technical change by reducing the per
costs associated with the risk of failure, fostering knowledge circulation and generation within as
as between firms. On the other hand, social cohesion is often defended in ways which stifle flex
and weaken incentives for upskilling, organisational change and entrepreneurial activity. S
exploiting the gains of technology involves the displacement of jobs and changing patterns in de
for skills, shifting the relative positions of various categories of workers – to the advantage of some
at the expense of others, technical change requires a combination of conditions which allo
long-term investment and a preparedness for change.

189. Government charges, taxes and related compliance costs matter for all firms, but m
particularly impede firm start-up and the growth of small firms based on innovation. Some of t
costs limit innovative activity directly, by protecting existing technologies at the expense of new
potentially superior ones. Others stifle innovative activity indirectly. Registration costs, ru
dampening the mobility of individuals between public research facilities and industry, and compe
laws can prevent the partnering of firms and the start-up of NTBFs. The fundamental preconditio
business networksare notably shaped by a culture of co-operation, the venues for partnering bet
firms and the availability of information on prospective partners. Inter-country differences in th
respects influence the ability of firms to share the costs of innovation as well as the channe
diffusion of technology.S&T structuresform important framework conditions in regard to basi
research, technical and industrial research and the science-industry interface. Conditions in this respec
are determined notably by the balance between university, government and industry in the perfor
of the R&D effort and by the flexibility of related research structures.

190. Innovation and technology diffusion interact with broaderframework conditions in ways
which vary across OECD countries. Table 4.1 outlines some key, stylised features of these fram
conditions, broadly characterised as strengths (bold), weaknesses (normal text) or neutral areas (italics)
as of the 1990s for the United States, Continental Europe, East Asia and the transition econom
eastern Europe, respectively. In broad terms, the main patterns can be described as follows.

191. In the United States, well-functioning product and factor markets, as well as attitudes
demand in regard to new products, form largely favourable framework conditions for innovation
technology diffusion (notwithstanding problems with broad-based upskilling and widening inc
differences). A strong science base, coupled with the size of its economy, enables the United St
benefit from an intense clustering and attraction of knowledge-intensive activities. Austr
New Zealand and the United Kingdom have undertaken reforms to make their framework cond
(in particular product and labour markets) more similar to those of the United States, although
S&T systems are of course very different.
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OECD countries

Sourc

Transition economies

Produ ● Competitive regulation
● Abundant information on

products, suppliers and
customers

Finan

s to

● Competition in financial
intermediation

● Exposure of corporations to
capital market scrutiny

● Role of active investors

Labo ility ● High labour-market mobility
and flexibility

● Business culture – internal
incentives for human
resource development

Socia ● Equality
● Broad-based upskilling

Busin ● Culture of co-operation
● Venues for partnering
● Information on potential

partners

Gove ● Business taxes, other
charges and compliance
costs

S&T ● Basic research
● Technical and industrial

research
● Active science-industry

interface

Key:
Table 4.1. Structural framework conditions for innovation and technology diffusion: strengths and weaknesses in

e: OECD Secretariat.

United States Continental Europe East Asia

ct markets ● Competitive regulation
● Abundant information on

products, suppliers and
customers

● Competitive regulation
● Abundant information on

products, suppliers and
customers

● Competitive regulation
● Abundant information on

products, suppliers and
customers

cial markets ● Competition in financial
intermediation

● Exposure of corporations
to capital market scrutiny

● Role of active investors

● Competition in financial
intermediation

● Exposure of corporations to
capital market scrutiny

● Role of active investors

● Competition in financial
intermediation

● Exposure of corporation
capital market scrutiny

● Role of active investors

ur markets ● High labour market
mobility and flexibility

● Business culture – internal
incentives for human
resource development

● High labour-market mobility
and flexibility

● Business culture – internal
incentives for human
resource development

● High labour-market mob
and flexibility

● Business culture –
internal incentives for
human resource
development

l cohesion ● Equality
● Broad-based upskilling

● Equality
● Broad-based upskilling

● Equality
● Broad-based upskilling

ess network ● Culture of co-operation
● Venues for partnering
● Information on potential

partners

● Culture of co-operation
● Venues for partnering
● Information on potential

partners

● Culture of co-operation
● Venues for partnering
● Information on potential

partners

rnment charges ● Business taxes, other
charges and compliance
costs

● Business taxes, other
charges and compliance
costs

● Business taxes, other
charges and compliance
costs

structures ● Basic research
● Technical and industrial

research
● Active science-industry

interface

● Basic research
● Technical and industrial

research
● Active science-industry

interface

● Basic research
● Technical and industrial

research
● Active science-industry

interface

Strength , Neutral, Weakness.
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192. Continental Europe is characterised by diversified economies and national innovation sy
with a richness in diversity but limited interactions between the different parts. Broadly speaking,
are strengths in broad-based upskilling, while social cohesion has been supported by minimum
and extensive social security programmes. However, low labour market flexibility and mob
together with product market regulations and weaknesses in financial markets, stifle structural ch
Meanwhile, there are strengths in basic research but weaknesses in industrial research and
science-industry interface. In this setting, technology has contributed to strong product
performance in individual firms and industries, but aggregate employment gains have not followe

193. Japan and Korea similarly display weaknesses in external labour markets, financial m
including corporate governance, product markets, science and its interface with industry, but str
in applied R&D and incentives for upskilling. A long period of effective technological and econo
catching-up, productivity growth and job creation, has been replaced by weaker productivity grow
Japan in the 1990s, with employment pressures building up. Following the sudden weakening
economy in 1997, Korea is currently facing similar challenges. The transition economies in ea
Europe encounter weaknesses in more or less all of these areas, while their traditional strength
science area are being eroded. Mexico has opened up its product markets due to the regional integratio
process of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). At the same time, cer
characteristics of a catch-up economy remain, accounting for weaknesses in financial marke
science-industry linkages.

Technological change and macroeconomic policy

194. Although there is less room for manoeuvre in macroeconomic policy, compared to stru
conditions, macroeconomic policy significantly influences technical progress just as technology h
influence on the macroeconomy. In order to optimise the contribution of technology to overall perform
the quest for consistency between technology and innovation policies and other policy areas needs to
macroeconomic policy. The benefits of synergy are similar to those between macroeconomics and st
policy stressed in connection to labour and product market reform (OECD, 1997a).

Effects of macroeconomic conditions on technology

195. Like other types of investment, innovative efforts are influenced by macroeconomic cond
and policies. Fiscal consolidation affects technological change via its impact on real interest rate
more indirectly, via its effects on economic growth. As discussed in Chapter 3, both varia
significantly influence private sector R&D expenditure, although the link with interest rates appea
have weakened in the 1990s. Particularly in a situation of high public indebtedness, fiscal consolida
conducive to innovative efforts, since it facilitates reduced interest rates and supports higher o
economic growth. It has also, however, involved cuts in public R&D expenditure, contributin
increased efficiency in private R&D efforts but also to a decline in exploratory basic research, wit
risk of adverse long-term economic consequences. The level and composition of taxes further imp
the incentives confronting innovators, including the entrepreneurial culture in a broader sense. Ava
projections of fiscal developments (OECD, 1997e) suggest that the process of fiscal consolidation
many OECD countries will need to continue over the coming years, although some countries have
to reinforce their support to basic R&D and increase the leverage of public expenditures by strength
the science-industry interface, engaging in public/private partnerships, etc.

196. A second link from the macroeconomy to technology is price stability: stable rates of infla
reduce uncertainty and generate favourable conditions for both tangible and intangible invest
Inflation in OECD countries has become notably subdued as of the mid-1990s. Falling inflation in
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in Canada and the United States, both countries with mature expansions, and similar tendenc
number of other economies, have given rise to concerns about possible deflation.

Effects of technological change on macroeconomic variables

197. Technical progress has a potential to reduce upward pressures on prices. Reasons inclu

● Improved and smoother adaptation of supply to changes in demand through ICT, reducin
size of inventories and making low levels of inventory less inflationary.

● Increased competition from globalisation and increased marketaccess, partly induced by
technology. For example, in electricity and communication services, technological adva
have lowered barriers to entry and spurred deregulation by weakening the case for a n
monopoly. The development of alternative technologies for transmitting voice and
communications has also led to the entry of new firms in an industry dominated by pu
monopolies. Globalised production and supply have softened national capacity const
and enhanced productivity improvements by domestic producers.

● Organisational change and the adoption of incentive structures – often made possib
ICT – that tighten the link between productivity and wages and diminish the scope
inflation caused by wage rises that are not matched by productivity increases (for a further
discussion of organisational change, see Chapter 11). Technology can thus make low le
unemployment less conducive to inflationary pressure, lowering the level of struct
unemployment at which inflation emerges (NAIRU).

198. An important distinction is whether or not these technological developments have led to
in the level of capacity or to a rise in its rate of growth. If technological change is a continuing forc
has the potential to change the assessment of the possibilities for growth in a significant way. If
has only been a one-off rise in the level of potential output or if the current situation is linke
temporary factors, no fundamental change in potential growth patterns will ensue. The distinct
hard to make at this point and both interpretations are consistent with recent developments
United States, where a prolonged boom with high capacity utilisation and falling unemploymen
not yet, as of early 1998, produced much sign of increased inflationary pressure.

199. The size and stability of tax bases are also influenced by technology. The advancement o
and the globalisation of goods and factor markets make resources more internationally mobile a
bases more volatile. The plausible consequence is a shift, at least in part, of the tax burden awa
relatively mobile activities to those which are less mobile, including housing, labour and consump
A related point is that increased mobility of capital through electronic networks may increas
avoidance and evasion. In the absence of downward adjustment in public expenditures or intern
co-ordination in tax policy, this would result in a weakening of public finances, with poss
repercussions on innovative behaviour and economic performance in general. On the other han
provide openings for savings in government expenditures, for instance because their use can
efficiency improvements in the administration and delivery of public services. As well, indirect savings
can result from reduction in fraud.

200. Irrespective of its actual impact on prices, technical progress is currently complicating th
measurement of prices due to the pace at which new products and product qualities evolve. Inc
choice and improved product quality are often incompletely captured in official price statistics
resulting measures can overstate price changes and understate real industry output or the pur
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power of consumers. Mismeasurement has also come into focus because inflation rates are l
even small measurement errors may be important.

201. In principle, monetary policies that use inflation targets could be misled by an upward b
inflation. Overestimation of inflation, if not taken into account, could lead to disinflation objectives that
are unnecessarily low. However, not all countries apply inflation targets and some of those that d
account of a potential bias in their policy formulation. Yet, if biases vary over time, as well as ac
countries, this might complicate the formulation of inflation targets, with adverse consequences f
conduct of monetary policies.

202. Government expenditures may be affected by an upward bias in inflation when benefic
are over-compensated due to indexation of transfer payments. Obviously, such effects vary d
with the degree of indexation across OECD countries. On the revenue side, if tax brackets are ad
to reflect inflation, an upward bias in the price index would lead to lower tax revenues than an unb
inflation measure. OECD Secretariat estimates show that among OECD countries the effe
government budget balances of an overestimation of the consumer price index would be largest
and the United States.

203. In addition to formal indexing of government expenditure, private contracts can be ind
(such as housing rents or insurance contracts), implying allocative inefficiencies if inflation mea
are biased. Informal indexing also takes place, for example, in wage negotiations where reporte
measures enter as one of the yardsticks. In particular, statutory or implicit indexation has play
important role in wage formation in France, Greece, Italy, Spain and Switzerland.21 If the true rate of
inflation is lower than the measured one (and this is not discounted by economic agents), relative
adjustments may not take place to the full extent needed, with potential implications for real ac
Even if a bias was recognised by economic agents, full wage adjustments may not take plac
situation of low levels of inflation combined with nominal wage floors.22

204. Biased signals for technology policies can also emerge if measured rates of produ
growth remain low despite sizeable investment in ICTs (the “Productivity Paradox”, Chapter 1)
R&D efforts. A case in point are service industries – many of which have invested heavily in
without a discernible pick-up in productivity growth rates. A significant upward bias in natio
accounts deflators, if increasing over time, could shed light on the productivity paradox and partly
explain the productivity slowdown reported for many OECD countries since the early 1970s.

Vicious and virtuous circles

205. Due to the interdependence of macroeconomic conditions and policies, on the one han
technical change, on the other, mutually strengthening developments in the two areas may set th
for vicious or virtuous circles. Breaking out of vicious circles may require more or less comprehe
policy measures. For instance, low growth and decreased tax revenues put pressure on gove
budgets. Recurring fiscal deficits place upward pressure on interest rates, increasing the cost of

21. If wage indexation were to affect real wages, however, there could be effects on negotiated wages, whic
limit the impact of this bias.

22. The assessment is further complicated by the fact that another determinant of nominal wage growth, the
rate of productivity, will be understated if inflation is overstated. Net effects on nominal wage growth w
then depend on the respective size of the bias in inflation and productivity growth (the two need not be
at the sectoral level) and the elasticities with which they bear on wages.
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to firms and reducing innovative efforts, while mitigated technical change hampers long-
productivity and output growth.23 In Western Europe over the last decade, macroeconomic uncerta
and high real interest rates have combined with slow restructuring and a weak innovative effort.

206. The transition economies have been able to implement important systemic reforms, rene
sustained growth and secure greater macroeconomic stability but their science and skill base ha
eroding as a result of budget constraints and emigration. Inflows of FDI have had limited impacts
face of slow progress in changing the management structures of newly privatised firms, as
Czech Republic and Hungary, hindering technology diffusion among domestic firms. Furtherm
against a background of instability, structural reforms and technology policies have had uninte
effects, as in Poland where high interest rates meant that efforts to promote access by SMEs to
via government funds undercut the activities of newly privatised banks.

207. Conversely, opportunities exist for virtuous circles. For instance, price stability facilit
innovative activity, while innovation reduces inflationary pressure and, coupled with organisat
change, may favour a stronger connection between productivity and wages, further reducing inflat
pressures from low levels of unemployment. The United States may have entered a virtuous circle
sort in the 1990s. Furthermore, the process of European integration coupled with structural reform
help to strengthen long-term economic performance by increasing mobility and inward FDI,
improving international technology co-operation. A few countries which were particularly hard-h
harsh changes in economic conditions and performance, notably Finland and Japan, have withinshort
period bolstered their S&T policy as part of a broader package aiming to restore long-term growth. Ir
provides an example of a country which has been able to boost economic growth and jobs thro
combination of macroeconomic stability, labour market and regulatoryreforms, exploitation ofsupport
from the European Commission and investment incentives spurring inward FDI and technology. Th
fostered the development of endogenous innovation capacities.

208. Summing up, the contribution of technology to the economy is strongly influenced by a r
of conditions which stretch beyond technology policy. To beeffective, technology policy needs to work
in tandem with broaderframework conditions, including macroeconomic and structural policies. There
is a need for better policy co-ordination across the board. Strengthening the integration of policy e
can help to create positive synergies between reforms in different areas. This may enhan
contribution of technology policy to economic growth and, conversely, enhance the scop
manoeuvre in macroeconomic policy.

4.5. Making reform politically feasible

209. Policy makers not only need to recognise what comprises “best policy practices”, they
also be able to implement them. Problems of political feasibility arise for two basic reasons:

● The first is institutional inertia. It is a well-known fact that societies and institutions defend
existing territories in a context of shrinking resources, tend to vigorously resist cha
Institutional inertia is inherent to all economies and societies, although it can take diffe
forms. In the United States, for instance, the laissez-faire ideology combined with corporatis

23. A possible counterfactor, observed in Chapter 3, is that R&D may become more applied and produce re
more short-term gains. There is still a risk of a weakened long-term record, with both R&D and econ
growth stuck along an inferior growth trajectory.
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attitudes can prevent reform,e.g.in health and education, which would be conducive to mo
widely spread innovation. The Nordic countries and Germany find it difficult to envisa
reforms that would put excessive, even transitory, strain on a consensus-based appro
policy formulation and implementation. Japan is characterised by both a tendency to
issues which escape a consensual policy agenda and strong rivalry between minist
interpreting and implementing this agenda. France has a powerful centralist administr
characterised by highly rigid structures combined with a high social legitimacy, reflec
features of the French education system.

● A second obstacle relates to the distribution of the gains from policy reform, and wheth
sufficient number of stakeholders can expect to benefit. The winners and losers
technical change are not the same. The losers are typically low-skill workers facing shrin
job opportunities, and non-innovating firms unable to keep up with global competit
although the quest for change in skills and restructuring of work organisation increasingly
applies to workers and managers in a wide variety of industries, occupations and posi
Moreover, losses are likely to be felt more quickly than gains.

210. A key question is whether the signals sent by policy to individuals and firms are consis
One aspect of this is whether policy can be expected to be durable. Policy does not have
continuous or irreversible, but it is crucial that expectations about how it will change over time m
economic sense, thus facilitating planning and investment decisions.

211. For policy to be consistent and credible, broad support within government for long-
objectives is required as well as mechanisms to underpin long-term commitment to these objectives. In
many cases this will require co-ordination of decision making across different policy areas
traditional delineations of administrative competences. Synchronised policy packages m
necessary to ensure a sufficient number of winners within a socially acceptable time frame
instance, to be both socially acceptable and politically feasible, increased labour market mobilit
incentives for upskilling may need to be coupled with improved training for low-skilled worker
Policies enhancing the diffusion of technical and organisational change, especially among SME
strengthen incentives for investment in employee skills and foster jobcreation. Several responses t
these issues, which can be highlighted as best practice in coping with institutional rigidities
described below, and avenues for possible improvements pointed out.

212. In a number of countries (e.g.Finland, the Netherlands, Norway), the setting of a “common go
among ministries for developing the information society demonstrates the potential for progress on
challenges have been clearly identified. To be efficient, however, co-ordination schemes may r
rationalisation of responsibilities and liabilities within governments. This is difficult without sanction
at the highest level of authority. Such leadership may take different forms, including the establishme
Science and Technology Policy Council at the prime minister level, with wide responsibility includin
budget matters (such as in Finland or Japan), ad hoc initiatives co-ordinating macroeconom
microeconomic policies for the purpose of fostering innovation launched by the prime minister (
Australia’s “investing for growth” initiative) and active leadership at the presidential level (as in
United States with the strong involvement of the vice presidency in technology policy). Mechanism
this kind make it possible not only to establish solid, coherent and credible technology policies, bu
also help to break down the walls compartmentalising government administrations.

213. TheGreen Paper on Innovationpublished by the European Commission in 1995, and t
subsequent Innovation Action Plan, represent a systematic attempt to co-ordinate various fie
policy, in this case in the EU as a whole, towards the common goal of strengthening the ov
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innovation capacity of firms and public institutions (Caracostas, 1998).However, implementing the
good policy principles underlying the Innovation Action Plan and the Fifth Framework Programm
Research and Technological Development (RTD) clearly represents a long-lasting effort. In part
it will be necessary to overcome the difficulties involved in co-ordinating actions pursued bo
national level and jointly by the 15 Member States,i.e. resulting from the heterogeneity of nationa
innovation systems in Europe and of the corresponding policy institutions.

214. Awareness and transparency are key factors in policy co-ordination. Ministries in diffe
areas have to become conscious of the potential of technology, and the stifling effect of rule
regulations which cause technological lock-in. It is also important that the policy-making pro
include checks against government failure to provide some guard against the inherent risk of auth
or institutions furthering their own interests and activities by, for instance, going beyond so
rationale for policy, neglecting the administrative and bureaucratic costs of policy interference
adopting a partial rather than an economy-wide perspective. A set of evaluation mechanisms sho
in place to continuously monitor policy relevance and efficiency and encourage “policy learn
Various evaluation tools are available, but they should be used to maintain pressure on institution
the long term rather than on a one-off basis. In addition to evaluation exercises concerned with
the optimisation of resource allocations or with institutional examinations – the topic of Chapt
“audits” can help to identify administrative obstacles to change and innovation. So far, audits have b
used in conjunction with regulatory reform, but have not been perceived or managed as du
processes. “Continuous audits” can be implemented systematically, particularly in the are
procurement policies, tax structures, university regulations, trade and transport, etc. To compl
such initiatives, overall policy reviews, such as those carried out by the OECD, have proved use
stimulating policy debates at the national level, although they do require appropriate follow-up
stressed at the OECD Industry Ministerial of February 1998, international benchmarking of how p
organisation and formulation relate to economic behaviour and performance can throw light on
discrepancies and induce a process of self-examination in governments.

215. Technology policy benefits not only from inter-ministerial co-ordination within cen
governments; the involvement of other key stakeholders may be pivotal. Input from the private s
can increase the likelihood that policies are tuned to the functioning of markets, and may be crucia
long-termcredibility. Similarly, the support of the social partners, such as unions, may be necessa
instance, to restrain wage inflation, increase business investment in training, reduce friction co
organisational change and increase the potential for job creation.

216. The introduction of market-oriented instruments and economic accountability – w
possible – is one of the most efficient ways to stimulate change in attitudes and behaviour. A sign
part of university and public laboratory financing should come from contractual and precar
resources in order for research to remain attentive to “market needs” (Chapter 6). This principle,
has become common wisdom in countries adhering strongly to market principles, may also ins
number of other countries which can benefit from (re)dynamising their research systems (incl
Germany and the Netherlands). The use of matching funds is another successful practice that h
generalised in OECD countries, giving rise to various forms of “public/private partnerships” link
industry, university and government (Chapter 7).

217. Support for technology policy can be bolstered by subjecting its targets to public debat
involving the various stakeholders. This is most obviously valuable in the case of “governm
missions”, which are currently undergoing significant changes in some countries (Chapter 3) –e.g.a
re-orientation of public R&D away from defence and nuclear energy towards health, the environ
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and industrial competitiveness. This discussion process can be implemented in several ways. A n
of countries have recently engaged in extensive “technology foresight” exercises (e.g.Australia,
Austria, France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United States). Wh
first generation of these exercises mainly comprised studies “for” and “by” technology experts,
recent approaches (the Austrian and Dutch exercises) have emphasized the involvement of a
number of actors and aimed to establish societal consensus for technology policy.

218. Governments further have a responsibility to ensure that decompartmentalisation
mobilisation of energies take place regionally and locally – the basic level at which innova
initiatives flourish –e.g.through the design of administrative and fiscal frameworks. Along with t
goal of transparency of policies and resulting impacts, it is important that governments de
incentives which spur competition among local authorities in initiatives for change rather than in mere
attraction of financial support. In this way, local authorities as well as other constituencies can
sense what it takes to attract mobile businesses and resources as well as create conditions in wh
enterprises and jobs can develop. Although progress has been made in OECD countries, further e
warranted to ensure appropriate co-ordination among various government actors in providing ade
autonomy and incentives for change among local authorities.

219. Policy co-ordination is desirable also at the international level in order to harness the be
from globalisation of trade, investment and technology. Again, this can be exemplified by the pr
of European integration, including monetary union, which has a potential for reducing uncertain
trans-European trade, increasing competition and reducing costs, and improving conditions for i
FDI – a major channel for diffusion of technology. However, additional structural reforms necessa
industrial restructuring, are hampered by insider-outsider problems as well as concerns over
cohesion. Measures relating to technology have an important role in enabling workers (espe
low-skilled workers) to adjust, and firms (especially non-innovative SMEs) to absorb and ex
technology in order to raise productivity and compete in larger markets. Whereas there is rela
high mobility among researchers, both geographic and sectoral, in the United States, nation
cultural barriers in Europe (the Nordic area represents a partial exception) continue to hamper mobility
and, hence, flows of technology and know-how. Harmonization of policies in areas such as dipl
and IPRs, joint initiatives in regard to science-industry interplay across European borders, co-opera
in science policy with third countries, etc., would improve mobility. Thus, the inclusion of technol
policy, and realisation of its benefits, in comprehensive policy packages can help to pave the w
reforms in other areas which would otherwise not be politically feasible. Failure to realise the pot
positive impacts of technology weakens public support for necessary structural reform as well
monetary union and economic integration in a broader sense.

220. Finally, timing matters for politicalfeasibility. Policies may need to be packaged so as to e
transition problems, and developed in consultation with major stakeholders. One strategy is to
with those measures which appear to be the most universally supported and whose effects are l
be the most evident, through a process of consultation involving the key social partners. Once
measures have been in existence for some time and their effects have been carefully eva
necessary corrections can be implemented. Moreover, if the first set of reforms is successful, the gro
is better prepared for a further, more deep-seated series of actions. S&T policies implemented in
of the Nordic countries (Finland, Iceland), as well as Japan and the Netherlands, were inspired by
principles and have resulted in a number of in-depth re-orientations. Experience shows that sign
changes to systems occur gradually over a period of one or two decades even when “big bang” p
are introduced (e.g.New Zealand). At the same time, the ability to make progress in reform also hin
on the political initiative and stamina to push through difficult decisions and the ability to handle
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associated transition costs and demonstrate convincing outcomes. In some countries, a crisis s
has been an important factor in mustering support for reform (e.g.Finland, Japan). Public awareness
the need for change has increased and the dire prospects for broad groups of society in the abs
reform have fuelled public acceptance. Especially for countries faced with the risk of seve
damaging their knowledge base in the process of institutional upheaval, it is important that p
makers exploit opportunities for reform. The transition economies in eastern Europe face u
problems in this respect (Chapter 6).



Part II

Best Policy Practices
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CHAPTER 5. POLICY EVALUATION 24

5.1. Introduction

221. Evaluation is central to formulating policy best practice. Governments need to know wh
their support of innovation and technology is using the right policy tools, is well administere
achieving the desired results, and at what cost. Evaluation is carried out to ensure that the und
rationale for policy is valid, to avoid incoherence and contradictions, to ensure transparenc
“value-for-money”, to improve and refine existing policies and eliminate non-performing ones,
the aim of arriving at best practice in policy design. Political issues usually loom large, often prov
the impetus behind evaluation but also sometimes constraining the implementation of results.

222. OECD countries demonstrate a growing interest in the evaluation of government progra
and policies, partly because of budget stringency and the need to better allocate increasingly
public resources. More fundamentally, however, the focus on evaluation is emblematic of a br
reassessment of the role of government and of market mechanisms across a number of policy
Accountability, transparency and the desire to minimise distortions arising from government po
while maximising their leverage are driving the trend towards evaluation. At the same time,
developments in technology policy with an increased emphasis on diffusion and adop
organisational change and innovative behaviour have raised new methodological challeng
evaluation.

223. Against this background of a higher profile for evaluation and changes in its implementa
policy makers have to grapple with a number of questions. What methods and criteria should be u
evaluation? What are the best institutional mechanisms? Should evaluation focus on individual po
or address strategic issues and look at systemic links in the innovation system? How should eva
feed back into policy design? In an attempt to address some of these questions, evaluation prac
place in OECD countries are compared and reviewed in this chapter. The aim is to gather inform
on the methods, procedures and institutional settings most likely to yield acceptable evaluations
or existing policies and to guide future policy making.

224. The chapter is structured as follows. Following this introduction, the next section discuss
scope, coverage and evolution of evaluation in innovation and technology. Without attempt
full-scale review, the third section examines the characteristics of evaluation practices in O

24. The preparation of this chapter has benefited greatly from the information on evaluation practices re
from Member countries, followed a request by the Secretariat. Substantial input was also provided
numerous papers and discussions in the Conference on Policy Evaluation in Innovation and Technolo
took place at the OECD Headquarters on 26-27 June 1997. The proceedings of that conference ha
published as OECD (1997),Policy Evaluation in Innovation and Technology: Towards Best Practices.
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countries. Best-practice principles for evaluation are developed in Section 5.4, with respect
rationale and criteria used in evaluation, the methodological tools employed, the institutional s
within which evaluations take place, and the rules of conduct for carrying out evaluations.

5.2. The scope and evolution of policy evaluation in innovation and technology

225. Evaluation is a process which seeks to systematically determine the relevance, efficien
effect of an activity in terms of its objectives, including issues of implementation and administra
management. The scope, methods and purpose of evaluation differ according to the question
addressed and the character of the policy measure (Box 5.1). Methodological debates reflect to a
extent different viewpoints on the role of evaluations. Policy makers and economic analysts tend
evaluation as a tool for examining programme justification and impact, and thus providing inform
to guide resource allocation; they also use it to address more strategic decision processes in
selection of instruments, or the general thrust and direction of policies. Professional evaluato
policy makers involved in the hands-on running of programmes see evaluation more as a to
improving programme conduct, quality, responsiveness and effectiveness. These objectives are
complementary. Achieving them, however, often calls for different tools and institutions.

226. Evaluation methods and practices have developed alongside the evolution of technolog
innovation policy and the understanding of the innovation process, so that the practices in pl
countries reflect also the stage of development and the breadth of policy. Starting from the predom
post-war model, the focus was on the assessment of the quality of scientific research,using mainly peer
review and bibliometric techniques (impact analysis and citation counts). Programme evalu
developed later, following the proliferation of government programmes to support indus
innovation. These required more elaborate techniques both for the assessment of direct and i
socio-economic effects and for the assessment of the conduct of the programmes. Econo
techniques, cost-benefit analysis and surveys were increasingly used.

227. The recent shift in innovation policies from direct support of R&D to measures which increase
the adoption capabilities of firms and improve the framework conditions within which they operate
been a driving force behind the interest in evaluation and the emphasis on more strategic issue
rise of large-scale collaborative R&D programmes at national and international level has
contributed to this change of emphasis and pointed to methodological difficulties in evaluation.25 This
recognition of the complex, systemic nature of innovation processes, and the greater cover
technology policy instruments, has led to the development of new quantitative tools (e.g.micro-level
analysis for the assessment of diffusion-oriented programmes). It has also increasingly led rese
to look at the “soft side” of innovation (e.g.trying to capture networking, learningeffects, etc.), where
further work is required to identify their economic impacts.

228. In addition to greater use of performance indicators, the proliferation andwidening coverage of
policy initiatives has increasingly led to the adoption of a portfolio approach to evaluation, rather tha
focusing on individual projects. It has also pushed towards a convergence betweenex postevaluation
and continuous monitoring. The multiplicity of actors involved in technology and innovation poli

25. Evaluations of programmes such as the EU Framework Programmes, the EUREKA Initiative an
US Advanced Technology Programme, have underscored the difficulties of obtaining specific inform
about return on investment. A rate of return approach presumes that the benefits of a research project
or are captured by specific innovations. This is rarely the case, particularly for collaborative research.
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Table 5.1. Best practices and weaknesses in evaluation

Economic
rationale and

objectives,
additionality

Evaluation of
actors and
institutions

Evaluation of
innovation and

technology
programmes
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Key:� � represents strengths (best practices); � represents weaknesses; no symbol signifies insufficient inform
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characteristics taken or not into account, etc.). Another is the attitude towards the appropriate role
state in the economy (whether evaluation is seen as a tool to improve and refine govern
interventions or to constrain government action).

231. The methodologies used in evaluations diffuse easily among countries and profes
communities. Practices, however, are institution-, country- and area-specific – some researche
refer to “national systems of evaluation”. Some countries have only recently begun to devel
“evaluation culture”, others have a long-standing tradition of both project and programme evalua
(for a description of different evaluation practices in a number of OECD countries, see Euro
Commission, 1994). While each country’s evaluation practices are distinctive, there are enoug
similarities across countries to enable them to be classified into three groups. These groups ar
homogeneous in terms of the role that evaluation plays in the policy-making process, the criteria
and methodologies employed. Nevertheless, the similarities should not be overplayed; signi
institutional differences exist within each group as well as some differing evaluation practices. T
are highlighted in Table 5.1, in which some best practices and weaknesses in evaluatio
summarised.

The first group: an emphasis on resource allocation issues

232. Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States share many evaluation pra
Their focus on evaluation can be traced to tight government budgets, but more importantly to ex
attempts to rationalise government action. The desire to evaluate and apply performance indica
symptomatic of the move towards “new public management” with an emphasis upon accounta
This is evident in the United States where the Government Performance and Results Act (pas
Congress in 1993), requires all agencies to set quantitative performance targets and report on p
It is also clearly articulated in the United Kingdom through the use of the ROAME-F (Ration
Objectives, Appraisal, Monitoring, Evaluation, Feedback) statement developed by the Departm
Trade and Industry which gives guidelines for evaluation and is used throughout government (Bra
and Davies, 1998). In Australia and Canada, this trend can be seen in a number ofrecent broad reviews
of government initiatives, as in the R&D Report (Industry Commission, 1995) and the “Morti
Report” (Review of Business Programs, 1997) in Australia, or in “framework documents” suc
Industry Canada (1995).

233. In the above countries, evaluation is very much a part of the policy landscape, w
comprehensive range of activities within government departments and agencies. Formal require
for regular evaluation of programmes typically exist. Evaluations are commissioned and cond
either through independent public organisations (e.g.the General Accounting Office and the Office o
Management and Budget in the United States, the Industry Commission in Australia), or directly
ministries (e.g.the Department of Trade and Industry in the United Kingdom, Industry Canad
Canada), or both. In addition to research evaluation in institutes and universities, there are r
evaluations of programmes providing financial support for R&D, technology extension serv
public/private partnerships, etc.
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234. Evaluation tools cover the full spectrum from quantitative to qualitative and vary from peer
reviews to sophisticated econometric techniques. The United States has pioneered the
micro-level data sets for evaluating the impact of manufacturing extension programmes o
performance of client firms, while in Australia rigorous and sophisticated cost-benefit techniques
been used to evaluate fiscal incentives for R&D. In general, there is a strong emphasis on evalua
a guide for resource allocation, with socio-economic objectives and criteria very much in eviden
the evaluation process. There is a clear move away from an exclusive preoccupation
administrative issues in spending government funds towards attempts to measure the economic
of programmes in a broader sense.

235. Together with the development of more formal quantitative techniques, evaluation in
countries is concerned with improving the operational aspect of programmes, often at a sub-c
level of government. A number of case studies provide valuable information for the improveme
ongoing or future policy initiatives (in the case of Canada, see McDonald and Teather, 1997). How
less effort has been devoted to assessing the relative efficiency and effectiveness of different
tools in achieving a given policy objective. There are also few cross-portfolio evaluati
(i.e. evaluation of the impact of a number of policy initiatives taken together), which take into acc
how different programmes can interact and reinforce (or inhibit) each other in sophisticated and m
national innovation systems. Stated differently, in many instances evaluations have focused a
exclusively on measuring the economic returns of particular government initiatives without explo
the broader and more difficult issues of the ways in which these initiatives can promote learnin
affect the behaviour of firms and institutions.

The second group: a focus on institutions and structures

236. A second group of OECD countries have equally developed evaluation practices,
distinctively different overall approach to evaluation. Denmark, Finland, France, Germa
the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland all have either legal frameworks that re
research evaluation and the evaluation of technology programmes or a receptive policy attitude to
evaluation. Strictly economic objectives and criteria in evaluation are, however, less explicit. Th
more concern with formative-type evaluations, and less with evaluation as a means to improve
allocation of public funds among competing uses. Accordingly, there is greater emphas
methodologies that stress the qualitative aspects of programmes and focus less on pro
quantitative estimates of rates of return of specific government initiatives or on the economic im
of particular measures on firm performance.

237. In France, the scope of the institutional structure and evolution of the evaluation system
gradually widened from an initial focus on scientific institutions to include programmes and institu
of technology and innovation policy.26 However, the long evaluation cycles of the institution
responsible for evaluations have limited the possibilities for periodical re-evaluation of all institu
and programmes; concerns have also been raised as to the influence of evaluations on policy ma
the rearrangement of the institutional framework (Larédo, 1997). More recently attempts have been

26. Note submitted to the OECD Secretariat, March 1997:Ministère de l’économie et des finances, “L’évaluatio
des politiques et programmes portant sur l’innovation et la technologie en France”.This shift was marked by
the establishment of theComité national d’évaluation de la recherche(CNER) in 1990 supplementing the
Comité national d’évaluation(CNE) dating from 1984, in the evaluation of research institutions, natio
programmes and universities in addition to policy instruments such as the research tax credit.
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made to evaluate the impact of support for technology diffusion policies and initiatives aime
innovating SMEs.

238. In Germany, evaluation practice is well developed and covers a host of decentralised instit
as well as S&T programmes. The Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Techno
(Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft, Forschung und Technologie– BMBF) includes an internal
evaluation group, and there are attempts to combine strategically oriented evaluations for project f
with those of institutional funding of S&T organisations. An important development has been a re
review of evaluation practices (“meta-evaluation”) commissioned by the BMBF. This review identifi
number of weaknesses in the current evaluation system: insufficient attention to underlying assum
of economic and technological problems; often unsuitable standardised procedures; and few hor
evaluation studies of related policy initiatives (Kuhlmann, 1995; 1997).

239. In Finland, evaluations have beencarried out frequently from the beginning of the 1980s onwa
(Luukkonen, 1997). The coverage spans from institutions carrying out or financing basic res
(e.g.university institutes, Academy of Finland) to research centres doing applied research (Tec
Research Centre of Finland – VTT) and the various national technology programmes financed
Technology Development Centre (TEKES). As in other countries, evaluations initially focused o
scientific quality of research organisations, research institutes and research funding agencies, b
peer review methods. Professional evaluators are increasingly carrying out evaluations on a
elaborate methodological basis. Nevertheless, the focus is on the conduct of the programme a
achievement of technological or scientific goals rather than on the economic impact.

240. In the Netherlands, a strong “evaluation culture” has evolved, but without having le
institutionalised procedures (Rip and van der Meulen, 1995). Evaluation efforts are fairly frequen
“patchy”; systematic evaluations have been established only for strategic innovation-orie
programmes and for university research. Evaluation is seen as the responsibility of interme
institutions and is both commissioned and implemented by them. It is considered as one asp
ongoing quality assurance, rather than an attempt to improve resource allocation or assess the s
goal achievement of the various instruments of technology policy. Recent evaluation initiatives in
that of the R&D allowance scheme, which provides for a reduction in the employers’ wage tax
social insurance contributions (Dorsman, 1997).

241. Similar practices exist in other countries in this group. In Sweden, universities and R
funding agencies conductex anteandex postevaluations which feed into a government bill on public
financed R&D.27 The Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical Development (NUTE
evaluates R&D programmes in mid-term via peer reviews, looking at relevance and efficiency is
NUTEK itself has recently been evaluated. The recent adoption of “management by objectives”
guiding principle in the public sector has made monitoring and evaluation the main instrumen
funding decisions in government. In Denmark, the evaluation practices of the Agency for Develop
of Trade and Industry involve monitoring of technological service institutes (Godkendte Teknologiske
Serviceinstitutter– GTS), administration of programmes aimed at the promotion of innovation,
co-administration of R&D programmes with other ministries.28 The evaluations of the GTS institute

27. Note submitted to the OECD Secretariat, January 1997: NUTEK, “Information on Policy Evaluation Prac
in Innovation and Technology in Sweden”.

28. Note submitted to the OECD Secretariat, January 1997: “Evaluation Practices of the Danish Agen
Development of Trade and Industry”.
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are based on peer reviews; the evaluation reports are not made public (Birch, 1997). Innovation s
programmes are evaluated on a regular basis, taking account of some impacts on trade and indu

242. In Norway, evaluations have focused on individual projects and programmes. The
institutions and R&D policy have not been subject to comprehensive evaluations. The realisatio
this approach is not suitable for more demanding policy assessments with a broader scope lies
the recent launching of a “Forum for evaluation of industrial development strategies and instrume29

The idea is to move away from previous practice based on peer reviews within a closed gro
“evaluation experts” towards creating more openness and competition and a real “evaluation ma
This involves focusing on impact assessment at the expense of “process evaluation”, as w
developing databases with capabilities for studies based on micro data, andex postcost-benefit-
oriented evaluation studies.

243. In Switzerland, although the legal framework is still lacking to a large extent, an “evalua
culture” is evolving and evaluation is more frequently used as a planning and management instr
in research policy. Evaluations of the strategic research programmes (“Swiss Priority Programmes
and of several research centres have been carried out. The Swiss National Science Foundation h
National Research Programme (Nationale Forschungprogramm– NFP) on the “efficiency of
government measures”, which both evaluates specific policies and undertakes methodological re
(“meta-evaluations”). Some interesting methodological work using micro-level data for the evalu
of diffusion-related programmes is also under way (Arvanitis and Hollenstein, 1997).

244. The role of the European Commission deserves particular mention. By virtue of the
number of its RTD programmes, and its structural interventions more generally, the Commissio
played an important role in advancing the state of the art of evaluation practice in Europe.30 During the
1980s, its impact on the evaluation practices of individual countries has been through organ
evaluations, developing methodologies and supporting networks of evaluators. Recently, a ration
evaluation scheme comprising continuous monitoring and five-year assessments of the Europea
programmes has been introduced. The scheme employs independent expert panels and covers m
appraisal,ex postevaluation and recommendations for future activities. It is to be used as a too
programme management and to provide timely and independent feedback to policy formulati
addition to the work of the Evaluation Unit of DG XII dealing specifically with technology polic
more general methodological guidelines for the conduct of evaluations have been issued (Eu
Commission, 1997b), while evaluationefforts are alsoundertaken in the context of the structural fund
to less-developed regions.

The third group: ad hoc evaluation efforts

245. In the remaining OECD countries, evaluation is a more recent, ad hoc phenomenon. Wh
legal framework for evaluation often exists, evaluations have not yet become a regular fixture of p
making. The methodologies used tend to be qualitative, relying on expert advice, with few attem
quantify the impacts of interventions. Evaluations tend to be formative rather than summative, lim

29. Note submitted to the OECD Secretariat, January 1997: Royal Ministry of Trade and Industry, “Assessm
Innovation and Technology Policy – Current Practices in Norway”.

30. In Europe the diffusion of evaluation practices has been driven by EU programme evaluations and the b
of a common set of tools and a pool of professionals in the MONITOR/SPEAR programme (for examp
developed in European Commission, 1992).
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their use as a guide for allocating resources. However, a wide variety of practices can be seen
this group. A number of countries (Austria, Belgium, Italy, Japan, New Zealand) have in place at
part of an “evaluation system”; some evaluations of both institutions and programmes are under
and there are at least some examples of attempts to apply more rigorous methodological approa
evaluate the socio-economic impacts of programmes. Others (the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Mexico, Poland, Turkey) have yet to build up a full institutional framework for evaluation. Finally, i
number of European countries (Greece, Ireland, Portugal), existing evaluation efforts are closely
to the support programmes of the European Union.

246. In Japan, most evaluations are carried out in-house by government agencies, with a focus o
projects rather than programmes and policy options, and with technological rather than econ
objectives predominating. The recent establishment of an evaluation division within the Minist
International Trade and Industry (MITI) may signal a change towards greater institutionalisation
professionalisation of the evaluation process. In Italy, there is little evaluation of programmes, w
are mostly carried out by scientific decision makers rather than independent evaluators. F
methodological point of view, the recent use of the Community Innovation Survey for policy evalua
(Pianta and Sirilli, 1997) is worthy of note.

247. In New Zealand, the major evaluations have focused on the performance of publicly fu
scientific research, rather than on innovation and technology programmes as such.31 While few
evaluations of innovation policies have been completed, there is ongoing discussion on methodo
issues related to evaluations (Piric and Reeve, 1997), as well as a recent pilot study analysi
benefits and outcomes arising from meat research, with a methodology combining cost-benefit an
and case-study research.

248. Among the European countries in this group, evaluation activities in Belgium are carried o
the regional as well as at the federal level, although evaluations are not required by law or other f
requirement. While evaluations of scientific institutions have taken place, evaluation of program
and policies is not frequent (one recent example is the evaluation of the multimedia program
Institutions for carrying out evaluations have only recently been set up at the regional and fe
levels. Feedback into technology and innovation policy has been limited due to the infrequency an
visibility of evaluations.32

249. In Austria, evaluations of technology programmes and policies began in theearly 1990s and
were mainly centred around either targeted technology programmes or participation in interna
programmes (Fritzet al., 1997; Stampfer, 1997). The principal funding institutions for R&D and ma
public performers of basic and applied R&D have yet to be evaluated. Methodologies have tend
focus on programme conduct and direct effects on programme clientele. Although some studie
account of economic effects, there is in general no analysis of broader socio-economic imp
Commissioning institutions are predominantly the responsible ministries, but no system exists to
that the results of evaluations are taken up. EU membership could have a significant impact o
development of an “evaluation culture”. To comply with European standards, a wave ofex anteproject
and programme evaluations have been undertaken, mainly in the context of the structural funds.

31. Note submitted to the OECD Secretariat, January 1997: Foundation for Research, Science and Tech
“Information on Policy Evaluation Practices in Innovation and Technology”.

32. Note submitted to the OECD Secretariat, January 1997:Direction Générale de la Recherche/Région Wallonn
de Belgique, “Les pratiques d’évaluation des politiques dans le domaine de l’innovation et de la technolo.
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250. In Greece,Ireland and Portugal, the diffusion of evaluation practice can be traced directly
the growing importance of European Commission-funded technology programmes and stru
interventions whose implementation requires the existence of an evaluation process. In these co
despite the setting-up of “evaluation units” in the relevant ministries and the existence of a num
methodologically robust evaluationefforts, a genuine “evaluation culture” has yet to emerge. In Spai
where European Commission structural funds have played a lesser role, research evaluation has
developed over the last few years, mostly addressing technical issues; R&D policy and progr
evaluation is less institutionalised (Sanz-Menéndez, 1995).

251. In all the new OECD Member countries (the Czech Republic, Hungary, Korea, Me
Poland), evaluation efforts are very much in their early phase of development. There are num
evaluation initiatives but no formal co-ordination or institutional structure for evaluation. The ce
European “transition” countries in particular have a strong tradition of scientific research and
consequently built up “peer-review” mechanisms for the assessment of research quality an
allocation of funds. Economic evaluations have been built up only since 1990, following
restructuring of the whole institutional set-up. In the Czech Republic, economic evaluations b
Enterprise Development Agency are increasingly used in the context of support for applied R&D33 In
Hungary, a system of project and programme evaluation for basic research has long been in exi
Following a pilot evaluation project on applied R&D carried out with the methodological assistance
from Sweden’s NUTEK, a long-term evaluation strategy for all Hungarian applied R&D program
using performanceindicators has been defined. The evaluation of institutes is also being develope34

5.4. Best-practice principles for policy evaluation

252. Drawing on the accumulated experience with innovation and technology policy evaluati
OECD countries, in this section we attempt to draw out what can be said to constitute best pra
with respect to three different dimensions of evaluation:(i) the basic rationale, objectives and criteria
(i i) the coverage of innovation and technology policy evaluation efforts and the tools
methodologies used; and(iii) the conduct of evaluations and the institutional set-up within which th
take place. In each of these areas, “best practices” are defined as approaches, rules and proced
are desirable from a conceptual and theoretical point of view, that seem to have worked in practice and
that have some measure of generality (i.e. are not completely country-specific). These best-pract
evaluation principles are those that if widely applied would be most likely to maximise the leve
effect of government interventions while minimising potential distortions. They are summarise
Box 5.2.

33. Note submitted to the OECD Secretariat, January 1997: “Information on Policy Evaluation Practi
Innovation and Technology Programmes in Purview of the Ministry of Industry and Trade, Czech Repu

34. “Policy Evaluation Practices in Innovation and Technology in Hungary”, report to the Joint Expert Grou
Technology and Job Creation, January 1997.
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Rationale, objectives and criteria for evaluation

253. Identifying the rationale, the objectives and the criteria to be used for assessing the succ
failure of different government initiatives is the starting point of any evaluation effort. Yet, oft
insufficient attention is paid to this stage of the evaluation. Objectives are vague and inapprop
making any attempt to verify whether they have been met either trivial or close to impossible.
rationale behind the policy intervention is often misunderstood; even clearly stated objectives d
justify policy intervention. In innovation and technology policy, evaluation is complicated by the
that the objectives against which results are judged are often multiple and complex, mirroring th
complex relationship between technical progress and its socio-economic impacts. Objectives
direct (e.g. inciting additional R&D expenditures, increased mobility of personnel, greater
university-industry collaboration, increased access to new technologies by SMEs, etc.) or in
(e.g.increasing the knowledge base of the economy, boosting productivity or the acquisition of s
creating jobs). Furthermore, links between particular policies and direct objectives are often h
establish. The more indirect the objective, the more difficult it is to establish cause and effect.

254. This complexity implies that policy makers need to establish a hierarchy ofobjectives when
designing and evaluating programmes. Stating objectives in very general terms, such as incr
welfare or improving competitiveness, while useful in situating the initiative in its political contex
useless in the operational sense of examining whether or not the policy has attained its objectiv
this, intermediate or lower-level objectives need to be clearly speltout. In the case of innovation policy,
for example, it is clear that “additional R&D”, “greater use of advanced technologies” or “m
university-industry links” are not ends in themselves, but rather the means to realise
socio-economic benefits of research. While it is difficult to argue how a particular policy contribute
raising the knowledge base or the productivity potential of an economy, it is easier to argue in lo
steps: to show empirically that it has boosted R&D and that R&D translates into productivity gains

Box 5.2. Best-practice evaluation principles: a summary

Rationale, objectives and criteria for evaluation:
– establish a realistic hierarchy of objectives, so as to allow quantitative ex post assessment of their attainment

wherever possible;
– clearly establish the economic rationale for the policy intervention and use it in the evaluation; carefully

balance market and systemic failures against potential government failure;
– identify and attempt to measure the additionality implied by the policy intervention.

Coverage of evaluations and use of different tools and methods:
– evaluate as broadly as possible all existing innovation and technology policies;
– attempt “portfolio” evaluations;
– develop the use of quantitative techniques (e.g. cost-benefit analysis, econometrics based on the use of

micro-level data) where appropriate;
– combine results of quantitative and qualitative techniques when interpreting evaluation results.

Conduct of evaluations and institutional setting:
– design the evaluation together with the programme to be evaluated;
– ensure that evaluations are user-driven;
– formulate guidelines and a “code of conduct” for evaluations, ensuring their independence, funding and

regularity;
– ensure feedback and learning by, inter alia, establishing a requirement for responding to evaluations and a

presumption in favour of publication of evaluation results.
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255. It is also important to distinguish between strictly economic and more general socio-econ
objectives. Technology policy is increasingly concerned with complex socio-economic impacts
as health, environment or working conditions). From society’s point of view, even “non-econo
aspects have an economic interpretation (e.g.expenditures on pollution control must balance th
marginal social benefit of pollution abatement to its marginal social cost). Such calculations ar
always feasible in the context of innovation policies with broader direct or indirect socio-econo
impacts. Singling out the first-order direct economic effects is nevertheless useful, since it he
judging whether the rationale for the intervention is valid and allows a more accurate examinati
whether the objectives have been achieved.

256. Another issue concerns identifying objectives that are appropriate given the nature of the
intervention. There is a tendency in many countries to motivate specific initiatives by relating the
general economic objectives that are currently high on the political agenda. Employment is a case i
(Box 5.3). While technology policy has an important impact on job creation through a host of chann
would not be reasonable to set employment objectives in, say, a programme of financial supp
industrial R&D. Although more and better jobs is an ultimate objective of such a policy (via the hi
productivity and incomes, and thecreation of new products that the policy will generate), to specify a
explicit employment objective could be counter-productive, often leading to attempts to justify the p
by pointing to the jobs directly created, with the implication that the policy has failed when such job
not materialise. The resulting calculations are dubious, and can lead to misguided initiatives.

257. In addition to unclear objectives, the rationale for a particular government initiative is often not
spelt out or is misunderstood. The rationale for policy to stimulate technological development
recognition that there is a difference between the expected private rate of return and the social
return, with the private rate being too low to induce firms to engage in innovative activities that w
be beneficial from a societal standpoint. The specific sources of market or systemic failure that
this wedge between private and social returns and that justify government involvement have
explained. Specifying these is not a gratuitous exercise; too often, the policy initiative is not the
appropriate to counteract the specific failure. If, for example, the problem lies in inefficient finan
markets that prevent the financing of NTBFs, it may be preferable that policy direct address
specific inefficiencies rather than helping firms through grants or soft loans. The process of ident
the specific source of market failure provides valuable lessons for the design of the policy initiativ

258. Furthermore, in setting out a rationale, the case should be made that government actio
improve on imperfect market outcomes. The accumulated experience of three decades of tech
policies, together with recent advances in innovation theory, have shown the limits of a simple “m
failure” rationale to policy. “Government failure” is preponderant, making it all the more importan
account for costs of programmes as well as for benefits, including those costs associated w
distortions to economic incentives that policy initiatives can bring about.
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Box 5.3. Employment impacts in the evaluation of technology policies

Concerns about unemployment in many countries have led to attempts to measure employment
impacts when evaluating technology programmes. Unfortunately, the political imperative of pointing to
the job gains associated with a particular technology policy initiative has often come at the expense of
analytical rigor in measuring employment impacts. While there are clear links between technical
change and employment creation, the links are seldom direct and are not easily measurable. Hence,
a requirement that an innovation policy initiative lead directly to more jobs, while in principle a
desirable aim, can in practice produce perverse results. The difficulties in accounting for job gains
associated with technology support were examined in a recent European Commission “handbook”
aimed at measuring the employment effects of structural interventions (European Commission,
1996a). That report notes that the reliability of estimation of employment effects diminishes
substantially when moving from direct job creation programmes through subsidies to indirect job
creation through productivity growth, additional demand or new firm creation.

There are at least three pitfalls to be avoided in calculating employment effects. The first is a failure to
distinguish between gross and net jobs. Net effects are gross effects (new jobs observed or forecast),
minus dead-weight (the jobs that would have been created anyway in the absence of the programme),
substitution (jobs that went to people other than those that would have been employed in the absence of
the programme), and displacement or crowding-out (when the policy initiative reduces activity and jobs
elsewhere in the economy). The second pitfall is the transition from direct to global job impacts. In
technology policies, job creation is rarely as significant in the targeted firm as it is in other parts of the
economy. Indirect job impacts occur through supplier effects (inter-industry sourcing of inputs), and
through income multiplier effects (through the higher incomes brought about by productivity-enhancing
policies). Long-term supplier effects that occur when policy improves the knowledge base of the economy
and its underlying growth rate, are also very important. A final hurdle relates to the translation from job
creation to unemployment reduction. Ultimately, policy makers care about unemployment rates, and
unemployment is determined by the interaction of the demand and the supply of labour. Even policies
whose net job impact is positive need to take into account their effect on the supply for labour, through their
impact on activity rates.

Some recent Member country experiences point to the difficulties involved in calculating net job impacts
when evaluating innovation and technology policy initiatives. In France, the evaluation of the Grands
Projets Innovants, a programme of support to industrial innovation, included an assessment of jobs
created per million francs of subsidies. Similarly, in the context of the evaluation of EUREKA projects,
project managers are asked about the number of jobs created directly as a result of participation in
projects. The problem with such assessments, of which there are many examples, lies in their
interpretation. These numbers capture only partial direct effects and omit indirect effects. Their limits
should be understood, and the temptation to use them as justification for policies resisted.

The question of employment effects of technology policies will continue to preoccupy policy makers
as long as job creation remains a problem. It is however important to be clear about what should be
the objectives of different policies. In many technology programmes, employment objectives need not
be directly identified. On the other hand, where such jobs impacts need to be identified, there is a
need for more sophisticated approaches whereby information from surveys is validated by
independent quantitative estimations and complemented by quantitative tools that capture the
economy-wide effects (i.e. input-output techniques, macroeconometric modelling or general
equilibrium approaches).
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259. Having set out objectives and spelled out a rationale for a policy initiative, the next que
relates to the evaluation criteria to be used. This involves a host of questions. How effective h
policy been in achieving its objectives? How efficient has it been in terms of benefits and c
incurred, after (positive and negative) widereffects are taken into account? How good was t
management of the programme or policy in question? Some of these issues are discussed belo
context of the methods used and institutions involved in evaluations. At this stage, however, a cri
that deserves particular mention is “additionality”, the change due to the policy compared to
would have happened in its absence. Evaluations need to establish the additionality of initia
i.e. that programmes have made a difference by changing the behaviour of economic agen
example by inciting firms to undertake more R&D than they would have done in the absence o
programme.A priori, a policy with low additionality cannot be effective in achieving its objective
While “additionality” and the existence of positive private returns to firms as a result of governm
programmes are preconditions for success, for policy to be justified the net social benefits
government programme must be positive (see Box 5.4 for an example from Australia).

260. The net social benefit is the difference between the social benefits of theinitiative (the private
benefits plus the external effects) and the social costs (which include, in addition to the direct co
the policy, the indirect costs via displacement of activities and the dead-weight cost of taxati
necessary to raise funds). Additionality measures only one part of the benefits – those accru
private agents. It does not measure the externalities involved (which are the main justificatio
having the programme in the first place), nor the private and social costs. To illustrate the p
Figure 5.1 shows in a simplified way that technology policy should focus on projects with h
expected net social benefits and negative expected private benefits (i.e. the project would not have been
undertaken by private firms in the absence of an incentive). If expected net social benefits are lo
expected private benefits strongly negative, policy makers must be confident of a very high deg
additionality for the policy to be justified.

Box 5.4. Social cost-benefit analysis for evaluating R&D programmes: an Australian example

Social cost-benefit techniques have long been used to appraise large government projects, typically in the area
of infrastructure or transport. They are a relatively new tool in the evaluation of technology and innovation
programmes. While becoming increasingly popular, their more widespread use is hampered due partly to the
difficulties involved in assembling and calculating all the necessary elements, and partly to the concern that
cost-benefit techniques provide a false sense of precision while neglecting the more qualitative impacts of
programmes. Nevertheless, much of the usefulness of the framework stems from the way in which it forces the
evaluator to be specific about where and how any benefits or costs are likely to be manifested, as well as
enumerating, even crudely, likely magnitudes.

A good example of the use of a social cost-benefit framework for the evaluation of a government programme to
support innovation is the Australian experience with the evaluation of the R&D tax concession (Lattimore, 1997).
In the evaluation of the tax concession, the net social benefits were broken out into many sub-components. On
the benefit side, they included (i) the difference between the private post-subsidy rate of return on induced R&D
compared with alternative uses of those resources; and (ii) spillover benefits from induced R&D (those benefits
derived from R&D spending that are not captured by the private investor). On the cost side, the calculations
accounted for (i) the marginal excess burden of taxation, i.e. the social costs associated with raising taxes in
order to finance reductions in revenue due to business expenditure on eligible R&D; (ii) leakage of tax benefits to
overseas shareholders; (ii i) government administrative costs of the programme including the purely
administrative costs of raising the tax revenue; (iv) business compliance costs associated with the programme;
and (v) resources expended by firms in lobbying for more generous provisions.
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Figure 5.1. Targeting financial support to private R&D

Portfolio of private R&D projects

Source: Adapted from Yager and Schmidt (1997).

261. A complicating factor when dealing with this issue is that evaluations have demonstrate
socio-economic effects may be manifested not only through market-related effects (e.g.sales of
products, reduction of process costs, etc.), but also through individual and organisational lea
effects (including partnerships and networking), influencing norms and standards, and contribut
skills and research manpower (Georghiou, 1997). These do not reduce to a single varia
Additionality is traditionally concerned with the difference arising from an intervention. (Doe
financial input to a firm result in that firm spending that “additional” sum on R&D? Would the proj
have taken place in the absence of intervention?). In practice the situation is often more ambig
with the project being carried out “differently” as a result of funding (for example collaboratively rathe
than by a single organisation). The concept of “behavioural additionality” has been develop
describe this category of effect, which can often be the most long-lasting. It is important tha
evaluation framework be sufficiently flexible to take sucheffects into account.

Coverage of evaluations and the use of different tools and methods

262. The coverage of evaluations in terms of policy tools and instruments has evolved
broadened over time (Table 5.2) to accompany the development of innovation and technology p
moving from an initial focus on the evaluation of the potential merits of scientific projects to
assessment of the socio-economic impact of diffusion-oriented or collaborative research progra
Those countries with the most mature evaluation methods and institutions have subjected
elements of their system to evaluations in a balanced way. However, with the further developm
policy, the corresponding evaluation practices need to evolve.

Expected firm profitability

B A

Expected
social

benefits

Proper target for
technology policy

C D

Potential target Potential target, but
but would need hard to identify
strong additional incentive
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263. While first-generation evaluations were predominantly concerned with inputs, and follo
generations extended the examination of factors to various indicators of innovative outputs
practice must now include an assessment of “soft factors” in the innovation process (intan
investments in skil ls and organisational practices, information, awareness, collabor
behaviour, etc.). These are increasingly recognised as of central importance for successful inno
and have been targeted by a growing number of programmes and policy measures. Best practice
found in evaluations that use a “portfolio” approach rather than focusing on individual proje
Additionality cannot be appropriately measured by looking at individual projects, but has to take
account the portfolio of projects that firms pursue in order to judge the programme or policy
respect to how far it was able to change the “portfolio-choices” of the firm (for examples, see Fö
1991, as well as a pioneering study from New Zealand – Foundation for Research, Scienc
Technology, 1997). There is increasing demand for evaluations that analyse different programmes in
order to compare the relativeeffectiveness of different policies using different instruments. Due
methodological problems, “good practice” has yet to evolve in this respect, and further developm
evaluation methodologies is needed.

264. As regards the mix of evaluation methods, there are clear differences between countries
faith they put in conclusions based on quantitative as opposed to qualitative techniques. Th
however, a growing awareness that no single best method exists. Different approache
complementary rather than mutually exclusive and, to increase the credibility of evaluation resu
number of alternative methods should be used to consolidate the foundations for p
recommendations. The distinction is not clear-cut: quantitative techniques often produce m
qual i tat ive informat ion. Th is mix must be ta i lored to the spec i f ic pol icy instrume
(e.g.diffusion-oriented programmes, collaborative R&D programmes, etc.), the goal of the evalu
and the informational needs of the clients.

265. An interesting recent development in evaluation methodology concerns the use of econo
techniques based on longitudinal micro-level data, where the impacts of programmes are exami
comparing the performance characteristics of firms that are clients of government initiatives (su
extension services) with those of non-client firms (Box 5.5). The quality of results based on this app
is, however, conditional on the extent to which researchers can control for firm characteristics othe
programme participation. Furthermore, this technique is only the first step in a full cost-benefit analy
its best it establishes the private benefits ensuing to firms as a result of the programme; justificatio
programme needs to account for social benefits compared with total costs.

266. In a general sense, it is clear that the most rigorous evaluation schemes are constructed
social cost-benefit frameworks; however, such calculations can give a spurious sense of pre
Ideally, they should be combined with the qualitative information from user surveys, in-depth
studies and interviews to produce the variety of information needed by the different use
evaluations. Single-approach evaluations can be misleading, and placing too much emphasis on
quantitative estimations – while useful as a cross-check – might miss the essential qualitative effec
new initiatives. Furthermore, it is clear that quantitative techniques need to be further developed
especially with regard to the challenge of capturing the economic impacts of the “soft factor
innovation (impact on learning, co-operative and innovative behaviour).
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Table 5.2. The evaluation "tool kit": pros and cons of different methodological approaches

plication Cost

itutions
mpetitive

● Low

information

● Expensive

es
on-oriented

● High if done extensively

l and
n of

● Moderate in general, but high
if done extensively

to ● Moderate to high, depending
on data availability

on-oriented

to industrial

● High (demanding data
collection requirements and
skill of evaluators)
13
9

Source: OECD Secretariat.

Strengths Weaknesses Main areas of ap

Peer-review methods ● Informed judgement,
especially on quality of
scientific quality

● Can be systematised,
checked and analysed to
increase confidence in results

● Relative simplicity

● Subjectivity of experts; lack
of independence of experts

● Only qualitative information
● "Group think" within panels
● Difficult to apply to

commercially sensitive
projects

● Evaluation of inst
● Support for pre-co

research

Client follow-up and
user surveys

● Questions can be tailored to
interests of different
stakeholders

● Provide valuable feedback to
programme managers

● No control group
● Provide no way to validate

information on cost and
performance of measure

● Diffusion-oriented
programmes

● Consultancy and
services

Case studies ● Help understand complex
processes

● Provide detailed information
about mechanisms through
which programmes affect
performance

● Can induce substantial
(individual) learning effects

● Highly dependent on
evaluator’s skill and
experience

● Generate little quantitative
information

● No control group
● Rely on "success stories"
● Hard to incorporate into

routine monitoring
● No way to generalise

● Consultancy and
information servic

● Large-scale missi
programmes

Technometrics,
scientometrics,
bibliometrics

● Objective output data of
innovation projects

● Standardised methodologies
● Allow use of control group

● Measure only scientific and
technological output, but not
economic benefits

● The technologica
scientific dimensio
innovation output

Econometric studies ● Allow use of control group
● Can utilise external existing

data sources

● Impractical in many cases ● Financial support
industrial R&D

● Diffusion-oriented
programmes

Cost-benefit analysis ● Incorporate all social benefits
of programmes and accounts
for opportunity costs of
resources

● Difficult to collect all
necessary information

● Quantitative information often
conceals qualitative aspects
of programmes

● Large-scale missi
programmes

● Financial support
R&D
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267. The need for an approachwhich combines quantitative with qualitative information is underscor
by the fact that programme management requires an analysis of the process and performance of d
policy instruments. Given the high variance of returns in different technology projects, case studies ar
crucial in order to see which policies work and which do not. But, whatever the method used, the impo
of a “counterfactual” in policy evaluation exercises is stressed. Much evaluation work ignores the br
context of programmes (competitive environment within which client plants and firms operate, history
programme), in which the services provided are supposed to improve performance. It is important to h
understanding of this environment in order to optimally design, provide and evaluate programme services
and to ensure that programme objectives are not at odds with those of clients.

Institutional setting and conduct of evaluations

268. Techniques aside, evaluation is very much a social process as it involves interacti
individuals, organisational beliefs, practices and routines. The institutional set-up within w
programmes and policies are evaluated determines the nature, quality, relevance and effective
evaluation. Hence the question arises whether there is such a thing as an “optimal” institutional s
transferable across countries. It would seem that while basic principles and challenges to evaluat
similar, the concrete practical arrangements of evaluation procedures are country-specific. Howeve
country comparisons one could conclude that the precise institutional framework for evaluation is o
importance than its functionality, making it possible to draw some common lessons on best practice

269. One basic general lesson is that evaluations must take into account country specificities an
on the strengths and variety of national systems of innovation to develop systematic evaluation pr
embedded in the policy-making process. This is especially important with respect to the implemen
of results. From a practical point of view it is necessary to reconcile evaluation design with the vary
needs of policy makers, funding agencies, providers and clients of a particular programme or p
While in the most advanced countries evaluations are already standard tools in the policy proc

Box 5.5. The use of micro-level data sets for evaluation purposes: the US approach

An important methodological advance in the evaluation of technology programmes has been the development of
micro-level data that allow information on firms participating in different government initiatives (“client firms”) to be
“matched” and confronted with information on their performance. In the United States, recent research has used
“administrative” data collected during the delivery of services in the context of the Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (MEP) together with longitudinal data on manufacturing establishments from the US Census Bureau (the
Longitudinal Research Database) to determine whether observed changes in the performance of firms (i.e. growth in
value-added per worker or plant survival rates) can be attributed to association with the MEP (Jarmin and Jensen,
1997).

The main justification for the use of micro-level data lies in the fact that the impact of programmes is at firm or plant
level, making it sensible to examine the impact of these programmes at that level. Micro-level data allow researchers to
explicitly recognise that programmes such as the MEP are addressed to heterogeneous populations and to compare
performance of client plants with that of non-clients. They also allow to correct for selection bias (the fact that better-
than-average plants seek out services such as MEP), as well as to take into account the competitive environment
within which client firms operate, and in which the services provided are supposed to improve SME performance. This
should help ensure that programme objectives are not at odds with those of the client SMEs.

Among the different evaluation methodologies that allow an examination of the impact of programmes (e.g. case
studies, client surveys), econometric analyses based on such micro-level non-experimental data offer researchers and
policy makers the best opportunity to assess the overall performance of programmes such as manufacturing
extension. Building up databases that allow for such micro-level analysis will be an essential methodological tool for
evaluation in countries wishing to better assess the impact of such programmes. Nevertheless, it should be noted that
this type of approach only partly addresses the desirability of such policy initiatives. In addition to evaluating the impact
of the policy, a full cost-benefit calculation is needed to form a judgement about the opportunity cost of the resources
expended and the cost of potential distortions as a result of the policy.
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others, an “evaluation culture” in the sense of a general awareness of the need for and a positive attitude
towards regular evaluations, but including also the creation of a pool of knowledge and expertise
regard to evaluation practices, either needs to be created or could be much improved.

270. Another institutional prerequisite for valuable evaluations is the independence of
evaluators. Several institutional solutions exist in various countries (e.g.evaluations being carried ou
by the independent accounting offices of parliaments, the commissioning of evaluations to ex
consultants etc.). Increasingly, countries commission evaluations to international evaluator
especially in the European context. In some countries, the idea of a “code of conduct” for evaluati
advocated, comprising standards and basic requirements for those commissioning evaluations.

271. Even in countries where evaluations are carried out regularly, there is often an “implemen
gap” in that results from evaluations are either not taken up at all or are taken up in a “localised f
(i.e. recommendations are only implemented if the institution evaluated can implement them o
own). The lack of a feedback mechanism is probably the most important single factor limiting the
of evaluations. In many countries, there is a pressing need to secure follow-up at the appropriat
of policy making. This can be achieved in various ways. Some countries have put a formal oblig
on those responsible for policy making to react to the results of evaluations (see Box 5.6 fo
example of the UK ROAME-F procedure). Others have a policy of exposing the results of evalua
to public discussion. A presumption in favour of publication of evaluation reports – although too m
publicity might have its own drawbacks – is generally favourable for the development of an evalu
culture as well as to encourage policy implementation.

272. With respect to the practical conduct of evaluations, country experiences show that best
are obtained when evaluations are designed at the same time as the programme or policy
evaluated. Early preparation is necessary to secure the collection and provision of the data neede
course of the evaluation – especially where the use of micro-level data is essential for the estima
the impacts. Best-practice examples include the build-up of databases that can be used for v
evaluations of programmes and policies addressing the innovative behaviour of a large number o
as in the United States. Such a “concurrent design” of both programme and evaluation procedure
acceptance levels of the procedures and criteria by the persons and institutions involved.

273. Rather than being conducted on an ad hoc basis, evaluations need to be carried out re
subject to the condition that sufficient new results are available to test the rationale and effectiveness of
the programme. There are substantial learning effects from frequent evaluations, both on the d
side for policy makers, programme managers and providers, as well as on the supply side f
professionals carrying out evaluations. The accumulated knowledge can be a valuable tool for
making, as the practice in Nordic countries exemplifies. Frequent evaluations have been shown t
a lasting effect on the behaviour of the evaluated institutions and in many cases contributedper seto the
improvement of routines and performance.

274. The design and choice of evaluation methods should reflect the different informational needs
of the various actors involved (e.g.policy makers, programme managers, those people actually carrying
out the programme, the clients of the programme). A well-designed evaluation has to take
different needsinto account, while reconciling desired information needs with resource and informa
availability constraints. In some countries, valuable experience was gained in establis
multi-disciplinary evaluation teams to judge the scientific, economic, managerial and poli
dimensions of the programme or activity. Such a broad approach to evaluation, though desirable
methodological point of view, has to be balanced with the resources available, and in practice will tend
to be confined to large-scale programmes.
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275. Finally, in almost all countries evaluations have been used mainly for incremental cha
(i.e. improving the design and administration of programmes), but rarely to guide more fundam
shifts and strategic re-orientations in technology and innovation policy. To empower evaluatio
such a task, it would have to be embedded in a wider system of information gathering and prepa
linking it to technology foresight and technology assessment exercises. The role of the evaluator
likely to change in such a setting. In bringing together various sources of information as inputs
strategic policy formulation process, his/her role would be transformed from one of a “referee” to
of a “moderator” of the information-gathering process and a “coach” for the strategic po
decision-making process. With the growing need for comparing policies and programmes agains
other and widening the scope of evaluation towards systemic and strategic aspects, this would s
be a “best practice for the future”.

276. This raises the question of how far evaluation can go. It is not a costless activity, and
there is a need for more and better evaluations, there can also be diminishing returns. The right b

Box 5.6. The UK ROAME-F model: evaluation and the policy-making process

One of the most critical determinants of the success of evaluation is the extent to which it is embedded in the
policy-making process. Even well-designed, well-run evaluations are of little use if their results are not picked up
in redesigning or reforming existing and future policies. This understanding has led the United Kingdom Treasury
to develop general guidelines for the management of support programmes. The Department for Trade and
Industry and Department for Education and Employment have developed these further into the ROAME-F
statement, which helps users to establish a rationale for policy, set objectives, monitor the process, evaluate the
outcome and feed back the results into the design of future policies.

Rationale – making a case for undertaking an activity – involves justification in terms of the expected impact on
economic performance or some other policy objective. Establishing an economic rationale involves identifying
grounds for belief that an activity is likely to generate supply-side benefits (e.g. by increasing the efficiency of
resource allocation, easing a supply constraint or promoting a generic technology). The specific sources of
market failure that prevent firms from achieving these benefits in the absence of the policy have to be explained
(e.g. public goods, externalities, inefficient market structures and entry barriers, information asymmetries or
dynamic adjustment problems). A case should also be made that government actions can improve on imperfect
market outcomes.

Objectives – making the aims of the initiative operational. This stage involves setting clear and measurable
objectives that relate directly to the economic rationale and that allow the definition of a performance indicator
that can be monitored during the life of a programme.

Appraisal – examines options available for delivery of the outputs of the initiative. It is intended to determine
which set of options will best achieve the stated objectives. Appraisal techniques commonly used include
cost-benefit analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis (comparing the costs of different ways of achieving similar
outputs) and financial or commercial appraisal (applied when benefits can be measured as receipts from sales
and where charges and costs represent payments for goods and services as inputs).

Monitoring – routine checking of progress against plan. Monitoring information should refer back to the
scheme’s stated objectives. It can relate to results (checking for the effect of the policy in terms of outputs, i.e. the
effect on firms), and management (examining the extent to which the policy is being carried out as planned
referring to input objectives). Monitoring differs from evaluation in that it does not address issues related to the
validity of the rationale, additionality or wider effects of the scheme.

Evaluation – reviewing outcomes on the basis of an in-depth review over a number of years. This involves
examining issues of effectiveness (achievement against stated objectives), with a quantification of the value
added of the initiative based on data on higher sales, profits and incomes, as well as on costs incurred at market
prices (distinguishing between economic costs and transfers). A focus on additionality (the change due to the
policy as compared to what would have happened in its absence) and on potential crowding-out effects ensures
that alternative uses of resources are taken into account. Issues of efficiency and programme management are
also addressed, partly by comparing cost-benefit ratios of the initiative under evaluation with those in other
cases, and partly by reviewing operational procedures.

Feedback – drawing on the lessons of evaluation for future initiatives. A presumption of publication of evaluation
results and a requirement that the managers responsible for the policy initiatives respond to the evaluation are
two practical ways to ensure some sort of feedback into the design of future initiatives.
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has to be found between the good practice of frequent evaluations of particular programmes, a
evaluation of new areas of government initiatives. While there is often a temptation to con
evaluating at regular intervals programmes for which evaluation methodologies are well establ
the budgets available for evaluation would be better spent on addressing difficult evaluation iss
the newer areas of innovation and technology policies, such as collaborative research, public-private
partnerships or diffusion programmes.

277. Furthermore, although welcoming an increased scope of evaluation techniques to pro
greater variety of information more reliably, there is a danger of stretching evaluation too
Evaluation can help to guide informed choices, but it cannot substitute for a political decision-ma
process. Evaluations are not and cannot be decisive, partly because policy involves trade-offs an
judgements, and partly because evaluations are often simply not good enough due to uncertaint
impact of many programmes. Many policy decisions are based on intuition and first princip
however it is important that, as far as possible, the correct rationale isgiven at the outset and tha
assumptions regarding market and systemic failures are tested empirically to determine their va
Moreover there is a clear need for evaluations that go beyond individual programmes, and that i
compare the impacts of different spending initiatives and examine the appropriateness and efficie
different policytools in achieving a given objective.

5.5. Trends and challenges for the future development of evaluation practice

278. Despite the substantial efforts and progress made in evaluation in most countries,
remains to be done. In countries that are only now introducing elements of evaluation into
policy-making process, there is too much focus on efficiency reviews and too little on evaluatin
economic impacts of technology and innovation policies and alternative means of achieving given
objectives. And, even in countries with a longer experience in this area, evaluation practice o
continues to be piecemeal, with insufficient attention paid to “softer” policies and syste
considerations. The single biggest weakness in most countries’ evaluations seems to be the lac
appropriate feedback framework.

279. From the discussion above, some broad trends and challenges emerge for the
development of evaluation practices. First is the challenge to establish or improve a coun
“evaluation culture”. Even with differing approaches and attitudestowards evaluation, there exists
possibility for mutual learning, including for those countries which have the most advan
methodologies and institutions. Second, there is a necessity to improve quantitative and qual
methods to meet the challenges imposed by increased budgetary pressures, on the one hand, and
assessment of the impacts of more complex and systemic policies, on the other hand. Although
have been undertaken in this direction, substantial work remains to be done. Adequate train
evaluation techniques for civil servants and policy makers is important in this respect.

280. Finally, there is a need to assign an appropriate role for evaluation exercises i
policy-making process. This involves not only the establishment of feedback loops securing p
implementation of results – still absent in many countries, but also linking evaluation to other so
through which technology and innovation policy might be informed (such as technology forecasti
assessment). It also includes re-designing the role of evaluation and evaluators to reflect cha
policy needs. Although these trends and principles are fairly common among countries, they nee
applied with an eye to the needs and specificities of the “national system of evaluation” in order
accepted and properly implemented in the context of a specific country.
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CHAPTER 6. MANAGING THE SCIENCE BASE

6.1. Introduction

281. The science base is a fundamental element of innovative dynamism. The focus of this c
is to provide information to facilitate the search for best practice in the management of the sc
system from an innovation perspective.35

6.2. The relationship between science and innovation

How science contributes to innovation

282. As evoked in Chapter 2, the relationships linking science and innovation are complex and
way direct. Two facts are worth recalling. First, innovation is clearly distinct from science, sinc
requires a series of actions, such as technical experimentation, market prospection and ab
entrepreneurial initiative, which are different from scientific investigation. Second, until this cen
technical change preceded scientific progress and owed little to it. On the other hand, the extraor
expansion and success of the scientific enterprise has considerably modified the preconditio
innovation. The latter draws increasingly on advances in knowledge made by the science base, a
no linear relationship exists between the two (as discussed below).

283. This trend seems to have accelerated in recent years: surveys show that inventive activity, as
measured by patents, draws more and more upon basic science, notably publicly supported s
(Chapter 2). These studies,carried out in the United States,show a threefold increase in publication
citations in patents over the period 1987-94 (Narinet al., 1997), and provide evidence of the increasing
links between science and innovation. Although this trend needs to be confirmed by evidence
other countries, it sends a crucial message to governments, who have to efficiently support the s
enterprise.

284. However, the contribution of science to innovation should be seen in a broad perspective
well beyond the role played by basic research as a source of new knowledge in innovation proc
The innovation climate in industry benefits from the problem-solving role played by the scien

35. This chapter consolidates information from various sources, including OECD S&T statistics, studie
policy reviews, available government reports and articles published in the specialised literature. This wo
also benefited from a mission to the Netherlands organised by the Dutch authorities in June 1997. An
draft was presented at the workshop held in Budapest on 26-27 September 1997 and further revised in
discussions and contributions made at the workshop. It then benefited from further comments by Deleg
the OECD Group on the Science System.
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community, the employment of a well-educated and creative science and engineering workforc
transfer of advanced equipment, etc. (Science Policy Research Unit, 1996).

285. Sooner or later, all countries need to develop anefficient science base. The meaning of
“efficient” will differ across countries. Smaller economies benefit from “natural” trade exchanges
from ideas and technological advances stemming from the R&D efforts of larger ones (National B
of Economic Research, 1995). Their ability to absorb outside R&D (whether embodied or n
products), depends to a great extent on their science base. In considering the remarkable performances
accomplished by the Asian countries based on receptiveness to foreign technology and R&D
broadly developed technical education, one might question the need for developing basic re
capabilities. However, experience shows that such a situation cannot be maintained for long. As
seen below, the Asian countries have now embarked on long-term efforts to expand their science
although their research efforts continue to be more technically oriented than those of the western

286. As noted above, innovation does not derive directly from science, even though it is increa
nurtured by it. The knowledge required for innovation differs from that produced by science (Berkhout
et al., 1997). In the latter, knowledge is structured and produced in a fragmented way with
connection between disciplines and sub-disciplines, through a process of deepening and accum
Between scientific advance and innovations in the form of products or processes, knowledge is org
around technology areas of a generic or multi-application nature. Here, progress is based on a pro
integrating separate elements. This is followed by dissemination, and/or further integration, of techn
into different applications at the more detailed level of product development. These key aspects
knowledge chain linking science and innovation are depicted in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. They
important policy implications, notably as regards the design of research structures (in universitie
elsewhere), the focus of research efforts in various S&T fields, and the science and engineering ed
which is required to train both knowledge integrators and disseminators.

Figure 6.1. The complex interactions between scientific knowledge generation, technological research
and product development 1

1. Discipline refers to one area of scientific knowledge.
Source: Berkhout et al. (1997).

Integration and dissemination

Discipline
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Discipline Technology Product

Technology Product
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287. Although the ways and means by which science and basic research contribu
innovation differ across sectors, some key features characterise climates conducive to fru
science/innovation interactions (Science Policy Research Unit, 1996). There is a need
high-quality science base in pursuit of excellence in research, and which is curiosity-drive
application-motivated. There is also a need for adynamic industry with a strong R&D capability
and a highly qualified science and engineering workforce, to enable the best use to be made
scientific advances. Finally, there is a need for an efficient interface between the academi
business worlds, facilitating the exchange of ideas and, to an even greater extent, of people
as has been demonstrated by a number of studies (Science Policy Research Unit, 1996), peo
the most important vector of knowledge.

Figure 6.2. The interactive processes in knowledge generation and product development

Source: Berkhout et al. (1997).

The role of government

288. Governments have two basic roles to play in developing a sound science base with a v
stimulating technological progress:

● Providing appropriate financial support to scientific research, notably the university and
public research that depends primarily on government funding. This entails the provisio
a sufficient volume of credit to sustain a long-term research effort (and related trai
activities) that cannot be financed by the private sector. It also entails finding the co
balance between sure and precarious resources to ensure fruitful interactions betwe
scientific world and the surrounding environment (a prerequisite for the developmen
innovative capabilities), as well as between mission-oriented support and non-orie
support to curiosity-driven research.

● Improving the interfaces between science and industry:the two sides differ in their
rationales (the first being motivated by the advancement of knowledge, and the seco
the quest for profits) as well as cultures (scientific and technological modes of investiga
differ). Government has a role to play in stimulating communication between the
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worlds. In addition to providing an adequate financial framework, this requires stimula
co-operation (e.g.by means of collaborative centres and programmes), removing barrie
co-operation (e.g.created by inadequate regulations concerning patents, contacts
industry, researchers’ evaluation criteria), and facilitating mobility of scientists a
engineers (including the creation of science and technology-based enterprises). Ov
last two decades, these issues have received considerable attention with the developm
innovation policies of which they constitute a core aspect. The quality of science-indu
interactions is significantly influenced by the overall structure of the R&D effort an
notably, the relative importance of business sector R&D compared to university
government research. An appropriate balance is needed to prevent mismatches
supply and demand of knowledge. The possibilities for governments to act on overall R
structures and inner balances between main components are generally limited, and
effects are of a gradual nature, effective only in the long term.

289. Partly related to these are a series of complementary tasks that governments have to fu
they have a marked collective and public dimension (going beyond the capabilities or rationales
private sector). These tasks are particularly challenging in view of the developments that chara
the end of the 20th century, and include:

● Appropriately influencing the orientation of research efforts towards societal need
task primarily fulfilled by the use of procurement policies to serve public needs. I
complicated by evolving priorities (defence cutbacks, the overwhelming importanc
competition, growing concern for social and environmental issues) and the multiplicit
technological challenges and opportunities. Moreover, there is a need to deal wit
rising number of ethical and legal issues resulting from major S&T developments (s
as human cloning).

● Adapting the framework for international scientific and technological co-operati
Since the late 1980s, the acceleration of the globalisation process has raised new
regarding free-riding behaviour among the world S&T community (with firms a
countries benefiting freely from R&D and innovation efforts carried out and funded
others), calling for action on a world scale.

● Facilitating the adjustment of S&T training and education to ensure adequate monito
supply and demand for trained personnel in specific fields, as well as reducing pote
shortages in the long term caused by the ageing of the scientific workforce. This im
acting not only at the tertiary and graduate levels, but also at the secondary and pri
levels to motivate young people to enter science studies and careers. This is partic
important in view of the apparent disinterest in science by youth in a number of count

290. We will now examine the policy trends and issues in relation to these different tasks and
discuss the efficiency and appropriateness of government actions. Following an examination of the
broad trends affecting efforts to support science bases, differences among OECD countries,
notably to their socio-cultural backgrounds, will be taken into consideration. These specific
influence the nature of S&T systems and related policy approaches (Chapter 2). It should be
that the discussion of policy trends and issues, as well as the identification of “good practice
“structural weaknesses”, is often difficult to underpin with systematic empirical evidence, notab
a quantitative nature. Assessments, especially specific country experiences, are based on a
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monographs (such as OECD country reviews) or expert contributions and syntheses of diff
observations and conclusions.36

6.3. Resources for science

Broad trends

291. The science base remains largely dependent on government resources. Therefore, in most c
financing trends have to be discussed against an overall background of declining government sup
R&D (Chapter 3), as well as a slowdown of the total R&D effort in absolute or relative termsvis-à-visGDP
(notably in major countries). To gain insight into relevant trends, we will analyse several indicators rela
research expenditure: research expenditure in universities and in the government sector (compleme
human-resource data); basic research efforts in universities, the government sector and in industry; and
government support to non-oriented research (see figures and tables in Chapter 3).

292. Expenditure on R&D in the higher education sector represents between 15 and 30 per c
total R&D expenditure. In most countries, after a steady increase of the relative importance of HE
the overall R&D effort throughout the 1980s, there has been acertain stabilisation and a slight decrease
in the 1990s. Up to the early 1990s, R&D in the higher education sector (mostly devoted to research as
opposed to development) had grown at a higher rate than both the overall R&Deffort and the business
R&D effort. Since then, the evolutions have been rather parallel. Higher education researchers’
of national totals show trends relatively similar to those concerning financial resources. By compa
the R&D effort in the government sector has declined more in relative terms (a trend reflected a
the evolution of employed personnel).

293. Government support to university research has been maintained in absolute terms an
share of government R&D expenditure in most countries. However, compound annual growth rat
declining and are even negative in some countries (Canada and Italy, for instance). Meanwhi
financial contribution of the business sector remains relatively flat and modest (less than 5 per ce
the majority of countries.

294. Looking at the evolution of basic research expenditure, it can be noted that the bulk (5
cent and more) is performed by the higher education sector. The relative share of the latter te
diminish slightly in the long term, compensated by some increase in the business sector’s
Government support to basic research and to non-oriented research has been maintained in pe
terms as compared to other socio-economic objectives.

Financial pressures and evolution of research structures

295. An important trend noted in a significant number of countries is the relative reduction o
core funding for university research compared to contract-based resources (OECD, 1997l). There are

36. The Budapest workshop (see note on page 145) included two presentations dealing with science/inn
issues of general nature by J. Senker on the results of the SPRU (Science Policy Research Unit
mentioned above, and by A. Berkhout on knowledge aspects, and in addition, a series of country-r
presentations that have served for the analysis developed in the text. These country specific contribution
from A. Teich on the United States, M. Yasui on Japan, L. Kevicky on Hungary, J.P. Chevillot on the Euro
Union and a comparative framework on France and Germany (complemented by P.Y. Mauguen for Fran
M. Szeplabi for Germany), P. Tindemans on the Netherlands and V. Ludviksson on Iceland.
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several concurring factors to explain this trend. Firstly, core resources are generally obtained
general allocations given to universities for both research and education. The overall amount ha
not been raised despite a significant increase in the numbers of students enrolled by universiti
result of the widespread process of democratisation and massification of higher education. A s
factor is the growth of contract-based allocations for specific missions and/or a limited numb
years. This policy seems to have been followed by science councils and related funding agen
most OECD countries (Skoie, 1997).

296. One consequence of these trends is a significant increase in precarious positions for un
researchers – a source of concern in more than one country (e.g. Belgium, France, the
United Kingdom). It seems that serious problems appear when the ratio of sure (core) reso
vis-à-visprecarious ones drops to under 50 per cent. Of course, this is a rough rule of thumb
important variations exist among university systems. It is well known, for instance, that engine
and medical faculties are able to attract much more external funding than other types of faculties

297. In general, government laboratories have been more affected than universities by the red
of government support. This has been accompanied by a trend towards privatisation in some co
and/or strong pressure on laboratories to become largely self-financing through the provisi
services to industry, government agencies and local communities. This approach has ce
stimulated innovation, but it also has some drawbacks when pushed to excess; it disproporti
reduces the volume of research and related services of a collective nature provided to the econom
recent OECD policy reviews).

298. The R&D effort which should have a “collective nature” in order to serve the needs of indust
a whole has always been a difficult issue for governments. The European countries used to s
research associations as well as networks of “technical centres” partly funded by each trade on the
levies (tax on industry turnover). These mechanisms have been abandoned or neglected (re
declining government support), without being replaced. The United States has a well-reg
organisation for agriculture research and extension services, but little for industry and the manufac
sector. A few “generic technology centres” were initiated in the 1980s, particularly focused on adv
technology, such as Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology (SEMATECH) for semicondu
research. One of the limits of such centres is that they only benefit the consortium of (large)
involved. In fact, it is only in Japan that research of a collective nature has been, and continues
developed on a significant scale. It takes place in the double network of national and prefe
laboratories, the first working mostly for large industry, the second for SMEs on a regional basis.

299. It is also important to consider the behaviour of industry regarding basic research. O
whole, and notably in the large scientific powers, the effort of industry in favour of basic rese
seems to have been roughly maintained, without suffering too much damage from the recent eco
slowdowns. It seems, however, that in-house basic research efforts have been reduced. Meanw
support of industry to university research has kept up its momentum in most countries, with impo
differences between countries (it is particularly significant in Canada, Germany and the United Stat

300. This is apparently consistent with a general trend of industry outsourcing its basic res
investment while reducing inner capacities in the enterprises themselves. There are concerns about a
tendency towards “short-termism” of research projects developed by industry which goes hand in hand
with a reduction of the life cycles of products in a climate of increasingly fierce global competi
[see, for the United States, the survey carried out by theR&D Magazine, 1997, and for Europe, the
R&D survey of European Industrial Research Management Association (EIRMA), 1997].
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Countries’ approaches to resource allocations

301. When facing a pressing need to prioritise or cut their support to R&D, countries adopt diff
behavioural patterns. The first pattern, characteristic of countries such as Australia, Canada, the Unite
Kingdom and the United States, has been to significantly sharpen the allocation resource pr
reinforcing selectivity, drastically reducing support to non-priority areas (such as defen
conditioning government support to matching business and voluntary sector funding, and incre
ex postevaluation efforts to ensure best value for money.

302. This process has stimulated the dynamism of the research enterprise. On the whole, the scien
base in all the countries concerned continues to demonstrate remarkable productivity, as can be
by bibliometric indicators. Science-industry exchanges have also intensified, as seen in the d
patents and inventive activity which appear to call more and more on public science. At the same
there are also adverse consequences.

303. The most important policy trend in the United States so far has been the drastic reduct
large-scale programmes in defence, space or energy which began in the late 1980s. It seems that the
in large government contracts has had a severe impact on university research, the exploitation of its re
very advanced systems and the creation of high-tech firms by academics – creations which in the pas
a decisive role in the innovative dynamism of this country (Mowery, 1992). In view of the importance o
science and innovation for the whole world, these trends, if further pursued, could be troubles
Meanwhile, considerable changes have also been noted in the US academic community which has a
very dynamic attitude towards collaboration with industry, government agencies and other actors.

304. In Canada, budget cuts have been even more drastic, creating a very difficult situation f
universities. In the United Kingdom, the tightening of the ex ante resource allocation process bas
sharper peer review and reinforcement of quantitative evaluation criteria (such as publication rates) see
to convey a serious risk of excessive concentration of research in too few establishments. New Zealan
has strongly pushed the approach of contract-based funding of the science base in an overall
adhesion to the principles of the market economy. A bold restructuring of its policy has been implem
since the early 1980s, completely separating the policy orientation function from the funding func
The results, although positive on the whole, appear mitigated to the extent that this policy has ind
certain “short-sightedness” in projects developed by the research community. In addition, imp
segments have preferred to expatriate in search of safer research conditions (Nature, 1996).

305. The second main behavioural pattern, observed in most countries of Continental Europ
been characterised by the maintaining, until recently, of the overall support to the science base, but w
the persistence of serious rigidities preventing significant reallocations between departm
disciplines, institutions, etc. Some governments havereacted against these tendencies. Germany
recently decided to introduce more competition and selectivity in allocating resource to the set of p
laboratories operating in fundamental as well as in more applied or technical research. The Nethe
has also increased the relative importance of the secondary money flow (contract-based finance
university system and in the government laboratory network and, notably, the major body const
by the TNO has been obliged to increase its self-financing. Scandinavian countries, which us
suffer from a fragmentation of their resource allocation processes and research structures, ha
proceeded to reform their science councils and funding agencies:e.g.Iceland with the creation of a
single research council and an innovation fund resulting from the merging of two sectoral funds
Norway with thecreation of a single research council out of the five sectoral ones.
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306. The most significant initiative comes from Finland. In the context of a difficult economic
budgetary situation, the overall government effort is planned to increase by 25 per cent ov
period 1997-99. A large portion of these funds will be earmarked for technology programmes and
research in universities on a competitive basis. Somereallocation of resources among sectors is al
taking place through an efficient incentive mechanism stimulating the different departments to
R&D by matching funds from a central R&D budget. This effort takes place under
interdepartmental co-ordination of the S&T Policy Council, chaired by the Prime Minister, and w
broad view of the NIS and its constitutive “clusters” (Ormala, 1998).

307. In Asia, there has been a clear commitment to supporting the science base. In Japan, des
slowdown of economic growth and severe budget problems, support to R&D, and particularly to
research programmes and structures, has remained a clear priority. Government expenditure is pla
increase at a significant growth rate (5 per cent and more per year) in the context of long-term “vis
Similarly, in Korea, a vigorous effort has been made (OECD, 1996c), enabled by the rapid expansion o
the government research laboratories and a significant increase in the means of the science funding
[Korea Science and Engineering Foundation – KOSEF]. However, it seems unlikely that the country will
continue along these lines in view of its current serious financial and industrial problems.

308. Significant changes have taken place in the less developed OECD countries and regions,
to international support. The southern European countries and Ireland have benefited from the im
provided by the European Union. In particular, the “Structural Funds” have financed 50 per ce
infrastructure costs and facilitated the integration of these countries in the European research com
Similarly, Mexico’s science effort has benefited from World Bank support. However, it should
emphasized that, in certain countries, linkages with local industrial needs are not always ensured.

309. In the former socialist countries, science, although highly regarded and well funded
tradit ional ly developed in a planned economy and in the context of a hierachised and
compartmentalised innovation system. The higher education structures pursued limited res
activities (with a few exceptions, as in Poland), while fundamental and applied research wa
responsibility of Academies and their networks of institutes and branch institutes were in char
industrial and technical research. Following the crash of the communist regimes, and the re
economic recession, resources for research have been considerably reduced, leading to an impo
brain drain (both inside and outside the economies). Reforms have been implemented with a v
developing university research, but in more than one country they have met with resistance from the
established institutions (e.g.the Academies have refused to give up their monopoly on resear
Moreover the serious damage caused to the S&T capabilities formerly developed in branch ins
has not been yet compensated by the development of research in the private sector.

6.4. The science-industry interface

310. Governments have a long-lasting involvement in trying to improve industry-univer
relationships (see for instance, OECD, 1982), but their action in this domain has recently
amplified and diversified. Several types of initiatives, particularly widespread among OECD coun
as a result of a common understanding of problems or imitation effects, will be mentioned below
establishment of centres of excellence, co-operative R&D centres and science parks; R&D programm
and incentives. The persistent problems experienced by countries with similar socio-cu
backgrounds will be briefly evoked at the end of the section.
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Centres and parks

311. Centres of excellence are becoming more widespread in a number of countries, initiat
significant government funding. The sums provided for each centre are in the range of US$300
US$700 000, generally given for a period of three to five years with some matching funds required
industry, while usingacademic premises and personnel. More and more frequently, these centres
virtual form, as research units without walls, associating several teams located at a distance from eac
The centres are generally focused on interdisciplinary fields which respond to generic technology nee
also serve as loci for training doctorate and “post doc” researchers. In most countries, these centres
be favourably evaluated and, in a large majority, received renewed funding following the initial period
governments, they apparently constitute an efficient instrument of strong, selective support.

312. Co-operative R&D centres are generally set up for research of a more applied or tec
nature, matching funding from industry. These centres have been particularly promoted in Aus
Canada and the United States where they fill a gap which would appear to be less felt in other cou
for instance those influenced by the German culture where there is a long tradition of such co-ope
(the model being the Fraunhofer system). Once again, the evaluations are generally quite p
(extensive exercises have been conducted in Australia and the United States), to the extent t
funding is adequate, the industrial involvement serious and the topic well-defined. The joint indu
and academic work developed in these centres contributes to the establishment of a fruitful and d
climate of exchange of ideas and personnel.

313. Finally the concept of science parks has been very attractive to a number of countries, in
by famous US examples. Unfortunately, it would appear that some of these initiatives have not fu
initial expectations, as measured in terms of creation of enterprises, jobs, etc. In fact, success d
on a series of factors including the provision of appropriate infrastructures such as business incu
and services (consulting, venture finance) located near an advanced university complex, a dy
industry and even an international airport (although this factor may lose its importance with
development of ICTs). In addition, there is a need for a special “chemistry” between all the a
involved, which is not necessarily found in all cultures. From this viewpoint, Finland provides a s
of a successful examples that deserve to be emulated and give an idea of the size of such park
reaching a cruise regime in function of the size of the background localities (approximately 1 000
created per 100 000 inhabitants for the most dynamic parks).

Programmes and incentives

314. Joint R&D programmes are either more focused on certain types of technology or, o
contrary, less focused, where government support is designed to respond to joint university/in
proposals. There have been few evaluations of such programmes, but those available and publishe
literature recognise that these programmes have had the effect of orienting non-negligible gro
researcherstowards fields of importance for the future and for industrial competitiveness. However, th
evaluations tend to be more circumspect about the capacity of these programmes to genera
breakthrough discoveries or inventions, or at least critically push back the frontiers of knowledge, w
they are only of moderate size (say, less than US$200 000 per year over a five-year period). On a
scale, they constitute more of a complementary support for the academic communities involved w
extend their networks (notably when programmes have an international nature or origin), w
enterprises see such schemes as opportunities to keep an eye on evolving scientific discipl
technology areas.
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315. Particularly efficient have been the European Union’s schemes developed throug
successive Framework Programmes, and which have over the years created more than 150 000
industry links throughout western European countries, primarily benefiting universities and to a l
extent government laboratories. On the industry side, participants are mainly large firms, with sm
firms experiencing difficulties in dealing with the heavy procedures involved in such multi-country
multi-institution programmes.

316. Special incentives have been developed to stimulate the collaboration of industry
surrounding university and government research. For instance, generous tax relief has been p
within broader schemes to stimulate R&D effort in industry, as in Australia (150 per cent tax re
with some positive effects, although at a non-negligible cost for the budget (Lattimore, 19
Ultimately, the cost was deemed to be too high and the scheme was terminated. Some cou
partially subsidised the costs of research contracts with universities or government laboratories
employment of university researchers on a fixed-term basis. Evaluations of the programmes intro
in France, Germany and the Netherlands were generally positive, but such incentives are generally
aimed at increasing the receptive capability of SMEs rather than boosting their true innov
potential.

317. Among schemes praised for their efficiency are those which have facilitated the placement of
young academics in enterprises, with a specific project task and under the close supervision of un
professors. The Teaching Company Scheme (TCS) in the United Kingdom has been partic
appreciated and serves as model for a number of countries. Similarly, some countries have successfu
developed new forms of industrial PhDs based on the placement of graduates in industry (e.g.Denmark).

Persisting concerns

318. Despite the broad dissemination throughout the OECD area of the above-mentioned sc
science-industry linkages continue to suffer from structural difficulties or mismatches as they rel
the inner structures of research systems or to the broader regulatory framework.

319. For instance, a certain number of continental European countries have an exces
developed public research sector where scientific production does not fully meet the innovative
of industry (OECD, 1997j). Measures taken to increase the interactions between the two sec
through the development of R&D contracts originating from the business sector are insufficient or
yet to produce the expected results. Several countries which used to have exemplary university/in
relationships, such as Switzerland and to a certain extent Germany, have experienced s
difficulties in coping with new technologies and need to re-invigorate these relationships.

320. Another major problem faced by science systems in continental Europe is the poor rec
firm creations by scientists or innovators, notably in high-technology sectors. This stems fr
number of factors, including the absence of a dynamic venture capital market, inadequate regu
concerning pension schemes and obstacles preventing academics from entering into busine
returning to academia.

321. Some countries have attempted to financially support the creation of firms by scientists
university or government laboratories. Available evaluations (e.g.Austria) show that some positive
results can be obtained at a reasonable cost. After several years, the firms created have had a
innovative record, operating generally as providers of technology services, consulting or software. T
French experience has shown that the establishment of quasi-public enterprises attached t
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government research structures presents obvious limits as a mechanism for spin-offs and tech
commercialisation.

322. The Asian countries continue to suffer from a serious gap between university researc
industry. In Japan, despite the progress made in the scientificeffort, the lack of basic research funds in
university has not facilitated the development of a large-scale advanced research sector attrac
industry (notably in high technology). Moreover, strict regulations on remuneration, transferabili
pension schemes, etc., have hindered collaboration between academics and industry. Recent
should improve the situation, but it will take years for practices and mentalities to adapt. Kor
experiencing the same problems and needs to modernise its institut ional framewor
university-industry collaboration.

323. Finally it is worthwhile mentioning a general problem throughout the OECD area regardin
status of researchers and their modes of evaluation. Generally, greatest attention is paid to pee
assessments on the basis of pure scientific criteria as well as to publication records (prefera
mainstream journals and related citations). These criteria are obviously not very appropriate
considering more direct contributions to innovation, either through patenting, collaborations
industry, technology transfer, or even training of scientists and engineers to be further employ
industry. In most countries, there is an increasing awareness of the need to adjust evaluatio
promotion procedures. However, progress is slow and none of the evaluation systems currently in
give precedence to innovation-related work (OECD, 1997l).

6.5. Structural issues

324. Having examined financial resource trends and measures concerning the industry-uni
interface, it is worthwhile to briefly discuss a few fundamental issues which derive from broad tr
and problems that are characteristic of the end of this century: the orientation of the research effo
internationalisation process and human resource aspects.

Orientation of research

325. Confronted with the need to cope with budget reductions, governments are facing s
problems in identifying priority research areas. In France, the United Kingdom and the United S
the “downsizing” of the defence objective has somewhat alleviated budget problems, but there is a nee
to identify new targets for support. As for other countries, the boosting of techno-indus
competitiveness is the major objective, requiring finely tuned programming through approp
interaction with the business sector in selecting R&D projects. Under these circumstan
governments are forced to support fundamental research underlying notably generic technolo
developments, as well as to limit their support to pre-competitive R&D.

326. The structuring of technical change is complicated by the massive reduction of large
defence, space and energy programmes, and by the reluctance of governments to embark on sig
programmes related to infrastructures in transport or telecommunications, with the excepti
information highways (to a certain extent because related infrastructures are largely financed
private sector). The only sector related to social needs that receives a significant level of supp
health and medicine. Government support is playing an important role in the acceleration of innov
flows observed in this area in a number of countries.

327. The political and institutional framework proper to each country strongly influences the cond
in which priorities are formulated and translated into budget allocations. For instance the highly plur
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US political system allows a relatively good integration of national priorities in the R&D budget,
continuity and stability of the scientific effort are affected by the peculiar nature of the US governm
budget process (i.e. it is difficult or even impossible to guarantee funding for more than one year at a
and virtually all government support for research comes from project-level grants).

328. Regarding the orientation of research efforts, the balance between institutional and contract-based
resources is of primary importance. Within the latter, the balance between mission-oriented fundin
non-oriented funding responding to research proposals is generally set on the basis of a comp
peer-review process. The institutional and non-mission-oriented part of university and public s
research involves between 50 and 70 per cent of total funding, with one-fifth to one-sixth of this
being allocated through competitive and peer-review mechanisms. Although the variations a
countries seem moderate, they may lead to significant differences in financing structures of re
systems. In addition, scientists are not submitted to the same systems of incentives, with imp
consequences for the orientation, including the time horizon, of research efforts.

329. The choices of priorities among scientific disciplines are further complicated by the obs
tendency towards saturation. Seriously declining returns on investment in manyareas – dramatically
illustrated by examples such as particle physics – have led a number of observers to point to the “
science” (Horgan, 1996). The stimulation of interdisciplinary sciences today seems to be the best appr
“de-locking” or removing current saturations. At the same time, it should be noted that the developm
computers has contributed to reduced research costs, notably with the use of computer simulation in
“real world” experience. Similarly, current developments in information and telecommunica
technologies and opportunities for joint use of large-scale instruments, as well as access to database
libraries, etc., are altering research conditions. A number of parameters with conflicting effects need to b
taken into consideration when planning investments in the scientific enterprise.

330. To help identify important fields in the medium and long term, a number of governm
(e.g.France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom) have developed fore
exercises focusing on technology as well as on science trends in relation to foreseeable econom
social needs (see OECD, 1995a, for a comparative overview). These foresight exercises involve, t
variable extent the science communities, and are more or less formalised in their methods (syst
questionnaires, etc.). They provide the communities involved (scientists, industrialists, etc.) w
better, commonly established, picture of future trends. Converging on broad areas for future re
efforts, such exercises are confronted with the issue of feedback into the policy-making process a
further definition of priorities in budgets, programmes, etc.

331. The social sciences encounter specific difficulties in responding to the challenges with w
modern societies are confronted (e.g.excessive urbanisation, societal disintegration). This derives fr
their status (which for a number of science policy makers is significantly lower than hard scien
their structure and the lack of feedback into the policy-making processes in areas where they
usefully play a role. The problems encountered by human and social sciences have now b
serious, giving rise to more or less bold proposals for change and restructuring (see, for instan
report of the Gulbenkian Foundation, 1995). Nevertheless, change will not be easily implemente
to structural rigidities, prevalent ideologies, etc.

332. S&T developments have always raised important societal and ethical issues. Howeve
acceleration of S&T progress in the last few decades has created new challenges requiring a redefin
the interactions between science and society. On one hand, the science communities are incre
requested to provide an “objective expertise” – if not an immediate solution – to some of the dra
problems appearing in modern societies (e.g.mad cow disease, the re-emergence of infectious diseases
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effects of global climate change). On the other, representatives of societies or social groups are called
decide on ethical issues that result from the scientific enterprise itself (e.g.human cloning).

333. None of these situations are easy to deal with. When science is called upon to urgently p
a viewpoint, advice or solution, it is generally because a state of ignorance exists as a result of y
underinvestment in the scientific fields concerned. Warnings by the scientific communities
sometimes deliberately neglected by political bodies. The regulation of ethical problems asso
with breakthroughs in research, notably in the medical field, are generally dealt with by perma
committees or ad hoc commissions once the issues arise. Once again, the earlier interactio
established between scientists, politicians and representatives of various social groups, the bette
equipped societies will be to deal with such issues.

Internationalisation and globalisation

334. The internationalisation of science is a long-lasting trend which has accelerated over th
ten years or so, as witnessed by bibliometric data (Okubo, 1996) that clearly show a strong rise
number of joint publications between scientists from two or more countries in mainstream jou
(Chapter 2). At the same time, there is also a process of “continentalisation” of science, once
shown by bibliometrics (Leclerc and Gagné, 1994), with a tendency towards increased collaboration
within large regions (Europe, North America,37 Asia). This results, in part, from government initiative
in relation to broader trends towards economical and political integration within broad world reg
The development of IT is likely to further stimulate the process of globalisation of science, althou
ways that are not yet clear and that will differ across disciplines.

335. In parallel, as discussed in Chapter 3, we are witnessing a considerable acceleration
globalisation of industrial research. Large (and small, dynamic) multinational firms tend to optimi
the world level the localisation of their laboratories. Traditionally, countries’ innovative a
technological developments drew extensively on national research inputs. This still tends to be th
but it is likely that the globalisation of business industrial R&D will gradually modify this pattern.

336. To date, a number of governments have taken restrictive measures regarding the partic
of foreign firms in their advanced centres and programmes. When they do authorise foreign ente
participation, they apply discriminatory rules for the exploitation of patents and the furt
commercialisation of research results. Ongoing discussions on appropriate frameworks for intern
technology co-operation, as well as agreements related to the Agreement on Trade-related Asp
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), should help to get things moving in this area.

337. Good management of internationalisation trends is particularly crucial for the sm
economies. Iceland illustrates the point (OECD, 1993a). As it was not able to afford a full-scale
university undergraduate programme until the 1970s, and only very recently set up a modest gr
programme, Iceland has traditionally sent university students abroad, thus securingaccess to world
sources of knowledge. The fact that graduates show strong willingness to return when give
opportunity, and their visible contribution to the country’s economic progress, indicates that this p
has worked well. It will be maintained even with the advent of a limited domestic graduate program
Since the 1960s, Iceland has followed a policy of attracting foreign firms into its power-inten

37. Throughout this publication, the termsNorth AmericaandNorth American countriesrefer to the following:
Canada, Mexico and the United States.
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industrial sector, presently undergoing rapid growth. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the dom
fishery industries started a major internationalisation programme with substantial investme
fisheries world-wide. In the 1990s the liberalisation of financial markets and emerging payof
knowledge-based innovations have begun to attract foreign risk capital (as exemplified by invest
in gene-hunting venture firms which are already among the largest in this emerging field).

338. An important issue since the late 1980s has been the opening of the former socialist cou
This has had a considerable impact on the science communities of the OECD countries. Opportuni
new forms of collaboration giving entries into world class scientific competencies or structures (nota
Russia) now exist, but the other side of the coin is the migration of thousands of world-class scie
towards western laboratories and universities. The development of the Asian systems (espec
China) raises another type of challenge by reducing the migration process (in particular towar
United States), while creating new poles for international collaboration, so far mainly exploited by J
and the United States. The European countries appear to be far more timid from this viewpoint.

339. Finally, international co-operation in science, megascience projects and programmes sho
mentioned. In many fields, experimental research is becoming concentrated at a small number of
facilities”. In addition to fields where this has traditionally been the case (e.g.high-energy physics,
space-based astronomy), large facilities are assuming ever greater importance in condensed
research and in the life sciences. In addition, some distributed research programmes (which cons
large number of co-ordinated small and medium-sized efforts) are characterised by the same ag
funding levels as those that are typical of large facility-based projects (e.g.research on genomes o
climate change). The joint planning and implementation of large projects is complicated by the fac
most national and regional priority-setting and planning exercises are not co-ordinated on a g
level, making it difficult to pull together the necessary financial and organisational resources
OECD’s Megascience Forum provides a venue, albeit on an experimental, non-permanent basis
senior science policy officials can exchange information about priorities and plans, and begin
discussions on specific co-operative projects.

340. Despite the recognised need for collaborativeefforts forsolving dramatic common issues suc
as those related to climatic change, the implementation of significant initiatives in this area ha
with considerable obstacles and delays. The absence of links between S&T and the conduct of
affairs, notably in larger geopolitical powers (see, for the United States, a recent critical viewpo
Scienceby Watkins, 1997), would appear to be a major cause of the problems and inertia encoun
In addition, there are some world-scale issues that cannot be solved in the absence of the worl
technological programmes that are being called for in some fora, as a means to boost grow
employment in large parts of the industrial world (Gaudin, 1997). The international framework
designing, implementing and structuring such S&T initiatives on the world scale do not yet exist.

Human resources

341. In a number of countries, mismatches exist between supply and demand for highly tr
scientific personnel. This is due to the rapid development of certain disciplines requiring
qualifications not adequately provided by higher education systems. Reforms are therefore necessary in
programme courses and studies. Some countries have taken important initiatives in this domain by
creating centres of excellence (e.g.Australia, Canada, Sweden, the United Kingdom), research sch
(the Netherlands) and innovative training programmes adapted to industry and career needs (Fi
In certain countries, the inadequacy of graduate and post graduate studies is dramatically illustra
the number of PhDs who cannot find jobs and remain durably unemployed.
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342. In this context, it is useful to mention the poor conditions and precarious employm
experienced by young scientists in universities and government laboratories. As a result,
contingents of high-level researchers are “floating” in search of temporary positions in laboratories.
This situation is not conducive to productive long-term research, which requires a climate of sta
In most OECD countries, the narrowness, if not absence, in the business sector (with the excep
North America), of a labour market for advanced scientists does nothing to facilitate their integr
into the economy.

343. A grave problem affecting a number of countries is the ageing of the scientific workforc
Large contingents of scientists recruited some three decades ago are now approaching retirem
In France, more than half of the science workforce will have to be replaced within the next ten y
Similar trends are noticeable in a number of European countries such as Belgium, the Netherlan
Sweden. In Canada and the United States, the traditional inflow of foreign students (mostly from
has fallen significantly. Measures are being taken to smooth the retirement process and facilita
recruitment of young people.

344. The problem is complicated by the fact that the young generation is showing a ce
disinterest in science (OECD, 1997m). This is not generalised across all countries and does not conc
all disciplines. While traditional fields such as physics or chemistry suffer from a noticeable lac
interest, there is an increasing interest in disciplines such as computer sciences. Action has bee
in some countries affected by the trend (e.g.Japan and the Nordic countries), from primary schools
universities. Surveys carried out in a number of countries indicate the need to implement significan
changes in the curricula, selection and teaching processes at secondary school level to
discouraging those students who are not the brightest in maths and other abstract subjects and w
to give up science studies. It is also important to make scientific careers attractive either through the
incomes offered to researchers or the prestige associated with scientific research.

345. The issue of scientific creativity is of particular concern to Japan in its attempt to promo
science base to a world-class level. Having successfully provided its industries with high-quality h
resources, especially in the field of engineering, the country now plans to develop a creative s
labour force on a large scale. Teaching and learning conditions in universities, and in seconda
primary schools (which tend to stress memorisation and repetition rather than free thinking), seem
the most important obstacles to the development of such creativity, and plans have been annou
remedy this situation (OECD, 1997m). It is also necessary to better balance research and teac
obligations in laboratories to enhance the relationships between professors and the researchers working
under them. Increased funding for individual projects has been announced in support of this g
similar situation exists in Korea.

6.6. Main lessons

Ongoing changes and reform processes

346. The science enterprise seems to be at a turning point. Its funding, notably from governme
becoming increasingly problematic. The targeting of research efforts has become more complex
the support of national techno-industrial competitiveness constitutes the most importantobjective.
Research for defence, space or energy projects has lost its priority status – especially inthose countries
which used to be pace-setters in the global R&D effort. Problems are being encountered with h
resources: either with qualification mismatches or with shortages in the long term. The globalis
process makes the management of science systems more hazardous and difficult to monitor for n
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governments, while world-scale problems such as climate change await solutions. Crucial ethical
are emerging in relation to S&T developments.

347. In most countries, the question of structuralreform is a difficult one. Governments are
generally caught in one of two situations. Some are confronted with strong inertia or oppositi
change by lobbies with contradictory or converging interests. Others go for easy solutions, su
cutting budgets and reducing support for long-term research efforts. In both cases, this raises problem
which will, in the medium and long term, undermine the science base and the potential for innov
There is no simple recipe for organising and implementing structural reform. Successful ref
generally require a crisis situation, facilitating drastic changes, a consensus-building process to p
people for changes, strong leadership to conduct the changes and a very careful design of t
procedures, incentives or rules of the game.

348. The process of change is, in general, a gradual, adaptative one. Governments begin by ta
first series of issues through selected financial and regulatory measures acceptable to the commun
political constituencies concerned. Then, after some years of application and in view of the re
obtained, some corrective or additional actions are taken to complement or adjust the effects obta
the first batch of measures. A second set of problems is identified, and adequate measures imple
This continuous cycle normally requires a decade or so before significant results are visible.

349. The Netherlands illustrates such an evolution. A first series of actions was taken in the
1990s to stimulate the basic components of the science base. Universities were pressed to fin
larger part of their research effort through competitive project funding from government agen
Industry was encouraged to concentrate research teams in “research schools” and undertake eva
of research structures, while government laboratories were pressed to self-finance more R&
foresight exercise was undertaken. Complementary measures are now being taken to “fine tun
research school mechanism which was not sufficiently selective, money flow for universities w
further increased and decisions from foresight results will influence national R&D priorit
Meanwhile, new problems are emerging (in relation to the structural issues mentioned in Secti
above): the orientation of research in the face of new societal demands characterised by
participation of social groups; the internationalisation process for a country which has traditio
been very much involved in the global as well as the European economies and feels the need for
deepening this involvement (notably for cost-sharing and critical-mass concerns); and, finall
human resource issue in view of the disinterest of youth for S&T studies and a too-narrow
curricula, both of whichaffect the competence and mobility of the scientific and technical labour force.
A new batch of measures is envisaged, concretising a significant step forward, if not a quantum
for the policy-making process.

350. All countries are faced with similar tasks: applying general principles observed elsewhere
carefully adapting these general principles to the national context through a thorough understand
its specificities (paying particular attention to correcting identified weaknesses). These two poin
developed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, showing selected country experiences.
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Table 6.1. Management of the science base: general principles and best practices

Source: OECD Secretariat.

Policy areas General policy principles Cases of best policy practices

General organisation
Science-policy and government
structures

Incorporate science policy into central
government decision-making and overall
economic development strategy by appropriate
mechanisms.

Finland with the Science and Technology Policy
Council, Japan with the S&T Policy Council and the
long-term plans, Canada with the co-ordinating role
played by Industry Canada (Federal S&T and
Industry Ministry).

Structure of the R&D effort
(performing organisations)

Establish and maintain an appropriate structure
in the R&D effort, with an adequate balance
between industry, government and university.

Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom, the United States.

Funding of the science base
Overall funding Maintain or increase overall government

support to university and public research with a
long-term view.

Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Japan.

Funding of university research Maintain and establish an adequate ratio
between sure and precarious resources for
university research at the overall level (around
70/30 per cent); at the institution level, maintain
a minimum percentage of 50/50 between core
and contract-based funding (on average).

Policies pursued at the national level by the
Netherlands and Finland; at the institution level,
see examples provided by well-performing
universities in a number of countries, including
Germany, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, the
United States.

Funding of government
laboratories

Maintain a minimal level of government
research of collective interest and establish
funding mechanisms accordingly.

Countries maintaining a strong network of
government laboratories performing strategic
research of industrial interest include Finland,
Japan, Korea, Norway; core funding provided by
government can exceed 50 per cent of laboratories'
budget.

Management of funding
schemes

Separate criteria for funding of basic research
(excellence) and applied/technical research
(relevance).

Most countries now follow such principles.

Financing of basic research in
industry

Maintain a minimal level of effort by appropriate
subsidies and tax incentives for in-house
research.

To date, none of the OECD countries seem to have
come up with incentives to prevent the drying up of
in-house basic research in industry.

Science/industry interfaces
General framework A climate favourable to academic/industry

collaboration is characterised by: the absence
of regulatory obstacles (regarding financial
earnings, pension schemes, etc.); flexibility
regarding teaching obligations; and autonomy
in the development of new faculty structures
(interdisciplinary).

Australia, Canada, Ireland, the United Kingdom
and the United States present favourable climates
with few obstacles. Climates favourable to
institutional experiments can be found in the Nordic
countries. Switzerland and Germany used to
present excellent interactions in specific sectors,
but these need to be reinvigorated.

Ad hoc centres Centres of excellence (for basic research) and
co-operative R&D centres (for more applied
research), if properly funded and focused, have
both proved to be efficient mechanisms for joint
research work.

UK and Canadian schemes for centres of
excellence, and Australian and US schemes for co-
operative R&D. See also examples provided by
Finland, Japan, Korea and Sweden.

Research programmes If well-designed and generously funded (notably
at the level of individual projects), such
programmes can have a critical impact on S&T
field concerned; if moderately funded, they can
be instrumental in developing science/industry
networks.

Significant programmes of the first type can be
found in the United Kingdom (e.g. LINK) and in
Japan (on specific technologies). There are many
examples of the second type of programmes (see
the European Union for complex, multi-country
schemes).

Placement of scientists in
industry

Placements can be promoted on an ad hoc
basis with specific linkages with a given
institution or professor, or through more general
incentives.

The UK TCS and the Canadian Industrial
Research Fellowship for the first type of
programmes; and the French, Dutch and German
incentives (paying part of the cost of employment
of researchers by SMEs) for the second type of
programme.
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Table 6.2. Country experiences and issues

Source: OECD Secretariat.

Strong points/good practices Policy issues/structural weaknesses

Denmark ● Strong increase of R&D effort sustained
over a long-term period

● Very productive science base (as measured
by number of publications per researcher)

● Good network for R&D and technology
diffusion in small industries

● Excessive spreading of resources due to an
egalitarian approach

● Lack of core money/institutional funding for
university research

● Insufficient institutional funding in government
technological institutes

France ● Efficient science/technology/industry
interactions in large-scale focused programmes
(nuclear energy, aeronautics, space, transport)

● Good theoretical research

● Excessive weight of public research structures
and publicly supported research

● Need for important renewal of the research
workforce in the next decade and probable
shortages to come

● Insufficient university/industry interactions due
notably to very limited mobility of scientists

Germany ● Well-organised R&D structures with good
balance between the different components

● Strong implication of regional governments in
R&D funding and orientation

● Good infrastructures and networks for diffusion
of technical and tacit knowledge

● Difficulties with new technologies: need for
multiple-target action including renewal of
university/industry interactions, new incentives
for industrial research, etc.

● Some inertia in government laboratories
(stimulated recently by increased competitive
funding)

● Lack of resources for university research (due
to budgetary problems, notably limiting
institutional funding absorbed by educational
obligations)

Hungary ● Stabilisation of the decline of the R&D effort
after sharp reduction in the post-communist
period

● Good academic research

● Slow development of university research
(although now benefiting from increased
resources)

● Very poor development of research in industry
and limited industry/university collaboration

Japan ● Good co-ordination at the government level in
defining and budgeting the government R&D
effort

● Strong industrial research and well-developed
government laboratories oriented towards
industrial needs

● Highly qualified personnel provided by
universities

● University research still underfunded, despite
significant recent efforts; regulatory obstacles
to co operation with industry are being removed

● Concerns about creativity of human resources
(due to conditions of education and research
climate) and potential shortages due to lack of
interest of youth in S&T studies and careers

Mexico ● Good research infrastructures developed with
international funding

● Relatively well co-ordinated S&T policy by a
central agency

● Excessive academic orientation of the research
effort (due to researcher promotion system)

● Good, but insufficient, contribution of
government laboratories (due to personnel
status and salaries)

Netherlands ● Relatively efficient research system (as
measured by the ratio of outputs to expenses)

● Government policy for increasing "second
money flow" in university and facilitating
concentration (in research schools)

● Problem with government sectoral research
laboratories (lack of resources)

● Need to adapt research system to mounting
societal concerns in a consensus-based
society

● Human resources in S&T insufficiently
developed; education system not sufficiently
broad

United States ● Good balance between the different
components of the overall R&D system

● Excellent climate for university research and
co-operation with industry

● Well-spread development of university/industry
co-operation schemes stimulated by
government

● Good process for establishing R&D priorities
reflecting national needs, but lack of continuity
and consequently instability in support for
research infrastructures; inadequate co-
ordination among agencies, leading to risk of
costly redundancy

● Reduction of large-scale programmes (in
defence, space, etc.) which used to be a major
source of innovations

● Reduction of in-house basic research effort in
industry
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Applying general policy principles

351. The positioning of science and research policy in the overall government structure needs
seriously reconsidered in most OECD countries in order to better integrate them into the ov
government strategy, to facilitate interactions with other policies and to help maintain the ov
science budget. The concern for integration is part of a general concern of innovation policy, and
progress seems to have been made in most countries. Budget co-ordination and the relationsh
long-term government strategies require appropriate institutional mechanisms, which have been
place in certain countries (e.g.Finland and Japan).

352. As regards the funding of the core of the science base (i.e. publicly supported research in the
university sector), the maintenance of overall support is recommended. In most countries, a zero
situation has been reached following a gradual decline since the early 1990s and there is a
deterioration of the science base if current trends continue. The ratio of precariousvis-à-vissure resources
(mostly provided by the institutional funding of universities) needs to be maintained at areasonable level.
Nevertheless, important differences exist among universities and faculties, depending on the discip
which they specialise; therefore, the ratio should be determined with appropriate flexibility.

353. In a number of countries, government laboratories continue to be a source of key effo
basic research of technological interest. It is important that these laboratories continue
appropriately funded by mechanisms that ensure an adequate diffusion – not only for the ente
that collaborate directly with them, but also for the broader industries they may concern. Ade
financial mechanisms need to be (re)established for supporting research of collective interest.

354. Basic research efforts in industry are limited and even declining in a number of countries.
the extent that this trend continues, the receptiveness of the enterprise sector to scientific adva
well as the quality of its interactions with the science base will be seriously altered. Mechanisms
to be found by governments to stimulate the maintaining or (re)constitution of in-house basic res
capabilities in industry.

355. Due to the cumulative nature of scientific knowledge creation, theinstitutional framework in
which the science actors, and notably universities, operate has a tendency to grow rigid and resi
change. A key challenge for policy makers is to design and implement mechanisms that allow st
to be coupled with enhanced flexibility and adaptability. In a number of countries universities shou
given more autonomy, along with the adaptation of framework conditions, to more effectively ini
new forms of research, particularly of an interdisciplinary nature. As part of this agenda, policy sh
facilitate contacts with industry and encourage collaborative work based on a large amount of tac
uncodified knowledge. Evaluation of disciplines, institutes and individuals needs to be adapted
beyond simple criteria of scientific excellence to become properly integrated with all contribution
industrial, economic and social development. Co-operation with industry can be facilitated thr
regulatory reform. University and public researchers should be encouraged to move to ind
including through creating their own firms – an essential vector for innovation, especiall
high-technology sectors.

356. Thus, there is scope for improvement in the relationship between science and society. At
when societies are seriously re-considering their priorities, for instance pushing health and enviro
protection, preferences need to be formulated and channelled to decision makers in a way that
for timely research efforts. Public participation in the formulation of research strategies is an importan
element of well-designed and stable science policies. Major breakthroughs in medicine and g
engineering raise fundamental ethical issues that must be appropriately dealt with.
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357. As regards human resources, a qualified scientific and engineering workforce is a primary
condition for a dynamic and innovative climate. Education systems should be organised in such
as to ensure adequate quantitative and qualitative flows of qualified scientists and engineers by timely
actions, including at the primary and secondary school levels which play a decisive role in the f
orientation of youth. This implies reforms of curricula and selection processes and well-targeted a
stimulating awareness in schools and through the media, museums, etc.

358. Finally, it is crucial that governments are better organised toface the internationalisation and
globalisation trends that affect more or less directly the science enterprise. Three issues deserve p
attention:(i) the impacts of ICT on the organisation of the global research effort;(ii) the monitoring of
potentially unfair exploitation of research efforts by other countries (especially when associated
free-riding behaviour); and(iii) the organisation of an international co-operative framework f
large-scale projects of global significance such as climate change and sustainable development. Ac
these objectives requires a strategic repositioning of science policy by governments.

Reducing country-specific weaknesses

359. To be efficient, policies need to be based on a thorough analysis of each national context. So
problems that need to be addressed in relation to the main socio-cultures in the OECD area can be id
In general, the United Kingdom, the United States and other countries influenced by their sc
model, have shown flexibility and adaptation regarding the tightening and reallocating of govern
R&D budgets. However, excessive concentration of research efforts, as well as excessive condi
of government support on performance-based criteria and/or matching funds from industry, le
serious risks of durable alteration of the science base.

360. Continental European countries have so far been able to preserve their scientific bas
major disturbances and budget cuts. Nevertheless, most countries will have to reorient and rea
funding by increasing the amount of competitive funding. Moreover, measures should be taken to ma
more flexible and more supportive the institutional and regulatory frameworks in which univers
reorganise their structures, scientists develop their initiatives including own enterprises, etc.

361. There are important variations in Western Europe. Countries influenced by the Latin cu
with a large public research sector need to reduce mismatches with regard to industrial research and
innovation expectations. Countries influenced by the German culture encounter difficulties in
technologies and need to adapt their university/industry interfaces. The Scandinavian count38

committed to a consensus-based decision-making process, suffer from fragmentation and a
conservatism in the resource allocation process. In the less advanced countries of Southern Euro
in Mexico), a comprehensive effort is required to develop the research capability of industry and reduce
the inward orientation of the academic community.

362. The eastern European countries in transition should make substantial efforts to re-
progressively in their science bases. After the considerable reductions imposed by the recession
transition process, there is an urgent need to pursue reforms to foster a functioning university re
sector and build research capacity at the enterprise level.

38. Throughout this publication, the termScandinavian countriesrefers to the following: Denmark, Iceland
Norway and Sweden.
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363. Finally, while continuing the expansion of their science bases, the Asian countries ne
further enlarge their investment in university research, increase project funding for university res
teams, pursue measures for deregulating and removing obstacles to co-operative work with in
and further develop the internationalisation of their research systems by all means, includin
attraction of foreign researchers and students. An effort is also necessary to stimulate the creat
their scientific workforce, beginning in the primary and secondary school systems.
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CHAPTER 7. FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO
INDUSTRIAL R&D EFFORTS

7.1. Introduction

364. Financial incentives to industrial R&D performed by business firms are channelled throu
myriad of support schemes. These can be grouped into two broad categories: indirect support
form of tax incentives, which are generally the preferred support instrument where the objective
reach all R&D-performing firms; and direct support, mainly grants, where governments wish t
more selective with respect to the type of R&D project or the technological area.

7.2. Tax incentives to industrial R&D

R&D tax treatment as a technology and innovation policy instrument

365. The innovation strategy of firms is influenced by the tax treatment of innovation-rel
investment – especially R&D. From a tax-policy perspective, R&D is only a mix of current expend
(mainly wage costs which can be deducted from taxable income in the year they are incurred
investment in equipment and machinery which must be depreciated. Over the last ten years in most
countries, tax reform has emphasized two main objectives:(i) simplicity, notably by reducing the numbe
of tax exemptions; and(ii) greater neutrality regarding the impact on relative prices of production fac
and costs of alternative business investment strategies. The fact that a number of countrie
maintained, or even recently introduced in one case, exemptions in favour of R&D may ap
paradoxical. An explanation is that tax incentives present unique advantages as a tool for stimu
R&D compared to other instruments of technology and innovation policy.

366. Tax concession is the more“market-friendly” form of government spending (as foregon
revenues) to promote technological development and innovation. Private sector decision makers
autonomy in deciding how to react to the diminution of the (after-tax) cost of R&D brought about by
incentive. The reliance on a pure price mechanism to stimulate private R&D, with no direct govern
involvement in the selection of “subsidised” projects, is specific to tax incentives. However, the draw
is that firms may find that a modest decrease in the cost of R&D does not justify undertaking more R
or may undertake additional R&D with satisfactory private return but low social return (i.e. few net social
benefits). In addition, even if tax concessions entail generally lower administrative costs (for both
government and recipient firms) than direct subsidisation programmes, like any form of governmen
intervention involving public expenditure they have hidden costs since the lost revenues must be fin
through additional taxation which may have distortionary impacts (Lattimore, 1997). Their effective
must therefore be carefully analysed on the basis of the collective experience of Member countries.
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367. This section reviews the R&D tax schemes currently implemented in OECD countries, eva
their effectiveness, identifies good practices in scheme design and formulates recommendations on
best to use R&D tax treatment as an instrument of technology and innovation policy.

R&D tax treatment in OECD countries

368. Governments can use one or a combination of the following tax measures to reduc
after-tax cost of business R&D:

● More rapid depreciation of investment in machinery, equipment, and even in some
buildings, used for R&D activities.

● Full deductibility of current R&D expenditure from taxable income, which is a favourable
treatment since such expenditure is in fact an investment yielding revenues over several

● Extra allowance which enables firms to deduct more than 100 per cent of their R
expenditure from taxable income.

● Tax credit which allows firms to deduct a percentage of their R&D expenditure from their ta
liabilities. Eligible R&D expenditure can be either the total amount of R&D perform
(volume-based tax credit, also named flat rate tax credit) or the increase in R&Doutlays over
their amount in a preceding reference period (incremental tax credit).

Current practices

369. Tax treatment of R&D is reported for 25 OECD countries in Table 7.1. In all countries the
system allows the accelerated depreciation of equipment used for R&D. All but one cou
New Zealand, allow current business expenditure on R&D to be fully deducted in the year incu
and seven extend this favourable tax treatment to non-current R&D expenditure. Ten Member countries
provide additional tax incentives to R&D:

● Australia and Austria offer extra R&D depreciation allowances amounting respectivel
125 per cent (150 per cent until 1996) and 118 per cent of current R&D outlays.

● Eight countries provide R&D tax credits. Volume-based tax credits are found in Canada,
and the Netherlands (for SMEs); France and the United States offer incremental tax cr
Japan, Korea and Spain use both.

Tax incentive mechanisms differ further in their detailed features, with regard to:

● The eventual existence of a two-tier system involving both central (federal) and reg
(provincial) tax incentives, as in Canada and the United States.

● The definition of eligible R&D expenditure. Most often both current expenditure and tang
investment costs are eligible but in Austria and the United States only current cost
eligible. In the Netherlands and the Province of Quebec, the tax credit is base
R&D-related labour compensation.
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Table 7.1. R&D tax treatment in OECD countries, 1996

Other features CITR1 B-index

re-
ntal Special allowances Credit

taxable 1981-96 1981-96

(per cent)

. 46 - 36 1.01 - 0.76

12 per cent, machinery &
equipment, bldg

No 62 - 34 0.93 - 0.93

. 18.5 per cent, machinery &
equipment

48 - 40 1.01 - 1.01

13.5 per cent, machinery &
equipment

. . . . 1.01 - 1.01

. Yes 26 - 23 0.87 - 0.68

. 42 - 32 0.84 - 0.83

. 25 per cent, current
expenditure, machinery &
equipment, bldg

40 - 34 1.00 - 0.87

. 49 - 28 1.02 - 1.01

0 No 50 - 33 1.02 - 0.92

. 63 - 57 1.04 - 1.05

. n.a. - 35 n.a. - 1.01

. n.a. - 33 n.a. - 1.03

. 10 - 10 1.00 - 1.00

. 36 - 53 1.03 - 0.41

. . . . . 1.03 - 1.05
16
9

Current
expenditure

(per cent)

R&D depreciation rates & schemes Tax credit

Machinery and equipment Buildings Level Inc
me

(number of years are approximate for a full depreciation) (per cent)

Australia 1502 3 years, straight-line 40 years, straight-line . . .

Austria 118 5 years, straight-line3 25 years, straight-line3

Belgium
SMEs 100 3 years, straight-line 20 years, straight-line3 . . .

Large firms

Canada
SMEs 100 100 per cent 4 years, declining balance3 35 .

Large firms 20 .
Denmark 100 100 per cent 100 per cent . . .

Finland 100 30 per cent, declining
balance3

20 per cent, declining
balance3

. . .

France 100 5 years, straight-line or
40 per cent, declining
balance

20 years, straight-line3 . . 5

Germany 100 30 per cent, declining
balance3

25 years, straight-line3 . . .

Greece 100 100 per cent 12.5 years, straight-line3 . . .

Iceland 100 8 years, straight-line3 50 years, straight-line3 . . .

Ireland 100 100 per cent 100 per cent . . .
Italy

SMEs 100 10 years, straight-line 33 years, straight-line3 30 .

Large firms . . .
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No 38 - 38 0.94 - 0.94

55 - 51 1.02 - 1.02

K
No 38 - 30 1.03 - 0.83

1.03 - 0.90
M 42 - 34 0.99 - 1.02

N
& No 48 - 37 1.01 - 0.89

. . . . 1.01 - 0.90
N n.a. - 33 n.a. - 1.13

N 51 - 28 1.04 - 1.02

P 35 - 36 1.02 - 1.02
S No 33 - 35 0.86 - 0.66
S 52 - 28 0.92 - 1.02

S 28 - 34 1.01 - 1.02

T n.a. - 25 n.a. - 1.00
U 52 - 33 1.00 - 1.00
U Yes 46 - 35 0.82 - 0.93

Current
expenditure

R&D depreciation rates & schemes Tax credit Other features CITR1 B-index

Machinery and equipment Buildings Level Incre-
mental Special allowances Credit

taxable 1981-96 1981-96

(per cent)
Corporate income tax rate.
125 per cent since 1997.
Treated as other types of investment.

ource: OECD Secretariat.

apan
SMEs 100 Choice between 7 to

65 years, straight-line3

Choice between 3 to
25 years, straight-line3

6 . . 5 per cent for high-tech
machinery & equipmen

Large firms or 1.6 to 14.2%, declining
balance3

or 8.8 to 53.6% per cent,
declining balance3

. . 20

orea
SMEs 100 22.6 per cent, declining

balance3

5.6 per cent, declining
balance3

10 25

Large firms 5 25
exico 100 3 years, straight-line 20 years, straight-line3 . . . .

etherlands
SMEs 100 5 years, straight-line 25 years, straight-line 40 . . 18 per cent, machinery

equipment, bldg
Large firms 12.5 2 per cent (idem)

ew Zealand . . 22 per cent, declining
balance3

4 per cent, declining
balance3

. . . .

orway 100 20 per cent, declining
balance3

5 per cent, declining
balance3

. . . .

ortugal 100 3 years, straight-line 20 years, straight-line . . . .
pain 100 100 per cent 10 years, straight-line 20 40
weden 100 30 per cent, declining

balance3

25 years, straight-line . . . .

witzerland 100 40 per cent, declining
balance

8 per cent, declining balance . . . .

urkey 100 100 per cent 100 per cent . . . . Yes
nited Kingdom 100 100 per cent 100 per cent . . . .
nited States 100 5 years, modified accelerated

cost-recovery system3

39 years, straight-line3 . . 20

(per cent) (number of years are approximate for a full depreciation) (per cent)
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● The fiscal status of tax benefits. Tax concessions are taxable in Canada and the United
but not in other countries.

● The existence and nature of a ceiling on tax benefits (fixed amount as in France or perce
of incremental eligible R&D as in the United States).

● The treatment of loss-making firms (e.g.provisions for carrying forward credits not used i
the current fiscal year, or refundability of the tax credit).

370. Most importantly, the five countries that implement incremental tax credits (i.e. the reference
amount of R&D against which eligible incremental R&D is calculated) define it differently. In Fran
Korea and Spain, the reference is the average R&D performed for the last two years. Japan defin
the largest amount of R&D outlays incurred in any of the previousaccounting years since 1966. In th
United States, the incentive is proportional to the increase in R&D intensity (i.e. the share of R&D
expenditure in gross receipts) rather than to the absolute increase in R&D expenditure. Thereference is
the product of a fixed-base percentage (the R&D intensity in the period 1984-88, with a ceilin
16 per cent) and the average of total sales during the four preceding years. The actual base a
varies with firm sales performance since the period of reference.

371. Equally important are country differences in the degree of selectivity of tax incentives,
i.e. whether they are used for giving more favourable or exclusive support to certain types of f
technologies or R&D expenditure (e.g.basic researchvs.development). Six countries grant specia
R&D tax treatment to SMEs, either through preferential rates within existing tax schemes (Belg
Canada, Korea, the Netherlands) or through specific schemes (Italy and Japan). This is gen
associated with reduced corporate income tax rates (CITRs) (except in the Netherlands). Denma
Japan favour basic research and “priority technology areas”. Some countries provide tax allowan
specific R&D-related expenditure: compensation of foreign researchers (Belgium, Province of Q
in Canada, Sweden); qualifying employees involved in R&D work (the Netherlands); technol
intensive machinery and equipment (Japan).

Generosity of R&D tax treatment – an international comparison

372. Beyond the complexity anddiversity of national R&D tax incentive schemes, it is interesting to
compare how these schemes affect the after-tax cost of doing R&D, which is their common goa
so-called “B-index” is a synthetic quantitative indicator of the generosity of R&D tax treatm
(Box 7.1). The underlying methodology is flexible and enables various types of tax treatment
modelled in a comparable manner. Formally, the lower a country’s B-index, the more generous
treatment of R&D outlays. A B-index equal to one means that corporate income tax is neutralvis-à-vis
R&D investment, although other aspects of the tax system (e.g.the treatment of financial capital which
is not captured by the B-index) may not be so.

373. OECD countries’ B-indexes are reported in the last column of Table 7.1 for the years 198
1996. The most generous countries in 1996 were (in descending order) Spain, Australia, Ca
Denmark, Korea, the Netherlands, France, Austria and the United States. The least generous R
treatments are found in New Zealand, Germany, Iceland and Italy (for large firms).
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374. Important changes in R&D tax treatment, as reflected in the evolution of the B-index,
occurred in some countries over the last 15 years (Table 7.1). Australia, Denmark, France, Kore
Netherlands and Spain have substantially increased their fiscal support to R&D. In Spain the rate
volume-based tax credit increased from 10 to 15 per cent in 1984 and to 20 per cent in1996. Moreover,
an incremental tax credit of 30 per cent was introduced in 1992 and increased to 40 per cent in1996. In
Australia and Denmark, the reduction in the B-index is due to additional allowances from tax
income that increased eligible costs to 150 per cent (in 1985, back to 125 per cent in 1997) and 125
cent (in 1995), respectively. The Netherlands introduced a volume-based tax credit of 12.5 per c
labour costs in 1995, in addition to a special depreciation allowance of 2 per cent on material
equipment and building expenditure in place since 1990. Since 1983, France offers a 25 pe
incremental tax credit; the rate was increased to 50 per cent in 1985. In Korea, a mixed tax cred
implemented in 1988 [5 per cent of the level of R&D expenditure (10 per cent for SMEs) and 25
cent of incremental R&D].

375. In contrast, firms in the United States, Sweden and to a lesser extent Italy (large firms)
experienced a deterioration of the tax treatment of their R&D activities, although the US tax system
ranks among the most generous for R&D. The increase of the B-index in the United States is m
due to the lowering of the rate of the incremental tax credit from 25 to 20 per cent in 1987. It ref
also the fact that the credit is fully taxable since 1991. In Sweden, the B-index increased in 1983
the abolition of the special 15.5 per cent allowance for current R&D expenditure. In Italy, the evol

Box 7.1. The B-index

The B-index is defined as the present value of before-tax income necessary to cover the initial cost of R&D
investment and to pay the corporate income taxes, so that it becomes profitable to perform research activities.
Algebraically, the B-index is equal to the after-tax cost of a US$1 expenditure on R&D divided by one, less the
corporate income tax rate (CITR). The after-tax cost is the net cost of investing in R&D, taking into account all the
available tax incentives.

In a country with full write-off of current R&D expenditure and no R&D tax incentive scheme A=τ, and
consequently B=1. The more favourable a country’s tax treatment of R&D, the lower its B-index. The
B-index is a unique tool for comparing the generosity of R&D tax treatment in different countries. However, its
computation requires some simplifying assumptions and it should therefore be examined together with a set of
other relevant policy indicators. Furthermore, its “synthetic” nature does not allow to distinguish the relative
importance of the various policy tools it takes into account (e.g. depreciation allowances, special R&D
allowances, tax credit, CITR).

B-indexes have been calculated under the assumption that the “representative firm” is taxable, so that it can
enjoy the full benefit from tax allowance or credit. For incremental tax credits, calculation of the B-index implicitly
assumes that R&D investment is fully eligible to the credit, and does not exceed the ceiling where there is one.
Some detailed features of R&D tax schemes (e.g. refunding, carryback and carryforward of unused tax credit, or
flowthrough mechanisms) are therefore not taken into account.

The effective impact of the R&D tax allowance or credit on the after-tax cost of R&D is influenced by the level of
the CITR. An increase in the CITR reduces the B-index only in those countries with the most generous R&D tax
treatment. If tax credits are taxable (as in Canada and the United States), the effect of the CITR on the B-index
depends only on the level of depreciation allowance. If the latter is over 100 per cent for all the R&D expenditure,
an increase in the CITR will reduce the B-index. For countries with less generous R&D tax treatment, the B-index
is positively related to the CITR.

Source: For further information, see Warda (1996).

B index–
1 A–( )
1 τ–( )

-----------------=

Where τ = statutory corporate income tax rate; A = the net

present discounted value of depreciation allowances, tax credits and special allowances
on the R&D assets.
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is explained by the increase in the CITR which worsened the fiscal treatment of investme
equipment and buildings devoted to R&D.

376. Over the last 15 years, there have been drastic reductions in the CITRs of most O
countries, making the fiscal treatment of R&D activities more generous in countries with relatively low
fiscal incentives for R&D (see Box 7.1 for technical explanations).

377. International comparisons must also take into account the relative role played by
incentives compared with direct subsidies (Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2). One could wonder whethe
two instruments are used by governments as complements or as substitutes. Figure 7.1 shows th
is no clear cross-country pattern. Some countries favour fiscal incentives, with relatively w
subsidisation rates (Australia, Denmark, the Netherlands), whereas others rely more on direct fin
support (Germany, Italy, Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom). The remaining countries ca
sub-divided into two groups. One comprises Canada, France, Spain and the United States,
provide generous fiscal incentives and high direct subsidies. A second group of countries, esp
Japan and Switzerland, make below-average use of both instruments.

378. Between 1981 and 1996 a majority of countries increased the generosity of their R&D
treatment (reducing the B-index) while reducing direct financial support to R&D – effectiv
substituting tax allowances for subsidies. Only Italy and Switzerland have done the reverse, altho
a fairly limited extent. In a minority of countries, both types of incentives have evolved in the s
direction (especially Spain, Sweden, the United States).

Figure 7.1. Fiscal and direct support to business R&D, 1996

1. Measured as the percentage of business R&D financed by government.
2. Measured by the B-index, an indicator of the generosity of R&D tax treatment. The lower its value, the greater

the generosity of R&D tax treatment.
Source: OECD Secretariat.
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Figure 7.2. Evolution of fiscal and direct support to business R&D, 1981-96

1. Percentage point change in the rate of direct support to R&D.

2. Change in the value of the B-index.

Source: OECD Secretariat.

7.3. The effectiveness of R&D tax incentives

Evaluation criteria and critical aspects in the design of tax incentive schemes

379. A comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness of R&D tax incentives should answer the
following three main questions: Is it an appropriate objective for government to seek to increase p
R&D expenditure beyond what firms would undertake without its support? Are tax incentives
cost-effective in generating additional R&D, taking into account their interaction with ot
government support instruments, and are some forms of tax incentives more efficient thanothers? Are
they superior to alternative policy instruments in achieving this goal? Whereas there is a b
consensus on the basic rationale for R&D tax incentives, answering the two latter questions req
sound evaluation based on four main criteria: additionality, non-discrimination, superiority
systemic efficiency.

Ensuring additionality

380. To what extent does a reduction in the cost of R&D induced by fiscal incentives stim
firms’ R&D investment? The technical answer to this question is that it depends on the “p
elasticity” of R&D. If the R&D is weakly responsive to changes in its cost, there will be substitution
public funds to private ones (“crowding-out effect”) instead of additional funds. This could be due
lack of technological or market opportunities (Case 2 in Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3. Private and social returns: the effect of tax concessions

Source: OECD Secretariat.

381. How can maximum additionality be ensured? Tax concessions should define eligible expendi
in an unambiguous way so as not to encourage the “re-labelling” of non-R&D activities into R&D
activities, although in practice this risk seems to be relatively small (Hall, 1996). More important is
choice of the tax inducement mechanism. With extra depreciation allowances, as well as volume-based
tax credits, all R&D is subsidised although most might have been carried out in the absence of
support. Incremental schemes reward “marginal” R&D only. They ensure that the cost incurre
government is compensated by an increase in R&D, as compared with a reference amount w
supposed to reflect the level of R&D that the firm would have performed anyway. As such, they minimise
the amount of “subsidised” R&D that would have been undertaken even in the absence of support.

Avoiding discriminatory and distortive impacts

382. Whereas incremental tax credits seem to be a good practice with regard to the additionality
criteria, they have the disadvantage of creating fiscal inequalities among firms performing e
amounts of R&D and of distorting R&D investment strategies. These drawbacks can be attenua
careful design. Problems arise with respect to the definition of the reference amount of R&D ag
which the eligible incremental expenditure is calculated. A sliding reference base (as in Fra
aggravates the risk of lumpy investment behaviour (the firm will benefit from concentrating its ef
say, every odd year if the reference is the year before). A fixed reference base (as in theUnited States)
is less distortive, although its relevance vanishes as time goes by. It is less effective in ens
additionality unless, as in the United States, the reference is defined not as a level of R&D, but
intensity of R&D efforts (R&D as a percentage of turnover). Such a solution does not fav
fast-growing innovative firms (as would be the case with a reference fixed as an absolute amount
R&D), but this might be justified in countries where such firms already benefit from a suppor
environment (e.g.dynamic venture capital market).

383. In principle, R&D tax concessions only benefit profitable firms. They are therefore
accessible in economic downturns, when more companies are loss-making, and are less benef
new firms which do not yet generate enough income. There are several solutions to this pro
Carryback and carryforward provisions (which allow loss-making firms to claim their unused

Projects ranked by decreasing rate of private return

Return
or cost Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Cost

Subsidized cost

RD1 RD2
RD1

Subsidized cost

Cost

RD1 RD2

Subsidized cost

Cost

Private return Social return
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credits later, when they return to profitability) are the most consistent with the basic principles
market-oriented general support scheme (they link benefits to medium-term economic viab
compared to cash reimbursement which addresses the specific needs of NTBFs, at the
supporting unviable firms. The solution of basing the exemption on less cyclical taxes than tax
profits (as in the Netherlands) has the merit of simplicity by creating an immediate link between a
expenses and the tax exemption. Flowthrough mechanisms whereby unused tax credits are tran
to an eligible third party have proven to be subject to abuse and have been abolished in th
countries in which they were experimented (Australia, Canada).

Maximising social benefits

384. The fact that the possibility to design non-discriminatory R&D tax incentive schemes
ensure additionality exists is not sufficient to justify government intervention. Society as a whole
benefit from the public expenditure (foregone revenues) in the form of increased productivity, inc
and job opportunities, especially in firms other than those “subsidised”, stemming from knowl
spillovers generated by R&D. The social benefits are likely to vary from one industry to another a
be limited when appropriability conditions are more favourable, dueinter alia to good enforcement of
IPRs and/or difficulties in imitation (e.g.the mechanical industry, pharmaceuticals). To some ext
there is a trade-off between two contradictory objectives: minimising market distortions by gra
equal treatment to all firms; and concentrating the benefits of tax incentives where the gap be
private and social rates of return on R&D is the widest.

385. Tax concessions, in contrast with subsidies, leave a fair amount of freedom to the recipient on
how to react in its R&D strategy. Firms undertake the most profitable projects first; those they dec
undertake thanks to tax concessions will have lower rates of private return. The question is the
whether they will be those yielding the maximum social rate of return among all possible addit
projects with a positive private return. This is the case in the situation depicted in Figure 7.3, Cas
general support measure such as a tax incentive is not well suited for maximising social benefit
additional private R&D when the relationship between private and social rates of return is that de
in Figure 7.3, Case 3 (the ranking of projects according to the rate of private return is very diff
from their ranking in terms of social rate of return). Government has limited knowledge of s
relationships. In practice, there are two ways of coping with the issue. The first is to restrict f
support to certain types of research, presumed to have a higher social return (basic, generic res
However, this is probably better achieved by targeted subsidies (see superiority criteria below
second, sounder solution is to grant exclusive or preferential tax treatment to certain types of
i.e. SMEs, on the grounds that they may be more affected by market failures (appropriability prob
capital market failures) than other firms. However, it may be difficult to design a scheme that will m
the various needs of all types of SMEs, as illustrated by the relatively low participation rate in
Canadian scheme. In addition, such an approach should also be challenged by applying the sup
criteria, since there may be more efficient ways of correcting for market failures (Chapter 9).

Superiority and systemic efficiency

386. Comparing R&D tax concessions with alternative means of achieving the same goal, eith
through alternative use of public money or through non-financial means (e.g.perfecting market
mechanisms through regulatory reform) is a challenging task. Different channels of financial support to
R&D address different types of research activities. There is some overlap, which can be us
examined only at national level. The same is true for the interactions between R&D tax treatmen
the rest of the tax system.
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387. In evaluation, there is a need to go beyond simply comparing the cost to government of
tax concessions with the amount of private R&D they generate. Even if the R&D generated is
than the cost to government, the net social return of the scheme may be positive when one tak
account spillovers to other firms and customers, and the long-term effect on productivity, produ
and streams of corporate income taxes. A systemic approach needs also to integrate the intern
dimension of R&D activities: economic interdependencies and the internationalisation of R&D
innovation networks mean that the benefits of R&D tax incentives leak to other countries altho
according to assessment work in Australia and the United States, such leakages are modest. T
also the risk of wasteful tax competition among Member countries in the hope of attrac
R&D-intensive foreign investment. But,given the smal l s ize of these concessions, in
subsidy-equivalent, compared to the direct subsidies and investment tax concessions granted i
cases to foreign investment, this is hardly a real issue.

The empirical evidence from assessment work

388. Severe methodological problems make it difficult to measure how close, and at what co
incentives come to bridging the gap between private and social rates of return from R&D (for re
attempts to quantify private and social returns, see Bernstein, 1986). Policy makers are forced
back on seeking empirical answers to simpler questions. First, how is the cost of R&D affected b
incentives? Second, how do firms respond to changes in R&D costs?

389. The first question can be answered in a direct way by calculating the impact of a tax ince
along with other features of the tax system, on the return to R&D investment. This normative approach,
as exemplified by the B-index, is useful to assess the potential inducement power of a tax schem
to determine how it varies across firms, industries and countries. The second question can be ad
either at the microeconomic level (“anecdotal” analyses or firm surveys) or at the macroeconomic
(econometric analyses) (Mohnen, 1997).

Microeconomic approaches

390. “Anecdotal” studies compare private R&D expenditure before and after the introduction
tax incentive scheme. In general, they suggest that firms are quite responsive to an improvem
R&D tax treatment (Cordes, 1989; Grégoire, 1995; Lebeau, 1996). However, they fail to prop
isolate the own impact of tax treatment from that of other factors which influence R&D behaviour.

391. The few studies based on firm surveys reach more nuanced conclusions. Mansfield and S
(1985) found that the R&D induced by a volume-based tax incentive in 55 Canadian companies did no
amount to more than 40 per cent of lost tax revenues. The Bureau of Industry Economics (
estimated this ratio at 60 to 100 per cent in the case of the Australian extra tax concession. Bu
results must be considered with care since survey studies might suffer from sample selection bi
are contingent to subjective answers by firm managers.

392. Econometric studies estimate both the price elasticity of R&D (i.e. the percentage increase in
R&D induced by a percentage fall in the cost of undertaking it) and the additional amount of R
generated by a marginal increase in foregone tax revenues (the “bang for a buck”). Early econo
studies (e.g.Bernstein and Nadiri, 1990) found a relatively low price elasticity of R&D (about 0.
suggesting a modest potential inducement power of R&D tax incentives. The majority of more r
studies, using improved methodologies, are more optimistic, finding elasticities around uni
comparison between Australia, Canada and the United States concludes that volume-bas
incentives do not generate much R&D beyond the tax expenditure incurred by government. Th
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effectiveness of incremental taxcredit is “by construction” much greater (e.g.Hall found that US$1 of
tax expenditure generates as much as US$2 of additional R&D).

393. There is only limited empirical evidence regarding aspects of the impact of R&D incen
other than their effectiveness ininducing additional R&D expenditure. Are the firms that benefit th
most from tax incentives those that need them most? This is an important question given th
effective impact of tax incentives (especially incremental schemes) on R&D costs varies across
and that many firms may be in a grey area with regard to eligibility criteria (especially small fi
where R&D activities are occasional and not organised in a formal manner). Limited evidence suggests
a rather negative answer (Dagenaiset al., forthcoming; Hall, 1996; Seyvet, 1996) and thereforepoint to
the importance of designing schemes that minimise fiscal inequalities (e.g.carryforward and carryback
provisions) and distortive impact on R&D investment behaviour – a clear drawback of increm
schemes with a sliding reference base year(s).

394. Available assessments have paid limited attention to the structural impact of tax incentiv
national research and innovation systems. In Australia, however, the Bureau of Industrial Econ
(BIE) concluded that the tax concession did not significantly encourage a greater number of firms
R&D but was more influential in encouraging firms to use the existing research infrastructur
France, on the contrary, the R&D tax credit is thought to have increased the numb
R&D-performing SMEs (Seyvet, 1996). There is similarly scanty evidence on globalisation asp
including the effect of R&D tax incentive schemes on international competition and on the location o
R&D. First, regarding the capacity of national economies to absorb technology, the BIE foun
Australia that whereas the R&D tax concession had little influence, compared to size of firm or foreign
ownership, on the acquisition of foreign technology and know-how, there were significant leakag
its benefits to foreign countries. Second, R&D tax treatment may influence firms’ location of R&D
appears rarely to be a decisive factor (Hines, 1994; Bloomet al., 1997). Are firms conducting R&D in
countries which do not offer tax incentives (e.g.Germany, the United Kingdom) at a competitiv
disadvantage? There is no straightforward answer: the impact of R&D tax incentives on fi
competitiveness or countries’ technological performance cannot be isolated from that of the
components of national innovation systems and framework conditions.

Macroeconomic approach

395. Quantitative analyses at the macroeconomic level are better suited than micro-level o
inform policy makers on the economy-wide efficiency of fiscal support to R&D, taking into acco
other forms of government support. Extending the scope of earlier work (Bloomet al., 1997), the
OECD Secretariat has run a cross-country econometric test of the relationships between R&
treatment (B-index), government-funded R&D andbusiness-funded R&D for a sample of 17 OEC
countries over the period 1981-96. Box 7.2 summarises the methodology and empirical results
which three main lessons can be drawn.

396. First, both direct subsidies and tax concessions have a significant, although relatively weak,
positive impact on private investment in R&D. On average, a 1 per cent decrease in the B-in
i.e. an improvement in R&D tax treatment – generates a 0.18 to 0.36 per cent increase in bu

R&D in the next years, the long-term impact being insignificant. At the aggregate level, internat
variations in R&D tax treatment cannot make a difference in technological performance. In con
the influence of direct subsidies is mainly felt in the long run. This confirms that the two form
government support have different objectives and incentive mechanisms. Tax concessions enc
applied research with sufficient private return. Direct subsidies are granted to projects selec
government, taking a longer-term view on their social return.
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397. Second, at a certain level of government intervention, marginal changes in fiscal incentive
direct subsidies are likely to serve as substitutes. The higher the increase in subsidies, the wea
impact of R&D tax concessions. Symmetrically, an improvement of R&D tax treatment reduce
stimulating effect of direct financial support. This demonstrates the need for better co-ordination
design, implementation and evaluation of technology and innovation policy instruments.

Box 7.2. Econometric estimates

In order to quantify the impact of tax incentives and government-funded R&D on business-funded R&D, an error
correction model (ECM) is used. Formally, R&D funded by business at time t is a function of three exogenous
variables, plus various dummies and an adjustment process:

where RP, RG, VA, and B are respectively business-funded R&D, government-funded R&D performed by
business (direct subsidies), value added and the B-index; the first three variables are deflated with the GDP
deflator. The regressions are performed on a panel of 17 OECD countries, indexed by i, on the years 1981 to
1996, indexed by t. ζ and τ are an intercept and time dummies, respectively. The ECM specification allows for
short-term and long-term adjustment processes of business-funded R&D to its various determinants. The
parameters of interest are reported in the following table.

Further results are found with respect to the stability of the R&D tax incentives and to the interactions with direct
subsidies. The basic ECM has been constrained to allow for these interactions. This reduced dynamic model
constrains the adjustment mechanism to be similar for all determinants of business R&D. The first row of the
following table allows the private R&D elasticity of the B-index to vary with respect to the stability of the tax
scheme in each country. INST indicates the instability of the scheme, calculated as the variance of the B-index
over the period in each country. The second row allows for an interaction between the B-index and
government-funded R&D. Additional regressions, run with country dummies (within estimates) to allow for
country specificities, yield similar results.

Note: For more details, see Guellec and van Pottelsberghe (1998).

RPi t, f R Pi t 1–, VAi t, RGi t, Bi t, ς τ t ei t,, , , , ,( , )=

The determ inants o f bus iness- funded R&D

Value added Direct subsidies B-index

Short-term elasticities 1.26 0.06 -0.18

Long-term elasticities 2.50 0.24 0.00

ECM across 17 OECD, 1981-96, country and time dummies. SURE method.
All coeffcients are significant at a 1 per cent probability threshold.

Tax incentives – stability and interactions with government-funded R&D

Value
added

Direct
subsidies

B-index B-index
INST

B-index
direct

subsidies

Adj. R2 D-W

Expected sign + + - ? ?

1. Stability of the tax scheme 1.50 0.08 -1.23 5.31 .414 2.04

2. Interaction with direct subsidies 1.50 0.08 -0.25 1.36 .423 1.97

Seventeen OECD countries, 1991-96. INST is an indicator of instability of the fiscal policy; all regressions include
unreported intercept and time dummies. The econometric model is SURE.
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398. Third, firms are more responsive to tax incentives in countries with relatively stable sche
For the United States, Hall (1992) found an increasing effectiveness of R&D tax incentives over
R&D is a sunk investment which is sensitive to uncertainty, including fiscal uncertainty, and the impac
of tax incentives in this area will critically hinge on the extent to which firms envisage them
long-standing feature of their environment (Coopers & Lybrand, 1998).

7.4. Policy implications and best practice in the design of tax incentives

399. Tax incentives are a potentially effective policy instrument to increase private R&D
expenditure, although their inducement power is relatively modest and varies across coun
depending on other features of the tax system (especially corporate income tax) and on their ind
and technological specialisation (see Table 7.3 for country-specific policy conclusions). Sinc
efficiency of tax schemes declines with the level of direct subsidies to R&D (and vice versa), a pol
increase both, as in Spain, is unwarranted.

400. The detailed design of tax incentive schemes often makes the difference between efficient and
wasteful fiscal support to R&D. Whereas generous volume-based tax allowances and credits
justified as a tool for accelerating catching-up in terms of R&D intensity in some countries, t
justification should be questioned at a later stage of technological development. Australia has re
reduced the rate of its extra depreciation allowance. Other countries offering generous tax ince
such as Canada and Spain, should carefully evaluate their policies. Incremental tax credits ar
cost-effective, provided that the reference base for calculating the eligible incremental R
expenditure is defined so as to minimise distortive impact on investment behaviour (a fixed base
Japan or the United States, is better than a sliding one as in France). It is questionable why
countries, such as Korea and Spain, have both incremental and volume-based tax credits. Equa
to benefits by economically viable firms should be ensured by special provisions compensatin
transitory differences in firms’ profitability (Canada, France).

401. Selective volume-based tax incentives, concentrating benefits oncertain types of research
(e.g.basic research undertaken by firms as a follow-up to applied research projects) or firms (S
can maximise net social benefits from a given amount of tax expenditure. However, the more se
the tax incentive scheme, the more acute the need to compare its effectiveness with that of alte
uses of public money, since many other policy instruments could achieve the same goal. For ex
for NTBFs, preferential tax incentives are only justified as a tool to reach firms that would otherwise
missed by government-leveraged venture capital or direct support programmes. The very favourable
treatment granted to SMEs by countries such as Canada and Italy should be re-examined fro
perspective.

402. R&D tax incentives are more efficient when stable over time, allowing firms to plan more
effectively their long-term investment strategy in a reliable fiscal environment. Legislative volat
and uncertainties,e.g.the suspension of the US tax credit scheme in 1996, reduces the effectiveness of
fiscal support to R&D. This is not to deny the importance of regular evaluations: changes in
business environment of recipients may justify periodic fine-tuning of tax incentive schemes (e.g.the
experience of Australia).
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7.5. Direct financial support to industrial R&D

403. Direct financial support (usually in the form of grants) to industrial R&D is the common c
instrument of many programmes with very different rationales or objectives. This section addr
those which are not covered by Chapter 6 (on managing university-industry interactions), Chapte
technology diffusion) and Chapter 9 (on technology-based firms). It focuses on policies whose
objective is to promote the development of advanced technology through targeted subsidisation
R&D costs or R&D public/private partnerships in selected areas.

Policy rationale and challenges

404. In specific areas of both high cost and uncertain technical and commercial outcomes, m
failures can create gaps between private and social returns on R&D that are too wide to be correc
tax incentives. In addition, defective linkages between industry and the public research sector may
diminish both private and social returns on certain types of R&D and the size of some R
undertakings may exceed the capabilities of single firms. There is thus a rationale for other for
government intervention to ensure that investment efforts in technological development are
long-term public interest and that private firms have incentives to expand their research agenda b
that dictated by immediate market imperatives. IPR (to mitigate appropriability problems), R
co-operat ion ( to reduce r isk and al low poo l ing of a cr i t i ca l m ass of resources)
innovation-enhancing regulation or tax (to increase the cost of not innovating) are possible answers.
Still, experience especially from the United States in the 1980s [e.g.Federal R&D Contractor Patent
Rights, National Cooperative Research Act of 1984 (NCRA) Joint Research Ventures] sugges
they may not be sufficient (Scott and Martin, 1998; Office of Technology Policy, 1996).

405. Key questions which require constant attention concern whether governments can identif
sufficient accuracy the areas to which public support should be directed, how such support sho
engineered to maximise social benefits without creating market distortions, and the role that p
funding should play in the relevant support programmes or supporting institutions. Systemic as
along with the risk of government failure, come into play here.

Financial incentives as part of an overall technology policystrategy

406. Financial incentives to industrial R&D, which usually represent only a tiny fraction of ove
S&T budgets, cannot be assessed without considering their role in the overall technology p
strategy. Ongoing changes in innovation and diffusion patterns (Chapter 2) challenge the two
traditional approaches to technology policy, mission orientation (e.g.France, the United Kingdom, the
United States) or diffusion orientation (e.g.Germany and most smaller countries), as well as the m
idiosyncratic Japanese strategy. They place heavy demand on governments of catch-up eco
(e.g.Korea, Mexico), which must manage the transition from imitation to innovation, and of eas
European countries (e.g.the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland) which must accelerate the transition
from research-centred to innovation-driven technology policy.

407. Traditional mission-oriented policies – in areas like defence, aerospace and nuclear en
were characterised by the concentration of resources in large-scale programmes, ta
predominantly at technical achievements, involving a small number of participants and man
through centralised administrative control. Such policies have lost their effectiveness give
characteristics of new technologies (ICTs, biotechnologies, new materials), the increased p
attached to some socio-economic goals (environment, health), and the more pressing social dem
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increased economic benefits from technological progress. Their economic benefits are ques
especially as they crowd out limited financial and human resources for innovation.

408. To be effective, new-generation “mission-oriented” programmes (Soete and Arundel, 1
need to adopt a systemic approach, providing a framework for a more market-driven and botto
definition of objectives and more decentralised implementation procedures. Emerging good p
practices (see Chapter 10 on policies concerning the “information society” and the environmen
characterised by: the articulation of missions according to the highest social return; the wides
diffusion of results in order to maximise economic benefits; the combination of the traditio
instruments of mission-oriented policies (e.g.government procurement, funding of privat
pre-competitive research, establishment of mission-oriented research centres) with other instrument
(market compatible subsidies, innovation-inducing regulation, etc.); appropriate co-ordination be
the genuine policy purpose of the mission (e.g.sustainable development, improved quality of life fo
the elderly) with the other goals of innovation and technology policy (e.g.increased competitiveness)
the involvement of all qualified partners, irrespective of their size and location within the NIS.

409. In a majority of Member countries direct financial support to industrial R&D is one of
instruments of a diffusion-oriented technology strategy (Chapter 8). Such a strategy was traditi
aimed at promoting a one-way transfer of knowledge from national or foreign research institutio
manufacturing, as well as interactive technological learning among firms in the same sector. Su
orientation is at odds with current trends towards more interactive modes of innovation bas
multidisciplinary knowledge inputs. First, feedback loops from industry to research organisations have
to be engineered,e.g.by making bridging institutions operate as two-way transfer mechanis
(Mowery, 1998). Second, greater flexibility than that allowed by a sectoral approach is warranted when
linking sources and users of knowledge, as well as when filling gaps in the national knowledge ba

410. Overall, this points to a certain convergence of national technology policies towards two main
overriding objectives:(i) to fill research gaps where this would yield the highest social return, instea
directing public support according to pre-defined sectoral or political priorities; and(ii) to improve linkages
among all actors of innovation systems and provide these actors with market-compatible incentives.

Typology of support programmes and overview of current practices

411. Table 7.2 cross-classifies the objectives of support programmes and forms of government s
based on a partial inventory of programmes currently implemented in the OECD area (Table 7.4).

412. The first family of programmes comprises those aimed at supporting the developme
advanced (“generic”, “enabling”, “fundamental”) industrial technologies in undefined or loos
defined areas. Most provide government funding for research to single firms or consortia of indu
enterprises, on a cost-sharing basis. They often include participation by universities and res
institutes, taking the form of full public/private partnerships, as distinct from traditional subsidisa
schemes. Firms usually provide 50 per cent or more of matching finance. The criteria for project a
are foremost the technical excellence of the recipients and their proposals as well as their ab
contribute to technology developments of broad market significance. Such programmes are m
found in the larger OECD countries [Advanced Technology Program (ATP) in the United Sta
Industrial Science and Technology Frontier Programme in Japan,Sauts Technologiquesin France,
BMBF R&D Support in Germany, LINK in the United Kingdom and Technology Partnerships
Canada) and at the European level (Framework Programme, EUREKA), although other cou
(e.g.Australia and, very recently, Austria) have also implemented schemes to encourage public/p
partnerships in the advancement of technological knowledge.
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Table 7.2. Typology of direct R&D support programmes 1

s Provision of research facilities 
(e.g. scientists or instruments from universities 

and/or other public research organisations)

nt 

tes)

rch Centre Grants (Australia)

 Frontier Programme (Japan);  LINK (United Kingdom)   

eration (Netherlands);  PNGV (United States)

e)

 States)
18
3

1. For the full names of the acronyms used herein, please see the Glossary .
Source: OECD Secretariat.

Develop
"generic"
or "enabling" 
industrial 
technologies in specific 

sectors or 
technological 
areas

Promote R&D and 
innovation on a project 
basis, irrespective of sector 
and technological area

industrial 
competitiveness

Enhance 
interactions between 
mission-related
and industrial R&D 
to promote

in broadly or
non pre-defined 
areas 

Provision of financial resources
(regular or conditional grants, 

reimbursable or soft loans, equity)

Provision of infrastructural resource
(regulatory or institutional framework 
conducive to research co-operation)

dual-use

Main form of government involveme

Policy objective

ATP (United States)  TPC (Canada) NCRA Joint R&D Ventures (United Sta

Cooperative Resea

KIR (Austria); Sauts Technologiques (France);  Industrial Science and Technology

FOTEK and MUP (Denmark);  SEMATECH (United States)

Grands Programmes (France);  Business-Oriented Technological Co-op

R&D Incentive Programme for ICTs (Canada)

BMBF R&D support (Germany);  Framework Programme and EUREKA (Europ

R&D Start (Australia);  IPF (Austria); 
TEKES (Finland);  Technology for Business 
Growth (New Zealand);   
Industrial R&D Programmes (Norway)

CRADAs (United States)

Board for Space Activity (Sweden);  SBIR (for SMEs) and CCDSP (Space) (United

Dual-Use Application Programme (United States);  Part of TPC (Canada)
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413. The second family comprises programmes to support technological development in sp
sectors or technological areas. They can be huge and play a central role in national technology
like theGrands Programmesin France, but generally have more modest budgets and objectives. U
advanced technology programmes which support pre-competitive research, they often targ
commercial end of the innovation spectrum in areas deemed of strategic importance (e.g.SEMATECH
in the United States). In several smaller countries their targets mirror the industrial specialis
(e.g.FOTEK for food industries in Denmark).

414. The third family is the domain of smaller countries and consists of schemes supporting
and innovation of commercial relevance on a project basis, often giving preferential treatment to S

415. The fourth family of programmes aims at enhancinginteractions between business R&D and th
public research sector, other than those concerning industry-university relationships, which are dealt
Chapter 6. The most important [e.g.Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs)
the Dual-Use Application Programme] are found in the United States, where they are assigned an im
role in the new technology policy approach which emerged in the 1980s and matured in the 1990s.

The efficiency of direct financial support to R&D

Main lessons from experience

416. The variety of national programmes in terms of their size, objectives and design features, an
the national specificity of their policy context makes an assessment based on common criter
homogeneous information hardly feasible (for a review of evaluation methodologies and issue
OECD, 1995b). Evidence from national assessment work is patchy,reflecting the lack of an evaluation
culture in many Member countries (see Chapter 5). Moreover, many of the available evaluations
conducted by the sponsoring agencies themselves or through surveys of participating firms, m
their conclusions partial if not biased. One can, however, draw some broad lessons from na
experiences with direct financial support to R&D.

417. At an aggregate level direct financial support has been generally found to have a mode
positive effect on total business R&D expenditure, with corresponding social benefits in terms
additional growth in productivity and wealth. But this average mayhide important differences in the
effectiveness of the various components of such aggregate public funding of business R&D, espec
the fraction corresponding to financial incentives to the business sector, as opposed to procureme
contracts. Some evaluations at the programme level add important qualifications, which c
summarised as follows:

● Public support enlarges the scale and quickens the pace of R&D, but onlyrarely reorients
existing research themes of recipient firms. There are on this point striking conver
conclusions by studies on the impacts of programmes as different as Industrial Conso
Japan (Sakakibara, 1997), Framework Programmes of the European Union (de Montg
and Husson, 1995; Larédo and Callon, 1990), Innovation and Technology Fund (IT
Austria (Poltet al., 1994), and ATP in the United States (Link, 1998).

● There is some trade-off between increasing additionality and ensuring greater econ
impacts (Hervik, 1997), and the right balance is always difficult to achieve, especially w
support is directed at near-market research (commercial relevance is often secured
expense of additionality, a criticism often addressed to,e.g.EUREKA). The long-term and
diffused nature of benefits from programmes to support pre-competitive research c
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uncertainties in evaluating their benefits, but there is evidence that programmes w
attempt to influence too much the research agenda of firms fall short of expectations in t
of their commercial outcomes (e.g.Industrial Science and Technology Frontier Programm
and Key Technology Centers in Japan).

● Additionality has another, “behavioural”, dimension. Programmes that give preferenc
consortia of firms and invite the participation of universities and research institutes yield a w
range of benefits than those funding single companies. Even if they do not directly induce fir
push their investigations much beyond their own research agenda, they indirectly contrib
expanding the research frontier over the longer term by encouraging research synergies
creating lasting linkages within national innovation systems (Metcalfe and Georghiou, 1998)

● Matching fund requirements as well as competition among applicants for funding increas
efficiency of programmes and reduce the risk that they attract only second-level rese
projects and less-qualified research teams (OECD, 1997n).

● Many programmes to promote R&D and innovation on a project basis, with often preferential
treatment of small firms, have had mixed results (e.g.the lack of additionality of some
NUTEK schemes has been criticised in Sweden), explaining recent efforts to streamline or
reform them (e.g.the new Start Innovation programme in Australia and the reshuffling of I
in Austria). A general issue is the appropriateness of the current scope and design o
programmes when support to the development of market mechanisms for innova
financing (venture capital) becomes an increasingly attractive alternative (Chapter 9).

Enhancing the efficiency of support policies

Public/private partnership; a new policy paradigm

418. The classical market failure rationale has inspired traditional R&D subsidisation poli
The recognition of the need to also address systemic failures and accumulated evidence on the
government failures in traditional R&D subsidisation policies are giving birth to a new paradigm
technology policy. In this emerging paradigm, public/private partnership (P/PP) is the m
institutional framework within which public funding of industrial R&D is delivered (Office o
Technology Policy, 1996).

419. P/PPs organise the co-operation between the public sector (e.g.government agencies or
laboratories, universities) and the private sector (usually firm consortia) in undertaking joint pro
(research, development of S&T infrastructure, human resource development) in areas where the
mutual interests but lack capabilities and incentives to act efficiently alone. Partners provide se
types of resources in addition to finance (e.g.research facilities, qualified personnel). In compariso
with traditional spin-off policies, P/PPs ensure a higher-quality contribution by the private sect
government mission-oriented R&D and open new avenues for commercial spillovers from p
research. In comparison with traditional R&D subsidisation policies, P/PPs are characterised by a
competitive selection of private participants, increased influence from the private sector on proje
selection and management, as well as by greater leverage of public funding on private resources
have the potential to improve the articulation between mission-oriented and market-oriented R&
the benefit of both.

420. Over the past ten years, a growing number of policy initiatives or reforms testify toefforts to
implement this new approach to direct public support to industrial R&D,e.g.ATP and CRADAs in the
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United States and, more recently, Co-operative Research Centre Grants in Australia
(Kompetenzzentren – Impulsprogramme – Regierungsinitiativen) in Austria, and the Proposal-base
Creative R&D Promotion Programme in Japan. Many other programmes incorporate some
features of P/PPs (e.g.LINK in the United Kingdom, the 5th Framework Programme in the Europe
Union), since P/PP is not a“revolution” in policy making but rather the conceptual crystallisation a
systematisation of main lessons learned from good and bad policy practices. As such it represen
a useful generic institutional framework to support innovation at the national level and a benchma
and learning tool at the international level (Chapter 4).

Optimising public financing in P/PPs

421. An unresolved issue in existing P/PPs is the articulation between selection and fu
mechanisms, the latter remaining relatively crude, in contrastwith the increasing sophistication of marke
financing tools (e.g.venture capital). Institutional and contractual arrangements in a P/PP must ensur
(i) the best projects, from a convergent social and private perspective, will be chosen;(ii) the best private
partners will be selected;(iii) an optimal sharing of costs, risks and rewards among private and pu
partners will be found, avoiding unnecessary government expenditure; and(iv) opportunistic behaviour will
be discouraged and all partners will invest the necessary quality and quantity of resources. This ca
done in sequence and it is of utmost importance that the incentive structure underlying the P/
compatible with all these objectives. While financial arrangements are of critical importance, the sha
form of delivery of public funding are usually defined according to administrative criteria and do not giv
government and the recipients the right incentives to make the best use of public money (they do no
the requirements of an “incentive subsidy”, according to the concept forged by Fölster, 1988). Box 7.3
an example of a possible bidding mechanism, to illustrate why and how improved financial arrangem
P/PPs could enhance the efficiency of public support to R&D.

422. The new technology paradigm challenges the managerial capabilities of government. The
growing discrepancy between the hierarchised organisation of the public sector providing inade
performance incentives and an increasingly network-based and flexible organisation of the p
sector oriented towards maximising returns on investment. To become a reliable partner of the p
sector, government must change the way it operates and the nature of its contribution within P/P
only in terms of finance, but also by increasing its speed of operation and by developing
competencies. Whereas the objective of lowering administrative costs of public programmes re
valid, this should not be pursued by reducing the quality of public inputs in P/PPs, since
management of P/PPs is often more demanding than that of conventional subsidisation policies.

International aspects

423. Promotion of R&D is both an area of competition where governments seek to enhance na
competitiveness (raising issues about transparency and rules of the game) and an area of collab
where governments join efforts to reach critical mass in producing international public goods th
needed to address global concerns (raising issues about obstacles to co-operation).
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Box 7.3. Optimal design of public funding in R&D P/PPs:
the example of a three-part bidding mechanism

An optimally designed financing mechanism must help: (i) ensure an efficient selection of private
partners, taking into account that the private sector knows more than the government about the
investment characteristics of the R&D projects, including expected streams of returns and risk;
(ii) secure the desired amount and quality of R&D at least cost to the government; and (iii) avoid
opportunistic behaviour by either the government or the private partners.

Broad principles for a bidding mechanism
As part of its policy to correct market failures causing underinvestment in R&D, the government
announces that it will provide an up-front payment of F to support project(s) in a specific or more
broadly defined field, to be conducted by the winning bidder(s) in an auction to determine the private
partner(s) for the public-private partnership. Further, the government pledges to provide a periodic
flow of funds c throughout the project’s life to support the flow costs of the R&D project. Interested
firms then bid for the right to be the private partner(s) in the project (programme) by submitting a
three-part bid:
– for how much they will pay the government up-front;
– on the periodic flow payment during the life of the R&D project;
– on the royalty rate that they would pay the government on the innovation produced by the

public-private partnership and licensed (perhaps exclusively) to the private partner(s).
This bidding mechanism would have the potential of leveraging public funding optimally for the
following reasons:
– The company that can (or at least thinks it can) produce the best results at least cost will gain more

value from its participation in the government programme and therefore will bid higher and win.
– The government’s investment cost [the present value of (i) the up-front investment, minus the

up-front bid, and (ii) the flow cost minus the periodic flow payment] will be minimised since the firm
with the best capabilities for producing the research at lowest cost will submit the highest bid for the
up-front payment and the periodic flow payment. The government’s net costs will be reduced
further by the royalty payments it will receive. Those royalty payments, however, serve other
specific roles in the mechanism design.

– The royalty payments are the contingent payment option that mitigates the effects of uncertainty by
tying the actual payment by the private firm(s) to the government to the actual performance of the
R&D investment and the innovation it produces. This contingent payment mechanism increases
the willingness of private firms to bid, increases the winning bid and reduces the expected cost to
the government.

– The royalty payments reduce the likelihood of opportunistic behaviour on the part of the
government, especially when public support – not only funds but also the energy and talents of the
government’s employees of public laboratories and technology policy departments – is needed for
many fiscal years. The government’s equity position in the project is a way to ensure the credibility
of the public support.

– The likelihood of opportunistic behaviour by the private investors is lessened because they will
have invested up-front and periodic payments, and good-faith behaviour will be required to protect
that investment and to retain the prospect of sharing the project’s earnings.

Detailed design and scope for application
Details remain to be developed before applying this mechanism to actual public-private partnership
programmes. This includes the type of auction, the use of a reservation price, etc. The bidding
mechanism would seem particularly well suited for programmes to correct market failure stemming
from transaction costs in financial markets. In some cases the bidding mechanism could involve
private venture-capital market supervision of the public investments in early-stage firms or joint
ventures. In principle it could also be considered in any situation where the type of market failure
suggests a policy solution based on subsidies.
Source: Scott and Martin (1998).
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R&D subsidies and international trade

424. International R&D spillovers, especially trade in high-technology products and for
investment, are an increasingly important source of world economic growth. Correcting for m
failures at national level through programmes to support industrial R&D should be done wit
distorting international competition and weakening the multilateral trade system. Public debate on
and technology usually focuses on the special case of R&D-intensive industries with few m
players and strong direct orindirect (through defence budget) government involvement such as airc
and civilian space (e.g.Airbus). This debate often mixes two different questions, namely that of
historical role of government in the creation of new industries, and that of defining fair trade prac
in industries which share part of their costly knowledge base with the defence sector and whose
are responsive to political marketing.

425. A more general issue, concerning a broader range of sectors and technologies, is w
support to R&D should be subjected to the same multilateral disciplines as other subsidies to p
firms, or whether the public-good character of some R&D results justifies a more lenient treatment. The
outcomes of the last Uruguay Round tilt towards the latter by considering as non-action
“assistance for research activities conducted by firms or by higher education or research establis
on a contract basis with firms if: the assistance covers not more than 75 per cent of the co
industrial research or 50 per cent of the cost of pre-competitive development activities, and pro
that such assistance is limited exclusively to expenditure incurred directly as a result of the res
activity” (World Trade Organization, 1994).

426. This international agreement has been criticised for the vagueness of its basic co
(industrial research or pre-competitive development) which could encourage “techno-nationalism” a
corresponding wasteful government expenditure in a negative-sum game. But this underestima
inherent limitations of a political compromise and, even more, the difficulties of operationali
sharper concepts given international differences in the institutional arrangements for govern
involvement (e.g.the notion of pre-competitive research is not the same in the Japanese Ind
Consortia as in the FrenchGrands Programmesor the US Advanced Technology Program).

427. Finally, it is important to realise that imposing hard economic efficiency requirement
technology programmes at national level contributes to securing their innocuity for internat
competition. In particular, the higher the additionality of government support to R&D, the lower
risk of harmful effects on competition at both national and international levels.

Foreign access to national technology programmes

428. The impact of R&D subsidies on international competition depends also on the exte
foreign participation in national technology programmes. The formulation and implementatio
technology and innovation policies in economies that are more closely linked creates a fundam
tension between the need for governments to be accountable to national citizens for the eco
benefits of such programmes, and the growing reliance by national firms on foreign partners, fo
markets and foreign suppliers (Mowery, 1997). There is a trade-off between promoting national
capabilities and obtaining economies of scale in, and access to, foreign and international program
especially for smaller countries and certain types of technology. Foreign access to government-
programmes for R&D remains a controversial issue that confronts governments with a dilemma. O
one hand, many programmes have the explicit objective to increase “national competitiveness”. O
other hand, governments must recognise that national technology programmes should engage
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private partners, irrespective of their country of origin. Internationalisation of innovation netw
makes it increasingly difficult to prevent benefits from public investment in R&D from spilling acr
borders. In addition, too-restrictive practices (e.g.the strict application of reciprocity requirements
would entail an underexploitation of the potential contribution to P/PPs of firms from small countrie
which the implementation of support programmes in some areas exceeds national capabilities.

429. The rules and practice regarding foreign participation in publicly supported researc
generally not very transparent (OECD, 1997o). They tend to differ from country to country and from
programme to programme, reflecting the variable incidence of national security considerations bu
the lack of national or multilateral policy guidelines or the difficulties in implementing or interpret
existing ones, especially with regard to economic performance requirements and recipro
comparable treatment provisions. Overall, the vast majority of national programmes are op
domiciled foreign firms and only less that one-tenth have no restrictions on the geographic locat
ownership of firms, the remainder being strictly reserved to national firms (OECD, 1996d).

430. In the United States, access by foreign companies is determined by each funding and ma
agency. For example, in the case of the ATP, the decision is taken on a case-by-case basis. Cu
around 10 per cent of ATP projects involve foreign-owned companies. Participation in CRADA
limited to domestic and domiciled foreign firms, and federal agencies must also considerreciprocity or
comparable treatment conditions. Around 10 per cent of the 500 CRADAs managed by the Na
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) include subsidiaries of foreign firms. The Japa
government has not adopted any explicit general policy on foreign participation in government-fu
R&D and technology programmes, and implicit rules governing individual programmes di
depending on their objectives. Whereas some past MITI projects, such as the Very Large-
Integrated Circuit Project, were closed to foreign firm participation, in recent years access by fo
researchers and participation by foreign firms in a number of government-funded research progra
has improved. In Europe, the participation of domiciled foreign companies is actively encouraged in the
smaller countries (e.g.Ireland) and generally unrestricted in others, although some count
(e.g.Germany, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom) apply specific rules relating to exploitatio
research results. For non-domiciled foreign companies, rules governing access, finance and expl
of results are rarely specified and vary widely across countries and programmes. The EU res
activities, such as those carried out within the context of the Framework Programmes, are in pri
open to domiciled foreign firms, with some restrictions in practice.

431. In summary, international discrepancies in the access of foreign firms to government-fu
research programmes have been reduced, especially following positive initiatives in Japan. Rules
(e.g.reciprocity requirements or conditions regarding exploitation of research results) and pra
differ as much from programme to programme as from country to country. Their lack of transpar
remains the major obstacle preventing national technology programmes being used to the
potential as a tool for international technology co-operation.

International technology co-operation

432. Other obstacles to international technology co-operation stem from legal or regul
differences (IPRs, competition law, standards). There is scope for improving the regulatoryframework
for transborder co-operation among private enterprises, especially in the area of IPR. Despite pr
in harmonization under the aegis of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and
World Trade Organization (WTO) (TRIPS Agreement), the lack of predictability in intellectual
property standards, enforcement and litigation still hampers firms’ global operations, particularly in
new technology fields (OECD, 1997p).
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433. Government can also act more directly, by sponsoring collaborative research programmes.
basic science, and more recently in mission-oriented R&D, the need for such initiatives is cl
recognised; the escalating cost of equipment (e.g.Megascience projects, the Space Station) and the
of global concerns (e.g.climatology, environment) encourage governments to pool resources. In m
applied and nearer-to-market research activities, multilateral collaboration is a recent and still li
phenomenon: governments find it difficult to delineate areas in which joint investments to pro
technological knowledge as an international public good would be justified for motives other tha
promotion of national or regional competitiveness. In fact, the most important programmes are fou
the European level (e.g.Framework Programme and EUREKA) and there are few examples of t
global initiatives (e.g.Intelligent Manufacturing Systems sponsored by Japan).
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Table 7.3. Best practices and recommendations for tax support to R&D
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Policy choice Practices Evaluation Best practices and recomm

Whether or not to use
tax incentives for
promoting R&D

Two-thirds of total OECD business R&D
expenditure benefit from tax incentives.
Among the largest R&D performers,
only Germany and the United Kingdom
do not offer such incentives.

Tax incentives are cost-effective in
increasing private R&D, but their
inducement power is moderate and
contingent to the level of corporate
income tax. Their superiority over
alternative uses of government
resources is clear only with regard to
across-the-board (non-selective)
subsidies. The overall effectiveness of
tax incentives depends also on their
interaction with other financial support
policies. At an aggregate level, it tends
to increase (decrease) with the
decrease (increase) of R&D subsidies.

For an R&D fiscal measure
substantial and worthwhile R
cost to taxpayers, there mus
spillovers from the modest a
induced R&D to generate n
This is unlikely to be the cas
countries where R&D activit
relatively less diversified an
concentrated in large firms o
sectors where appropriabilit
are less severe (e.g. oligopo
industries).

If yes,
choose
between:

Volume-
based
scheme

Australia, Austria, Canada,
Netherlands, Spain, Japan (special
schemes for SMEs)

The most generous form of tax
incentives (c.f. the lowest B-indexes in
Table 7.1). Appropriate instruments as
part of a catching-up strategy in terms
of R&D intensity, include raising R&D
content of foreign investment. An
effective inducement is achieved at high
cost. Low additionality on average
translates into substantial dissipation of
the concession as transfer payments to
firms and significant leakages to foreign
countries.

The generosity of the schem
reduced as countries catch
(Australia has reduced the e
allowance from 150 per cen
cent). The generosity of su
be limited for large firms and
expenditure defined in a res
(Netherlands). A switch to a
incremental mechanism alw
to be given careful consider

Incremental
scheme

France, Japan (general scheme),
Spain, Korea, United States

More cost-effective (higher
additionality) than volume-based
schemes in increasing R&D. However,
the effective rate of support varies
considerably across industries and
firms and the choice of the reference
base for calculating eligible incremental
R&D raises difficult problems. A major
challenge is to mitigate the distortive
impact on firms’ R&D investment
strategy (“lumpy investment behaviour”)
when the base is a sliding one.

A fixed reference base (Jap
United States) is preferable
one. An incentive proportio
intensification of R&D effort
percentage of turnover, e.g.
States) is more cost-effectiv
proportionate to the increas
expenditure, unless the targ
favour fast-growing young S
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The quality of the financial and
infrastructural environment of SMEs
varies greatly, from good in the United
States to relatively poor in many other
countries. R&D tax incentives can be
seen to some extent as a transitory
remedy which may become less
effective as the business environment
improves.

s Country specificity
e: OECD Secretariat.

l with loss-making
(avoid unwarranted

usion of some firms
the benefits of the
me)

Three major solutions have been
experimented: carryback and
carryforward provisions (e.g.
United States and Canada for large
firms), cash reimbursement
(e.g. France and Canada for SMEs),
base the exemption on less cyclical
taxes than taxes on profit
(Netherlands).

Carryback and carryforward provisions
are the most consistent with the basic
principles of a market-oriented general
support scheme (i.e. they link benefits
to medium-term economic viability),
compared to cash reimbursement
which addresses the specific needs of
NTBFs. The Dutch solution has the
merit of simplicity by creating an
immediate link between actual
expenses and the tax exemption.

Carryback and carryforward provisio
are best suited for general support
schemes.

et or grant
urable treatment to
in types of

arch, sector or firm

Six countries (Belgium, Canada, Italy,
Japan, Korea, the Netherlands) have
selective tax credit schemes favouring
small firms. Ceiling on benefits of
general schemes can make them more
generous to smaller firms (e.g. in
France). Denmark and Japan favour
basic research and “priority technology
areas”.

Preferential treatment of SMEs might
be justified on the grounds that small
firms are more affected than large ones
by liquidity constraints stemming from
capital market failures. However, it is
difficult to design a scheme which will
meet the various needs of all types of
SMEs, as illustrated by a relatively low
participation rate in Canada. Specific,
targeted policy tools (for which tax
incentives cannot substitute efficiently)
exist to provide capital to start-ups as
well as to promote specific technologies
or basic research.

The own value of R&D tax incentives
should be carefully examined at a tim
when alternative forms of support
strategy are becoming more credible
(promotion of venture capital).

Policy choice Practices Evaluation Best practices and recommendation
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Table 7.4. Direct support to industrial R&D in OECD countries – selected examples of programmes

Country Programme
Target

(beneficiaries and participants)
Financing instrument

(order of magnitude)

Targeted technology programmes
(Fund development of generic technologies or support technological development in specific industries)

Australia Co-operative Research
Centre Grants

Long-term research (no direct
funding to specific companies
which benefit from access to
CRCs' R&D facilities in exchange
of compensatory resources)

Grant (A$ 150 million)

National Space Program Space technologies Grant (A$ 1 million)

Austria ITF (planned to be replaced by KIR) ICT, technology transfer,
biotechnology, advanced
manufacturing, etc.

Mixed (volume of
financial support:
Sch 250 million)

Competence Centre Programme Support the establishment of
competence centres

Grant (Sch 200 million)

Christian Doppler Laboratories Medium-term industrial basic
research (links university research
and industry research groups)

Grant (Sch 16 million)

Canada Technology Partnerships
Canada (TPC)

Environmental technologies,
generic technologies (e.g. new
materials), ICTs, aerospace
and defence technologies
(including dual-use)

n.a.

R&D Incentive Programme ICTs Grant (C$ 2 million)

Microelectronics and Systems
Development Programme

Systems development Grant (C$ 2 million)

Microelectronics Sector Campaign Microelectronic technologies Reimbursable grant
(C$ 1 million)

Denmark FOTEK Food industries Grant (DKr 100 million)

MUP New materials Grant (DKr 50 million)

Support to industrial and space
research

Suppliers to the European Space
Agency (ESA)

Grant (DKr 100 million)

CFC (Chloro Fluorocarbon)
Programme

Environmental technologies Grant (DKr 20 million)

Finland Promotion of Energy Research R&D projects for energy
investment

Grant (MK 20 million)

France Grands programmes civils Space, aircraft, nuclear and
telecommunications

(Accounts for about
70 per cent of total
publicly financed
business civilian R&D)

Grand Projets innovants Large-scale innovation projects n.a.

Sauts technologiques Projects to demonstrate industrial
feasibility of products or processes
based on new technologies

Grant (n.a.)

Bioavenir, PREDIT (until 1994) Biotechnologies and transport Grant (n.a.)

Support to R&D in electronics
industries

Two actions focus on SMEs
(Logic and Puce)

Reimbursable grant
(FF 2 000 million)
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Germany Direct project promotion in selected
areas (BMBF)

R&D in 12 main fields, especially
ICT, energy, ground transport,
aeronautical, space, materials,
chemicals, environmental
technologies

Grant (DM 750 million)

Iceland Support to R&D in selected areas Aquaculture, computer vision,
extremophile biotechnology

Mixed (of which
IKr 30 million in grants)

Ireland PATS Advanced technologies n.a.

Japan Industrial Science and Technology
Frontier Programme (NEDO)

Fundamental industrial
technologies,
e.g. superconductivity,
micromachine (joint industry
consortia with, more recently,
universities)

Grant (Y 25 billion)

Key Technology Centre High-risk research, e.g. opto-
electronics, operating systems
for future generation computers
(consortia of technology-based
smaller firms)

Mixed (Y 25 billion)

Exploratory Research for Advanced
Technology (ERATO)

Multi-disciplinary and cross-
institutional research (joint
industry, laboratory and university
teams of researchers)

n.a.

Proposal-based Creative R&D
Promotion Programme

Targeted at new industries
(new initiative, 1996)

Mixed (total budget
= Y 5 000 million)

Global Environment and Recycling
Technologies

Environmental technologies Grant (Y 20 billion)

Joint International Development of
Civil Aircraft

Aircraft industry Grant (Y 10 billion)

Other sectoral R&D promotion
schemes

Specific sectors (energy,
shipbuilding, software, etc.)

n.a.

Netherlands Business-oriented Technological
Co-operation (BTS)

Biotechnology, environmental,
materials and ITs

Grant (Gld 100 million)

Environmental Incentive Scheme Environmental technologies Grant (Gld 10 million)

Portugal R&D Incentives of INETI Biotechnology, microelectronics,
information, materials, and
prototype construction
technologies

Grant (Esc 6 million)

Sweden NUTEK Centres of excellence Firms and universities n.a.

NUTEK Energy Research Private firms get only
15 per cent of public funds

Grant (Skr 5 million)

Specific R&D Projects Large & risky projects (de facto
few firms in the aircraft industry)

Conditional loan
(Skr 500 million)

Switzerland Grant to the Electronics and Micro-
Engineering Centre

Around 10 per cent of total
budget is allocated to research
projects

n.a.

Country Programme Target
(beneficiaries and participants)

Financing instrument
(order of magnitude)
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United Kingdom LINK Pre-competitive R&D (business
sector and higher education
institutes)

Grant (30 million)

Advanced Technology Programme Pre-competitive innovative R&D
(preferential treatment for firms
with less than 500 employees)

Grant (2 million)

Civil Aircraft Research and
Demonstration (CARAD)

Aircraft industry Grant (20 million)

United States ATP Pre-competitive R&D (single
firms, joint industry consortia,
universities and public labs)

Grant (US$ 500 million)

CRADAs Promote co-operative research
between firms and federal
laboratories

Grant (US$ 900 million)

Technology Reinvestment
Project (TRP)

Promote R&D for dual use Grant
(US$ 1 500 million)

SEMATECH Semiconductor manufacturing
technologies (joint industry
consortia)

Grant (US$ 90 million)

Centers for the Commercial
Development of the Space Program
(CCDSP)

Commercialisation of the
space programme

Grant (US$ 20 million)

Textile/Clothing Technology Corporation
[TC]2 and American Textile Partnership
(AMTEX)

Textile industry Grant (US$ 10 million)

Partnership for a New Generation of
Vehicles (PNGV)

First-tier suppliers of the car
industry, universities, public labs

n.a.

High Performance Computing and
Communications Program (HPCCP)

Involves 12 federal agencies Grant (US$ 800 million)

Department of Energy (DOE) R&D
support programmes

Technologies for energy
production, conversion and use

Grant (US$ 350 million)

Pan-European
initiatives

EU Framework Programme Targeted at pre-competitive
research (by joint industry
consortia, universities and/or
research institutes) in several
fields, especially ICT (28 per
cent of total funding) and industrial
and material technologies (14 per
cent of total funding)

The 4th Framework
Programme (1994-98)
is funded at a level of
ECU 13 billion.

EUREKA Targeted at near-market research
in ICT, robotics, medical and
biotechnology, new materials,
environmental technologies,
energy, lasers and transport
(65 per cent of participants are
firms, 15 per cent are research
institutes and 15 per cent are
universities)

n.a.

Country Programme Target
(beneficiaries and participants)

Financing instrument
(order of magnitude)
195
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Source: OECD Secretariat.

General R&D and innovation promotion schemes
(support industrial R&D or innovation-related investment on a project basis)

Australia R&D Start Programme Projects with a clear commercial
focus and high potential rates of
return

Grant (A$ 50 million)

Austria Industrial Research Promotion Fund R&D projects with relevance for
Austrian industry

Mixed (total value is
Sch 1.6 billion, of which
Sch 600 million of
grants)

Belgium Support to basic industrial research Regional managing structure
and focus (Brussels)

Grant (BF 150 million)

Promotion of industrial and
technological R&D

Regional managing structure
and focus (Flanders)

Mixed (n.a.)

Technological Promotion Contracts Regional managing structure
and focus (Walloon)

Reimbursable grant
(BF 1 500 million)

Canada Sector campaign Innovation projects Grant (C$ 25 million)

Industrial Research Assistance
Program (IRAP)

R&D (focus on SMEs) Grant (C$ 80 million)

Finland Grants and soft loans for
industrial R&D (TEKES)

High-level R&D projects Grant (Mk 300 million)
and conditional loan
(Mk 200 million)

Iceland Technology Fund R&D Grant (IKr 200 million)

Innovation Fund Innovation by SMEs Grant (IKr 100 million)

Ireland Promotion of new or improved
industrial processes and products

R&D (preferential treatment for
SMEs)

Grant (Ir 10 million)

New Zealand Technology for Business Growth R&D (preferential treatment for
SMEs)

Grant (NZ$ 5 million)

Norway Industrial R&D programmes R&D (preferential treatment for
basic industrial research and
SMEs)

Grant (NKr 300 million)

Industrial R&D projects High-R&D-intensive projects
(preferential treatment for basic
industrial research and SMEs)

Grant (NKr 50 million)

Portugal Technological Infrastructures (PEDIP) R&D and innovation (fewer than
100 projects annually)

Grant (n.a.)

Switzerland Encouragement of applied research Firms and other research
institutions

Grant (SF 30 million)

Country Programme Target
(beneficiaries and participants)

Financing instrument
(order of magnitude)
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CHAPTER 8. TECHNOLOGY DIFFUSION POLICIES AND
INITIATIVES

8.1. Introduction

434. It is widely recognised that the impact of technology on the economy strongly hinges o
diffusion across the public and private sectors and between and within firms, both large and sma
knowledge-based and globalised economy where national borders matter less, even for
domestic-oriented firms, the ability to access and exploit technology and know-how is essenti
improving firm performance. It is also important for the realisation of the economy-wide effect
technological progress, including productivity growth as well as jobcreation. The growth of the service
sector, which has a relatively low R&D intensity as measured by existing indicators but is now the
user of technology and source of jobs, illustrates the importance of diffusion.

435. Despite the increase in foreign investment and trade flows as well as the advancement i
during the 1980s and 1990s, significant obstacles to diffusion persist within and between O
countries. This applies at several levels: the macro level of framework conditions; the meso level of
firm networks; and the micro level of the single firm. This chapter assesses the role and evolut
technology diffusion policies, especially discrete programmes/initiatives, with a view to identify
general best policy principles and practices.

8.2. From technology transfer to diffusing knowledge

436. Diffusion policy requires an understanding of how knowledge is generated, how it flows
how it relates to innovation, productivity and job creation. In the past, technology was defined a
knowledge embodied in capital equipment, intermediate goods and services or disembodied in p
licences and design. This view ignored the knowledge embodied in people and in organisa
structures. The NIS framework of analysis, discussed in Chapter 2, provides empirical suppo
diffusion as a multi-dimensional and multi-directional process whereby technology, including “taci
uncodified know-how, spreads from the original innovator to other users. This process involves a
of private and public actors including networks of small and large firms, suppliers, custom
subcontractors, public research(e.g.universities, laboratories) as well as bridging institution
(e.g.technology transfer centres, applied research centres). There is also a marked international
as FDI and trade represent the major channels for flows of technology and know-how.

437. As discussed in previous chapters, there is traditionally a distinction and perceived tra
between knowledge creation and diffusion. Although this remains valid in part, in many case
perspective is becoming artificial and irrelevant as the two processes are increasingly interdepe
For the firm, adopting a technology requires the same kinds of skills as creating one – oppor
identification, options assessment, technical development and integration into the firm’s organisa
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structure and production processes. Indeed, innovation often consists in rearranging ex
technologies in new ways, so that even innovators are technology receivers. Many innovations s
the personal computer (PC) emanated from a few radical innovations in the first half of this ce
(e.g.the transistor), while others such as wireless communications and fuel-efficientcars have built on
innovations going back to the l9th century (e.g.radio, propulsion engine). The basic principles behin
magnetic storage of data existed long before the transistor – but there was no demand and he
prospect of returns from innovation. What brought these inventions to fruition were incentives
reward innovation (Romer, 1997).

438. Of course, the absolute or relative importance of either knowledgecreation or diffusion is not
the same in every sector (Pavitt, 1984). Some innovations, such as those embodied in equipm
software, are more easily diffused than others, depending on the extent to which the unde
knowledge is codifiable or tacit and the degree of appropriability (e.g.via patents) as well as on the role
of structural (e.g.regulations) and macroeconomic polices. Patents have been very valuab
manufacturing industries like pharmaceuticals and electronics, but are of less significance in othe
where secrecy and tacit knowledge may be more important (which can have the effect of lim
diffusion). Indeed, while knowledge which can be codified is formal and systematic and can be e
shared and diffused, tacit knowledge consists of behavioural and social patterns, intuitive lea
skills, beliefs and perspectives that cannot be easily articulated and hence diffused.

439. ICTs have accelerated the diffusion of codifiable knowledge by lowering prices and transa
costs, but the tacit and imperfectly codified elements of technology often require human
organisational interactions which are not cost-free and are highly localised, especially in adva
emerging technologies. As discussed in earlier chapters (Chapter 2 and Chapter 4), there is no c
relationship between, on the one hand, this improved circulation of knowledge and incre
competition and, on the other hand, the incentives for innovation.

440. Again, as discussed in Chapter 1, firm-level evidence demonstrates a link between techn
productivity and employment. Even in traditional industries such as textiles and automo
manufacturing, technology together with organisational change has renewed competitiveness in
countries. On the other hand, the Schumpeterian process of creative destruction is not without
short-term costs. Although technological change and market demand have stimulated innovati
the diffusion of new products and processes, contributing to significant job creation, especia
sectors such as retailing, engineering design, financial and business services, employment in
industries has continued its structural decline and many OECD countries experience continuous
structural unemployment.

8.3. Evolving roles for technology diffusion initiatives

441. Public intervention can be justified when product markets do not adequately rewar
diffusion of technologies that are socially desirable (positive externalities). Examples includ
diffusion of environmentally sustainable products and processes or energy-reducing innova
Furthermore, despite the increase in (codified) knowledge, asymmetric information concerning
technological or market opportunities commonly drives a wedge between the private rate of return
technology uptake and the cost of capital and skilled labour for investing in technology. Inte
obstacles in firms, stemming from weak organisational, managerial or human capital abilities
further impede their capacity to evaluate, absorb and exploit technology. This is particularly the ca
SMEs which, at the same time, are relatively dependent on external sources of know-how.
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442. Because private providers of information (e.g.technical consulting) will only seek out users i
they can profit in some way, there may be a welfare loss arising from market disincentives to service
which, for instance, are small or located in isolated regions On the supply side, governments may im
the quantity or quality of available information by subsidising the acquisition of technology and tra
services or supporting the distribution of technical information via public information networks
databases. On the demand side, governments may subsidise or broker consulting services to he
identify and address management and organisational obstacles to the effective use of technology.

443. The fact that knowledge is notcreated and exchanged purely in markets further underlines
market mechanisms alone do not cater for optimal diffusion of technology. In this area, po
intervention thus cannot be limited to correcting for market failures, but needs to incorpo
government and systemic failures. The former may arise from policies that discourage adjustm
competition and technological change (e.g.subsidies or trade barriers in sectors such as textiles, st
shipbuilding), barriers to inward FDI, or public procurement that is biased towards large firms.
latter may arise when public institutions lack the links and incentives to co-operate with (smaller)
in commercialising and diffusing technology.

444. Special policy issues arise with respect to job creation. Diffusion of technology is particu
important for broad-based productivity growth, entry into new markets, start-up by new firms
general economic expansion which can create new jobs. At the same time, given labour m
rigidities and structural unemployment associated with skill mismatch, the impact on net job cre
will strongly hinge on the extent to which diffusion of technology is accompanied by upskilli
Conversely, upskilling is important for the absorptive ability of firms. Technology diffusion polici
insofar as they can help firms and workers adjust to technological change, serve to cushion the p
of creative destruction. Together with effective labour market and education policies, diffu
measures that support training in new technologies and promote flows of both tacit and cod
knowledge can help to address the problems associated with skill-biased technological change.

445. On this basis, the thrust of diffusion policy has evolved on two levels:(i) maximising the
efficiency of specific diffusion programmes; and(ii) improving the framework of institutions and
connections that firms use to innovate, and which influence the overall interplay between innov
and diffusion. Until recently, policies mostly focused on the first level because of the priority give
market failures that result in barriers to technology diffusion. Thus, the prime concern of diffu
policies was to increase the speed with which specific technologies were employed in the eco
mainly in manufacturing, through fairly direct measures such as subsidies and the direct provis
information. Recognition of structural impacts on innovation and diffusion has broadened the sco
policy making, and diffusion policy increasingly addresses the “facilitating structures”, including
science-industry interface, firm networks or access to information. At the level of the firm, which is
prime concern of this chapter, interest in technology is viewed in the context of building bro
defined innovative capabilities – the ability to identify, assess and adapt necessary technologies a
ability to successfully innovate in the market-place.

8.4. Levels of policy intervention

The importance of framework conditions

446. While firms themselves must take the lead in developing their internal capacities, govern
have a role to play in providing a favourable climate in which firms can reap the benefits from nat
and international sources of technology. Macroeconomic policies and framework conditions influ
the preconditions for diffusion, with implications for targeted diffusion policies which aim to ra
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innovation and performance in specific industries and firms by influencing the supply of and dem
for technology and know-how. Lower real interest rates and price stability can positively affect
productivity growth through the response of capital-intensive production. This growth can poten
be sustained in the longer term if innovations are widely diffused. Macroeconomic instabilit
demonstrated by past experience in OECD countries or by the crises of 1997-98 in Asia, im
higher costs on the enterprise sector and raises the uncertainty and risk associated with investm
new technologies.

447. Structural policies are equally important. The functioning of product markets and compe
has a major impact on innovation as well as diffusion. Regulatory reform, which improves ma
compatibility and signalling of societal needs, is of great importance for spurring technology diffu
while avoiding lock-in to inferior or outdated technologies (OECD, 1996e). This is especially true in
new growth industries such as multimedia, environmental, biotechnologies and energy techno
(Chapter 10). Inconsistent IPR requirements may hinder technology development, while la
predictability in standards, enforcement and litigation can impede diffusion. A key challenge for p
is to provide incentives for innovators (i.e. allow for private returns) while minimising barriers to
diffusion (i.e. raising social returns).

8.5. Targeted technology diffusion initiatives

448. Technology policies to promote diffusion can be broadly classified in accordance wit
emphasis on five types of knowledge flows:(i) interactions among enterprises, primarily joint researc
activities and other technical collaborations;(ii) interactions among enterprises, universities and pub
research institutes, including joint research, co-patenting, co-publications and more informal link
(iii) other innovation-supporting institutional interactions, such as innovation funding, techn
training, research and engineering facilities, market services, etc.;(iv) technology transfer, including
industry adoption of new technologies and diffusion through capital equipment;(v) personnel mobility
to and from universities and industry and between firms. Over the past decades, targeted dif
policies have focused mainly on the fourth category, providing subsidies for technology adop
demonstration schemes, manufacturing extension services and technical consulting. Less atten
been paid to knowledge flows such as managerial or marketing skills, technical expertise, s
research personnel and network interactions between firms.

449. In the 1970s and early 1980s public support was mainly supply-led and biased in favo
manufacturing, the rationale being that technology-intensive manufacturing firms have h
employment and productivity growth than manufacturing as a whole. OECD countries establ
technology data banks, licensing and transfer agencies and manufacturing extension service ce
modelled on earlier initiatives to modernise the agricultural sector – to promote the adoptio

specific technologies such as microelectronics and computer-aided design and computer
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems. While experience with supply-driven programmes has
mixed, survey evidence in Austria, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom has shown that ma
the obstacles to diffusion were internal to the firm and stemmed from deficiencies in labour skills a
organisational and managerial capacities (OECD, 1997q).

450. In recent years, greater attention has been paid to addressing these “internal” obsta
technology diffusion by developing the “absorptive capacity” of firms. Contrary to comm
assumptions, the diffusion of technology does tend to require sunk costs on the part of adopters
the 1980s, several OECD countries have set up technology demonstration programmes, tech
brokerage services and business advisory services as well as networking schemes. Another tren
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provision of training and human capital development in smaller firms to help enhance absortive
capacity (e.g.in Denmark, Sweden, the United Kingdom). Improving the ability of workers to ke
pace with technical change not only facilitates diffusion but could also have positive effects o
mismatch caused by skill-biased technological change, speeding up the reallocation of labour.

Table 8.1. Typology of technology diffusion programmes/initiatives

Source: OECD (1997q).

451. Table 8.1 illustrates the transition of diffusion policies from the one-way transfer of pu
research results and capital equipment (Level 1 goal in Table 8.1) to policies that recognise diff
and innovation as interdependent processes. At the second level, these policies seek to impr
general technology receptor capacity of firms through instruments such as technical assistan
manufacturing extension services. On the third level are policies/initiatives for building the ov
innovative capacity of firms, including the use of sector road maps, diagnostics and benchmarking
which can help firms develop and implement a more strategic uptake of technology.

Absorptive and innovative capacity

452. Broadly speaking, innovative capacity requires absorptive capacity, creativity in new produ
and modes of organisation, management ability and entrepreneurial risk-taking (Chabbal, 19
distinction should be made between individual and organisational-based abilities; the former refer to

Goal Programme types Objectives

Level 1 Improve the adoption
and adaptation of
specific technologies

Technology-specific Diffuse a specific technology to a wide
number of firms and sectors.

Institution-specific Promote technology transfer from specific
institutions.

Sector-specific Diffuse technology to a particular industrial
sector.

Demonstration Demonstrate the practical implementation
of technologies.

Level 2 Improve the general
technology receptor
capacity of firms

Technical assistance Assist firms in diagnosing technology
needs and in problem solving.

Information networks Access to information on technology
sources, etc.

Assistance for small-
scale R&D projects

Build capacity for autonomous technology
development.

Level 3 Build the innovation
capacity of firms

Sector-wide technology
road maps

Systematic planning for future strategic
technology investments.

Diagnostic tools Assist firms to develop innovation oriented
management (includes organisational
change).

Benchmarking Transmit best practice from elsewhere.

University/industry
collaboration

Upgrade the knowledge base of
the firm.
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technical, financial and managerial skills but also to creativity and interpersonal skills, while the
include in-house or outsourcing of R&D, a high-trust environment and networking/co-operation with
firms. The mutually strengthening relationship between technology and upskilling applies to
individual and organisational-based capacities (Chapter 11). Wage premiums have been recor
employees who use modern technology relatively intensively (Krueger, 1993; Entorf and Kram
1995; Johnsonet al., 1995). Domset al.(1997) found that plants using sophisticated equipment emp
more highly skilled employees.

453. Innovation surveys in several OECD countries have sought to classify and measure abs
and innovative capacities in firms. A general finding is that underdeveloped absorptive and innovative
capabilities make it difficult for firms to identify and correctly gaugeopportunities and risks. Company
decisions on whether or not to adopt technology, invest in workers’ skills, undertake organisa
change or innovate in some form, will then discriminate against taking advantage of exte
technologies and know-how. The implications are that OECD government diffusion policies, alth
they have attempted to counter past reliance on supply-side measures with ways for improving
access to knowledge, have only partially addressed obstacles to technology diffusion. Effective s
for diffusion must explicitly consider building the absorptive capacities of firms, in particular
knowledge and skills embodied in individuals and organisational structures.

Intermediary and bridging institutions

454. A main vehicle through which OECD countries promote technology diffusion, either gene
or via specific programmes, is intermediary institutions which operate at the pre-competitive sta
technological development and/or at the interface between industry and the public research
Pre-competitive refers to non-proprietary R&D. The intermediary institutions act as “produce
“users” and “carriers” of knowledge. Well-known examples include the Steinbeis Foundation an
Fraunhofer Society Institutes in Germany. In France theCentres de Recherche Techniques(CRTs),
mainly sectoral based, and theCentres Régionaux d’Innovation et Transfert Technologiques(CRITTs)
andTechnopolesare the main intermediaries between public research and industry. In the Un
Kingdom, the same applies to the Research Councils, while the Business Links network and v
schemes provide direct services to firms. In Denmark, the networks of Technological Service Ins
(GTS) and Technological Information Centres (TICs) similarly operate at the interface between p
sources of knowledge and industry needs. In Japan, subsequent to regulatory reform in the
academia-industry co-operation, the planned Technology Licensing Organisations (TLOs) are ex
to promote technology transfer from universities to industry. Public-private intermediaries su
science and technology parks, technology incubators and technology transfer agencies also
important role. Many intermediary institutions play a brokerage role such as the Dutch Innov
Centres Network (ICNN), Australia’s Technology Access Programme (TAP) which inclu
technology counsellors for small firms or the United Kingdom’s Business Links network of techno
counsellors. Non-governmental intermediary institutions such as trade unions or industrial assoc
also provide support for technology transfer, management or human capital development.

8.6. Country differences in policy challenges and diffusion strategies

455. Despite these commonalities, the potential benefits of diffusion policies depend on the sp
issues and national innovation systems which characterise different economies. Extending the ty
proposed by Ergas (1987) which categorises countries as either diffusion- or mission-oriente
diffusion trajectories of OECD countries may be broadly grouped into four categories:(i) mission- or
defence-oriented (France, the United Kingdom, the United States);(ii) diffusion-oriented (Austria,
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Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Sweden, Switzerland;(iii) resource-based (Australia, Canada, Denma
Finland, Norway); and(iv) multinational-based (Ireland, Mexico). These categories are not hermetic
countries differ in their diffusion policy challenges and responses. In smaller economies, prom
inward FDI and trade has represented a traditional solution to accessing knowledge and technolog
abroad, with imports, for example, accounting for up to 50 per cent of acquired technology in cou
such as Canada or the Netherlands. FDI flows between large countries (e.g.Japan, the United Kingdom,
the United States) have been motivated byaccess to markets and technological expertise in specificareas.
The increased globalisation of R&D has become an important vehicle for diffusing technology, especially
in Belgium, Ireland, the Netherlands and the Nordic countries.

456. International co-operation, particularly in the context of EU research programmes, has h
countries such as Spain, Italy and the Netherlands to access and diffuse technologies in fields s
aerospace (Amableet al., 1997). Since joining the European Union, Spain has striven to develop
research capacity and promote technology uptake in manufacturing processes and products. While
level of business-performed R&D reflects the underdeveloped tradition of research within Spanish
(Ayala, 1995), it likely understates the amount of technology that is acquired by these industries
suppliers of capital equipment and machinery including imports. Survey evidence suggests that Eu
integration has incited Spanish firms, including SMEs, to adopt a strategy of product differentiatio
increased participation in other domestic firms (e.g.distribution networks) in order to maintain
competitiveness. The transfer to private shareholders of Spain’s large state-owned industries
banking, telecommunication and utilities sectors should further stimulate competition and diffusion.

457. In the United States, federal investments in defence-oriented technologies combined
government research contracting and procurement were the main engines for diffusing technology u
end of the Cold War. This fostered the clustering of technology development and diffusion ar
geographic regions with strong university research capabilities (e.g.California, Massachusetts, New York
Texas) which, together with ample risk capital and an entrepreneurial environment, generated high
and job growth. However, traditional sectors and other states have displayed a strongly varying ab
benefit. Since the mid-1980s, the federal government has promoted transfers of technology from federa
industry with limited success. Increasingly efforts focus on public-private partnerships, especially invo
smaller firms, as evidenced by the increase in the number of state-level manufacturing extension centres

458. In France, technology diffusion has traditionally been organised around a mission-oriented
technology policy dominated by large technology programmes and government procure
(e.g.aerospace, electronics, telecommunications and nuclear energy). This has benefited large fir
has tended to exclude SMEs. In the 1980s, this challenge spurred various types of institutions [e.g. Agence
Nationale pour la Valorisation de la Recherche(ANVAR)] and programmes targeting SMEs and specif
sectors and regions, including schemes to enhance innovation management and training. In the
policies have continued to move away from large programmestowards diffusion, but surveys suggest tha
greater efforts are needed to promote the diffusion of organisational innovations in firms in addition to that
of process and product technologies. The United Kingdom, where the evaluation of technolog
innovation policies is increasingly institutionalised, undertook reforms in the early 1990s to re
overlaps in its infrastructure for diffusion. While the United Kingdom has strong university-indu
linkages for large firms and leading SMEs, low levels of technical competence in most small firms
been an obstacle to diffusion. Targeted policies increasingly promote organisational change and hum
capital development in small firms, including flows of tacit knowledge.

459. Among diffusion-oriented counties, Japan and Korea have focused on channelling fo
technology to production in high-technology electronics (i.e. semiconductors) and high-value-adde
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consumer products, but university-industry links have traditionally been weak. In Japan strong
capabilities in domestic firms combined with large co-operative research programmes and a network
locally supported extension centres diffusing advanced technologies helped Japanese industry ad
exploit foreign technologies in the post-war period. Japan is currently reforming regulations gove
technology transfer from universities to industry to improve licensing arrangements and foster g
mobility of research personnel. In contrast, while the large industrial conglomerates (chaebols) in Korea
play a major role in acquiring technology, the lack of emphasis on adaptation and weak compe
among firms in domestic markets mean that diffusion is limited. In the 1980s, as Korea encoun
greater difficulties in acquiring foreign technologies, restrictions on inward foreign investment w
relaxed and S&T policies have increasingly focused on diffusion, particularly among SMEs.

460. Austria, Germany and Switzerland (but also certain regions of Italy) have concentrate
diffusing domestic technology in manufacturing such as electrical, machinery, quality prec
equipment and chemicals. In Germany a comprehensive technology diffusion infrastructure was bu
several decades, especially in states such as Baden-Württemberg. Because of specialisation
emphasis on the one-way transfer of technology to medium-sized manufacturing firms, howe
appears that this infrastructure has been less successful in helping diffuse technologies from em
sectors (ICT, biotechnology), especially among smaller firms. Until the mid-1990s capital and regu
obstacles to firm creation were seen as important barriers to technology diffusion, but reforms
recently been implemented. Following the restructuring of the research infrastructure in the newLänder,
Germany’s current diffusion strategy is based on strengthening networking among small firms and a
technology centres. Several new federal programmes aim to fill gaps in the institutions and mark
technology, especially at the regional level. Increasingly, mixed funding requirements and competition are
being promoted in federal technology development and diffusion initiatives.

461. In resource-based countries, the predominance of firms with low levels of R&D led
strategy based on technology imports of capital equipment, but with little diffusion to other sec
Efforts to enhance di ffusion have focused on supporting the emergence of new se
(e.g.telecommunications in Finland, software in Canada), especially through university-indu
partnerships. In Finland, for example,recent support for diffusion seeks to address problems aris
from the lack of linkages between new technology-based clusters and traditional resource-intsive
sectors. To this end, Finland’s national network of technology development centres was rec
reorganised around universities to create “competence” centres with links to firms. In Denmark, w
did not undertake an active policy towards diffusion until the 1970s, industry successfully incorpo
technology in its production processes, gaining a comparative advantage in traditionally low
sectors such as the food and wood sectors. Recent efforts have concentrated on improvi
coherence of technology diffusion infrastructure andcreating a favourable environment forbusiness
expansion around existing “clusters” rather than supporting specific sun-rise industries.

462. Sweden has long supported diffusion through technology institutes and the links between
customer firms and small suppliers. Targeted policies to diffuse technology have built on these relat
in the case of advanced manufacturing technology (AMT) schemes which focused on the supply-
surrounding large firms such as Volvo and Saab-Scania (Bessant, 1995). However, the complex
rapid pace of technological change has made it difficult for the science base to keep up. Indee
concentration of R&D efforts in very large firms reflects the dualism of the Swedish economy, w
dynamic multinational sector and a stagnant small-business sector. Increasing international specia
has led to reduced dependence by the large firms on their domestic suppliers, limiting the sour
technology and know-how for small Swedish firms. Since the late 1980s there has also been a
internationalisation of R&D by Swedish-based multinational firms, while the involvement of ski
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foreign researchers in home R&D has been hampered by high indirect labour costs and personal
taxes. The policy focus has been on industry participation in university research as well as on r
mobility of R&D staff from universities to industry within Sweden.

463. Small catch-up economies such as Ireland, Mexico and to a lesser extent Greece, have re
multinationals for diffusion. In Ireland and Mexico, however, there has been a partial trend towards
economies”, with outward- and export-oriented sectors rapidly adopting technology while small dom
firms without links to foreign or national sources of technology are excluded. Policy towards techno
diffusion in Ireland has become more active, benefiting from EU support and low market barriers due
Membership. Mexico, on the other hand, is characterised by a more science- than technology-based
which has led to the concentration of scientific and technological capabilities around a few regional
(e.g.Monterrey, Mexico City), while the export processing zones (maquiladoras) are dependent on foreign
technology with few spillovers to domestic firms. The atomised structure of SMEs in Mexico, but al
Greece, inhibits diffusion. In addition to building own R&D capacity, technology policies focus on build
partnerships and stimulating firm networks to enhance knowledge flows.

464. In the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and the Russian Federation, a main policy challe
to facilitate the absorption of foreign know-how but also to exploit the stock of technologies from
national science system. Here too, countries differ. Hungary has acquired foreign technology ass
with high levels of inward FDI, but slow changes to management structures in newly privatised
and weak competition in product markets act as a break to broader diffusion. In Poland, inflow
technology and foreign investment have been highly uneven as entire regions and sectors, espec
agricultural sector, have been largely excluded. In several transition economies, low rates of c
replacement are an obstacle to technology diffusion. The technology transfer infrastructure re
fragmented (e.g.lack of bridging institutions), although efforts, drawing on international experien
are underway to address this in both the Czech Republic and Hungary. In the Russian Fede
inadequate IPR protection and macroeconomic instability hinder technological co-operation and the
diffusion of scientific knowledge.

465. Ultimately, the technology diffusion strategies of OECD countries over the past decades
to some extent currentpolicy challenges (Table 8.2). It is against this background that the next sec
assesses targeted measures for promoting technology diffusion in OECD countries.

8.7. Assessing targeted policy initiatives: evidence from OECD countries

Improving the adoption and transfer of specific technologies

466. Encouraging the transfer of technology from the public research base to the business sec
common policy challenge, and OECD countries maintain a myriad of policy instruments
institutions which can be grouped under the term “technology-diffusion infrastructure”. This inclu
grants/subsidies, technology (transfer) centres, technology extension services, patent offices, universi
technology transfer offices, bridging institutions, networking schemes, etc. Grants are increas
oriented towards sharing responsibility with participating firms through matching or in-kind supp
partnerships or by requiring incremental investment and time-specific outcomes such as product
improvements. These schemes, however, often require an element of subjective judgement in se
technologies and participating firms. They are also subject to the vagaries of fiscal pressures and
priorities. Finally, they may inadvertently help firms that already invest in innovation (including R&
rather than those lacking an investment tradition, especially smaller firms. Evidence from innov
surveys suggests that prior in-house investment in innovation is associated with the likeliho
participating in such schemes.
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Table 8.2. Country strategies for technology diffusion

Macro level/framework conditions Meso level of firms networks/
institutional infrastructure

Micro level of the firm/specific
programmes

Australia ● Sustain improvements in R&D
and lower trade barriers to
encourage diffusion

● Consolidate technology
diffusion structures and link
them to government research
agencies

● Improve the university-
industry interface via co-
operative research centres

● Emphasize personnel mobility
and tacit knowledge flows in
targeted programmes

● Increase efforts to evaluate
specific programmes and
disseminate best practice in
technology adoption/
management to industry

Austria ● Attract FDI
● Liberalise infrastructure

sectors

● Enhance networking between
technology transfer structures
(e.g. science parks, co-
operative research centres)
and firms

● Improve industry-university
co-operation

● Make innovation
management services
(e.g. MINT-type schemes)
more demand-driven

Canada ● Strengthen competition in
product and service markets

● Build-up public information
infrastructure

● Encourage networking of
existing competence centres

● Minimise subsidies in scope
and repayment

Denmark ● Improve coherence between
various administrative bodies
and the national research
centres

● Build up firm networks to
facilitate diffusion

● Strengthen commitment
to bridging institutions
(e.g. technology services
institutes, GTS)

● Improve effectiveness
of advisory services

● Enhance mobility between
research (universities) and
advisory services (GTS)

Finland ● Integrate technology diffusion
policy and broad economic
policies

● Strengthen research training
and development of "centres
of excellence" around
universities

● Strengthen co-operation
among large and small firms

● Encourage measures which
raise absorptive capacity
in firms

● Improve marketing and
targeting of technology
transfer structures
(e.g. technology "clinics")

France ● Liberalise infrastructure
sectors
(e.g. telecommunications,
energy, rail services)

● Diffuse and apply research
results via contractualisation
policy between industry
and large research
establishments

● Diffuse generic technologies:
electronic components,
advanced materials, ICTs
to SMEs

● Incorporate training and
human capital development
within diffusion schemes

Germany ● Strengthen product market
competition

● Reduce regulatory/capital
market barriers to firm
creation

● Integrate and upgrade the
S&T infrastructure
of the new Länder

● Improve the established
technology diffusion
infrastructure (both regionally
and nationally), especially
through the promotion
of firm networks

● Introduce competition among
firms and regions in tenders
of specific co-operative
programmes

Hungary ● Improve competitiveness
● Rebuild R&D capacity with

emphasis on cross-
disciplinary research

● Build a technology transfer
infrastructure for SMEs
(e.g. the Zoltan Bay
Foundation, S&T parks,
innovation centres)

● Improve production process
and product qualities in firms
by diffusing existing
technologies

Japan ● Increase support of basic
research

● Improve regulatory framework
for industry-university
collaboration

● Improve R&D co-operation
among firms (e.g. integrating
research across firms rather
than separately)

● Integrate evaluation in
innovation policies

● Encourage mobility of
university researchers

● Encourage joint funding for
technology development/
diffusion
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Korea ● Increase support
for basic research

● Improve corporate
governance structures
of large conglomerates
(chaebols)

● Strengthen the role
of bridging institutions

● Build information
infrastructure for SMEs

● Adapt best policy practices
from diffusion initiatives in
other countries (e.g. AMT,
technology centres)

Netherlands ● Strengthen domestic
competition in goods and
service markets

● Limit regulatory burden on
firms, especially SMEs

● Increase the leverage of
applied research institutes
(TNOs) via partnerships with
companies (small and large)

● Exploit synergies between
firms/research institutes using
cluster-based policies

● Encourage technology
awareness schemes and
advisory services for SMEs

● Promote mobility of
technology specialists

Norway ● Strengthen domestic
competition policy

● Promote cluster-based
policies which support
innovation in traditional
sectors (e.g. fisheries, oil)

● Stimulate innovation in small
firms with strong demand-
driven public measures

Poland ● Promote FDI
● Encourage restructuring in

industrial sectors (e.g. coal,
fuel, transport) and
privatisation

● Build legal and institutional
systems for innovation

● Strengthen links between
R&D institutes and industry

● Support diffusion at regional
level

● Promote diffusion in the
agricultural sector through
technical advisory centres

● Diffuse technologies in
mature industries (e.g. food
processing)

● Support ecologically-oriented
technologies

● Promote quality certification
among SMEs

Spain ● Privatise state banking,
telecom and utilities firms

● Enhance domestic
competition

● Decentralise and regionalise
technology diffusion schemes

● Support diffusion of public-
research through innovation
and technology centres

● Promote technology in the
production process
(e.g. textiles)

● Promote schemes which
encourage quality
management including
training

Sweden ● Liberalise external trade
regime and globalisation of
Swedish industry

● Enhance domestic
competition and strengthen
structural change to facilitate
firm creation

● Strengthen firm networks
● Improve P/PPs involving

government institutes and
industry

● Encourage the outward
mobility of research
personnel from universities to
industry

● Strengthen inward mobility
and mobility of skilled workers
between sectors and firms

United
Kingdom

● Give priority to reforming
product markets

● Reduce overlap in technology
diffusion infrastructure

● Target public/private
partnership schemes to
promote industry-public
research collaboration
(e.g. biotechnology) for
development and diffusion

● Use technology foresight to
encourage industry-led
diffusion strategies

● Support broad,
geographically based
schemes for SMEs which link
technology and training

● Maintain specific technology-
cluster diffusion initiatives
(e.g. ICT)

United
States

● Decentralise policies for
technology diffusion

● Make capital markets more
effective

● Emphasize P/PPs in
technology development
programmes

● Facilitate technology transfer
from federal labs

● Strengthen market-based
technology and business
advisory services to SMEs

● Tailor technology support to
firm needs

Macro level/framework conditions Meso level of firms networks/
institutional infrastructure

Micro level of the firm/specific
programmes
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467. Supply-side initiatives remain an important component of technology diffusion policies. T
are, however, becoming more customer-oriented and integrating many “softer” technology sup
Technology support to manufacturing, for example, has moved away from simple subsidisation a
choosing of “winning” technologies to a more demand-driven approach. In the United States
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) network of state-level extension centres focus
helping small firms in mainly traditional sectors exploit “appropriate” technologies. Several evalua
of the MEP network have shown positiveeffects in terms of sales, productivity and increased use
technology (Shapira, 1995; US General Accounting Office, 1996).39 A survey of participating firms
revealed that 70 per cent considered that the technical consulting services provided by MEP cent
their intermediaries were either unavailable in the market or were complementary to existing se
(National Institute of Standards and Technology, 1996). One of the keys to the MEPs’ success ha
the development of a local base and access to a local innovation network including links to p
consultants and industrial associations.

468. In Canada, where the concentration of R&D and innovative activity has been associate
lower rates of technology diffusion, supply-driven government R&D programmes such as the Can
Space Agency’s Space Station Programme (CSSP) have made the commercialisation of public r
an explicit objective. Through its industry-led contracts the CSSP has successfully helped f
including SMEs, develop and commercialise the application of dual-use space technologies in a
diverse as agriculture, automation and toxic waste management. Similarly, in Korea, evaluations
highly advanced national (HAN) technology development projects involving co-operation betw
industry and government-supported research institutes (GRIs) found that industry participat
programme design from the outset was instrumental in successful technology transfe
commercialisation(Parket al., 1996).

469. Evaluations of Canada’s Industrial Research Assistance Program (IRAP) to assist m
manufacturing firms in technology uptake found that a local presence and networking were imp
factors in increasing the technical capacity of participating firms (National Research Counc
Canada, 1990). In Japan, studies of thekohsetsushi, a network of mainly locally funded technologica
assistance centres, found that while long-term support was a factor in institutional and staffing sta
this reduced incentives for managers to raise outside financing. Recent changes aim to fill gaps
technological skill level of researchers and the capacities of the centres to improve manufac
processes and foster advanced product developments in SMEs. In Korea, as in Japan a
United States, a main factor in the ability of manufacturing extension centres to help firms is effe
and up-to-date training of consultants. Evaluations from Finland’s Technology Clinics (TEKES
network of centres that matches SMEs with universities/research centres to solve specific techno
problems, showed that while participating firms increased R&D spending and use of ext
technology, active marketing of the centres’ services could improve the targeting of firms. A re
issue is that of institutional competition; university/research institutes may prefer to participate in l
government programmes than in the small projects brokered by the clinics.

470. In Germany, evaluations of AMT programmes targeting CAD/CAM and computer-integrated
manufacturing (CIM) technologies found that the more advanced the diffusion and developmen
technology, the greater the likelihood of limited impact and the larger thefree-rider effect. On the other
hand, targeting the diffusion of very underdeveloped technologies in the market-place raises th

39. A 1994 study showed that firms involved with MEP centres were six times more likely to plan tech
improvements than non-participating firms (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 1996).
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and problems associated with its initial diffusion. The policy implication is that the timing matter
targeting specific technologies. Another important finding from similar programmes in Germany
the lack of sufficient and ongoing training in the diffusion process. The recent follow-up program
Production 2000, represented a shift in the German government’s diffusion strategy for manufac
insofar as it sought to integrate the development and application of technology with educatio
training. In Germany, but also in other countries, it is increasingly acknowledged that techno
diffusion policies cannot merely support new research results and their experimental applic
Particularly for the contribution to overall job creation in economies plagued by problems of upskil
diffusion policies need to be conducive to training and upgrading of individual as well as organisat
skills, although, as noted above, there has been limited progress in this area. The means and inc
for upgrading skills are crucially influenced by a range of conditions, including taxes and w
structures, on which government, the social partners, firms and workers all have a bearing.

471. Like AMTs, the diffusion of ICTs continues to receive strong public support in Austria, Ja
the Nordic countries, the United States and through EU programmes. Increased flows made poss
ICT and lower prices have made information more easily available to SMEs. Yet experience sug
that while the disadvantages of small scale have been reduced, they have not been eliminated; e
shows that smaller firms continue to encounter barriers in access and demand for ICT. This is
acute in countries which have been slower in removing regulatory and product market barrie
telecommunications and other network-based industries (Chapter 10). Regulatory burdens on
biased public procurement, lack of access to capital and other obstacles contribute to making su
smaller firms remain ICT outsiders.

472. On the supply side, ICT diffusion programmes have been oriented towards infrastructure bu
such as creating public information networks to help SMEs access technical and market know
Austria’s Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) initiative aims to increase the competitiveness of SME
helping them reach the critical mass for exploiting EDI. The Strategis initiative in Canada seeks to cap
on new ICTs for improving the information infrastructure of SMEs. Mexico’s Information System
Technological Services (SISTEC) Internet network acts as a bridge between businesses and techno
service providers. The UK Supernet network matches SMEs with technical centres for assistanc
product or process problems. The success of such schemes depends on keeping information accu
up-to-date together with trouble-shooting expertise. Turkey’s National Information and Telematics Se
an information network, aims to promote diffusion and knowledge flows. At the level of the Europ
Union, the Community Research and Development Information Service (CORDIS) is an electronic ne
linking potential technology users with technology service providers.

473. With regard to the transfer of technology from public laboratories to firms, efforts in
United States have been strengthened although the outcomes are difficult to measure. One of th
factors limiting such initiatives has been a mismatch in the mission of federal labs and the nee
industry, including firms without past collaboration experience (Mowery, 1995). In Europe, evalua
of similar transfer efforts have shown that the inflexibility of centralised administration and funding
structures results in a poor match with industrial needs, limiting success. One of the lessons ha
that the effectiveness of transfer is enhanced by a certain level of managerial independen
individuals, units or structures responsible for stimulating the transfer of technology to indu
Transfer initiatives characterised by longer-term relationships with firms were more successfu
single projects. Providing a broad range of technology diffusion services was shown to be a po
factor in meeting the needs of individual firms. Successful marketing approaches for attra
industrial partners are also important but there are limits as firms may be wary of sharing inform
with other firms, particularly in terms of product development (European Commission, 1996b). The
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1996 innovation survey in Germany, for example, found that firm co-operation with public resear
universities depended on the size and sector of firms, with smaller firms and those in compe
markets less likely to participate (Licht and Stahl, 1997).

474. Matureindustries such as steel, textiles, shoe-making, shipbuilding, wood products and
processing industries are main targets of diffusion programmes. Efforts are generally devoted to sub
technology costs in these sectors, especially for small firms, or to promoting collaborative R&D project
the textiles sector, evidence suggests that the weak success of large technology development and
programmes in the United States, Japan and Europe was due to a lack of responsiveness to mark
towards quality, higher design content and rapid response. Such programmes focused on technologi
on mass production principles (OECD, 1998b). In Spain, efforts to diffuse computer-aided technologies
leather cutting in the shoe industry met with similar difficulties. In response, the Technological Foo
Institute (INESCOP), an applied technology centre, and local shoe manufacture associations w
together to apply water jet cutting technology to the cutting of leather for shoe-making firms. The implic
is that using input from industry to tailor diffusion schemes to the specific needs of firms is a key fac
diffusing technology and stimulating incremental innovation.

Improving the general technological receptiveness of firms

475. Demonstration and technical assistance schemes are among the most common ty
initiatives for improving the technical receptiveness of firms. Evaluations of technical assist
programmes in several OECD countries, however, have shown that while there are positive impacts on
the technical capability, sales, costs and employment of participant firms, there are limi
economy-wide effects. Pure technical assistance programmes are generally limited in scop
isolated from other public and private technology-related programmes. Their industry coverage m
restricted and programmes not sufficiently demand-driven. Difficulties have been encounter
keeping the programmes technically up-to-date.

476. In Mexico the Compite Programme aims to increase productivity in small manufacturing firm
identifying problems and solutions along the firm’s production line (e.g.inventories, response time
production flows). Providing effective technical assistance requires a precise assessment of firms’ pr
and needs – sometimes firms are seeking solutions to very specific technical problems. Programme
depends on quality consultants and expertise and requires the active participation of the firms’ mana
or the entrepreneur. Improving awareness of programme benefits among potential participants is a
challenge to achieving greater impact. Austria’sTechnoKonatakteis a demonstration programme based on
company visit schemes in Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom to raise awareness of tech
transfer.

477. A main trend in improving the technological receptiveness of firms is promoting P/PPs as
way to share costs and ensure that technology diffusion is industry-driven. Norway’s TEFT Progra
incites SMEs, especially those with low or medium R&D capabilities, to collaborate with technolog
research institutes. Led by a corps of ten geographically-based technology attachés, firms receive an
analysis of their position and recommendations for projects where the research institutes could p
collaborative support. A main difficulty inherent in such schemes is selecting the appropriate ty
firm with a minimum level of applied research capabilities.
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Building the innovative capacity of firms

478. Many recent diffusion programmes such as consulting schemes seek to stimulate f
especially SMEs, to develop and implement a more strategic upgrade path for themselves. The ra
for these schemes rests upon the information asymmetries between small firms and private cons
and the high risk and uncertainty involved for firms with scarce resources. Government support
lower the risk for firms and stimulate private demand for innovation and management compete
Experience with Norway’s Business Development Using New Technology (BUNT) programme w
provided funding and training for industrial development consultants to help firms develop a stra
for technology use, showed that organisational change must be a precursor to the introductio
efficient use of new technology. A main strength of the BUNT approach is the effective trainin
consultants and the use of continuous (external) evaluations.

479. Evidence from a similar cost-sharing consulting scheme in Austria, the Managing Integr
of New Technology (MINT) programme, which provides comprehensive management consul
services to SMEs, indicates that in addition to trained staff, effective support requires the a
participation of management. Changing the management culture is one of the aims of the Eur
Commission’s Euromanagement scheme, which through a network of consultants diffuses
practices in innovation management tools to SMEs in areas such as certification, quality and res
Programmes that provide such business support services are most effective when they fill a gap
market or institutional infrastructure. In Sweden, the ALMI network of consultants provides busi
and technology advice to small firms in regions, including remote areas where private service
unavailable. However, there are limits to demand-side policies. The Dutch ICNN, whose consu
act as intermediaries between firms and private and public sources of technology and know-how
to stimulate awareness of technology among entrepreneurs/managers, without generating depe
on public support. In some cases, however, only businesses that were already planning to inve
given area would do so because of the public incentives.

480. Benchmarking is another policy instrument used to strengthen the innovative capacity of firms.
Such schemes include France’s ANVAR Diagnosis programme, the UK Benchmarking Inde
national benchmarking service for SMEs, and the US Benchmarking Performance Service that
companies through the US MEP centres. At the European Union level, the new Innovation Progra
building on the experience of the former Strategic Programme for Innovation and Technology Tra
(SPRINT), aims at “fostering an innovation culture” throughinter alia the Innovation Management
Techniques (IMT) programme. While methodologies differ, a main requirement for success i
involvement of well-trained consultants who can gain the trust of managers and thus increa
probability that recommendations are implemented (European Commission, 1996c).

481. Measures to promote innovative capacity in firms through flows of tacit knowledge are ga
ground in OECD countries. Initially ad hoc and often detached from other diffusion and innova
policies, they are increasingly being integrated in Denmark, Sweden and the United Kingdom
technology brings about rapid change in organisational structures and in the workplace, the
tendency for tasks to change continuously, increasing the need for lifelong learning within the
Mobility of scientists and technical staff is one way to increase the abilities of firms to enha
absorptive capacity. The Dutch Specialists in SMEs Scheme (Kennisdragers in het Midden-en
Kleinbedrijf – KIM) to promote technology personnel in SMEs has been quite successful. Germany
has two main schemes targeting R&D personnel in SMEs: the Ministry of Economics provides
subsidies for R&D workers to firms in the easternLänder; while the Research Ministry provides
funding to cover the costs of additional R&D personnel. Evaluations of these programmes found
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had a significant impact on the hiring of additional personnel, but failed to adjust for the quali
R&D staff (Kuntze and Hornchild, 1995).

482. Norway’s SME Competence Scheme helps small firms increase their level of competen
recruiting newly qualified graduates or graduates with some experience. The initial results have
intangible but positive, changing the attitudes of participating firms towards graduates and incre
co-operation between small firms and educational institutions. Evaluations of the UK TCS, w
places post-graduates in a semi-academic or company-based environment for two years, not onl
significant effects onjobs, firm turnover, exports and R&D spending, but also intangible benefits s
as increased co-operation with industry and making academic courses more relevant to in
needs.40 The challenge faced by such schemes is to reduce the risk of dead-weight (i.e. the risk of
subsidising firms which would have sought outside help even in the absence of the subsidy). Th
aims to minimise this risk by targeting the smallest firms.

8.8. General best-practice principles in technology diffusion programmes

483. At the level of specific initiatives/programmes, the experience of OECD countries prov
examples of successful and less successful policy practices (OECD, 1997q). Understanding what does
not work is just as important as understanding what does work. At the general level, techn
diffusion programmes involve multiple stakeholders, complicating implementation. Programm
they are to be comprehensive, must often involve alliances and cross-sectoral networks as well
institutional investments and business incentives. Technology diffusion services generally have
delivered locally. Conflicts may arise between local and national levels of government
management practices and programme goals. There is also a risk that diffusion strategies develo
or targeted to, particular regions might preclude involvement by firms and institutions from o
regions within the same country. As public agencies pursue more market-oriented approac
delivering diffusion services and place greater reliance on private service providers, there may a
clashes between management styles and objectives.

484. Effective technology diffusion takes time and money and can be difficult to measure and evalua
also requires operational flexibility to meet diverse and emerging company needs. These are elements that
traditional government decision-making and budgeting systems do not easily accommodate. Questio
as to the appropriate target and scope of technology diffusion programmes. Firms which alread
advanced capabilities may be targeted but may have least need of support. Governments shou
prescribing uses of technology; promoting technologies that are generic and in early stages of develop
likely to produce more social benefits than promoting specialised technologies (Lipsey and Carlaw,
The problems in targeting firms may well reflect weaknesses in evaluation systems as to what ty
diffusion policies, projects or services are more (or less) effective, for which clients.

485. General principles for best policy practice in targeted diffusion programmes are set out in Box
Beyond identifying what works in a given programme, however, transferring good practice requires
distinguishing the general from the specific. Practices and methods need to be understood and m
within their institutional contexts: what works in one context may do so as part of a broader set of ex

40. A recent independent evaluation in 1995 found that £1 million of TCS support generates the followin
cumulative additional activity: 58 jobs; £3.6 million value added; £3.0 million exports; £13.3 mill
turnover; £1.5 million capital expenditure; and £0.2 million R&D expenditure.
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and implicit arrangements and may not easily be transferred to other national innovation systems,
they face similar policy challenges. Adaptation and interpretation is generally necessary. Indeed,
analogous to the process of technology diffusion itself, which requires learning and sunk costs on the
adopters.

8.9. Main lessons and implications for diffusion policy

486. Three main implications arise from the assessment by OECD countries of targeted tech
diffusion policies as they have evolved over the past decades. First, there are common challenges
differences in the perception of the barriers to diffusion and in the priorities of governments. Se
while past patterns of scientific and technological specialisation continue to shape policy responses

Box 8.1. Best-practice principles for targeted diffusion programmes

Policy context

– Integrate technology diffusion at various levels of policy making, including macro and structural policies.

– Establish coherence between the scope of the general diffusion policy challenge and the specificity of the
policy instrument.

Rationale and objectives

– Look beyond market failure. Identifying clear market failures in technology diffusion remains important but
government and systemic failures may also justify policy action.

– Define objectives and mission from the outset while integrating evaluation tools to ensure regular monitoring
and feedback into policy design.

– Anticipate the indirect impacts of other measures (e.g. tax support for R&D) as well as potential displacement
effects.

Design and delivery of programmes/initiatives

– Consider how to transfer and licence technology from the outset.

– Ensure quality control of technology diffusion service providers, through, for example, merit-based competition
and external review.

– Ensure sufficient geographic proximity. This requires significant programme scale and coverage.

– Build on existing resources. Channelling programmes through existing structures and linking different types of
institutions (e.g. SME service providers and patent offices).

– Create an appetite for change among firms, but avoid dependency.

– Promote organisational development and change.

– Maintain close links with industry groups and associations. Such groups not only help tailor programmes to
firm needs but are instrumental in sharing and diffusing best practices among firms.

– Ensure stability and sustainability.

– Build on evaluations of programmes. Tailor evaluations to user needs and enhance the effectiveness of
evaluations for benchmarking programmes.

Responding to new challenges and innovating with regard to diffusion policy tools

– Link technology foresight to diffusion strategies. Public-private technology foresight exercises for identifying
new technologies can help policy makers develop new or adjust existing instruments to facilitate their
sustainable diffusion.

– Enhance responsiveness of policies to societal goals. Environmental challenges (e.g. global climate warming)
and demographic trends (e.g. ageing populations) will place greater pressure on social and market demands
for technology. Diffusion policies play a role in responding to societal demands in areas such as health
(e.g. diffusing tele-medicine) and education (e.g. ICT as a tool for lifelong learning) as well as in industry
(environmentally benign manufacturing).

– Share experience and diffuse best practices. Governments have a role in promoting the diffusion of best policy
practices within the institutional infrastructure for diffusion and among firms, including firm networks, industry
associations, etc.

Source: OECD Secretariat
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are significant indications of convergence among OECD countries. The trend, for example, to
reducing financial support for technology uptake implies a trade-off in favour of soft support suc
technology consulting services and a recognition that technology is more than just R&D embod
capital equipment. Both demand- and supply-sidemeasures are increasingly user-driven.

487. Third, the diversity of targeted technology diffusion initiatives in OECD countries suggests
countries pursue their own distinctive combination of policies and programmes, or “diffusion mix”, w
operates at the macro, meso and micro levels of the economy. The characteristics of this mix refl
only specific national innovation systems, but also different challenges with respect to econ
performance and job creation. The federal systems of government in Germany, the United States a
lesser extent Belgium and Canada where diffusion policies are highly decentralised, account
institutional set-up which is quite different from that of countries where policies are more central
Although effective technology diffusion policies thus require varying instruments, there are still a number
of general lessons that countries can learn from each others’ experience.

488. Most OECD countries maintain diffusion promotion measures which target manufactu
The experiences of Switzerland and Austria on the importance of tacit knowledge flows in A
schemes can help other countries planning similar schemes. Similarly elements of the MEP ce
such as external funding and close contact with industry associations, are useful for cou
contemplating similar centres. Korea’s Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation (SMIP
manufacturing extension scheme, has drawn on good practice in other countries and integrat
supports such as technology consulting and training in support for product quality and produ
processes in manufacturing. The innovation management schemes for SMEs such as the BU
Norway were successfully adapted and transferred to Austria and other European countries w
support. Many of the recent diffusion-oriented institutions (e.g.technology agencies, science an
technology parks, incubators, etc.) and targeted programmes of the central and eastern Eu
economies have been modelled on diffusion policies in other OECD countries. But the scale of
challenges (e.g.a large, fragmented agricultural sector in Poland, weak enforcement of IPRs) sug
that such effortswill take time and require structural reforms.

489. The assessment of targetedmeasures also reveals that the rationale for policy intervention
broadly similar despite local, regional or national specificities. In most countries, notably Australia
United Kingdom and the United States, market failure continues to drive the bulk of technology diffu
policy initiatives. While policy makers, especially in Austria and the Nordic countries, increasin
acknowledge the importance of systemic failure, there appears to be a “policy lag” and many progra
do not take into account firms’ interactions with the surrounding infrastructure. For example, while
SMEs are highly technical, most have little (internal) technical capacity. Consequently programm
improving technology transfer from universities to SMEs could be inappropriate in regions with
critical mass. At the same time, technology diffusion is more than a problem of access to R&D-inte
machinery or patents, and many governments maintain schemes to raise the management capab
small firms. Several countries, not least Austria, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands and No
encourage the further diffusion of know-how around existing clusters, many of which are low-techn
but highly innovative. Germany recently conducted a “competition” whereby regions sought suppo
biotechnology research, not solely on the basis of firm-level competence, but also on the basis of st
in the surrounding research institutes, universities, banks and the local regulatory environmen
initiative explicitly acknowledged the advantages for support to technology development and diff
that can flow from local structural coherence.
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Importance and limits of evaluations

490. Technology diffusion initiatives are particularly challenging for evaluators, not least becau
the multiplicity of objectives involved and the myriad of indirect effects on both targeted
non-targeted firms/organisations. Technology diffusion initiatives, because they simultaneously o
at the macro, meso and micro levels are highly contextual to the institutionalframework and market
environments in which they operate. In addition, the majority of evaluations of technology diffu
schemes are concerned primarily with efficiency in a narrow sense (Arvantis and Hollenstein, 1
Intangible and difficult to measure impacts such as encouraging a “culture of entrepreneurship” a
academics participating in technology transfer schemes or increasing university “awareness” of
industry needs are perhaps as important for society, in the longer term, as the productivity gains o
participating firms. The existence of multiple stakeholders, while important as an external re
mechanism, may also give rise to conflict in terms of the objectives of evaluations. Progra
managers may be more interested in programme services and delivery than in broader eco
impacts, while policy makers seek to observe broad outcomes such as employment and produ
effects. Firms’ decisions, based on enhancing profitability, may go against underlying policy objectives,
as in the adoption of technology that may be labour-saving rather than labour-enhancing, at leas
short term (Jarmin and Jensen, 1997). Still, evaluations play a critical role in improving
effectiveness of technology diffusion programmes and identifying good practices. Qualitative or “soft”
techniques such as those used in the Nordic countries and Switzerland are potentially use
assessing new types of diffusion instruments (e.g.networking initiatives).

8.10. Conclusions

491. This chapter has reviewed the diffusion efforts of OECD countries and identified best-pra
principles and policies based on the assessment of discrete policy instruments. Best practices c
improve the effectiveness of existing policies and maximise private and social returns from techn
They cannot, however, substitute for public and private investments in R&D and innovation. More
in formulating and designing diffusion policies, OECD countries must take account of bro
framework conditions. First, conditions allowing for FDI and trade in technology embedded in g
and services have a major bearing on the opportunities of more narrowly defined diffu
programmes. Structural reforms in product and labour product markets, if not appropriately des
may contribute to distorting market incentives for innovation and diffusion, limiting the ove
effectiveness of targeted programmes. The extent to which labour market conditions, taxes
provide incentives to upgrade labour-force skills crucially influences how, and to what extent, diffu
policies can help to raise absorptive capacity as well as generate economy-wide employmenteffects.

492. Summing up, technology diffusion is an important policy area for OECD governments
countries have taken policy action at several levels to broaden diffusion (Table 8.3). The major
OECD countries have lowered barriers to FDI and trade; several have given high priori
strengthening competition in product markets (Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, Swede
United Kingdom), allowing faster reallocation of labour and speeding diffusion. The central and ea
European countries and Korea have relaxed restrictions on FDI, but further action for strength
domestic competition is warranted. Australia, Finland, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom
consolidated the institutional infrastructure for diffusion to reduce overlap, while in France the roles
multiple regional structures could be better delineated. Denmark has taken steps to make tech
service institutes more responsive to firms’ needs, while Spain is strengthening existing techn
transfer institutions (e.g.patent offices, technology centres). P/PPs are not new in thearea of
technology diffusion and are increasingly favoured in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom
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United States; they are being broadened in Germany where most technical centres remain h
dependent on public support. Australia, Canada the United States and to a lesser extent Fran
integrated diffusion more explicitly in large technology development projects, often with a focu
SMEs. Austria, Germany, Korea, Switzerland and the United States have integrated “soft sup
such as training, into diffusion schemes for AMTs. In Switzerland, despite high innovativeness in
traditional sectors and a strong research base, the diffusion of emerging technologies in in
remains weak. Service firms continue to receive little attention in most countries, except in the co
of schemes to promote the diffusion of ICTs in SMEs.

Table 8.3. Summary of best policy practices to improve and broaden technology diffusion policies

Source: OECD Secretariat.

493. Promoting diffusion between large and small firms remains a key issue in a numb
countries, including Finland and Sweden but also in Ireland, where small, domestically oriented
have weak linkages to large, highly internationalised or foreign firms. Tools for the diffusion
non-R&D sources of knowledge such as innovation management skills, etc., via cost-sh
consulting schemes, are particularly developed in Austria, the Netherlands, the Nordic countries a
United Kingdom but less so in Southern Europe. Mobility of research personnel between industr
the public sector, often with an emphasis on SMEs, is being promoted in Australia, the Nether
Sweden and the United Kingdom, and needs to be strengthened in France and Japan where inst
barriers limit mobility. A large number of countries conduct technology foresight exercises
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom they are used to design and improve technology diff

Areas Best policy practices and country examples

Strengthening links between firms and
the public research infrastructure

Enhance role of intermediary institutions (e.g. patent offices,
technological institutes, science parks) (Australia, Austria, Denmark,
Korea, Spain).

Integrate "soft supports" in technology transfer of process and product
technologies (Austria, Germany, Korea, Switzerland, United States).

Institutionalise evaluation in diffusion policy initiatives (Australia, Canada,
Germany, United Kingdom, United States).

Integrate technology diffusion in large technology development projects
(Australia, Canada, United States).

Building up network capacities
among firms

Promote effective partnerships in technology commercialisation
(Australia, Canada, Germany, United Kingdom, United States).

Promote access by small firms to the information structure (Canada,
France, Netherlands, United Kingdom, United States).

Maximise diffusion around clusters of firms, including between
suppliers-users (Austria, Finland, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden).

Stimulate competition and co-operation in joint collaborative research
projects (France, Germany, Japan, United Kingdom, United States).

Building up the internal absorptive and
innovative capacities of firms

Promote organisational change and training in small firms (Austria,
Denmark, Norway, United Kingdom).

Enhance effectiveness of innovation management schemes (Austria,
Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, United Kingdom).

Encourage personnel movements between industry-public sector,
especially SMEs (Australia, Sweden, United Kingdom).
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programmes. At the international level, the European Commission has undertaken efforts to fac
the diffusion of technical information and best practice in technology transfer, especially among S
There is a need, however, to encourage synergies between national and international diffusion sc
Finally, the evaluation of targeted diffusion initiatives – although institutionalised in Australia, Can
Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States – remains a weak area in most OECD coun
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CHAPTER 9. PROMOTING NEW TECHNOLOGY-BASED FIRMS

9.1. Introduction

494. The contribution of small firms to economic development and job creation has gaine
interest in recent years. Young, high-growth SMEs typically account for a sizeable share of ov
employment growth (Birch, 1994). Economists have reopened the debate on the role of bu
start-ups and the size distribution of firms in determining sectoral and overall economic perform
and on whether some market and systemic failures disproportionatelyaffect small firms. Governments
have generally increased the priority attached to policies directed towards SMEs, with a growing
on the promotion of innovation.

495. This reassessment is partly dictated by budgetary constraints but there are other more im
reasons. First, there are uncertainties about the impacts of the many national or sub-national s
programmes and measures that have accumulated over time. Second, policies must take into
the challenges and opportunities that new technologies and globalisation raise for small firms. Th
increased emphasis of SMEpolicies on the promotion of innovation makes more acute the need to
the right balance between measures addressing generic problems related to size or newness a
targeted approaches to he specific problems of particular types of SMEs.

496. In many OECD Member countries, governments consider that new technology-based
(NTBFs) deserve special attention on the assumption that they play an important role in the
commercialisation of new knowledge and, more generally, in facilitating growth-enhancing struc
change in product markets (creation of niches) and creating opportunities for labour upskilling
mobility. The following questions are addressed in this chapter: Do NTBFs make a distinctive po
contribution to innovation, economic development, and jobcreation? Does their creation and initia
growth face specific obstacles? How could governments best lower such obstacles?

9.2. The importance of NTBFs in a knowledge-based economy

497. Many studies confirm that a subset of SMEs make a particularly important direct and ind
contribution to knowledge generation, technology diffusion, productivity gains and job and we
creation. Whereas it is generally agreed that such enterprises, often called “new technology
firms”, are younger and more innovative in developing or using new technologies than the av
firm, there is no precise definition common to all authors and all countries.

498. Some empirical studies utilise industry-based classifications of “high-technology”, allow
easy international comparisons, while others use firm-based classifications which have the advan
recognising that some firms in “medium-” or “low-technology” industries are more innovative
developing new technologies than some firms in “high-technology” industries. Definition
“technology-based” and “innovative” also vary. The criteria of technological sophistication ca
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R&D intensity (e.g.R&D expenditure as a percentage of sales) or the percentage of workers tha
“skilled” or “educated”, and sometimes include some measure of productivity growth. The criter
“innovativeness” is usually the proven capability of the firm to introduce new products or proce
but other firm characteristics or performance can also be taken into account. This chapter dra
studies based on these different definitions of “new technology-based firms” or “young, s
innovative firms”with a view to identifying common policy-relevant findings.

The role of NTBFs in innovation systems

499. Schumpeter argued that new firms are indispensable “agents of technological change”, n
because they open new routes for the commercialisation of knowledge, but also because
competitive pressure prompts incumbent firms to become more innovative. Recent economic res
has expanded this argument and brought substantial evidence that NTBFs fulfil an increas
important role in a knowledge-based economy, both directly as generators of new products and s
and indirectly as catalysts in improving knowledge interactionswithin national innovation systems.

NTBFs complement large firms in renewing and widening the technological base of economic expa

500. NTBFs often bring entirely new products to market, enhancing productivity, quality
choice. There are several well-known “revolutionary” inventions by start-up firms, including:
FM radio (Armstrong), the microwave oven (Raytheon), the microcomputer (Altair and Apple) and
microprocessor (Intel). Almeida and Kogut (1997) observe that “semiconductor start-ups contin
drive new design technologies, [while] larger firms dominate in the manufacture of integrated cir
and the development of more mature segments of the industry”. The US National Academ
Engineering (1995) underlines the key role played by NTBFs in the creation and early grow
technically dynamic and fragmented markets (e.g.advance displays and visual systems, implantab
surgical and medical devices, and environmental testing services).

501. This is not a new phenomenon. A start-up by Edison gave birth to the incandescent la
1878, and Klepper and Simons (1996)recall that the technological base of the automobile, automobi
tire, television and penicillin product markets in the United States was initially established throug
creation of a number of firms (for example, there were almost 400 automobile manufacturers in
and 80 firms in 1925, compared to only 10 in the 1960s when the industry reached maturity). How
recent trends in innovation modes and surrounding framework conditions have changed the trad
division of labour between and co-operation among different actors of innovation processes
benefit of small, flexible and entrepreneurial teams, while facilitating their institutionalisation
independent firms (e.g.ICTs, venture capital).

502. Large and small firms possess different advantages in innovating, reflecting different profi
risk/reward ratios. Large firms have greater financial, technological and production resources and
access to distribution networks. They are also more likely to have the market power that helps approp
economic returns from innovative activity, and are generally able to reduce the risk of R&D
diversifying across projects. But large firms often have vested interests (i.e. high sunk costs) in existing
technological trajectories and are reluctant to invest in areas remote from their core compete
especially when markets are not large enough to allow the rapid amortisation of overhead costs.

503. Small, innovative and new technology-based firms, conversely, specialise in innovati
activities which do not require large R&D expenditure but benefit from entrepreneurial dynam
internal flexibility, responsiveness to changing circumstances and technological expertise in h
specialised fields (Rothwell and Dodgson, 1993). Their advantage lies where “advances in techn
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accumulate upon a myriad of detailed inventions involving individual components, materials
fabrication techniques ... [and where the] ... sales possibilities for making such narrow, det
advances are often too modest to interest giant corporations” (Scherer, 1984). Broadly speaking
firms tend to innovate in response to customer needs; their innovations are commonly
demand-pulled than those of large firms.

504. Such differences in innovation style are reflected in R&D and patenting patterns (Bald
1997). Large firms rely more on R&D performed on an ongoing basis, whereas smaller firms build
innovation capabilities through external linkages, especially with suppliers and clients. For small f
being first in the market is relatively more important than other means of protecting their innovat
both because they lack legal and managerial resources to maintain specialists in IPR, but also b
they tend to pioneer new applications of advanced technologies in market niches rather than d
entirely new products or processes.

NTBFs improve knowledge interactions within national innovation systems

505. In addition to serving different markets, NTBFs are complementary to large firms in their w
of interacting with other actors of innovation systems. This is evidenced by their participatio
inter-firm knowledge flows, their involvement in partnerships and the importance of spin-offs
creation of a new firm by the personnel of an existing firm) and spin-outs (thecreation of a new firm by
the personnel of a public research organisation or university) (Box 9.1).

506. NTBFs perform a special function within innovation networks as bridging institutions
close the information gap between large knowledge organisations and firms in traditional indus
For example, a Finnish survey41 found that the adaptive focus of NTBFs makes them efficient agents o
technology and knowledge diffusion across sectors (Autio and Yli-Renko, 1997). A large proporti
Finnish NTBFs reported that their most important contribution to clients was to help them adop
adapt new technologies and know-how, and that their most important customers we
low-technology industries (30 per cent of the sample served the forest cluster).

507. Spin-offs from large firms, as well as partnerships between small firms, large firms and p
research organisations, are gaining in importance because they are efficient ways of refinin
division of labour within innovation systems to the benefit of all. The success of NTBFs often dep
on close relationships with large firms to secure access to managerial, financial and technical res
and marketing channels. Partnering with NTBFs, or informal privileged relationships with spin
firms, gives large firms the possibility to reconcile the need to explore other opportunities at low
and to offer value-added characteristics to their products, without straying from their core produ
These benefits are enhanced by globalisation since spin-offs or contractual arrangements with N
can offer a viable alternative to direct investment or acquisition as an internationalisation strategy

The contribution of NTBFs to employment and productivity growth

508. In addition to their contribution to innovation and technology diffusion, other factors have raise
perceived importance of small, innovative and new technology-based firms. There are many example

41. 150 experts were asked to name the most promising technology-based growth companies – “one whic
its business idea on innovatively exploiting advanced technological knowledge in its industry.” They als
to be: independent, entrepreneurial (owned by an entrepreneur/group of entrepreneurs), and employ le
500 workers.
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particularly in the United States, of NTBFs achieving phenomenal rates of growth (e.g.Intel, Microsoft),
providing wealth to the founders, direct jobs for employees and stimulating the economic developm
their region, thereby leading to sizeable indirect job and wealth creation. By contrast, the quasi absenc
such “success stories” seems a characteristic feature of the recent economic history of most OECD co
where employment growth has been lagging and unemployment rising. This section assesses the e
which new and/or small technology-based/innovative firms have contributed to growth in turnover, produ
and employment, and how this contribution has differed across countries, drawing on a number of em
studies on start-up, survival and growth rates (see overview of results and references in Table 9.1).

Start-up of technology-based firms

509. Inferences on the rate of start-ups of NTBFs can be drawn from information on the propo
of start-ups that are technology-based or innovative, in combination with data on start-up activ
general. A first group of studies provides estimates using industry classification of start-ups at the
of creation, for example: in the United States only 7 per cent of start-ups in 1977 and 1978 we
“highly innovative industries” and, in France, about 9 per cent of manufacturing start-ups are
“high-tech”.42 In addition, there is evidence that in the United Kingdom and the United States, high
start-ups are concentrated in the service sector, including the software industry.

510. An alternative way of measuring the extent of high-technology start-up activity is to survey
after their start-up, and determine the share engaged in technology-intensive or innovative activ
Dutch study has found that “techno-starters” account for about 10 per cent of manufacturing sta
However, if the “techno-starter” definition is restricted to firms introducing entirely new products,
percentage falls to between 5 and 7.5 per cent. About 30 per cent of German start-ups are “innova
a “broad sense”, but only 7 per cent offer new technical solutions, and 6 per cent new products.

Box 9.1. Partnerships, spin-outs and spin-offs – examples from Canada and Belgium

Telecommunications in Canada: large and small firm partnerships

The advantages of a large firm partnering with small firms are illustrated by the case of Newbridge Networks. The
company, founded in 1986, has grown at a rapid rate, now employing 7 000 people world-wide and grossing
almost C$ 1 billion in revenue. The company makes network switches, often responding to specific customer
requests. Producing highly customised options for small markets would not be advantageous for such a large
company. Hence, it seeks out small or new leading-edge companies with the capabilities to provide the options. It
“partners” with small companies, providing them with financial resources to meet the demands for the specific
options and “labelling” them (they become a “Newbridge Company”). Thus, Newbridge benefits by improving
customer satisfaction without having to stray from its core production. The partnering small company benefits
through access to financing and a large customer base.

Biotechnology in Belgium: spin-outs and partnerships

Segers (1993) cites the importance of a spin-out, and reviews how important partnering has been in its growth.
Plant Genetic Systems (PGS) was a spin-out from the genetic engineering laboratories of the universities of Gent
and Leuven, founded in 1983. In an early phase, the high cost of development and lack of standard products
resulted in losses. Through a series of co-marketing licences, joint ventures and product development
agreements with large companies, the company has been able to commercialise its products by obtaining
footholds in associated market niches. It has been able to move from being a technology-driven company based
on a research idea, to a market-driven manufacturing and research company. The large firms with which it has
partnered have been able to benefit from PGS’ development of leading-edge products without having to invest
directly in risky product development.

42. High-tech industries are: pharmaceuticals, office machinery, computers and other equipment, ele
machinery, radio, television and communication equipment and instruments.
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Table 9.1. Start-up, survival and growth of small innovative and new technology-based firms 1

Stage Findings Studies

Start-up Only a small percentage (5-10) of start-ups are
technology-based.

United States (Kirchhoff, 1995), France
(APRODI, quoted by de Lind van
Wijngaarden, 1995),
United Kingdom (Storey and Tether,
1996; de Lind van Wijngaarden, 1995),
Netherlands (Braaksma, 1995)

While about 7 per cent of German start-ups offer
new technical solutions and 6 per cent offer new
products, 30 per cent are innovative in a "wider
sense".

Hunsdiek, 1987 (quoted by de Lind van
Wijngaarden, 1995)

High-technology start-ups are more common in
services and software than in manufacturing.

United Kingdom (Storey and Tether,
1996; de Lind van Wijngaarden, 1995),
United States (National Science Board,
1996)

Start-up rates across all firms are highest in the
United States, lowest in Japan, and
varied throughout Europe.

EIM Small Business Research and
Consultancy, 1995

Survival High-technology firms have higher survival rates
than do average start-ups.

United Kingdom (Westhead and Storey,
1994; Garnsey and Cannon Brooks,
1993),
Italy (Malerba et al., 1995),
West Germany (Nerlinger, 1995),
Germany (Bruederl et al., 1993), France
(Mustar, 1995)

In one study of Austrian firms, technology-based
SMEs have a higher failure rate than average
SMEs.

Parger, 1995

In terms of their survival rates, start-ups in high-
technology sectors do not differ from firms in other
sectors.

United States (Kirchhoff, 1995)

Firms that derive from incubators have
higher than average survival rates.

United States, Australia, France, the
Netherlands and the EU (NBIA, 1995;
Gardner and Kenyon, 1994; APCE,
1997; EBN, 1996)

Employment growth Start-ups in high-technology industries grow more
rapidly than do other start-ups.

United States (Kirchhoff, 1995)

Firms started by scientists achieve higher growth
rates than do other firms.

Mustar, 1995

NTBFs in the United Kingdom have higher growth
rates than "comparable" firms in
other sectors.

Westhead and Storey, 1994; Garnsey
and Cannon Brooks, 1993

In Canada, more-innovative SMEs are more
successful than less-innovative SMEs.

Baldwin and Johnson, 1996

Technically oriented, design-intensive
discrete parts small manufacturers in

Turin (Italy) grow faster than other firms.

Calderini and Swann, 1996

Small R&D-performing firms grow more rapidly than
non-R&D-performing small firms in France, Japan
and the United States.

Motohashi, 1998

In Finland, growth in NTBFs is most rapid among
the smallest firms, the youngest firms and firms
located in the high-technology sectors.

Lumme, 1995
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511. The rate of high-tech start-ups is conditioned by the overall rate of start-up activity, whi

highest in the United States and lowest in Japan (EIM Small Business Research and Consultancy,43

The average for Europe falls between, with substantial differences across countries. Start-up rates
France, Germany, Portugal, Iceland, Ireland, Spain and the United Kingdom are close to those
United States, while they are much lower in the other European countries.

Survival of NTBFs

512. The creation of technology-based firms has both a direct and an indirect impact on the
economy; indirectly by spurring innovative activity among incumbents through competitive pres
and because they act as agents of technology diffusion, and directly depending on the length o
firms survive and the rate at which they grow. High-technology firms have higher survival rates tha
average start-ups in France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom. Conversely, Aus
technology-based SMEs have a higher failure rate than do SMEs on average, although this a
survival rate is exceptionally high (76 per cent over six years). Start-ups in “highly innovative
industries” in the United States were not found to be more likely to survive than other start
Evidence on the NTBFs which emanate from incubators is more consistent since their survival ra
higher than average in all countries for which evidence exists, namely Australia, France
Netherlands, the United States and the European Union.

Productivity growth Technically oriented, non-design intensive discrete
parts small manufacturers in Turin (Italy) grow faster
than other firms.

Calderini and Swann, 1996

In France, small R&D-performing firms experience
faster growth than non-R&D-performing small firms.

Motohashi, 1998

In the United States, small R&D-performing firms
experience slower growth than non-R&D-
performing small firms.

Motohashi, 1998

In Japan, small R&D-performing firms experience
the same growth as non-R&D-performing small
firms.

Motohashi, 1998

Aggregate effects Employment in technology-based SMEs is
increasing more rapidly than SME employment in
other industries.

Austria, Finland, France, western
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Norway,
Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom
(Tether and Storey, forthcoming)

Employment gains in technology-based industries
are superior to those in non-technology-based
industries in small firms, but are inferior in micro-
sized units.

As above

In Sweden, employment gains in technology-based
industries are inferior to those in non-technology-
based SMEs.

As above

1. For the full names of the acronyms used herein, please see the Glossary .

43. These conclusions are drawn from a special study that was conducted by EIM Small Business Resea
Consultancy to adjust birth rates across countries for differences in definitions, so as to make comparisons p

Stage Findings Studies
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Employment growth in NTBFs

513. Recent years have seen a multiplication of studies on the growth of both small, innovativ
new technology-based firms. Although based on different definitions (e.g.NTBFs created by scientists
in France, start-ups in “highly innovative industries” in the United States, NTBFs in
United Kingdom) and covering different periods, they converge on the conclusion that new innov
firms grow faster than other start-ups and SMEs.

514. Some studies have examined whether relatively higher growth is observed among
innovative or technology-based firms, as opposed to just new ones. Small, R&D performing fi
experienced superior growth in employment compared with non-R&D performing firms in Fra
Japan and the United States (Motohashi, 1998). Other research relates employment crea
innovativeness, on theunderstanding that the latter is underestimated for small firms if only R&
performance is considered. In Canada “more-innovative firms” enjoyed higher growth in their sha
industry sales, assets, employment and profits, than did “less-innovative firms”. A German innov
survey demonstrates that small innovative firms without formal R&D activit ies have be
employment prospects than larger ones characterised by R&D-intensive innovation (Table 9.2).

Table 9.2. Employment performance of innovative firms in Germany

1995, percentage – Mannheim Innovation Panel

Source: German NIS reports, 1997.

515. According to a Finnish study (Lumme, 1995), not only are small, innovative and
technology-based firms more likely to create jobs at a faster rate than other firms, but the newer a
smaller they are, the more rapid their growth. Specifically, firms less than ten years old account
40 per cent of employment among the firms sampled, but were expected toaccount for about 70 per
cent of potential new jobs in the 1993 to 1998 period. Another Finnish survey of 1 445 firms prov
an interesting assessment of the variable contribution of different types of NTBFs to job crea
application innovators (applying existing technology in an established market), market innov
(developing new product concepts), technology innovators (introducing new technologies into ex
markets) and paradigm innovators (introducing new product concepts based on a new technolo
concludes that firms developing entirely new product concepts (i.e. market and paradigm innovators
are expected to achieve the strongest rates of growth in sales and employment (Auti
Lumme, 1995; Table 9.3).

Non-innovative
firms Firms without R&D

Firms with R&D
without R&D
department

Firms with R&D
department

Exporting firms 28.9 42.5 63.4 83.7

Average export rate 6.3 9.5 17.7 29.1

Firms expecting an increase
in sales 38.7 51.1 49.7 47.4

Firms expecting increased
competition 67.2 77.8 85.6 87.6

Firms expecting to increase
employment 20.6 26.4 22.0 18.1
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Table 9.3. Employment performance of NTBFs in Finland 1

Percentage

Source: Autio and Lumme (1995).

516. Calderini and Swann (1996) have shed light on the association of technology developmen
employmentvs.productivity growth. In a detailed study of 650 small and medium-sized discrete-
manufacturers in Turin, Italy, they examine the relationship between product and technolo
complexity and performance. Firms that were both technologically complex and design-inte
exhibited the strongest employment growth. Conversely, firms that were technologically comple
not design-intensive did not experience superior employment creation, but enjoyed the hi
productivity gains among all clusters. Hence, technological complexity alone was associated
strong productivity-led growth in output. In combination with design-intensive activity, it was a
associated with strong employment growth, further indicating a close connection between upgrad
skills and job creation.

517. In conclusion, it is important to stress that, while technology-based firms do indeed ex
faster average employment growth rates than firms in other sectors, there is little evidence of Eur
firms exhibiting an aggregate growth performance comparable in any way to that reported i
United States (Tether and Storey, forthcoming).

Aggregate effects

518. A key question is whether the superior employment and growth performance of a tiny group of
firms is significant enough at the aggregate level to justify policy attention. Using longitudinal
pertaining to a cohort of new firms (with less than 100 employees) in 1977 and 1978, Kirchhoff (1
demonstrates that start-ups are a significant source of job creation. Over one in five jobs created
United States in the 1978 to 1984 period derived from firms with less than 100 employees that s
in 1977 or 1978. Table 9.4 demonstrates that the bulk of job creations came from the non-high
sectors, where the greatest number of start-ups occurred. However, firms in high-innovation indu
created proportionately more jobs, due to their higher growth.

519. In order to assess how pervasive the aggregate contribution of small technology-based firms is to
employment across countries, Tether and Storey (forthcoming) have carried out a detailed study
changes in employment levels from the early 1980s to the early 1990s, by firm size among fir
technology-based and other industries. They found that employment in technology-based ind
increased in most of the 14 European countries studied. Increases in employment were more prev

Expected annual growth

Sales Employment

1993-94 1993-95 1993-98 1993-94 1993-95 1993-98

Application innovators 20.0 21.3 16.2 5.5 8.8 8.4

Market innovators 57.9 51.0 33.0 44.4 35.3 20.7

Technology innovators 26.7 25.4 22.0 5.7 14.1 14.9

Paradigm innovators 66.7 57.4 35.9 25.0 33.0 24.6

1. Estimates for a sample of 392 new firms.
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micro, small and medium-sized units than in large firms, and were more consistent in the service t
the manufacturing sector, although employment gains (or minimisation of losses) in technology-
industries have been superior to those in other industries in each of the size classes in most countri

Table 9.4. Entry, survival and growth (1978-84) among start-ups in 1977 and 1978 in the United States
Percentage

Source: Kirchhoff (1995).

Summary

520. Both small, innovative and new technology-based firms play a key and exclusive ro
innovation systems and are important generators of jobs. The innovation and job creation of NTBF
in some cases, be at the expense of other less efficient firms, yielding productivity gains but not alwa
job creation. The process of“creative destruction”, while inherent to economic development,
unfortunately difficult to model and quantify on the basis of available information. Moreover, while sm
innovative and new firms generate a significant share of new jobs, less- or non-innovative firms, by
sheer number, have a greater aggregate impact on employment. Given their ability to couple inno
with upgrading of labour skills, however, NTBFs are particularly likely to spur economy-w
employment gains in a context of labour market rigidity and skill mismatch.

9.3. Obstacles to the creation and growth of NTBFs

521. The distinctive performance of small, innovative and new technology-based firms in theface
of increasing global competition and pervasive unemployment explains their interest for policy ma
This section reviews the results of the most recent empirical research on the main factors that lim
willingness or ability of individuals to start and grow innovative new businesses, with a view
identifying those obstacles that can be overcome by government policies.

522. Market failures (e.g.in the field of financing), systemic failures (i.e. conflicting incentives of
different actors of innovation systems or lack of a critical mass of actors to justify market initiati
and government failures (e.g.regulatory obstacles to entrepreneurship, dissuasive tax syste
unwarranted product market regulations), combine with cultural factors (e.g.risk aversion) to explain
why the potential of NTBFs is unevenlyrealised in the OECD area.

523. The “entrepreneurial culture” that prevails in each country,i.e. social appreciation of
commercial success, as well as the stigma associated with failure, conditions the likeliho
individuals investing their talents outside existing organisations. The lack of an entrepreneurial c
is often cited as the main explanation for the scarcity of rapidly growing NTBFs in Europe and J
relative to the United States. Entrepreneurial culture is deeply rooted in education systems and
values. It is also shaped by a collective experience of achievements (i.e. the cumulative impact of
success stories on psycho-social attitudes) which, in turn, depends on overcoming a num
obstacles that governments can lower in the short to medium term.

Industry type Entrants Survivors
Aggregate growth
for survivor cohort

Aggregate growth
for entire cohort

Cohort employment
(1984)

High innovation 7.2 36.8 169.2 13.9 9.7

Low innovation 34.4 37.1 67.4 -31.5 30.6

Other 58.4 39.4 68.5 -25.5 59.7
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524. Such obstacles diminish the opportunities available to entrepreneurial individuals and r
the possibilities for successfully exploiting them. Innovation surveys and studies of NTBFs revea
in most countries, the creation and growth of innovative firms is severely constrained by difficulti
accessing key resources (e.g.finance, technical knowledge, market information, human resourc
managerial know-how) and markets. In addition, framework conditions often mean that exp
rewards are not proportionate to risks or raise both costs and risks to dissuasive levels.

525. In reviewing these obstacles, it is important to keep in mind that the main difference bet
the United States, where NTBFs prosper most, and other OECD countries is not the rate and ch
survival of start-ups, but rather the compound probability that they occur in technologically progre
activities and that a significant proportion of them will enjoy sustained fast growth in rapidly expan
niche markets. Therefore, from a policy perspective, it is of the utmost importance not to be conc
exclusively with conditions for firm creation and entrepreneurship in general, but to identify
specific factors which restrain the number of valuable entrepreneurial technology-based projects
obstacles to their transformation into business start-ups, and weaken subsequent market se
processes to the detriment of firms with high growth potential.

Inadequate financing

526. Among thesefactors, the most frequently cited is inadequate access to external fina
compounded in some cases by the reluctance of entrepreneurs to share control with outside prov
equity finance. Firm surveys and studies provide ample evidence that small firms exper
difficulties in financing innovation (e.g.Niedersächsisches Institut für Wirschaftsforschun
et al., 1996), and that financing can be an issue at several stages of the life of an NTBF (Figure
First, lack of seed financing is an endemic issue – particularly in Europe and Japan. Second
financing at the start-up stage compromises later development (“NTBFs well funded at start-up t
be more successful commercially than those that are poorly funded or must fund themselves pri
through growth in their own retained earnings”, Utterbacket al., 1988). Third, some years after thei
creation, NTBFs are usually at a strategic cross-roads: should they remain relatively small or s
they initiate a sustained high-growth trajectory involving a new wave of investments that might p
difficult to finance without adequately developed venture capital markets?

Figure 9.1. Financing the life cycle of a growing firm in the United States

Source: Brophy (1996).
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527. Venture capital plays a unique role among financing channels for NTBFs since it is the most
value-adding and growth-enhancing market selection mechanism. Surveys of venture-backed
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companies in Canada confirm the experiences of those in the United States (Table 9.5), dem
that venture-backed firms outperform other firms, in terms of growth, employment creation an
For example, their total employment grew by 30 per cent a year between 1989 and 1994, w
employment in the economy grew by only 3 per cent, and that of the largest 100 companies de
1 per cent over the same period (OECD, 1996f).

Table 9.5. Employment growth in venture capital backed firms in the United States, 1994 1

Source: VentureOne, for the US National Venture Capital Association, 1995.

528. Venture capital is provided by both specialised financial firms acting as intermediaries
primary sources of finance and NTBFs (formal venture capital) and “business angels” (usually
individuals experienced in both business and finance who invest directly in NTBFs). At the earlie
stages in their lives, a large proportion of NTBFs requires equity financing in excess of what f
can afford, funding that venture capital funds are reluctant to provide, especially when firms are
outside regionally concentrated clusters. According to estimates, in the United States, busine
invest annually in NTBFs almost twice as much as do venture capital funds. The financing pot
business angels in OECD countries remains largely untapped; this is true even in such count
United States, Canada and the United Kingdom where this source of risk capital is more abun
average (OECD, 1996f).

529. Formal venture capital is at very different stages of maturity across the OECD area. In
majority of countries its underdevelopment constitutes a major weakness of the innovation sys
best established in the United States, where it took off in the early 1970s, and where the a
capital invested annually exceeds the overall venture capital investment effort in Europe (Table 9.
addition, there are important differences in the orientation of venture capital flows, which are a
more towards NTBFs in the United States than in other countries. Japanese venture capital
mostly subsidiaries of financial institutions which provide financing mainly in the form of lo
established firms. Interests represent almost half of venture capital firms’ income, and
two-thirds of the funded firms were established more than ten years ago, compared to less th
cent in the United States.

530. The unique breadth and depth of the American venture capital industry is explain
combination of mutually reinforcing factors which enable to manage higher levels of risk, a
enjoy higher returns on investment in a wider range of entrepreneurial activities. These
include more attractive and numerous innovative projects reflecting a strong science-industr
interface, greater availability and variety of the primary sources of funds (e.g.pension funds
efficient exit mechanisms, especially NASDAQ, and highly developed market and fin
information systems and specialised business services.

Scientists, engineers,
managers in labour force

Average R&D
per employee

Average
equity/assets

Average annual job
growth rate, 1989-93

Per cent US$ Per cent US$

Venture-capital-backed firms 59 16 000 90 25

Fortune 500 15 8 000 30 –3

1. Based on a survey which compared 1 800 of the largest firms in business at least five years.
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Table 9.6. Venture capital in the United States and Europe, 1996

Source: EVCA, 1996 and 1997, Annual Venture Economics Review.

531. The importance of specialised business services is often underestimated. A dynamic v
capital industry cannot develop well in the absence of sufficient transparency of informatio
markets, investment sources and opportunities, technologies, etc., and without the capabilities to
it. Research houses that perform such functions and well-trained human resources are commo
United States. Elsewhere, the financial sector faces greater difficulties in processing the information
necessary to evaluate risky ventures in rapidly evolving areas. For example, European inves
banks are concerned “about their ability to recruit and integrate techno-economic analysts, partic
when financial experience, technological knowledge and an understanding of commercial realitie
to be combined with a knowledge of foreign languages” (European Commission, 1997c).

United States Europe1

Number of
deals

Per cent
US$ million

raised
Per cent

Number
of deals

Per cent
ECU

million
raised

Per cent

Stage of investment

Seed/start-up 383 17 1 134.0 12 941 18 441 7

Expansion 1 697 76 6 372.5 68 2 624 51 2 650 39

Acquisition/buy-out 160 7 1 905.8 20 1 100 21 3 007 45

Replacement 6 0 7.7 0 516 10 653 10

Industry

Computer-related 815 36 3 003.9 32 512 11 337 5

Communications 303 14 1 325.3 14 197 4 298 4

Consumer-related 160 7 1 256.9 13 777 17 1 231 18

Medical/health 350 16 1 191.1 13 250 5 242 4

Biotechnology 174 8 645.1 7 266 6 181 3

Semiconductors & other
electronics

94 4 475.5 5 286 6 272 4

Business services 74 3 392.4 4 114 2 806 12

Industrial products 88 4 373.0 4 1 042 22 1 372 20

Manufacturing 16 1 266.6 3 456 10 655 10

Finance, insurance, real
estate

116 5 198.3 2 114 2 431 6

Energy 18 1 161.2 2 67 1 74 1

Construction 14 1 84.6 1 165 4 255 4

Agriculture, forestry 5 0 28.5 0 64 1 107 2

Transportation 14 1 18.3 0 127 3 197 3

Utilities 1 0 0 0 0

Other 1 0 0 252 5 250 4

Total 2 243 9 420.7 4 689 6 708

1. Includes private equity investment other than free venture capital, such as management buy-outs (MBOs).
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532. The huge difference between the United States and mostother countries with regard to the role
of venture capital (including business angels) in financing NTBFs is well illustrated. Table 9.7 cont
France with the United States.

Table 9.7. External financing of NTBFs in France and the United States
1996

Source: Chabbal (1997).

Lack of information, human resources and managerial competencies

533. The energy spent in overcoming obstacles to financing and the cultural inclination of m
founders of NTBFs with a scientific or technical background frequently lead to the neglect o
“marketing side” of successful innovation (i.e. learning about customer requirements, adaptin
products accordingly, and disseminating information about the company’s products). The qua
marketing depends on the amount, quality, cost and accessibility of information on markets, whic
not entirely satisfactory outside North America – especially in those countries lagging in the diffu
of new ICTs such as the Internet.

534. While the creation of NTBFs hinges on qualified entrepreneurs, their subsequent contrib
to job creation is constrained by the availability of skilled managers and workers, as well as
disincentives for upskilling. Besides entrepreneurial culture, a major factor limiting the formatio
NTBFs is regulation prohibiting or complicating spin-off or spin-out initiatives from large firms,
universities or public research organisations or limiting the possibilities to provide powerful enoug
incentives for high qualified staff (e.g.stock options). A shortage of skilled workers is a barrier
innovation in many countries (e.g.Licht et al., 1997; Baldwin and DaPont, 1996), reflecting in pa
delays in adapting education and training systems to the new requirements of a knowledge-
economy. Enterprises, like NTBFs, at the forefront of technology development, adoption, diffusion
learning are particularly affected. In most countries, the shortage of skilled workers is also due
lack of mobility of qualified workers (for whom the perceived risk of leaving secure jobs to join ri
ventures is greater when total job opportunities are fewer). In addition, in a majority of Europ
countries, some labour market regulations had the detrimental effect of raising the risks associate
firm growth while also, together with high marginal tax rates, impeding incentives for upskill
(Union of Industrial and Employers’ Confederations of Europe, 1995).

535. From their very inception, some NTBFs are condemned to a short life span because
defective business plan. Many others will not achieve a sustained growth trajectory because
absence of a corporate governance structure sustaining adjustment to changing conditions. The
of NTBFs requires superior governance and management capabilities involving a comprehe
understanding of product technology, manufacturing technology, market research, financial pla

United States France

US$ million Per cent FF million Per cent

Total annual investment 17 500 100 6 600 100

Of which: self financing 7 500 43 5 000 75

Total external financing 11 000 100 1 600 100

Venture capital 10 000 91 400 25

Public support 1 000 9 1 200 75
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accounting, legal aspects, contracts and networking, as well as a supportive environment of re
business services. Again, a well-functioning labour market helps to facilitate the mobilit
experienced managers, allowing new ventures to benefit from the experience gained in existing
An entrepreneurial climate and the availability of skilled venture capitalists, further help to m
skilled management, corporate governance and external resource contributions. Still, rem
imperfections in information and corporate governance systems provide a rationale for govern
action to help spur management and innovation capabilities. Governments can supplement or c
private initiatives in three ways: the public provision of innovation management tools or benchma
services (e.g.the Benchmarking Index in the United Kingdom); promotion of the developme
diffusion and adoption of management know-how (e.g.the Benchmarking Performance Service of th
Manufacturing Extension Partnership programme in the United States, the Austrian MINT an
Norwegian FRAM programmes); development of “infrastructure” for the correction of informa
imperfections in the market of business services (e.g.Strategis in Canada). Evaluation of existin
policies to promote innovation management capabilities (e.g. in the context of the Innovation
Programme of the European Union or of the OECD project on national innovation syste
demonstrates that there is large scope for improved policy responses in this area, pointing espec
the need for founding them on an improved understanding of innovation processes in small firm
better tailoring them to specific types of firms and stages in innovation capability building.

Barriers to market entry and other regulatory obstacles

536. Regulatory barriers to market entry and lenient competitionpolicy hamper the creation and
growth of NTBFs. They are particularly detrimental when other factors (e.g.currency and language
barriers and the absence of a truly single market in Europe) already inhibit the developmen
“critical mass in the functions necessary to get companies growing” (Lumme, 1995). High registr
costs have dissuaded new firm start-ups in many European countries. Entrepreneurs learn from
if, as in the United States, bankruptcy regulations do not make starting again too difficult. Differe
in environmental and health regulations across countries have implications for start-up opportuni
certain industries such as biotechnology. Finally, cost and delays in obtaining IPRs affect the likelihood
that new ideas will be commercialised, especially by NTBFs which often innovate in response to
windows of opportunity. Predatory strategies by large companies exacerbate such problems. A
aspect is that risks of high judicial costs can impede market access, serving as a deterrent for e
some foreign NTBFs in the United States. Overall, the “regulatory burden” shouldere
entrepreneurs is heavier in Europe and Japan than in the United States (Union of Industri
Employers’ Confederations of Europe, 1995).

Lack of integration within national and global innovation networks

537. NTBFs seldom succeed in isolation from other actors of innovation systems, and participation
innovation networks helps alleviate the obstacles discussed above. AFrench study demonstrates that firm
lacking extensive contacts achieved significantly lower survival and growth rates (Mustar, 19
Whereas opportunities for partnering with large enterprises tend to be firm- rather than country-sp
this is not the case for other types of external linkages, especially with venture capital firms or bu
angels supplying not only capital but also managerial, financial, human resource, marketing
sometimes even operational, advice and support. This is also true for science parks, technology inc
and technology centres which offer integrated services to NTBFs as well as platforms for co-ope
with a variety of actors (witness the superior survival rates observed among firms originating
incubators). Finally, government technology and innovation policy (e.g.procurement, R&D contracts,
financial support to R&D) contributes to a variable extent to catalysing or supplementing these ne
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relationships. Here, there is room for improvement especially in countries where governmen
traditionally emphasized mission-oriented technology policies through programmes invol
co-operation between public research organisations and large firms, with few openings to smaller
partners (e.g.France, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States).

538. In sum, the successful American experience in realising the potential contribution of NTB
economic growth and job creation is explained by the simultaneous occurrence of a s
entrepreneurial culture, an accessible large pool of knowledge, a differentiated set of highly inter
and regionally concentrated innovation networks, the availability of relevant information and finan
framework conditions conducive to growth and rewarding success in accordance with prevailing
values, and the availability of qualified labour (OECD, 1997r). These conditions cannot be replicated
every OECD country – especially those pertaining to social and cultural values – but lessons c
drawn. In the following section the report reviews relevant fields of policy action and identi
promising approaches and measures, emphasizing those which facilitate the financing of NTBFs

9.4. Promoting NTBFs: best policy practice

539. The need for concomitant initiatives in a number of fields falling within different realms of
government policy requires policy makers to co-ordinate their actions within a clear-cut stra
(Figure 9.2). Such a strategy needs clarification in a number of countries, where increased awa
has often led to unrelated actions by administrations competing to enter a politically visible are
even to the temptation to simplyre-label traditional SME policies. Several countries (France, German
the United Kingdom) have individually or collectively (in the context of the European Union) devo
considerable efforts to achieving a coherent view of the issuesinvolved and to determining priority
lines of action. Beyond the specifically national emphasis, a common wisdom is emerging.

540. The overriding principle is that, in addition to securing appropriate framework conditions
entrepreneurship, government should:(i) focus direct support on the early stages of innovative ventu
where market failures are so pervasive as to justify intervention even in the most favoured cou
(e.g.small risky investments targeted by the SBIC programme in the United States); and(ii) strengthen
market selection processes at all stages, in particular by promoting the development of the p
venture capital industry (including relevant specialised financial market segments). It is also imp
to improve access by new firms to information, technical knowledge bases and innovation netw
including through their increased participation in public S&T programmes.

541. Three main types offramework conditions affect the start-up and development of NTB
(i) conditions for market entry, as influenced by competition policy and economic growth;(ii) the
risk-reward system, as influenced by tax policies or bankruptcy laws; and(iii) labour market functioning
and the education system. A discussion of most of the policies shaping these conditions falls outs
scope of this report, but it is important to stress here that market liberalisation and regulatory refo
advocated by the OECD in other parts of its work on employment/unemployment, are preconditio
increasing the opportunities for NTBF creation and growth. Government regulations and ch
associated with business start-up and continued operation should also be considered. Even if they
be less important than other factors in explaining international differences in NTBF performance,
simplification is a good practice and has been the objective of recent initiatives in several cou
(Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy) (OECD, 1997s).
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Figure 9.2. Promoting NTBFs – the overall policy framework

Source: OECD Secretariat.

The contribution of technology and innovation policy

542. Almost all the technology and innovation policies discussed elsewhere in this report ha
impact on NTBFs. R&D tax incentives benefit R&D-intensive NTBFs, although Chapter 7 casts doub
on their effectiveness as selective support instruments. As reviewed in Chapter 6, best-practice p
to secure funding of basic research and to promote university/industry relationships increa
likelihood of entrepreneurial spin-outs. However, it is in the area of technology diffusion (covere
Chapter 8) that the main contributions of technology and innovation policy to the creation and gr
of NTBFs are to be expected.
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543. In placing greater emphasis on innovation in their SME policies, Member countries
confronted with the heterogeneity of the population of small innovative firms in general, and
specific needs of NTBFs in particular. Technology incubators have been a popular response (O
1997t). They combine the usual function of business incubators, providing ready access to a pack
services that help nurture new firms, with that of organising close linkages with providers of reso
of special importance to NTBFs (scientific and technical expertise or venture capital). Lessons
countries with the most experience (France, Germany, the United Kingdom, the United State
fairly positive, and in all countries, incubated firms exhibit higher survival rates. However, po
expectations as to the role of technology incubators in the overall process of NTBF creation sho
realistic; nowhere are they close to becoming a magic “fast-breed reactor” of technolo
entrepreneurship. Their efficiency in playing a limited but useful role is greater when they are lo
within dynamic knowledge-intensive clusters comprising a wide range of activities. On the con
they display disappointing performance when insufficiently linked to sources of venture financ
witness the experience of Denmark or Japan.

544. Less specifically designed for NTBFs, but of great importance to them, are policies to impro
access of SMEs to information, large-scale public S&T programmes and high-skilled labour, a
strengthen incentives for upskilling. North America leads in the first area, reflecting both its advance
use of new ICTs and its rich pool of information and information brokers. The Strategis programm
Industry Canada, and the Small Business Administration (SBA) information services of the United S
are good practices which show that government has to correct information imperfections even in the most
advanced market economies. International co-operation could magnify the benefits of national progra
In particular, initiatives to connect Internet-based government-sponsored services would be of great v

545. Measures to assist small firms in taking on qualified individuals are widespread, especia
Europe –e.g.Germany (Kooperation), France [Convention Industrielle de Formation par la Recherch
(CIFRE),Convention de Recherche pour les Techniciens Supérieurs(CORTECHS),Aide au Recrutement
des Cadres(ARC), Aide au Recrutement pour l’Innovation(ARI)], the Netherlands [Innovation Fund for
Technology and Vocational Education (Wet Bevordering Speur- en Ontwikkelingswerk– WBSO), Specialists
in SMEs Scheme (KIM) and PROMOTIE], and the United Kingdom [Teaching Company Scheme (T
Generally, they do not specifically target NTBFs, but aim at increasing the technical and manageria
capabilities of a larger number of existing SMEs. In some countries,e.g.France, they have evolved into a
complex support system, the impact of which is now unclear. As a general rule, before introducing or
evaluating such programmes, it would be wise to consider the possibility that regulatory or tax reforms
provide a better alternative, or a necessary condition,e.g.facilitating personnel mobility between industry
and public research organisations. In the European setting, addressing such issues is vital to enablin
economy-wide employment effects of NTBFs.

546. The fact that the creation and growth of NTBFs in the United States are financed primar
private investors does not mean that government technology and innovation policy is of
importance for their success (Acs, 1997). For example, even if the share of small firms in federal
expenditure is only about one-third of their share in private R&D expenditure (around 10 per cent)
number of small firms receiving 20 per cent or more of their total R&D finance from governm
sources is nearly ten times larger in theUnited States than in the United Kingdom or France” (Acs a
Audretsch, 1993). The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) programme in fact requir
federal departments with R&D budgets to set aside a portion of their budget for small firms. In Fr
it has been found (Mustar, 1995) that some NTBFs have derived benefits not only from nat
programmes targeting small firms (e.g.ANVAR), but also from large-scale international technolog
programmes (EU Framework Programme, EUREKA). However, the access of small firm
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large-scale programmes remains an issue, especially in countries where the over-concentra
government support on large firms is not mitigated by a dynamic process of entrepreneurial spin-

Financing NTBFs – government promotion of venture capital

547. The financing of NTBFs provides a textbook example of the meaning and practical p
implications of the notions of market, government and systemic failures. The factors leading to m
failures in financing small (e.g.transaction and monitoring costs), new (e.g.lack of a track record) and
technology-based (high technical and commercial risks) firms are well established by economic
and need no further examination. It is now better understood that venture capital is a radical inno
in both financial engineering and corporate governance which makes possible innovations that
not have been financed in its absence due to both market failures and government failures in “p
winners”. Its creation and development in the United States demonstrates that, when prop
conditions prevail in the NIS, the market can be creative in finding solutions to some of its
shortcomings. By contrast, in other countries, systemic failures have prevented venture capita
emerging as a new market tool and have hampered its early adoption and developmen
best-practice tool for innovation financing and selection of new firms with high-growth potential.

548. Actions to remove bottlenecks on the demand side of venture finance are necessary,
sufficient. Governments must also act on the supply side and contribute to building effic
mechanisms for supply/demand interactions. In recent years, a growing number of initiatives hav
implemented throughout the OECD area (OECD, 1997s). Table 9.8 provides an overview of thes
initiatives, points to the main lessons to be drawn and identifies best practices. The main finding
be summarised as follows.

549. Programmes to bridge gaps in finance through the public provision of equity invest
(directly to NTBFs or through private venture capital funds) are justified as a “pump-priming” devic
countries where the private venture industry is nascent or lacks a critical mass. Successful progr
are those which do not crowd out, but instead build on private initiative (public money should as a
be provided on a matching basis), and leave management responsibility to experienced private v
capitalists [e.g.Innovation Investment Fund (IIF) in Australia, Participation Company for Ne
Technology-Based Firms (PMTSs) in the Netherlands]. Ultimately, they can be phased out
private venture capital reaches maturity (e.g. Yozmain Israel). Permanent government involvemen
should seek only to compensate endemic market failures affecting early-stage small invest
[e.g.seed funding by ITF in Austria, Finnish National Fund for Research and Development (SITR
Finland and Small Business Investment Companies (SBICs) in the United States]. Supp
pre-finance appraisal can be a useful component (e.g.Technology Rating programme in the
Netherlands). Sound financial foundations for a NTBF cannot be created by subsidies grante
project basis or by government loans, which are not the most appropriate form of government s
to venture capital funds, as demonstrated by the experience of the SBIC programme in the U
States.
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Table 9.8. Government promotion of venture capital – policy approaches, instruments and best practices 1

d recommendations
Country

specificity

e ways to ensure maximum
government intervention:

ng programmes to those
irms and investments that are
y financial market failures,
ll and early-stage (seed and
tments in technology-based

racting an increasing
private investment (as a rule,

unds should be offered on a
). It is crucial to build on
pete with private sector
rammes should be phased
e venture capital industry
ity (e.g. the privatisation of
l). Government should closely
mmes but delegate
esponsibility to high-quality
lists from the private sector.

for and return on venture
increased by measures which
anagement and innovation
hin firms.

Degree of
development of
the venture
capital market,
and magnitude
and structure of
demand of
venture funding,
as influenced by
country size,
industrial
specialisation
and other
characteristics of
national
innovation
systems.
23
7

Approach Instruments and current practices Evaluation Best practices an

Supply capital
directly to fill
financing gaps

Government equity investment

Government venture capital fund(s),
sometimes managed by the private sector,
directly invest in firms (GIMV in early period
in Belgium; part of BDB operations in
Canada; Forbairt programme in Ireland;
Yozma in Israel from 1993 to 1996; FIN1 in
Sweden).

Public investment is made in private venture
capital firms (part of BDB operations in
Canada; TESI and regional SITRA and Kera
funds in Finland).

Hybrid funds created by government blend
public and private money (Innovation
Investment Fund in Australia; GIMV in recent
period in Belgium; BJTU and its successor
BTU in Germany; PMTSs in the
Netherlands; SEP in Scotland; Atle and
BURE in Sweden; SBICs from 1992 in the
United States; part of EIF operations at the
European Union level).

Experience with government equity
investment is mixed. It is justified as a
"pump-priming" device in countries where
private venture industry lacks a critical mass
or as a complement to private venture
capital and individual business angels if
properly targeted at early-stage small
investments. Experience, especially with the
first generation of programmes in the 1980s
and early 1990s, demonstrates that there
are several pitfalls to be avoided by careful
design of schemes, especially: crowding out
private initiative by driving returns down
when growth in the supply of funds outpaces
that of viable projects; direct involvement of
government in the investment process
leading to investment decisions more
inspired by a “picking winners” approach
than by market-friendly selection criteria;
investments shifting towards lower-risk later
stages (e.g. Atle and Bure in Sweden).

There are thre
additionality of

First, by directi
categories of f
most affected b
especially sma
start-up) inves
firms.

Second, by att
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governments f
matching basis
rather than com
initiatives. Prog
out once privat
reaches matur
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monitor progra
management r
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Third, demand
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Government
loans are
generally not
stand-alone
policy
instruments but
elements of
broader
technology and
innovation
policies.

Prov
ince
lowe
incr
for i

hould be as tight as
id programmes being
purposes, missing
ving it at too-high a
competition between
s and others
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e examples include
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ront-end (giving a
the amount invested)
tives (giving a reward

gains, i.e. to the
etter than exclusive
practice examples
roduced French FCPI
ingdom.

Variable size and
nature of gaps in
supply/demand
of venture
financing and
differences in
overall tax
system.

A mendations
Country

specificity
ply capital
ctly to fill
ncing gaps

Government loans or subsidies

Government provides debt financing or
subsidies to venture capital firms, new
technology-based firms, or SMEs
undertaking innovation projects (often in the
form of conditional loans) (IPF in Austria;
VoeskstFonden in Denmark; Kera and
TEKES in Finland; ANVAR and ATOUT in
France; KfW and ERP in Germany; TOK in
the Netherlands; ALMI, FINB2 and NUTEK
in Sweden; SBICs until mid-1990s, and
SBIR in the United States).

Sound financial foundations for an NTBF
cannot be created by subsidies granted on a
project basis or through loans, which are
also not the most appropriate form of
government support to venture capital funds,
as demonstrated by the experience of SBIC
in the United States (it induced SBICs to
concentrate their investments in later-stage
firms which could generate cash, explaining
the shift of SBICs funding to equity in 1992).
In fact, most schemes providing loans
support innovation projects by established
small firms rather than technology-based
firm creation or accelerating growth.

Government loan sche
innovation projects sho
take account of the spe
NTBFs. In particular, a
schedule might be nec
have often a negative
should avoid worsenin
ratio of firms which ten
fragile (conditional loan
only in case of succes
solution, but concomita
equity should also be f
possible, for example t
co-ordination with relev
public programme).

ide
ntives to
r costs and

ease rewards
nvestors

Tax incentives to investors:

● in venture capital funds (MICs until 1991,
and PDFs since 1992 in Australia;
LSVCC in Canada; FCPI in France; BES
in Ireland; VCT in the United Kingdom);

● to investors in NTBFs (BES in Ireland;
BES until 1993, and EIS in the United
Kingdom);

● to individuals or groups which loan to
young firms (Netherlands).

Tax incentives are an increasingly popular
instrument to motivate greater investment in
NTBFs, directly through venture capital
funds. However, early experience in the
United Kingdom with the BES scheme has
shown that reconciling the objective of
attracting a maximum amount of liquidity
with that of channelling it to NTBFs may
raise difficulties, especially when using
front-end tax incentives alone. The cost
effectiveness of tax incentives is also
dependent on general characteristics of the
tax system, especially the fiscal treatment of
personal income in the highest tax brackets
and of capital gains.

The eligibility criteria s
possible in order to avo
abused for tax evasion
their main target, achie
cost, or creating unfair
supported venture fund
(problem raised in the
Canada). Good practic
the recent revision of th
VCT in the United King

Some combination of f
reward proportional to
and back-end tax incen
proportional to capital
success of NTBFs) is b
use of the latter. Good
include the recently int
and EIS in the United K

pproach Instruments and current practices Evaluation Best practices and recom
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scheme in the Netherlands,
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me should include provisions
otential drawbacks. For
Danish scheme the

ks only for firms in which the
investor has a seat on the

Same as for
government
equity
investment

supply of "patient capital"
erally, diversifying the sources
ture capital is good practice,
oncomitant actions ensure
ion of demand for venture

Financial market
structures and
pension systems

secondary stock markets, no
xample exists other than the
DAQ. Experience with
xit is still very limited but

ents should be carefully
. BTU in Germany).

Structures and
regulations of
existing stock
markets.

Approach Instruments and current practices Evaluation Best practices and recommendations
Country

specificity
23
9

Offer guarantees
to lower risks for
investors

Equity guarantee (FGG in Austria;
Udviklingsselskaber in Denmark; FGB in
Finland).

Loan guarantee (one of the most widely
used instrument, although not always
targeted at NTBFs. Examples include: SBLA
in Canada; SOFARIS in France; part of
operations of BJTU until 1994 in Germany;
VEC in Japan; BBMKB in the Netherlands;
SPGM in Portugal; LGS in the United
Kingdom; GBLP in the United States).

Equity guarantee against losses is a rare
form of government intervention. It has the
legitimate objective of mitigating the
negative consequences of investors' risk
aversion but may have perverse effects,
including: distorting project selection
criteria; discouraging venture capitalists
from making their best efforts to help all
firms in their portfolio survive.

Loan guarantee (see remarks on loan
above).

Equity guarant
hardly be recom
(e.g. the PPM
discontinued in
experiences. If
guarantee sche
that minimise p
example, in the
guarantee wor
venture capital
board.

Remove
regulatory
obstacles to
investment in
NTBFs

Following the pioneering example of the
United States (the ERISA legislation in the
late 1970s allowed pension funds to invest in
venture capital funds), several countries
have recently made regulatory changes to
ease the flow of "patient capital" towards
NTBFs (e.g. Australia, Ireland, Finland, Italy)
or are considering such changes
(e.g. France, Japan).

ERISA was a necessary but not sufficient
condition for the take off of venture capital in
the United States.

Increasing the
and, more gen
of funds of ven
provided that c
parallel expans
funding.

Create exit
mechanisms for
investors

Secondary stock markets (Finance in
Time in Austria, Nouveau Marché in France,
Neue Markt in Germany, EASDAQ and
EURO.NM pan-European initiatives;
JASDAQ and regulatory reforms of OTC
market in Japan).

Equity guarantees against illiquidity
(government plays the role of “exit of the last
resort”) (BTU in Bavaria, Germany, under
consideration in several other countries,
including France, at national or regional
level).

American NASDAQ serves as an exit
mechanism for venture capitalists
throughout the world (e.g. booming Israeli
NTBF sector), but at some cost, including
the risk of "entrepreneurial drain", and of
providing weaker impulsion to the
development of the related financial service
sector outside the United States. Building
efficient secondary markets in Europe or
Asia must take into account the need for
critical mass and for concomitant
development of a specialised competitive
intermediary sector (i.e. dealers,
analysts, etc.).

Equity guarantee against illiquidity is an
interesting solution when IPOs on
secondary markets are not feasible and
when market for trade sales lacks critical
mass.

With regard to
best practice e
American NAS
guarantee of e
current experim
monitored (e.g
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Country size;
existence of
regional clusters
of knowledge-
intensive
activities; and
degree of
decentralisation
of government
policy.

1. F

A mendations
Country

specificity
e: OECD Secretariat.

d business-
el networks

Government encourages the creation;
operates and/or supports the operation of
networks that match demand and supply of
informal venture capital (many examples
mostly in Canada, the United Kingdom, the
United States and, to a lesser extent, in
Scandinavian countries; more recent RFI
experiment in France and forthcoming
BMBF initiative in Germany).

Success of networking initiatives depends
on sufficient funding of marketing efforts in
order to build a critical mass of investors and
entrepreneurs and to establish credibility,
and is doubtful in areas remote from high
concentrations of population, venture capital
and “high-tech” firms.

A bottom-up approach
PPs at local and region
government possibly p
support to operation, h
interregional dissemina
practices, and ensurin
of local networks (e.g.
Internet-based ACE-ne
States). Extending the
include all the main pu
of innovation financing
countries where the ne
leverage of public finan
pressing (e.g. RFI in F

or the full names of the acronyms used herein, please see the Glossary .
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550. To encourage investors in NTBFs or in venture capital funds, tax incentives to lower their costs
and increase their rewards should generally be preferred to government guarantees that lowe
risks. However, the criteria for eligibility for tax incentive schemes should be tight in order to avoid tax
evasion, and should not create unfair competition between supported venture funds and oth
addition, some combination of front-end (giving a reward proportional to the amount invested
back-end (giving a reward proportional to capital gains,i.e. to the success of NTBFs) tax incentives i
better than exclusive use of the latter [e.g.the recently introduced FrenchFonds Commun de Placemen
Innovation(FCPI) and Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) in the United Kingdom]. The experien
the United States [the Employment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) legislation which in
1970s relaxed the regulation on investment by pension funds] demonstrates that removing regu
obstacles can have a large positive impact on the availability of venture capital, provided that
conditions ensure parallel expansion of the demand for venture funding. Positive steps in this direction
have been observed recently in a number of countries (Australia, Finland, Ireland, Italy).

551. The existence of a stock market which encourages initial public offerings (IPOs) is crucia
the development of venture capital (by allowing investors to realise their capital gains and rei
them in other projects) and fast-growing NTBFs (allowing them to raise additional capita
competitive prices). The American NASDAQ serves as an exit mechanism for venture capit
throughout the world (e.g.the booming Israeli NTBF sector), but at some cost, with the risk
“entrepreneurial drain” and of providing weaker impulsion to the development of the related fina
services sector outside the United States. The building of efficient secondary markets in E
(e.g. Nouveau Marchéin France,Neue Marktin Germany and EURO.NM (Réseau Européen des
Nouveaux Marchés) and EASDAQ at the European level) or Asia (e.g.JASDAQ) must take into
account the need for critical mass and for concomitant development of a specialised compe
intermediary sector (i.e. dealers, analysts, etc.). There may be a need to establish other types o
mechanisms when IPOs on secondary markets are not feasible and when the market for trade
too narrow [e.g.Venture Capital for Young High Technology Firms (Beteiligungskapital für Junge
Technologieunternehmen– BTU) government guarantees in Germany]. This could help deve
business angel investment, which can also be encouraged through government help in bu
networks by providing channels of communication between angels and entrepreneurs seeking fi
possibly including other providers of venture funding, as in Canada, the Scandinavian countrie
United Kingdom, the United States, and, more recently, in France.
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CHAPTER 10. FACILITATING GROWTH IN NEW DEMAND

10.1. Introduction

552. The development and exploitation of new technology is determined not only from the su
side; demand also plays a key role. A number of issues arise in this context, including la
information on the part of customers regarding options for new processes or products, and the pr
of regulations which stifle the take-up of such opportunities. On the other hand, regulations or
policy actions may be needed for the articulation of potential consumer demand. Demand-re
policies with implications for innovation and technology diffusion reflect a move by governments a
from a directive mode of picking technological “winners” towards fostering market mechanisms w
can generate new areas of economic growth and job creation. Ways are being sought by which dem
and supply for innovative products can be broadened to reach, and be motivated by,wider markets, and
thus be rendered more economically autonomous of ongoing government support.

553. The focus here is on Internet-based multimedia services and environmental goods and se
In these two areas, a range of new goods and services have a potential application in industry o
home so extensive that they may provide a basis for new economic growth and job creation
lessons that can be drawn from best policy practice in a number of OECD countries in these two
are compared and contrasted in this chapter. Table 10.6 and Table 10.7 present conclusions
country level, while more general lessons are presented in the final section.

10.2. Internet-based multimedia services

The policy challenge: demand and supply for Internet-based services

554. To date, new network-based services have developed in two ways: first, through public/p
sector co-operation in R&D in advanced, high-capacity communication technologies (such as f
Internet); and, second, through competition in the provision of communication infrastructures. There is
a growing appreciation, however, of the need for policies which can complement these supply
measures by encouraging demand among businesses and consumers. This appreciation derives
realisation that, despite their potentially widespread impact, take-up of network-based services m
retarded by lack of awareness (and experience) in their use, regulatory complexities in their utilis
and high prices for services and the equipment and software needed to access them. Whi
recognised that the private sector must lead the development of demand, it is also recognise
positive externalities and economies of scale may bring down costs only once greater demand ex
and that government can play an important role in stimulating the use and diffusion of innovative f
of demand for new services.

555. The network-based delivery of specific services to businesses, government and
consumers involves a complex structure of demand and supply relations. A series of networke
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stand-alone components connect business-to-business or business-to-government along an e
chain of supply and demand prior to final consumption. If the contribution of Internet-based servic
overall economic productivity, growth and job creation is to be fully realised, this entire chain nee
be restructured through the development of network-based production and delivery. Two issu
particularly pertinent for government policy in this respect. First, new Internet-based services
overlap traditional national media definitions by agglomerating content in a highly focused manne
facilitating market growth and the development of new, local enterprises through economies of s
Second, the often international development and availability of Internet-based services mean
demand which is currently restricted by national regulatory and physical limits can potential
dramatically expanded, increasing market growth through enhanced economies of scale. Ref
national regulatory demarcations can thus remove barriers to the efficient provision of inputs alon
extended chain of supply and demand, enhancing the potential for growth of business, governme
consumer demand in different market sectors.

556. However, identifying the generators and levels of supply and demand for Internet-b
services is not simple:(i) the network technologies characteristically used on the Internet mean
communications can be very indirect;(ii) computer connections to the network may be used by
varying number of users at one and the same time; and(iii) users can be service providers – n
registration requirement exists for Internet-based content providers in OECD countries. Instea
necessary to apply indirect indicators of:(i) penetration and use of ICTs (e.g.PCs, modems and
network-servers) by individuals, socio-economic groups or institutions in the household, busines
government sectors;(ii) growth in general Internet traffic; and(iii) subscriptions to general and
sector-specific service providers. Such data can help to disclose factors influencing dema
Internet-based services in general as well as specific network-based services.

557. Although governments are adopting more or less explicit policies for fostering deman
Internet-based services, it should be stressed that such policies are still at an experimental sta
also applies to the evaluation of such approaches. As a result, it is often only possible to make
policy assessments in this chapter. Table 10.6 sums up the position of the major OECD count
relation to some key policy areas. These are divided into, first, infrastructure and equipment m
liberalisation; and, second, sector-specific policy initiatives in business and government market
rationale for these policies is outlined below.

Infrastructure and equipment market liberalisation

558. Advances in basic networking technologies and architecture have been vital for articu
demand for Internet services. Co-operation on a not-for-profit basis between the public and p
sectors has been (and continues to be) essential in establishing such advances, as for instance in
of the Internet in the United States and the Minitel in France. The key area of technolog
development today is, however, not just in basic networking but also in applications and archite
where development needs to be of a broader and more commercial nature. Thus, while the und
network technologies were developed during the 1960s and 1970s by the US military and
universities in co-operation with private sector network operators and computing companie
take-off in popularity of the Internet coincided with the development of user-friendly navigation t
for the World Wide Web (WWW), such as Mosaic and Netscape Communications Corporat
Navigator browser. Further commercial development of applications’ technologies and architec
will (and already are) expand(ing) opportunities even more. Ongoing government/private s
co-operation in basic physical network technologies and architectures will continue to be val
within such a context, but its essential location will move further upstream. The Internet2 program
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the United States, the Next Generation Internet projects in Japan and the Advanced Communic
Technologies and Services (ACTS) programme of the European Union are examples of progra
between governments and industry for the development of such technologies.

559. Commercial trade-offs between different capabilities and investments are crucial
determining the success or failure of particular applications’ technologies and architectures. Polic
stimulating demand and supply will need to support competitive markets which allow different m
of delivery to demonstrate their relevance and effectiveness for users. OECD countries have ma
significant progress towards achieving this goal. But some still effectively block competition betw
different forms of Internet delivery, such as, for instance, between public switched telecommunic
and cable television networks. Commercialisation and competition have been essential to the low
and prices of Internet service provision. Small-scale Internet Content Providers (ICPs) can set up
page for little more than the cost of a PC with a modem and a subscription to space on the serve
Internet Access Provider (IAP). IAPs have been forced to keep down costs and prices because
low barriers to market entry and unregulated nature of the Internet network market. The critical ro
competition is apparent in the remarkable growth of the Internet since controls were relaxed in the
1990s over who could interconnect with the existing networks and the first commercial I
(previously operating as non-profit providers of Internet connections) began offering link
commercial enterprises and residential users. Differences in competition-related factors seem to explain
major variations in the advance of the Internet:

● Consumer access charges to the Internet are lowest in countries where network comp
has been liberalised. In 1995, the average price for leased line access to the Inter
countries with monopoly telecommunication infrastructures was 44 per cent more expe
than in countries with competitive provision of infrastructures.

● The penetration of Internet hosts is five times greater in competitive than in monopoly
markets.

● On average, IAPs’ prices for “dial-up services” were nearly three times less expensiv
countries with infrastructure competition than in those with monopoly markets in 1
(OECD, 1996g).

560. In many instances, strengthening demand for Internet-based services will require govern
to actively promote competitive conditions in network markets. The agenda includes various mea
to prevent large public telecommunication operators from manoeuvring so as to restrict market en

561. Demand for and usage of ICTs such as computers and modems crucially influence dema
Internet-based services as well. Variations in ICT penetration can to some extent be explain
differences in equipment prices across countries. Relative prices are, of course, affected by ex
rate fluctuations, but manufacturers and distributors can maintain higher mark-ups in countries
competition is restricted. Governments can increase potential demand for Internet-based se
through measures which increase competition in terminal equipment markets. Although O
governments have formally liberalised equipment markets, the wide variance in equipment p
between North America, Europe and Asia suggests that distribution arrangements in many
maintain excessive consumer prices. The WTO International Technology Agreement for reductio
existing tariffs on ICTs by 2000 should help lower prices and thus increase penetration, but mar
regulations will need to be monitored in order to ensure that its provisions are fully effective.
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562. Based upon increasingly cheap and easy access to the Internet, mass markets have s
emerge for general Internet-based services where programming of content occurs. America
(AOL), the largest Internet-based general service provider, had around 10 million members world
by the end of 1997, up from less than half a million in 1993. There were almost 1 million subscribe
Germany, 200 000 in the United Kingdom, 100 000 in the rest of Europe, and 100 000 in Ca
(Financial Times, 1997a; 1997b; 1997c). T-Online, a branch of Deutsche Telekom, had 1.4 millio
members (Financial Times, 1997b; 1997d), while in Japan, Nifty, a subsidiary of Fujitsu, reache
2.39 million members in May 1997 compared to 1 million in April 1995.44

563. This is a fragile mass market, however, and differences in subscriber demand have led to
commercial focus on more specific service markets. While AOL has succeeded in building a bu
on the basis of general consumer demand in the major OECD economies, other providers (s
CompuServe, Prodigy and Apple e-World) have been bought out by rivals or more specia
providers. Providers of general services for businesses (e.g.Reuters) have had to upgrade dedicate
services for business, technical and professional demand as Internet-based competitors have en
the lower end of the market for specialised business and consumer markets. Few general or spe
Internet-based service companies can as yet be considered truly profitable, as subscriber numbers ha
not yet proved to represent real or sustained economic demand. As a result, the content spe
particular types of service will become the key criterion determining demand for Internet-b
services; as the technological sophistication and capability of networks grow, audio-visual conten
be a key distinguishing feature of such services’ content.

564. Existing markets for audio-visual content are huge. World-wide sales of pre-recorded m
reached almost US$40 billion in 1995, a growth rate of 9.9 per cent over the year, while for the O
countries it was around US$34 billion (International Federation of the Phonographic Industry, 1
Gross box office revenues for motion pictures in Europe, North America, Australia and Japan d
1994 were lower, at just over US$11 billion,45 while broadcasting revenues for the OECD countri
reached approximately US$123 billion (OECD, 1997u). Significant job creation already occurs in
audio-visual media: the motion picture industry in the United States has created over a quarte
million jobs since 1985, according to the Motion Picture Association of America, with most of th
being in production or distribution and video sales. The smaller independent production compan
as important as the major studios. According to a report for the American Film Marketing Associ
(AFMA), in 1994 independent productions generated more than one-third of all jobs in the indust
Los Angeles County alone, independent productions directly employed about 131 000 peopleacross all
sectors of the motion picture industry, with a total payroll of more than US$2.1 billion. Nation-w
independents had a payroll of nearly US$2.5 billion in 1993, or 29 per cent of the industry total of a
US$8.3 billion. Jobs in the independent film industry totalled some 148 000, almost 36 per cent
employees of the film industry (Arthur Anderson Economic Consulting, 1995). In Europe and Can
too, employment has grown in the audio-visual and related sectors.46

44. See Niftyserve Website at <http://www.niftyserve.or.jp/corp/data/htm>, and <http://www.niftyserve.
corp/index.htm>.

45. OECD analysis, adapted from information provided by the European Commission and Industry Canad
46. Note that the European figures compared to those for the United States include all audio-visual activitie

makes comparison tricky, but is relevant insofar as a large proportion of content production in Europe is c
out by broadcasters, whereas in the United States there was a legal barrier preventing broadcaste
producing content.
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565. Future growth and job creation in audio-visual content will largely be based on
convergence of the media sector with computer software development industries – another se
high growth, job creation, wages and skills. As digital networks expand, demand for custom
services and goods will develop rapidly. In Canada, for instance, the computer service ind
provided 99 000 jobs in 1994, a remarkable 20 000 increase over the previous year; earnin
employees in the industry (average annual salary US$47 000) were substantially higher tha
average US$38 000 for the Canadian economy. According to theNew York Times(1997), roughly
50 000 jobs werecreated in Silicon Valley in 1996, while average real wages grew 5.1 per cent aft
accounting for inflation – more than five times the national average. Average annual earnings a
software companies came to US$78 400 in 1995 (New York Times, 1997). Digitisation of television
networks (with between 200 and 500 channels) will increase demand for new multimedia con
while the Internet will provide an important channel for the development of interactive new multimedia
content.

566. The move towards network-based (particularly Internet) services will reduce employme
physical delivery systems and retail sales channels for traditional stand-alone media such as prin
and CD-ROMs, which require heavy investment in manufacturing plant, shops and phy
distribution systems.47 However, network-based distribution of content is expected to increase dem
for staff in technical, creative and management/administration and direct marketing positions
Researchet al., 1995). As digital technologies contribute greater value to audio-visual production
distribution, demand will increase among traditional media and new multimedia companie
employees with computer authoring and networking skills. Total new media employment in the
York metropolitan area (New Jersey and Connecticut) was estimated by Coopers & Lybra
71 500 workers in 1994, up from 28 500 in 1992, and was expected to increase by 39 000 emp
from 1996 to 1998. This compared with 17 000 television-industry workers, and fewer than 14 0
book publishing. The average New York area annual pay for new media employees was US$3
The size of the new media industry in the New York metropolitan area had more than doubled in a
to an estimated US 3.8 billion-a-year business. The other leading centre in the United State
Francisco, had over 2 200 new media companies employing 62 000 workers. By 1994, the br
defined “copyright industries” (media and computer software publishing) were estimated to contr
5.72 per cent of GDP (US$385.2 billion) and to have created almost 6 million jobs (or 4.81 per ce
the total workforce) in the United States (Siwek and Mosteller, 1996).

567. As distribution channels proliferate within the context of increasing infrastruc
liberalisation, a wide variety of services will be needed to prevent capacity underutilisation
unprofitable investments. Liberalisation of network and equipment markets on the supply side the
needs to be complemented by policy measures which address content development – parti
audio-visual content – for different service markets on the demandside.

47. Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc., for instance, has moved to electronic and direct mail sales only. As part of
move, Britannica has laid off 140 sales representatives in the United States and Canada and disbanded
sales network of 300 independent sales contractors. Britannica has moved distribution to CD-ROM a
Internet, and increased on-line, television and direct mail advertising(New York Times, 1996;Wall Street
Journal, 1996). See also DJC Researchet al., 1995.
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10.3. Sector-specific policy practices

568. As infrastructure liberalisation increases and transport costs continue to decline, the numb
and type of Internet-based services can be expected to multiply. Penetration of ICTs has grown
in businesses in many if not all OECD countries, with household demand lagging somewhat be
except in a few cases. In Australia, for instance, 1.9 million computers were used in househo
February 1994, compared to 1.6 million regularly used in non-agricultural business in June
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1996a; 1996b). In the United States, household demand for PCs h
recently exceeded business demand. Computers with modems (i.e. with access to services on the
Internet) represent between 15 to 30 per cent of the total, but have been increasing rapidly in t
few years.4 8 Within these broad categories, demand varies considerably between diffe
socio-economic groups as well as market segments (OECD, 1997b). Policies for stimulating demand
for Internet-based services through national regulatory reform will therefore often target both ge
and sector-specific conditions. The remainder of this section analyses the socio-econ
characteristics of demand in business, household and government markets, and considers the
practices that could usefully be adopted by governments in each of these areas.

Policy practices for business markets

569. Business-to-business services cover a broad range of industries. While ICTs are used
manufacturing and service industries, penetration remains low in agriculture and constru
Employees in finance and insurance services make greatest use of ICTs, generally followed by
administration workers. Workers in real estate and business activities, utilities and mining also te
make higher than average use of these technologies.49 Usage of ICTs in businesses has until recen
outpaced use in the home and in educational institutions.

570. Business-to-business services are the largest and fastest growing area of dema
Internet-based content. While sti ll at an infant stage of product development, the valu
business-to-business transactions is already much larger than that of business-to-consumer tran
(some estimates suggest a factor of 9 to 1), with projections for future growth ranging f
US$50 billion to US$500 billion by the year 2000.

571. Firms in the retailing and manufacturing sectors have long used proprietary networks a
applications for internal delivery and information purposes, and some (particularly finan
information) service companies have also found demand sufficiently rewarding to justify investi
high-capacity infrastructure for delivery of products to customers. Internet technologies
increasingly being implemented in such systems (known as intranets and extranets); intranet sp
by companies in 1996 has been estimated at between US$4 billion and US$6 billion, with proje
of four-fold growth by the year 2000.50

48. Between 1994 and 1995, for instance, the percentage of computers with modems in Canada jumpe
33.7 to 41.9 per cent. See Dickinson and Sciadas (1996).

49. The measure of ICT usage compared to total employment in an industry differs from computerisati
industry: that is, the percentage of businesses with computers compared to total businesses. In Austr
example, almost 50 per cent of businesses have computers. Those in the electricity, gas, and water
industry have the highest penetration, 86 per cent. The finance and insurance industry comes fourth
measure, with a computer penetration of 71 per cent – after communication services and property ind
as well as the business services industry, which includes the computer services industry itself.

50. See <http://www.tpn.geis.com>.
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572. The private sector is also rapidly developing the Internet as a general medium of exchange to
increase competition, reduce costs and increase productivity in demand and supply relations. At
level, individual firms in specific industries are developing services to link new suppliers
customers. For instance, General Electric, which did more business-to-business electronic comm
1996 than all individual business-to-consumer activities combined, has announced its intention to
all its procurement – which is valued at US$5 billion – onto the Internet by the year 2000 (Financial
Times, 1997e). Japan’s leading electronics manufacturer, NEC Corporation, has also announc
intention to use the Internet for 90 per cent of its procurement activities, valued at US$17.3 billio
year (Nakamoto, 1997). At the industry level, Apparel Exchange has since 1994 offered an o
sourcing service to more than 26 000 textile companies (Financial Times, 1997e; 1997f). At a more
general level, services such as Industry.Net in the United States provide users with a l
36 000 suppliers of different kinds of industrial goods.

573. A number of OECD governments have established programmes to try to stimulat
development of business-to-business services. The European Union, for instance, has projects u
European Strategic Programme for Research and Development in Information Technologies (ES
and ACTS programmes which aim to support the evolution of business organisations toward
electronic management of their commercial activities with suppliers and other business custome
regards stimulating demand for general business-to-business services, there is little that gover
can do directly, other than supporting industry initiatives. The United Kingdom has recognised this
its UK Trade project, which is intended to become a comprehensive electronic market-place, w
range of goods and services can be offered and transactions completed. The aim is to
250 000 companies participating within five years; the project itself is run by the company ICL, w
£450 000 grant from the UK Department of Trade and Industry and information from trade associa
(Financial Times, 1997e).

574. Governments also need to address social factorsaffecting demand for ICTs and Internet-base
services in industry. The widest disparities in computer use, for instance, relate to educa
attainment. In Finland in 1996, 79 per cent of women and 84 per cent of men with a tertiary educ
were using ICTs at work. The values drop to 57 and 54 per cent respectively for those having
upper secondary education, and 41 and 37 per cent for primary or lower secondary education. Sim
differences in occupations account for large variations in the use of computers at work. Use is greate
in high-skill occupations such as administrative, managerial and professional workers, but also
lower-skilled ones such as clerks and salespeople. In Canada in 1994, 95 per cent of scientis
engineers, as well as 22 per cent of those involved in manufacturing/processing activities, 20 pe
of those employed in primary activities and 15 per cent of service workers were using computer
average for all occupations being 48 per cent. In France in 1993, the values ranged from 6.5 per cen
elementary occupations to 54 per cent for technicians and associate professionals and 70.5 per
legislators, senior officials, managers and professionals. Policies for education and traini
computing and Internet-based applications skills need to be developed in general, but those
address the upskilling of workers can particularly help to foster more broad-based demand.

575. The use of computers also varies with the age and gender of workers. The plot of use agai
reveals inverted U-curves for all countries corresponding to low use for young workers (less than 30
old), the highest use for workers between 30-45 years, and rapidly declining use thereafter. In four
five countries for which data are available (except Sweden) women use computers more frequent
do men. Most of this difference can be explained by different participation rates in industries and dif
occupational distributions: women’s employment is higher than men’s in industries and occupa
where computers are more prevalent. Data from the United States show that within occupations, ho
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differences are no longer significant except for primary occupations and services (where use by m
significantly higher) and transportation and communications (where the opposite is true). In Finla
1996, women had higher usage rates than men in service occupations, technical and humanistic wo
to a lesser extent, industrial work. Again, these factors suggest that broad-based educational and
policies are needed to stimulate demand for Internet-based services.

576. Broad-based policies are also needed to encourage the development of Internet-based
and demand among SMEs. SMEs are often the seedbeds of innovative digitised content for large media
companies who outsource component production for a range of printed and audio-visual produc
number of sectors (film, education, advertising), and may increasingly be able to deliver such con
broad audiences via the Internet as easily as large enterprises. It is quite possible that the tradi
heavy capital investments and personnel costs required for audio-visual production (in particular
the subsequently large economies of scale needed to achieve adequate returns, may no longer b
to successful product and market development as in the past. Governments may encoura
potential through supporting extra-industry networks – for example, through private sector co-ope
with local government bodies or universities in the development of new services. Relaxation of fo
investment and import quotas in the media sector could also encourage links between domestic
and foreign enterprises based upon innovative, but perhaps temporary, Internet-based product
distribution partnerships. The growth of business-to-business Internet-based service markets m
create a potential development path (by decreasing unit costs through increasing economies o
for business-to-consumer services.

577. The need for such policies will, however, depend on the degree of openness of network
services. This, in turn, is influenced by the relationship between large firms and their SME sup
and distributors, and on the level of competition this allows at various points along the chain of de
and supply. Large companies may not consider product development worthwhile until marke
sufficient size have developed, while SMEs may develop products for niche markets because th
satisfied with smaller returns (although they may also befaced with greater costs of capital). In the new
digital environment, however, the rate of return from economies of scope increasingly prod
relatively greater aggregate wealth generation than that from economies of scale. One of the benefits o
digital technologies in general is their ability to reduce corporate overheads and more efficien
together production and distribution systems. However, regulations securing open acces
competition are important to counteract lock-in of SME content into specific networks.

578. The situation will very much depend on the degree to which competition exists for the del
of: (i) the same Internet service content within telephone, satellite, cable and terrestrial over-t
television networks;(ii) the same content between these different media (OECD, 1996h; 1993b).
Eventually, competition is likely to increase in the provision of services’ content irrespective of the
technological delivery platform, but the actual level of market development varies across countrie
the extent that competition exists at different levels of the production and distribution chain (su
now seems extensive in the United States), there is little need for regulatory constraints on v
integration among companies. To the extent that competition is limited at various points along the
(as is currently the case in many other OECD countries), utilisation of competition and antitrust po
can speed up market access and substitution. Market size also makes a difference; small countries may
have much to gain from regional or multilateral harmonization of regulations and standards. Th
has established a pilot project linking national efforts to the international dimensions of SME u
Internet-based services.
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579. Similar approaches may be required in the development of network-based audio-
markets. As large studios generally outsource specialeffects’ work, or form close partnerships with th
SMEs involved, close inter-working of computer firms and film producers is necessary in orde
technological spin-offs to occur. The rapid evolution of “Silicon Valley” IT start-up companies has b
dependent upon close inter-working with venture capitalists, legal and personnel specialists with
knowledge of sectoral conditions and technological developments (and who can prov
“peer-review” for product development and commercial strategies) (Financial Times, 1996b).
Governments can help to foster such professional-industry inter-working, while allowing it to rem
open and dynamic as a form of vertical integration.

580. A key question concerns the institutional frameworks that can enable governmen
successfully implement such policy practices. OECD governments have in the past sought to a
consensus on audio-visual policies through a range of independent or semi-independent insti
which, while having a broad political mandate, regulate markets free from day-to-day poli
influence.51 Despite the increased number and variety of network-based services, the multi-fa
nature of demand for Internet-based services suggests that effective policy in thisarea will need to
assess and act upon developments within a broad context of market, sectoral, social and techno
evolution. Managing this task will depend on the ability to co-ordinate measures in different a
which may require reform in governance, for instance, by clarifying responsibilit ies wit
governments. The development of “information society” programmes which co-ordinate a multip
of actors in large-scale technology initiatives such as the EU Framework Programme, has demon
the value of a comprehensive approach. The US National Information Infrastructure initiative also
represents a systemic policy orientation. Australia provides an example of a country where p
co-ordination has traditionally been relatively weak, although this may be rectified by the re
appointment of a single Minister. Such institutional frameworks are also important for extendin
development of business-to-business Internet-based services to consumer and other markets.

Policy practices for consumer (household) markets

581. Business-to-consumer markets were initially thought to be the area of greatest po
demand for Internet-based services. Despite less than favourable general economic conditio
share of households equipped with computers and other ICTs grew significantly in a number of O
countries between the early and mid-1990s. Supported by substantial price reductions and an increasing
number of applications, household computer penetration in 1994-95 reached 26 per cent in the
States, 25 per cent in Germany, 20 per cent in the United Kingdom, 23 per cent in Australia, 16 pe
in Japan and 14 per cent in France.

582. Home PCs are used for a variety of purposes, including games, educational acti
word-processing, record-keeping and work-related activities. Desk-top publishing, newsletter cre
working at home, and network-based services such as electronic mail, connecting to bulletin b
databases and a computer at work have gained importance in recent years. The largest seg
Internet-based household services is for intangible products that can be delivered directly to consumers

51. For instance, the Australian Broadcasting Authority (ABA) and Australian Film Commission; the Cana
Radio and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), Canadian Film Commission and Canadian Coun
FrenchConseil Supérieur de l’Audiovisuel(CSA) andCentre National de la Cinématographie(CNC); the UK
Independent Television Commission, Office of Telecommunications (OFTEL), British Film Commission
British Council; the US Federal Communications Commission and National Foundation for the Arts
Humanities.
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over the network. Entertainment, including “adult” entertainment, online games, music and video,
largest single product sold to consumers (OECD, 1997v). Forrester Research estimates that ad
entertainment alone accounts for 10 per cent of all 1996 business-to-consumer electronic com
(US$50 million), just behind computer products and travel. “Pay-for-play” online games genera
slightly lesser amount. Jupiter Communications predicts that Internet-based music sales will incre
US$186 million by 2000. The situation in broader retailing services varies, although projectio
future demand are high. To date, the main tangible products sold electronically have been com
clothing and food/drink, generating about US$120 million, 90 million and 40 million, respectively
1996. Many of these categories are dominated by traditional retailers that have establ
Internet-based operations. For other consumer services, demand still appears feeble.

583. Notwithstanding high growth overall, demand for ICTs varies greatly according
socio-economic characteristics ofhouseholds.

● Income: This is the most important single differentiating factor. InAustralia and Canada, for
instance, for every US$10 000 increase in income, the likelihood of a household own
computer increases by 7 per cent.

● Age and family type: Demand is highest in households where the head is between 35-44
45-54 years old. This is partly due to the presence of children and teenagers, the mos
computer users, but is also linked to high overall income levels, particularly for those in
45-54 age bracket.

● Labour force characteristics such as employment status, occupation: Homes where the
householder is self-employed exhibit the highest level of demand for PCs and modems, wh
those where the householder is unemployed exhibit the lowest. Workers in white-c
occupations (whether highly skilled or less skilled) are more likely than blue-collar work
to have home PCs. Usage increases with level of education.

● Location of households: In all income brackets, urban households typically exhibit high
demand than rural ones, with penetration rates in urban areas typically varying bet
33 and 17 per cent of households/individuals, compared to between 24 and 11 per c
rural areas. The difference by residential location is even more pronounced for house
that have a modem. In Canada, for example, twice as many urban as rural households
modem (13 per centvs.6.5 per cent).

584. While households already in possession of PCs and modems may be viewed as inform
customers, and their usage of Internet as a question beyond the concern of policy makers, there i
for demand-related policy in regard to those households which do not yet own a computer/mo
While the principal reasons for not having a computer and/or a modem include lack of interest a
as cost, home computing still represents a significant investment for many households. For hous
without a PC, public libraries and other community centres may constitute points of access
Internet, underlining the importance of social and educational policies for the development of de
for Internet-based services. In addition, low-cost network computers (NCs) and television set-top
will facilitate growth in domestic demand if combined with low communication costs and user-frie
services, depending on the degree of competition in network and terminal equipment market
range of variables influencing demand for business-to-consumer services indicates, again, that a
policies needs to be developed in an integrated and comprehensive manner. A major use of
homes is for educational purposes, and the use of ICTs at school, work and the home is highest
those who use them on a daily basis in all three locations. Internet-based educational services
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play a special role in generating household open-mindedness to and interest in other types of se
Again, this underlines the value of developing broad-based policy practices within coheren
comprehensive institutional frameworks.

585. There is no rationale for governments to directly stimulate demand for a broad ran
business-to-consumer Internet services reducing costs. The focus should be on maintaining com
conditions in the supply of business-to-business Internet services, reducing costs across the ex
chain of supply and demand and thus the costs of delivery to the final consumer. Policies should furthe
focus on providing a comprehensive framework for the development of Internet-based services
business, consumer and government markets. Such an extension is already occurring in equity
where electronic business-to-business trading systems implemented in stock exchanges have
countries led to the development of Internet-based consumer services for stock price informatio
trading. Just a few years ago businesses would have been confined on a proprietary basis by
such as Reuters. Indirectly, governments can facilitate consumer demand for such services by a
small-scale buying and selling of shares on stock markets (currently forbidden in a number of O
countries). In addition, governments can work with industry to establish common standards for tr
and consumer protection in electronic commerce transactions. In Japan, for instance, MITI and
240 private firms are working on a standard contract enumerating the rights and duties of merchant
and customers of Internet-based virtual malls.

Policy practices for government (education) markets

586. Governments can also stimulate the growth of demand for Internet-based busines
consumer services by developing their use in business-to-government sectors. A wide ran
business-to-government services could become Internet-based. Financial and banking service m
for instance, can be stimulated through the online payment of and for government services. B
year 2000, the United States will require that all social security payments be made online, requiri
recipients to have bank accounts and banks to develop online access.

587. Education services play a special role in expanding possibilities for wider economic and
demand for Internet-based services. As we have seen, educational achievement is a major fa
determining demand for ICTs in both household and business markets. Computer literacy is essential in
a growing number of professional, clerical, sales and administrative jobs, and individuals retrainin
these activities will increasingly need ICTs. Schools constitute an important source of com
training for household users in OECD countries, but PCs are also increasingly being use
self-education in the home. In Australia, for instance, just over 1 million persons with household
(out of an installed base of 3.9 million) indicated use of “mainly educational products
February 1996 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1996b). In addition, education in ICTs is growing in
business or in business-sponsored institutions: in Finland, for example, 13 per cent of all empl
receive training in ICTs from employers or in employer-supported courses (Statistics Finland, 1
The development of content for educational applications thus provides a key means by w
governments can expand growth possibilities in business and household markets.

588. Education offers opportunities for new demand to and from household and business se
markets through technological spillovers, in ways analogous to the spillovers offered by
development of advanced audio-visual content in business-to-business services considered
Educational institutions have long been used as test-beds for ICTs by private sector groups s
Apple Computers, and provide a basis for product development for broader professional, consu
business markets through providing people with experience in using and developing new servic
applications. In comparison with business-to-business markets, education markets are
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homogenous, as public sector bodies constitute the largest source of demand for educational ser
OECD countries. Compared to household markets, though, the development of deman
Internet-based services in schools and other educational institutions may be relatively ch
stimulated by governments, as fewer connections are needed to give access to a large num
individuals. As a result, a number of OECD governments have begun connecting, or have state
intention to connect, schools and other educational institutions to the Internet for administra
educational, professional development and community building purposes.

589. The basis for such networking has to some extent already been laid. The use of P
educational institutions has risen considerably in many OECD countries since the early 1980
surveys, show that children’s access to computers at school rose from 28 per cent in 1984 to over
cent in 1993 (OECD, 1997b). Widely available software tools, such as text processors, spreadsh
electronic mail and network browsers, which were developed for commercial markets, have
educational applications. Dedicated educational software, providing structured sources of information an
opportunities for practice, has also become more available in recent years. Such software is sometim
housed on central servers linking 15-30 networked computers, although these are as yet in a min
stand-alone PCs.

590. Studies on the use of Internet-based (and other network-based) services have found
general, network-based services enable educational institutions to offer a more diverse curricula and
reduce their dependency on local teaching resources. They have the potential to reach populatio
have traditionally been under-served and to reduce the separation between school and the ho
between school and work. Network communications can provide post-training support to teache
enable access to new ideas, master teachers and other professionals beyond their school setting
formal and informal courses and enrichment activities. This more direct, more flexible educati
particularly valuable for adult education and training where work is performed at manysites or inremote
areas. On-site training and skill upgrading are cheaper and more efficient than transporting emplo
distant training sites. While the Internet is at present mainly restricted to text, data and gr
communications, it will increasingly provide access to a large and growing list of interactive audio-vi
services. Educational services hold promise for the development of richer, higher capacity content.

591. In addition to these issues, three factors with implications for broad-based policy practic
demand and supply of Internet-based educational services can be noted. First, while PC penetrat
Internet access in schools is increasing in OECD countries, penetration of network servers is much lo
that experience of networking is less widespread. Policies for the wiring of educational institutions n
focus on the implementation and development of networking technologies, including very adva
technologies and architectures which can be extended from higher educational institutions to schoo
United States is leading the way in developing such practices: the Internet2 programme, which aims
develop collaboration among over 100 US universities, private companies and federal agenc
next-generation Internet technology and applications, already involves over 50 institutions.Members have
committed up to US$50 million per year in new funding for the project, and it is expected that they
receive federal funding in the form of competitively awarded grants from the NSF and other fe
agencies. More than half a dozen companies have pledged over US$5 million in cash and in-kind do
to the project. Internet2 will share its discoveries with others in the education community.

592. Second, even with such networking capabilities, there is still a challenge for educa
services to develop Internet applications and content appropriate for children, and also services’ c
with a specifically pedagogical orientation. There is evidence that enthusiasm for such activities is
In Japan, for example, the government initially expected few applications for a project to dev
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Internet-based services, as the Internet was still relatively unknown and involved advanced serv
client technologies which were considered to be unfamiliar in schools. In the event, how
1 543 schools applied, with many proposing advanced applications. Policies are needed to
together not just traditional educational groups, but also those traditional and new media groups
both the public and private sectors with experience in network-based content and applications, in
to develop engaging educational services. France, where the Ministry of Education is working wi
private sector software company I-Card to develop a service-specific intelligent chip Internet c
card, provides an example. Given their traditional public service goals and audience profiles, p
broadcasters [such as the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) in the United Kingdom an
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States] can be expected to take a leading role
development of educational content.

593. Third, while stimulation of demand for Internet-based education services might seem rela
straightforward as governments are the largest consumers of such services, much of this gove
consumption is actually determined at a sub-national level.52 The most advanced government policie
aimed at developing demand for educational services will tend to involve novel combinations
contributions from educational professionals and institutions, local government authorities an
private sector. A number of public/private sector pilot projects in the United Kingdom and Un
States have revealed significant demand for Internet-based educational services from childre
economically and educationally deprived communities, once given the basic means to use and d
these services. At another level, a joint private (Japanese and foreign investors)/public sector gr
has begun the Asia-Pacific Interactive Communication NETwork (APICNET), which off
Japanese-based international educationally oriented Internet access and service development s53

Governments have a role to play in facilitating the development of such partnerships in education

Comprehensive frameworks for Internet content markets

594. With declining communication costs, services’ content has become the key factor for new eco
growth and job creation in network-based services. With each new generation of ICTs, ever-more-ad
multimedia and interactive services become possible, providing for market expansion
business-to-business (or business-to-government) services where margins are high to business-to-c
services where margins are lower but volume potentially greater. However, as distribution channels
proliferate, and as networks are able to carry a wider variety of services, inadequate institution
regulatory frameworks are associated with increasing regulatory costs or opportunity costs. For the mi
to a fully digital environment, covering enhanced audio-visual and new multimedia and interactive ser
broad-based policy measures are the best form of protection against systemic market failures arisin
mismatches between supply and demand for Internet-based services.

595. There is a need to rationalise, simplify and reduce regulatory constraints, and to promote indu
self-regulation of content. At present, OECD countries are generally movingtowards policies which are
more consistent with market-driven development of new distribution channels. Digitisation an
dissolution of technological distinctions between voice, data and audio-visual networks and t
challenge the practicality of distinct regulatory frameworks for individual media services and

52. In terms of research and comparative analysis, the almost inherently local and parochial nat
pre-university education certainly complicates matters. For the OECD Secretariat, for instance:
countries’ Web pages are in local languages, with little substantive information in English.

53. For information on the project, their Website can be found at <http://www.apic.or.jp>.
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regulating and promoting audio-visual content production. The German government has tak
broadest approach towards meeting this challenge with its proposed Multimedia Law; the Aust
Broadcasting Authority (ABA) has formulated a more limited but nonetheless comprehensive frame
based on rating and licensing regulations for industry-developed measures for online service conte
US Telecommunications Act of 1996 takes a comprehensive communications approach, but provi
framework for content.54 In some instances governments are constrained by constitutional obligatio
the degree to which they can utilise single policy approaches (such as competition policy). As a
different approaches to the challenge are being developed. Some governments have appointe
politicians with single responsibility for guiding and co-ordinating policy in the area (Australia, Europ
Commission). Others have established broad standing task forces (Canada, United States) – so
alongside the creation of single regulatory agencies responsible for television and telecommunic
(Australia, Canada, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, the United States). But market convergence i
infancy, and in many cases the early stage of Internet development means that best policy pract
those able to combine effective responses to systemic issues with an ability to keep arrangements flexible
and open to future developments.

10.4. Supply and demand for environmental goods and services

596. As in the case of Internet-based services, the diffusion and application of new environmenta
products is determined by a complex structure of demand and supply relations. Demand for environ
protection, and thus for environmental products and processes, enables growth in the supplying in
(demand pull), while the development of the environmental goods and services supply industry e
enterprises to better integrate cleaner technologies and environmental practices in production (supply

597. Demand for environmental products and processes strongly depends on governments
commitment to environmental protection. In the absence of such commitment, many environm
effects take the form of externalities,i.e. costs and benefits which are neglected in the market-place. At
same time, by influencing the legislative processes, modifying buying patterns and constituting third
and citizen suits, the public is exerting growing pressure for the development of an environme
friendly society and economy. This results from: the impact of expanding economic activities o
environment; increased appreciation and ability to pay for a cleaner environment linked to h
incomes;55 better education of the general public; and better information on environmental impacts.56

598. The last few years have witnessed a greater emphasis by firms on pollution prevention
strategies and strategic environmental planning, driving new technological developments and o
up new markets. Enterprises operating in traditional sectors create or adapt products and pro

54. The original act contained the Communications Decency Act (CDA), which of course did address co
issues, although in a limited manner. In any case, the relevant parts of the CDA were struck down
Supreme Court on constitutional grounds.

55. It is generally reasonable to view tastes and preferences as similar, irrespective of income. In other word
people may not really be different from rich people. What differs is income and, hence, the ability to sac
material goods for a sound environment (Stigler and Becker, 1997).

56. Beginning in the late 1970s, most OECD governments for the first time became subjected to major
mobilisation in this area, targeting health problems caused by air and water pollution as well as res
conservation and waste recovery and management. For example, the discovery in 1978 that buildings
Channel in New York were constructed on an old leaking hazard waste disposal, urged the governm
establish the Superfund toxic waste clean-up programme. In Japan, the strong public reaction to wide
respiratory problems, caused by a petrochemical complex at Yakkaichi in the early 1970s, led to the f
pollution control act.
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initially to improve environmental performance and fulfil environmental regulations, and the
increase competitiveness and develop a new business. Although there is a shortage of cross-
evidence, studies in some countries point to a positive impact of environmental technologies o
competitiveness of firms and industries in general, with potentially widespread productivity
employment effects (Repettoet al., 1996; Porter and van der Linde, 1995).

599. In general, the adoption of “green design” or environmental auditing by enterprise
associated with organisation opportunities, capabilities and processes. Enterprises which eng
regular or continuous evaluation or modification of their product or process design will have greater
opportunities to recognise competitive advantages (e.g.improved product quality, reduced costs, etc.
born from integrating environmental considerations into product and process design (Atlas and F
1997). Firm size, financial resources, skilled personnel and the opportunity to reduce long-term
will further spur the adoption of “green design”.

600. However, environmental regulation and customers’ preferences strongly influence companies’
behaviour with regard to environmental performance. Analysis of factors prompting 750 Cana
enterprises to include environmental protection in their plans identified environmental regulation
broad sense as the most important factor, although customers were also found to have influen
choice. Studies analysing factors affecting the behaviour of European companies with respect
environment similarly found that both regulation and consumer preferences had played a role (Ri
1995; Madhurst, 1995).

601. Although business communities sometimes complain about environmental legislatio
practice, there is little evidence of plant closures or job losses due to environmental regulation
example, one study (Management Information Services, 1993), indicated that during 1988
employers attributed only 0.1 per cent of all layoffs to compliance with environmental regulations.

602. On the contrary, the introduction of environmental regulations has been found to ha
positive impact on employment in OECD countries (OECD, 1996i), albeit other factors are generally
more decisive for industrial performance. In the United States, as of 1992 environmental regulatio
been estimated to support 3.96 million jobs, or 3.7 per cent of total employment (Manage
Information Services, 1993). In Europe, as of 1994 1.5 mill ion jobs can be classif ie
environment-related (Eurostat, 1997) (Table 10.1).

603. The most visible and quantifiable, but more narrow, positive effects in terms of growth and job
creation are related to the environment industry. This industry contributes to environmental innov
and macroeconomic growth in general, as well as to productivity and job creation by encouraging,
supporting and re-vitalising the market-oriented socio-economic networks which unde
technological dynamism and market development. The definition comprises activities which pro
goods and services to measure, prevent, limit, minimise or correct environmental damage to wa
and soil, as well as problems related to waste, noise and ecosystems. The industry include
end-of-pipe equipment and cleaner technologies, products and services which reduce environ
risk and minimise pollution and resource use (OECD, 1996j).

604. In many OECD countries, the environmental industry has displayed very high growth over th
20 years. In Germany, which has the largest environmental market in the European Union, growth
sector amounted to 6.3 per cent per year between 1980 and 1993. In Austria, the rate was about 14
over the same period. In the United States, growth was close to 6 per cent between 1990-92, with 16 p
in the segment of environmental engineering and construction. Forecasts point to even higher growth
the future: in the OECD as a whole, 10 per cent growth has been predicted for the period 1998 to 200
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Table 10.1. Environment related employment, 1994 1
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Source: Eurostat Working Papers, 1997, “An Estimate of Eco-Industries in the European Union for 1994”. Interim
results by EBI, 1995 for OECD Secretariat.

Total
environment
employment
– direct and

indirect
(in thousands)

Total
employment

(per cent)

Direct
employment

(Eurostat)
(in thousands)

Total
employment

(per cent)

Direct
employment

(EBI)
(in thousands)

Total
employment

(per cent)

Australia . . . . 11.0 0.2 29.1 0.4

Austria 52.3 1.4 41.5 1.1 9.3 0.2

Belgium 26.1 0.7 15.5 0.4 17.1 0.5

Canada . . . . 123.02 0.9 56.4 0.4

Denmark 22.3 0.9 15.9 0.6 11.5 0.5

Finland 21.2 1 13.6 0.7 8.1 0.4

France 322.6 1.5 200.9 0.9 102.4 0.5

Germany 447.8 1.2 316.5 0.9 212.1 0.6

Greece 8 0.8 5.1 0.1 9.4 0.2

Iceland . . . . . . . . 0.4 0.3

Ireland 12.5 0.9 8.7 0.7 2.7 0.2

Italy 165.6 0.8 100.6 0.5 57.5 0.3

Japan . . . . . . . . 323.6 0.5

Luxembourg 1.8 0.9 1.6 0.8 0.8 0.4

Mexico . . . . . . 10.0 0.03

Netherlands 107.4 1.6 88.7 1.3 32.9 0.5

New Zealand . . . . . . . . 3.1 0.2

Norway . . . . . . 0.4 8.7 0.4

Portugal 24.8 0.6 17.1 0.3 6.9 0.2

Spain 52.8 0.4 37.6 1 43.7 0.4

Sweden 72.6 1.8 40.7 . . 16.4 0.4

Switzerland . . . . . . . . 12.9 0.3

Turkey . . . . . . . . 7.3 0.04

United Kingdom 195.5 1.0 140.3 0.5 109.4 0.4

United States . . . . . . . . 855.2 0.7

1. Total environment employment includes direct environment employment plus the indirect employmen
calculated on the basis of the Harmonized Econometric Research for Modelling Economic Systems (HERMES
macroeconomic model. Eurostat and Environmental Business International (EBI) direct environmen
employment estimates differ according to methods used, although they are based on the OECD/Eurosta
definition which includes the core group and some of the non-core group. Eurostat data are based on th
estimated levels of capital and operating environmental expenditure, while EBI data are based o
comprehensive primary data on the environment industry for the United States, which are scaled against know
environmental industry, economic and development statistics in all other countries.

2. Canada Statistic Environment Industry preliminary data for 1995.
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605. Employment in the environmental sector is estimated to have grown by 10 per cent i
United States between 1990 and 1995, and by 3 per cent in Canada and Japan (OECD, 1996j). A recent
survey in Australia showed that one-half of environmental goods and service enterprises had exp
employment by more than 20 per cent in the period from 1988 to 1993. The interim OECD/Eur
classification and definition (OECD, 1996k) of the environment industry (a conservative, narro
definition, which includes mainly the core group of the environment industry and part of cle
technologies and products) found it to employ about 1 per cent of the total OECD labour f
(Table 10.1), with half recorded as manufacturing (including construction) and half as services.

606. In the OECD area as a whole, most employment is in solid waste management (45 per ce
in waste water management (25 per cent). On average, job opportunities tend to be more high-skill than in
other industries, as evidenced by data from Australia and Germany, with an emphasis on high-
white-collar occupations (above 50 per cent), but also with a sizeable element of low-skilled blue-
occupations (20-30 per cent). In Canada, it has been estimated that the distribution of new employe
be as follows: 50 per cent technicians/technologists; 25 per cent undergraduate degrees; 25 per c
graduate degrees. If this pattern holds true for other Member countries, future shortfalls are w
predicted in the supply of required professional and technical staff (OECD, 1996j).

607. Growth in the environment industry will be highly dependent on technological innovatio
efficiently adapt goods and services to new regulatory and customer requirements, on supp
upgrading of skilled labour, and on the international adoption of environmental regulations
standards. It has been suggested that 50 per cent of the environmental goods that will be used
have not yet been invented. Demand for environmental products is gradually moving away
“end-of-pipe” solutions towards product substitution and process modification. This reflects the
for more efficient means to reduce environmental burdens coupled with the move by firms tow
“cleaner production with greater value added”.

10.5. Policy assessment

608. Policies can amplify the positive effects of environmental innovation by:

● facilitating development of the demand for environmental goods and services thro
environmental regulations which are designed to improve current and future environm
performance;

● promoting the environmental goods and service industry through support for environm
R&D, financial support, export incentives, etc., as either general incentives for allindustry or
specific incentives for the environment industry.

609. To date, no systematic evaluation is available to assess the overall effectiveness of di
environmental or industrial regulatory systems in creating demand for environmental good
services, or in supporting the environment industry, but there are variables which can be us
indicate policy performance. These include approaches to environmental regulation, environm
expenditure and environmental R&D, both private and public. The following section provides s
analysis of these variables.

Approaches to environmental regulation

610. Environmental regulation, while aiming to improve environmental performance, should a
scope for evaluating and encouraging the diffusion of new and cleaner technologies. In th
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20 years, OECD countries have used two policy approaches to environmental protection
“command-and-control” approach, based on pollution abatement and control (PAC) principle
focused on local pollution issues; and, more recently, the “market-based” approach based
Polluter Pays Principle (OECD, 1986a).

611. Both approaches can present short-comings in boosting development and diffusion of c
technologies if policies are too complicated or uncertain; present gaps; or are too or insuffici
specific (OECD, 1995c). In the light of these and other considerations,57 some OECD governments
(Austria, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Iceland, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Po
Spain, Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, European Union) have undertaken a n
of reforms aimed at correcting deficiencies in existing regulations.

612. Success in these reforms has depended on their ability to support, or act in concert wi
development of demand. The following have been crucial in this respect:

● the extent to which there has been an integrated approach with other policies (e.g.agriculture,
industrial or innovation policy);

● the extent to which there has beeneffective signalling to economic actors about
environmental performance and potential technological innovation;

● reduced uncertainty concerning the value of environmental innovation, related to an incr
probability that it will eventually be costly for products and processes not to integ
environmental concerns;

● pressures for innovation and the diffusion and absorption of new technologies, coming
competitors, customers, rising prices of raw materials or the abolishment of distorting subsid

● inclusion from the outset of a cushion to reduce initial compliance costs, but which wil
abolished once new technologies are in place.

613. In the process of reform, it has been recognised that market-oriented instruments, by mo
behaviour through more or less explicit internalisation of what used to be external effects, are more ef
in stimulating demand for environmental products as they assure a higher level of flexibility and cert
They are also more efficient in modifying consumer preferences and life styles, which have the
far-reaching and long-term effects in stimulating demand for environmental products (OECD, 1998c).

614. Such measures include charges and taxes; grants and subsidies; mechanisms to create
such as emission permit trading systems, in combination with fines for non-compliance. O
measures, which include feedback mechanisms, improved monitoring systems and proce
(i.e. self-monitoring and the use of direct measurement for small discharges); voluntary agree

57. Targeted deficiencies in regulatory systems have concerned (OECD, 1997w):
• regulatory burdens for companies and increasing difficulties in achieving adequate and efficient enforc

as interrelations among firms and countries become more complex;
• disproportionately increasing marginal cost to reduce emitted pollutants;
• poor co-ordination in the environmental media;
• emphasis on “react and cure” pollution crises instead of anticipating and preventing pollution.
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with industry (e.g.eco-label); environmental auditing procedures [Environmental Management Sy
(EMS), Life-Cycle Analysis, etc.]; fuller information and wider publicity and environmental educat
have been introduced to obtain a wider diffusion of environmental practices and raise environm
awareness in the public. A certain pattern can be discerned across OECD countries in the timin
emphasis given to various policy areas, as illustrated by Table 10.2. For instance, a number of co
have sought a co-ordinated policy approach over the last five years, but only New Zealand is cur
giving priority to this aspect. Special emphasis is today placed on changing consumption
production patterns, public information and R&D (OECD, 1997x).

615. On the whole, those countries with a market-compatible approach have generally been
combine it with relatively strict enforcement of environmental regulations (e.g.Germany, Japan, the
Netherlands, the Scandinavian countries, the United States). These are the countries that display t
rapid technological innovation and have the most advanced markets in this area (OECD, 1997x) in that they
have reduced the uncertainty and inconsistency which inhibit the development of demand. Nevert
command-and-control regulations are the most common type of legislation in most OECD countr
many cases, new products or applications have not been implemented because prevailing regu
prescribe certain technologies or product properties and because of inconsistencies in regulations.

616. Canada, the Netherlands, the Scandinavian countries and the United States have recogn
importance of having a body responsible for enhancing the co-ordination and integration of environm
protection with other policies, although their efforts remain somewhat patchy and are not comp
effective. Nevertheless, these countries, along with Germany and Japan, have sought to take a deci
towards environmental policies which both aims at explicit goals and at putting in place incentive stru
combining a mixture of regulatory and market-based instruments that leave a high degree of flexibility
their implementation. As a result, they presently benefit from better structured demand for environm
products, more competitive environmental technologies and a better developed environmental in
compared to other OECD countries. Between 1992-97, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland ra
reformed their environmental policy along the above lines. In a few years, it will be interesting to eva
their effectiveness in creating and structuring environmental demand.

617. However, most, if not all, OECD countries continue to pursue policies contradictory to
goals of greening demand. While environmental regulators focus on eco-efficiency in general, e
transport and agricultural policies still include extensive subsidies effectively stimulating pollutio
resource waste. Energy subsidies are especially distorting in Italy and the United States (O
1997x). Transport systems in Europe largely favour road and air transport, while rail and w
transport is impeded by contradictory national planning and regulation. In agriculture, New Zeala
the only country to have implemented reform by comprehensively removing subsidies onfertilisers and
pesticides, and vetting all agricultural policy for harmful environmental impacts.

618. Policies will also have greater impact if they are co-ordinated, and possibly harmonized,
international level, as contradictory legislative frameworks in different countries are counterprodu
International trade liberalisation of markets for environmental goods and services underpin
expansion of markets and thereby higher growth, given the presence of conditions which allow f
internalisation of environmental impacts. International agreements, such as the Montreal Pro
provide important impetus in areas where emissions are global in nature. Harmonization of nation
environmental standards on a regional basis, as in the European Union, can provide far more le
than national measures on firm behaviour.
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Voluntary
agreement

Public information
education and
participation

Cana ●● ●

Mexic ● ●

New ● ●●

Unite ●● ●

Austr ● ●●

Franc ● ●●

Germ ●

Nethe ● ●

Finlan

Norw ●

Swed ● ●●

Japan ●● ●●

Korea ● ●●

Czec ●

Hung ●

Italy

Polan ●

Portu

Spain ● ●

� m

●●m

1. Th
Table 10.2. Environmental policy and instruments in OECD countries

e: OECD Environmental Performance Reviews.

Co-ordinated
policy approach

Compliance and
enforcement

Changing
consumption and

production patterns

Environmental
expenditure

Environmental
expenditure for

R&D

Economic
instruments

(e.g. taxes and
charges)

da ● ●● ● ●● ●

o ● ●● ● ●● ●●

Zealand ●● ● ● ●

d States ● ● ● ●● ●

ia ●● ● ● ●

e problems with ● ● ● ●

any ● ●● ●●

rlands ● ● ● ●● ●

d ● ●● ● ●

ay ● ● ●

en ● ●● ● ●● ●

● ● ● ●● ●

● ●● ● ● ●

h Republic ● problems with ●● ● ●

ary ● problems with ●● ● ●

problems with ● ● ●

d ● problems with ●● ● ●

gal ●1 ●1 ●

problems with ●1 ●1 ●

eans country has established initiatives in the area.

eans country is currently putting special emphasis on the area.

ey are supported by the European Union with regional and cohesion funds.
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Size and structure of environmental expenditure

619. The size and structure of pollution abatement and control expenditure reflect differenc
regulatory approaches and environmental markets (Table 10.3). In general, expenditur
environmental goods and services in most OECD countries represents between 1 and 2 per
GDP, depending on national environmental regulatory systems. The Netherlands and Switz
display particularly high figures. However, there is considerable variation in the contribution of the
public, business and household sectors. In Canada, Germany, the Scandinavian countries
United States, environmental public awareness is such that consumers are willing to pay for cleaner
products (Table 10.3). The evidence suggests a similarity in the trends and composition of priva
public expenditure across Germany, Japan and the United States (Table 10.4). Generally, howe
public sector remains the major player on the demand side, with more than 50 per cent of the
Direct household environmental expenditure remains insignificant in most countries (e.g.1 per cent in
Portugal). In Australia and Germany, the private and business sectors are equally commit
environmental protection. The United States is the only country in which demand for environm
goods and services derives principally from the business sector.

620. In the period between 1985 and 1992, the structure of demand for environmental goods and s
changed very slightly. In most countries, the business sector increased demand for environmental go
services, while public or household sector demand decreased. This is consistent with the introduc
market-oriented policies and their more effective internalising of environmental externalities, as well
increasing commitment to environmental protection within the business sector, where the increase
demand for environmental goods and services goes beyond government requirements.

621. During the same period, public environmental expenditure remained constant or increased
slightly while public deficits decreased, indicating that countries have given priority to this area. S
OECD countries (e.g.Poland), have put in place an environmental fund or a deposit/refund syste
use revenues from environmental taxes to finance environmental initiatives both in the for
environmental projects (e.g.waste disposal systems, environmental investment by enterprises) a
the form of loans to environmental goods and service suppliers.

622. The composition of environmental expenditure has changed over the same period.
expenditure, which in the early 1980s mainly financed environmental infrastructure (e.g.sewage, waste
and waste water treatment plants), at present more widely supports diffusion of innov
environmental technologies (e.g.through demonstration projects) and projects which have a large
although less direct – impact on demand for environmental goods and services. For instanc
Netherlands and the Scandinavian countries are now focusing on changing consumption and pro
patterns, and financial support is directed to improving public environmental awareness (environmen
information and education) and to diffusing cleaner technologies (accelerating depreciati
environment investment, subsidies to environmental R&D). Other countries (Canada, Denm
Germany, Japan, Korea, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the United States) have sought to in
mechanisms to ensure that public procurement takes environmental effects into account, th
broadening the presence of environmentally conscious demand in the economy (OECD, 1997y).
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Table 10.3. Pollution abatement and control expenditure as a percentage of GDP 1, 2

Source: OECD Secretariat.

1985 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Public and private sectors (unless otherwise noted)

Australia . . . . . . . . 0.6 0.7 . .

Austria 3 . . 1.8 1.7 . . 2.04 2.14 . .

Canada . . . . . . 0.9 . . . . . .

Finland 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.4

France 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Germany 6 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5

Italy 7 . . . . . . 0.9 . . . . . .

Japan 8 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 . . . .

Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8

Netherlands 1.4 1.5 . . 1.4 1.7 1.8 1.9

Norway 9 . . . . . . . . 1.2 . . . .

Portugual 10 . . . . 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.7 . .

Sweden 11 0.212 . . 0.412 . . . . 1.2 . .

Switzerland 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.1

United Kingdom 1.3 . . . . . . 1.4 . . . .

United States 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6

Public and private sectors (including private households)

Australia . . . . . . . . . . 0.9 . .

Austria 3 1.0 1.8 1.8 . . 2.14 2.24 . .

France 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5

Netherlands 1.5 1.5 . . 1.5 1.8 1.9 2.0

Portugual . . . . 0.5 0.5 . . . . . .

Switzerland 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.1

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . 1.5 . . . .

United States 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.7

1. Changes in PAC expenditure shares must be reviewed with care, as they may also increase because of
improved sectoral coverage and data availability.

2. Based on the abater principle (expenditure 1). For some countries this includes receipts from by products.
3. Estimates made to remove double counting of waste water and waste fees. Figures include street cleaning.
4. Definitions and methodology used are different from and are not comparable with other data. The OECD

Secretariat estimate for public/private sector PAC expenditure is 1.7 per cent of GDP.
5. Public and private sectors: includes an estimate for public sector PAC expenditure.
6. Data cover western Germany only.
7. Public sector. Partial figure for 1988, thus 1988 and 1989 data are not comparable.
8. Partial figure. Data on business sector current expenditure not available.
9. Secretariat estimate.
10. Only investment expenditure is included in the business sector data.
11. Public and private sectors: 1985 and 1988 business sector data only.
12. Public sector: 1987 data refer to 1986.
13. Business and household sectors: 1992 data refer to 1993.
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Table 10.4. Environmental expenditure by the public, business and household sectors
Percentage

Source: OECD Secretariat.

623. In countries such as Canada, Germany, the Scandinavian countries and the United
environmental public awareness is high and consumers are exerting pressure for better environm
friendly products and processes. This consumer attitude has forced industry to adopt greener pr
in the 1990s, as witnessed by the use of both eco-labels, which seem to have gained widecredibility
(e.g.the Nordic Swan label is found on 100 products in the Nordic market), and eco-audits w
industry. For example, estimates indicate that by 1995, 50 to 60 per cent of Swedish industr
conducting environmental audits (using EMS) and investing in waste minimisation projects, boo
demand for environmental products and fostering the development of the environment industry.

Environmental R&D

624. Support to environmental R&D has been important in stimulating demand for environm
goods and services and the environment industry in general. The private sector will rarely ma
necessary investment for developing and incorporating environmental processes and produc
existing systems unless there are proven benefits.

625. This is especially true for a new environmental technology where, compared with conventional
technologies, profit margins are often uncertain and not easily quantifiable (OECD, 1998c). Major
innovations in the environmental field are often complicated by imperfect information, chan
technological opportunities and organisational inertia. There is thus a rationale for governme
assist in the development, demonstration and dissemination of environmental products and pro
and to encourage capacity building and public awareness.

626. In general, environmental regulatory reform aiming to promote environmental R&D sh
improve the flexibility of command-and-control instruments by shifting away from technolo
specifications, monitoring systems and requirements, and encouraging alternative compliance m
The greatest potential for far-reaching innovation may reside with new approaches such as prod
responsibility, information disclosure and environmental management systems, which can enco
the redesign of products and process through life-cycle analysis of ecological impacts.

627. Most significantly, environmental policy instruments may best stimulate innovation when
in combination, and when they take into account the industry-specific and even firm-specific con

Public sector Business sector Private households

1985 1990 1992 1985 1990 1992 1985 1990 1992

United States 32 38 39 50 52 53 18 10 8

France 68 65 65 23 26 26 9 9 9

Germany 50 52 56 50 48 44 . . . . . .

Netherlands 69 57 58 30 37 37 1 6 5

Portugal 76 95 90 23 5 10 1 . . . .

Australia 52 43 . . 48 57 . . . . . . . .

Japan 88 90 . . 12 10 . . . . . . . .

Korea . . . . 49 . . . . 44 . . . . 7
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This may require improved interactions between environmental policy and technology policy, w
the latter could offer insights from R&D funding mechanisms, technology foresight exerci
innovation system models and P/PP schemes (OECD, 1997z).

628. Both environmental and industrial policy have contributed to the promotion of environme
R&D through direct financial support. In most OECD countries, support in this area increased
1-2 per cent of total government R&D appropriation in the early 1980s to 3-4 per cent at the end
decade (Table 10.5). Although these increases appear to have levelled off as of the mid-1
government expenditure in aggregate totals around US$2.5 billion per year for all OECD countrie

Table 10.5. Government budget appropriations for environmental R&D
Percentage of total GBAORD

Source: OECD Secretariat.

629. Some countries, such as Canada which directs 25 per cent of new R&D fundin
environmental technology, or Korea which needs to upgrade its products to international environm
standards, have put a great deal of effort into co-ordinating and developing systems to direct
towards environmental technology. Industry and the private sector is actively responding to
incentives (Lanjouw and Mody, 1995).

1981 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Australia 2.7 3.0 2.9 2.7 . . . .

Austria 0.4 2.2 3.2 2.9 2.4 2.1

Belgium 2.8 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.5

Canada 1.2 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.5 . .

Denmark 1.8 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.1 . .

Finland 0.9 3.1 3.0 2.4 2.5 . .

France 0.5 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.9 . .

Germany 1.8 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.5 . .

Greece 3.1 1.9 4.1 3.3 3.2 . .

Iceland . . 1.7 3.5 3.8 3.9 4.0

Ireland 0.4 0.6 0.7 1.3 1.3 . .

Italy 1.8 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 . .

Japan . . 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6

Mexico . . 0.4 1.7 1.7 . . . .

Netherlands . . 3.5 4.6 4.4 3.7 3.5

New Zealand . . 2.6 2.7 . . . . . .

Norway 3.6 3.3 3.0 2.6 2.6 . .

Portugual . . 2.9 2.5 1.7 . . . .

Spain 0.7 1.9 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.7

Sweden 1.8 3.6 3.4 3.8 2.3 . .

United Kingdom 1.2 1.4 2 2.3 2.1 . .

United States 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.8 0.8 . .
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10.6. Best practices to stimulate supply and demand for environmental goods and services

630. The development of markets for environmental goods and services strongly depen
government commitment to environmental protection. In most OECD countries, the deman
environmental goods and services has progressed through similar phases: increased environ
awareness; development of national environmental policies and regulations; institutional cap
building (e.g.the establishment of agencies or ministries responsible for environmental protect
environmental expenditure plans by either the public or the private sector and, most recently, str
action by private companies to exploit cleaner products and processes as a sales argument.

631. Evidence shows that policy reforms can facilitate the diffusion of new environmental prod
and processes to the extent that:

● Environmental policy is co-ordinated with other policies,e.g.industrial, innovation,
agriculture (Canada, Denmark, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden).

● Environmental policy has clear and explicit goals, enforcing a shift fro
command-and-control instruments which include technology specification, to more flex
measures like market incentives,e.g.emission trading or voluntary agreements
Environmental policy should avoid prescribing solutions, leaving it to the interplay betw
businesses and between firms and customers to engineer innovation and technology dif
This approach will encourage the redesign of products and process through life-cycle an
of ecological impacts (Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Nor
Poland, Sweden, the United States).

● Governments directly support the demand and the supply of environmental R&D thro
both direct financial support to environmental R&D and private/public joint demonstra
projects to illustrate the applicability of clean products and processes (Canada, Korea).

● Policies involve the general public. This approach has the most far-reaching effects: if
consumer life styles change and demand for cleaner products becomes the norm as
products are identified, then manufacturers must adapt to meet this demand (e.g.greening of
public procurement introduced by Canada, Germany, Iceland, Japan, Korea, the Nether
Sweden, the United States).

● Environmental instruments are internationally harmonized (e.g.taxes on CO2) (Table 10.7).

10.7. Conclusions

632. The two new growth industries considered in this chapter share some important characte
for technology and innovation policy:

● both are areas of rapid innovation and growth;

● both are the source of considerable externalities (in terms of their impacts on other indu
as well as on consumers); and

● in both, the articulation of demand and the creation of markets depends crucially on p
(government procurement, regulation-induced demand, provision of legal frameworks, e
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633. To be successful, policies in both these areas have to be “systemic”. They have to integra
and co-ordinate different policy targets (e.g.the goals of environmental and technology policy or th
need to encourage the positive social impact of Internet-based services) and different policy
(reflected in dispersed political competences), as well as different instruments targeting bo
supply and demand sides. They have to create and shape appropriate institutions for these m
especially the bodies to set, implement and supervise standards and competition policy –
involves both de-regulation and re-regulation. In the absence of such “institution building” the
the evident risk of systemic failure in bothareas.

634. Also, examples from both areas show that policies – rather than trying to pick winne
winning technological solutions – act best when strengthening the incentives for innovation
removing barriers. Policy is confronted with the need to develop a balanced mix of regulatory
market-incentive-based instruments which effectively correspond to and articulate consumer de
while leaving a high degree of flexibility as to their implementation. The contribution of th
industries to macroeconomic growth, productivity and job creation will be optimised to the exten
they encourage, support and re-vitalise the market-oriented socio-economic networks which un
their technological dynamism and market development.

635. Policy in both areas is beginning to recognise these necessities: a number of compreh
policy initiatives aim at establishing the “information society” and attempt to address the need for p
co-ordination, creation of institutions and balancing of social goals with technological development.
same vein, governments are increasingly designing integrated environmental policies which c
considered as a step in the direction of designing “systemic” technology and innovation policies.

636. Finally, in both areas, policies will have greater impact if co-ordinated at the internati
level. International trade and investment liberalisation typically facilitate the expansion of marke
Internet-based services, international agreement by governments on framework conditions for
electronic commerce in areas such as consumer protection and privacy will facilitate growth in
investment by companies and demand by households. In environmental goods and service
circulation needs to be coupled with, for instance, harmonization of standards (e.g.at the European
level) or more internationally accepted systems for information or certification relating
environmental performance. Compared to purely national measures, international co-ordinatio
allow better articulation of demand and will facilitate technology transfers.
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Table 10.6. Summary of best policy practices for supporting Internet-based services

Source: OECD Secretariat.

Best policy practice Applicability Country specific

Infrastructure competition
(cable television, PSTN,
satellite)

General policy High: Australia, Canada, Finland, Japan,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden,
United Kingdom, United States

Medium: Austria, France, Germany

Low: Belgium, Greece, Italy, Mexico, Spain

Overall policy co-ordination General policy Standing task force: Canada, United States

Single minister: Australia, European
Commission

Single broadcast/telecoms regulator:
Canada, United States

Competition and antitrust policy General policy and sectoral
(business markets)

High development: Australia,
United Kingdom, United States

Medium development: Canada, Germany

Low development: France, Italy, Japan,
Mexico

Industry clearing houses and
self-regulation

General policy and sectoral
(business markets), public/
private co-operation

Australia, Canada, Japan, United Kingdom,
United States

Wiring schools Sector specific, public/
private co-operation

Australia, Canada, France, Finland, Germany,
Japan, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom,
United States

Education content development Sector specific, public/
private co-operation

Sweden, United Kingdom, United States

Advanced network projects Sector specific, public/
private co-operation

United States (Internet2 programme),
Japan (Next Generation Internet projects),
European Union (ACTS programme)
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Table 10.7. Summary of best policy practices to encourage demand
for environmental goods and services

Source: OECD Secretariat.

Areas Best policy practices

Co-ordinated policy
approach

Interministerial co-ordination (Denmark, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden)

Council/Commission on Sustainable Development (Canada, United States)

National Environmental Plans (Austria)

General regulatory
framework

Environmental policies with explicit and clear goals

Incentive structures which combine a balanced mix of regulatory and market
based instruments and which effectively correspond to and articulate consumer
demand, while leaving high degree of flexibility as to their implementation
(Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Sweden,
United States)

Coherence with other policy measures (e.g. subsidies to transport, energy and
agriculture and other fiscal instruments)(New Zealand)

Economic instruments Properly designed and implemented

Internationally co-ordinated (e.g. CO2 taxes) (Scandinavian countries)

Voluntary agreement Traditionally, when there is public/private co-operation or limited capacity to
introduce new taxes and regulation (France, Germany, Netherlands)

Clearly targeted (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Netherlands)

The agreement specifies a reliable baseline against which improvements will be
measured (most countries)

External control, evaluation and transparency are provided (Belgium, France,
Germany, Netherlands)

Environmental R&D Stricter environmental regulation stimulates technological innovation (Austria,
Germany, Scandinavian countries, United States)

Promotion and direct support for environmental R&D (Austria, Canada,
Germany, Iceland, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, Sweden, United States)

Changing consumption and
production patterns

Greening of public procurement (Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Japan,
Sweden, Switzerland, United States)

Increasing public awareness and participation through education and
information (Canada, Finland, France, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Spain)
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CHAPTER 11. HIGH-PERFORMANCE WORKPLACES AND
INTANGIBLE INVESTMENT

11.1. Organisation, skills and technology

637. The productivity and job gains associated with new technologies are best realised when
make complementary investments in organisational change and upskilling. However, there is no
single model of firm organisation and firm strategy which automatically brings benefits. Firms a
different strategies to improve performance in response to competitive pressures. These rang
product innovation, improvements in quality and variety, customisation and upgrading of cust
service, where employee skills and organisation are of key importance, to strategies based on
product standardisation and varying the quantity of labour input. There is a continuum of firm strat
across these possibilities, with a variety of more or less flexible forms of organisation.

638. In this chapter, the focus is on a set of strategies and organisational forms based on inno
high skills, organisational flexibility and trust, often termed “high-performance work practices”. Th
practices are typically based on employee commitment and less use of contingent (part
temporary) employees. However, in some settings individual firms have adopted mixed strategies
a core group of high-skill employees and a quantitatively variable peripheral workforce. M
generally, part-time and temporary working have increased in many OECD countries. The follo
therefore includes consideration of ways of enhancing the skills and conditions of peripheral worker
that they can be involved more productively in the high-performance workplace, thus enhancing o
employment performance.

639. A series of recent surveys shows that the flexibility associated with high-perform
workplaces has positive impacts on firm and establishment performance, particularly in assoc
with technology and more highly skilled workers (OECD, 1998d). These large-scale cross-sector
surveys of the characteristics and benefits of “high-skill, high-trust” work practices supplemen
extend the plethora of case studies. High-performance workplaces are strongly associated with:

● higher labour productivity, better wage performance (due to the premium placed on sk
workers), and satisfactory unit cost performance due to enhanced productivity and imp
quality of outputs, particularly when a range of organisational innovations are adopted (b
on high skills, high levels of training, distributed responsibilities, innovative pay systems
often, quality-based practices);

● higher sales – as better organised, more efficient firms create markets and capture market
share, customer satisfaction is greater due to better product quality and improved custom
relations, and the financial performance of firms adopting these organisational strateg
often better;
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● positive employment performance (particularly whenhigh-performance work practices ar
associated with technology adoption) in conjunction with higher labour productivity du
improved enterprise performance, and lower staff turnover due to better working condi
and higher wages.

640. Furthermore, there is evidence that firms and establishments adopting new organis
structures have stronger and more productive external linkages with their customers and supp
inputs and services (OECD, 1996b). Overall, high-performance workplaces are based on two disti
sets of features: new ways of organising work to effectively exploit technology; and a greater premium
placed on building and using intangible assets, most importantly technology and human resource

641. However, the evidence shows that the ability to adopt new organisational structure
adequately invest in intangibles, varies widely across firms, sectors and countries, with impo
effects on output, productivity and employment. Taking into account the positive effects of adoption of
high-skill, high-trust forms of organisation, countries need to ensure that favourable conditions ex
firm-level experimentation with, and adoption of, new forms of organisation. The challenges a
identify required changes in policies and incentive structures in order to remove barrie
experimentation and adoption of organisational innovations. Furthermore, market failures a
systemic failures lead to underinvestment in intangible assets, raising the question of what is nee
strengthen the incentives for firms to invest in these assets.

642. While these issues are more or less common to OECD countries, there are consid
differences in terms of uptake of high-performance workplaces as well as in the policies which im
on them. This chapter builds on previous OECD work characterising and mapping high-perform
workplaces, discusses recent initiatives to measure and report on intangibles, and analyses how
policiescreate a more or less favourable framework for the adoption of new forms of work organisation
and investments in intangible assets. It highlights best practices, and draws lessons on the imped
barriers or distorting conditions that countries must address as a priority.

Characteristics of high-performance workplaces58

643. The high-performance workplace is a loosely-defined “model” based on “high skill” and “h
trust”. Jobs are more complex, with more tasks and greater interdependence and communication
workers, firms, their customers and suppliers. Organisations are often simpler, as responsibilitie
to operators or autonomous work teams or are pushed out to suppliers. This is in marked cont
earlier work organisation, based on simplifying tasks and jobs and organising them in com
hierarchies. There are many ways of organising work within these boundaries and no simple “on
fits all” prescription of organisational attributes, as they encompass such concepts as “total q
management”, “quality circles”, “continuous improvement”, “autonomous team work”, a
participatory decision making combined with such human resource management practic
continuous training and innovative pay systems that reward ideas and skills. Furthermore, it is
mutually reinforcing nature of these bundles of practices taken together that produces the po

58. Work on high-performance workplaces has been undertaken by Directorate for Science, Technolo
Industry (DSTI) and the Directorate for Education, Employment, Labour and Social Affairs (DEELSA), in
projects Technological and Organisational Change and Labour Demand/Flexible Enterprise: Human Re
Implications. Work on intangible investment is being undertaken in collaboration with DEELSA. This w
was reviewed in an International Conference, Ottawa, December 1996, published in Government of C
and OECD (1997).
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results outlined above (Newton, 1996). Many of the stylised examples of new organisational f
have been built on structures and strategies developed in Japan and Sweden, principally in auto
assembly and similar industries, in conditions of tight labour markets. As the original models have
widely studied, adapted and adopted, Japanese and Swedish firms have themselves adopted som
features of work organisation found in other countries. More than fixed ideas about si
organisational “models”, the key is flexibility and experimentation.

644. The broad idea underlying the new ways of organising work is that firms and organisation
achieve their objectives by using the innovative abilities of individuals more effectively,i.e. employing
more highly skilled people and encouraging them to use their abilities more fully. To achieve t
aims, minimum qualification requirements have risen, and greater emphasis has been put on con
learning and training, coupled with stronger incentives for upgrading skills to improve performa
The new work organisation has some or all of the followingfeatures:

● marked specialisation of enterprises or business units (focus on “core” activities);

● horizontal inter-firm links for subcontracting (purchase of components or services that
part of the final product) or outsourcing (purchasing supporting business services, tran
cleaning, cafeteria or other ancillary services);

● effective use of technology;

● increasingly flattened hierarchies in which greater importance is accorded to horiz
communication and horizontal links, with less importance attached to vertical or hierarchical

● information is gathered at more levels and channelled less hierarchically;

● authority to act is less dependent on hierarchical models of authority;

● employees are better trained and more responsive;

● multi-skilling and job rotation increase, blurring differences between traditional work activities;

● small, self-managing or autonomous work groups are common and take more responsib

645. These organisational features, their combination and importance, will vary according to the nat
setting, the sector and the size of firm or establishment. In the past, different forms of labour flexibility
adjustment in the workplace have been loosely grouped into two extremes – “functional” and “numerical”
flexibility. Many of the characteristics of the new innovative forms of organisation described above are
associated with “functional” flexibility, although they may be combined with elements of “numeric
flexibility. Furthermore, there are major differences between firm adjustment strategies adopted in co
which can be described as having “market-driven” approaches compared to those with more cons
ones. Some of the stylised features of these approaches are summarised in Box 11.1.
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Box 11.1. Differences across countries in firm-level adaptability and flexibility:
“market-driven” versus “consensual” approaches

Two different kinds of flexibility are described in the literature on strategies for using labour at the firm level.
Functional flexibility involves high-skill, collaborative approaches to work based on high quality labour inputs, often
made up of a “core” group of long-tenured, educated and trained employees. Common features are shifting job
design and job boundaries away from traditional narrow ones, mobility across tasks, multi-skilling and wide-skilling,
extensive training and retraining. Autonomous self-managed multi-functional teamwork is often associated with this
kind of flexibility. Numerical flexibility usually involves changing quantities of labour input. These include numbers of
employees, hours of work, use of more peripheral part-time and temporary employees, and making use of liberal
provisions on hiring and dismissals, usually in countries with lower hiring and firing costs.

There is also another dimension to adjustment. Internal flexibility is within the enterprise or the existing contract
structure of the enterprise. External flexibility involves interaction in markets outside the firm, usually requiring
changes in the nature and type of contracts. There is much overlap between internal and functional flexibility, and
external and numerical flexibility. The country groupings that follow correspond to different patterns of institutional
and policy arrangements, that, in turn, influence the way firms adjust and adopt different kinds of flexibility. They
also correspond to wider patterns of adjustment.

Broadly, firms in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands, the Nordic countries and Switzerland have
adopted functional/internal strategies, based on long-term skill-based contracts between enterprises and
workers, with education and training systems often investing heavily in building a deep skill base and high levels
of individual competence. This can be described as an economy-wide consensual (or “relations-based”)
approach, typified by extensive negotiation among a broad range of stakeholders to reach consensus, with
restricted capital markets, and concentration and cross-holdings of capital ownership in banks and corporations.
Collective bargaining is conducted through consultation at the broad industry level.

Japanese firms have also adopted functional/internal forms of flexibility, but overall adjustment is more centred at
the firm level. As in Europe, more restricted capital markets and concentration of capital ownership have often led
firms to focus on achieving objectives such as market share and technology development rather than short-term
financial performance. Labour adaptability is achieved through broadly-based general education and highly
developed human resource development within enterprises. Workplace negotiations are based to a large extent
on firm-level arrangements, and overall it may be described as a firm-based consensual approach.

In contrast, in countries where firm strategies can be described as more market-driven (Australia, Canada,
New Zealand, the United Kingdom, the United States), firms have adopted numerical/external strategies based on
use of external markets to adjust to change. Influenced by the relatively liberal structure of factor and/or product
markets, and an economic environment which encourages entrepreneurship and risk-taking, firms have followed a
variety of strategies to achieve adaptability and manage risk, while maximising shareholder value and satisfying
other short-term financial criteria. Flexibility has often been based on enterprises being able to add to and shed
fixed assets through take-over and divestment strategies, and have recourse to well-developed labour markets
external to firms, hire workers with required skills and dismiss those whose qualifications are no longer needed.

More heterogeneous approaches to fi rm-level adaptability and flexibility can be dist inguished in
“intermediate” or “catch-up” countries (Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Turkey). Firms are usually less
technologically advanced and fewer have adopted new models of organisation, although foreign
multinationals often use advanced organisational strategies. Firms operate in more traditional institutional
settings, which are often more rigid than in the “market-driven” approach. These settings may steer firms to
adjust labour supply internally, even though firm adjustment is constrained by poor worker qualifications.
Participation in regular education is below the OECD average, firm training effort low. These countries
generally have average or below-average rates of union membership, but high levels of collective bargaining
coverage. Regarding the group of new OECD Member countries, firm-level adjustment strategies are still
evolving. Firms could be expected in part to adjust in the same way as in neighbouring countries: Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland similarly to northern European adjustment strategies; Korean firms along the
lines of firm-level consensual approaches; and Mexican firms with elements of Canadian and US strategies.
But recent institutional changes, economic upheaval and new laws have rapidly altered the institutional
environment for firm-level adjustment, or introduced entirely new elements. Furthermore, these countries
are in the “catch-up” group, and policy frameworks and prescriptions must take account of these factors.

(continued on next page)
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Organising for innovation

646. There are also differences across countries in the organisation of innovation (OECD, 1992
The United States’ approaches were characterised as extensions of the “Taylorist” organisation
factory floor. This stressed deep, but narrow, technical specialisation, separation of functions and loca
functional responsibility. In large US and European automobile firms, a separate research organ
interacted with product development, with minimal interaction with manufacturing and distribution
contrast, large Japanese manufacturing enterprises appeared to integrate and overlap research
phases of product development, manufacturing and distribution. Innovative ideas were encouraged
from customers and employees, with major aims being to improve design for manufacturability a
reduce the time to market. The overlapping approach required effective information transfer, fee
and dialogue, using cross-functional task forces.

647. Under pressure from efficient Japanese industrial innovation techniques, large firms
United States, followed by European firms, have increased efficiency of central corporate activ
including technology functions. This has been part of a strategy to become more market-responsive and
to maximise shareholder value. R&D is organised on a centre-of-excellence model, and h
resource implementation is decentralised. The optimum size of central functions is often seen as
hundred people (Boston Consulting Group, 1996). Team-based approaches have proliferated. D
surveys in Germany show that R&D and creative management tasks are often organised in hig
autonomous work teams, particularly in technical and business services and other producer s
(Kleinschmidt and Pekruhl, 1994). This suggests that approaches seen to give Japanese organisa
edge were adopted widely in R&D and technology areas, at least in other consensual-based co
such as Germany. In the meantime, Japanese organisation of innovation has also been und
change. In the 1990s, cost reductions have come increasingly from lean product desig
simplification of incremental innovations (Fujimoto, 1998).

648. Turning specifically to SMEs, there is growing evidence that innovative small firms have m
of the organisational characteristics of large firms, emphasizing human resource developme
developing intensive networks with other firms. In contrast to large firms, however, they rely
customers and market information rather than R&D departments for innovative ideas. Speed to m
is critical for protecting intellectual property, and relatively little attention is paid to patents (Chapt
OECD, 1996b; OECD, 1997aa). Organisational barriers to innovation vary markedly: in sever
countries, including the United Kingdom and the United States, there is excess demand for s
labour. Firms in northern European countries appear to have greatest problems translating techno
advance into marketable products and entering non-traditional markets. “Catch-up” countries

(continued)

There have been recent shifts in the broad patterns described above. Countries that have typically greater
recourse to external markets and strategies based on numerical flexibility have shown greater interest in making
more functional and internal adjustments within the firm. Interest in the “high-performance enterprise” and in best
practice in countries such as Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States is largely about how
to build functional flexibility and improve the quality of labour and other inputs. In the European setting, the shift
has been towards greater use of numerical flexibility and external functional adjustments as product and factor
markets are liberalised. Examples are the increases in Italian self-employed, growing levels of short-term
employment in countries such as France, signs of increased outsourcing in German manufacturing, and the
growth in temporary job agencies where they are allowed. This has paralleled major restructuring efforts in many
firms and industries, as greater competition, initially from Japanese firms and subsequently from North American
ones, has led European firms to rapidly adopt quality and efficiency practices such as “just-in-time”, “total quality
management”, etc., to improve competitiveness (for more detail, see OECD, 1986b; 1989; 1996b).
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weaknesses in the scientific, technological, financial and business services infrastructure which inhibit
innovation and productivity growth. These patterns reflect broad differences across countr
entrepreneurship, firm start-up and growth. Ireland, the United Kingdom and the United States ge
many innovative new and small firms which experience turbulence in surviving. In contrast, sta
rates and growth of firms are lower in some northern European countries (e.g.Finland and Sweden, but
not Germany) and Japan (Chapter 9).

649. There is no single best way to organise innovation, either for large or small firms.
organisational structures and streamlined business processes improveefficiency in delivering products,
but other flexible approaches are also evolving (Tiddet al., 1997). Organisation and the efficiencie
derived from it will differ across countries, sectors and firms. The broad approach to policy
improve education and the preconditions for skill development and, where necessary, remove b
or provide stronger incentives for experimentation and adoption of new ways of organising innovation.

The incidence of high-performance workplaces

650. By the mid-1990s, the high-performance workplace model is estimated to have been ad
by about a quarter of all enterprises in the OECD area. The level of adoption appears fairly s
across countries, suggesting common competitive conditions and similarities of practices. An
increasing number of countries are carrying out large cross-sectoral surveys of various aspe
organisational change; but coverage is generally better in manufacturing than for services
definitions of the new work organisation vary (Vickery and Wurzburg, 1998). Adoption appears t
somewhat higher in the United States and northern European countries – up to one-half of resp
establishments or firms. However, the responses depend partly on the kind of organisational ch
being surveyed, and whether change is defined as using a range of different techniques to su
circumstances, or whether stand-alone individual characteristics of organisational chang
considered (OECD, 1996b).

651. The only multi-country cross-sector survey (of direct employee participation in organisat
change) shows that firms in northern Europe were more likely to adopt bundles of initiative
organisational change. Workplaces in industry, construction and services in France, Italy, Portug
Spain were less likely to be involved. On the other hand, workplaces in Denmark, Germ
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom have high levels of organisational change initiatives,with or
without direct employee participation. Ireland and Sweden fell between these two groups. Thus th
a distinct north-south divide, with extensive workplace change in northern Europe, less in the
(European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 1997). In this sur
the principle motives given for organisational change were to improve productivity and performa
and the prime force driving them was increased competition.

652. Most of the surveys show that new kinds of organisation have been widely adopte
manufacturing. Assembly industries, notably automobile producers, have been much-studied a
often thought to typify the new kinds of organisation, emphasizing quality and flexibility, reduc
capital use, and shifting from vertical integration to horizontal supply arrangements, with exte
suppliers increasingly responsible for development of components. In services, change has bee
pronounced in financial services and other tradeable and business services facing mou
competition. However, the extent of change by sector depends on what is being measure
European survey found manufacturing to be lagging public and private services in the use of
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participation – one indicator of organisational change (European Foundation for the Improvem
Living and Working Conditions, 1997).

653. Finally, size counts: large firms and multinational firms are more likely to adopt n
organisational forms than smaller ones. Small firms may in fact not need to adopt formal kin
organisational innovations, simply because their more flexible structure means that these arede factopart
of their operations. However most surveys show that large and medium-sized firms are more cap
adopting new flexible forms of organisation and may also draw greater productivity gains and
benefits from adoption (OECD, 1996b, Chapter 6; Lund and Gjerding, 1996; Ministry of Labour, 1996)

654. The broader impacts of firm-level organisational and technological change and adoption
high-performance workplace, on employment, for example, depend not only on firm size and s
but most importantly on the national institutional and economic setting. Policy approache
workplace adjustment aiming at improving enterprise efficiency and contributing to overall growth,
productivity improvement and employment, are discussed below.

Approaches to best policypractice

655. A number of impediments to the diffusion of organisational change limit the effectivenes
change. The nature and seriousness of these institutional barriers vary across countries. Not
“systemic” approaches to policy (Chapter 2) depend on the broad set of national institut
infrastructures and incentives which are explicitly or implicitly in place.

656. Approaches to adaptability and flexibility can be grouped into:(i) a “market-driven” approach in
the English-speaking group of countries – Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom a
United States;(ii) a more consensual or relations-based approach in northern Europe;(iii) a firm-based
consensual approach in the Japanese model; and(iv) a heterogeneous set of approaches in “intermedia
or “catch-up” countries (Box 11.1). This broad categorisation is useful to simplify discussion of po
design and country-specific “best-practice” policy recommendations. Policy responses broadly n
combine the experimentation and flexibility that are part of the numerical/external strategies comm
“market-driven” settings, with the longer-term skill formation and abilities to diffuse and ad
innovations that are part of firm functional/internal strategies common in consensual settings.

657. Policies to improve the adoption and impacts of high-performance workplaces arediscussed
below in five broad groups:(i) encouraging innovation;(ii) accelerating diffusion of organisationa
innovations;(iii) raising skills;(iv) encouraging labour-related flexibility; and(v) co-ordinating and
delivering policy. Different aspects of the policy framework and policy initiatives fostering adoptio
high-performance work practices are shown in Table 11.1. These show relative national stre
corresponding to: policies to provide information on organisational strategies (usually but not al
focused on SMEs); initiatives to improve skill formation (incentives/levies to encourage firm-ba
training, and vocational training); indicators of incentives to improve employee performa
(profit-sharing); and indicators of flexible working practices and part-time employment as measur
labour flexibility.
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Sourc vocational training reform from OECD
(1997a); part-time work from OECD

Collective
bargaining/level

Co-ordinated
policy

approach2

Cana terprise/plant •
Unite terprise/plant

Austr terprise/plant & sector

New terprise/plant

Unite terprise/plant & sector •
Austr ntralised

Belgi ntralised

Franc ctor
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Nethe terprise/plant & sector
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Denm ctor •
Finlan ntralised •
Icelan

Norw ntralised •
Swed ctor

Japan terprise/plant

Italy ctor

Irelan •
Mexic

Portu ctor

Spain ctor

Turke

Hung

• me

1. Pr

2. Po cation, Labour Ministries/Departments
co
Table 11.1. Fostering high-performance workplaces: current policy practice

e: Consultancy/information from Table 11.3 and Chapter 8; incentives for firm-based training, Secretariat compilation;
(1997a, and 1997e); incentives for employee effort from OECD (1995d); flexible work liberalisation from OECD
(1997c); collective bargaining levels from OECD (1997c).

Consultancy/
information
for SMEs

Incentives for
firm-based

training

Vocational training Incentives for
employee

effort1

Flexible work

da • Reform efforts • Liberalised/part-time work common En

d States • Reform efforts • Liberalised/part-time work common En

alia • Reform efforts Liberalised/part-time work common En

Zealand Reform efforts Liberalised/part-time work common En

d Kingdom • Reform efforts • Liberalised/part-time work common En

ia • � Reform efforts Ce

um • • � Ce

e • • � Reform efforts • Liberalised Se

any • � • Se

rlands • • � Reform efforts • Part-time work common En

erland • � Reform efforts Part-time work common Se

ark • • � Part-time work common Se

d • � Reform efforts Liberalised Ce

d • � Reform efforts Part-time work common

ay • � Reform efforts Part-time work common Ce

en • � Part-time work common Se

• Reform efforts • Part-time work common En

• Reform efforts • Liberalised Se

d • • Reform efforts Liberalised

o • Part-time work common

gal • • Reform efforts Se

• • Reform efforts Liberalised Se

y Part-time work common

ary •
ans country has policy/practice at national level; �� indicates a strong vocational training system.

ofit-sharing moderately common.

licy areas co-ordinated to foster development and spread of high-performance workplaces, e.g. Industry, Science, Edu
-ordinating. In a few countries (e.g. the United Kingdom), many of these functions are in one department.
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Table 11.2. Strategies for flexibility in organisational innovation and diffusion

Source: OECD Secretariat.

General models and
countries

Firm behaviour Implications for organisational innovation
and diffusion systems

Market-driven approach
(high-skill)1

(Canada, United States)

Short-term strategies, due to liberalised capital,
labour markets, product markets, dispersed
profit-maximising ownership. Technology part of
core strategy, prone to cuts in downturns.
Flexibility, innovation through: take-over,
divestiture in active stock markets; dynamic
capital markets (Canada less); fluid labour
markets for trained, skilled workers.
Experimentation, adoption of high-performance
work practices in large firms, extensive
outsourcing of inputs and services.

System bolstered by relatively large share of business
R&D expenditure financed by government and well-
developed government research infrastructure
(defence, energy, health).

Need to: increase relevance of government-
supported technology programmes; strengthen
incentive framework for intangibles to shift investment
strategies to long-term; expand adoption of best
practice in small firms.

Market-driven approach
(low-skill) (Australia,
New Zealand,
United Kingdom)

Main features as above, but capital markets more
risk-averse. Firm strategies and industrial
performance constrained by industrial structure,
particularly in rural, extractive, traditional
industries.

Well-established government/university research
infrastructure, often weakly linked with business.

Need to: increase long-term resources going to
technological development.

Consensual approach
(Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Netherlands,
Nordic countries,
Switzerland)

Long-term orientation due to concentrated capital
ownership, regulated labour and product markets,
consensual decision making. Flexibility
constrained by these factors in traditional,
medium-technology industries; less acquisition
and divestiture of technological assets; capital
markets more risk-averse; slow growth of NTBFs.

Flexibility facilitated by government support for:
applied research; diffusion infrastructure (chambers
of commerce, business associations, technology
institutes); high status of engineering and industrial
occupations.

Need to: encourage experimentation, adoption of
technologies/innovations; enhance external market
flexibility, including mergers and acquisitions,
outsourcing; extend firm-level bargaining/strategy
setting; remove barriers to start-up and growth of
firms in innovative areas.

Firm-based consensual
approach
(Japan)

Long-term orientation due to concentrated capital
ownership, regulated product markets, focus on
market share, employees, customers.
Technological innovation increasingly
complementing efficient high-quality production.
Flexibility constrained by low labour mobility,
scarce venture capital, slow growth of NTBFs.

Flexibility facilitated by government support for: co-
operative applied research; best practice diffusion
networks (prefecture, local levels), but networks being
disrupted by globalisation of large firms.

Need to: remove impediments to start up and growth
of firms in innovative areas; enhance external
markets and incentives to use technological, business
and human resources outside large industrial groups;
increase use of external specialists

Intermediate catch-up
countries
(Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Mexico, Portugal, Spain,
Turkey)

Short-term orientation, fragmented industrial
structures concentrated in traditional industries.
Technology generation low, shortages of trained
personnel, conservative capital markets.

Some diffusion, best practice intermediary
organisations.

Need to: increase technology development efforts,
improve links between business/university/technology
institutions; expand demand business infrastructure
for SMEs to improve quality, skills, management
capabilities.

1. For the distinction between "high-" and "low-skill" market-driven approaches, see Table 11.4.
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Table 11.3. Government policies and programmes to foster firm-level organisational innovation

Model of firm adjustment: market-driven

Canada Sector Competitiveness Framework: government guidance on strategic
issues. Canada Business Service Centres: one-stop access to government
services for SMEs. Business Networks Demonstration Project:
establishment of 30 new SME business networks.

Several federal/provincial programmes have helped finance consultancy,
including the Advanced Manufacturing Technology Application Program
(AMTAP).

Technology Outreach Programme supports start-up of technology diffusion
centres. IRAP network for SME technical and business assistance.

Modernisation of Canada Labour Code: to encourage greater
labour-management co-operation.

United States Manufacturing Extension Partnership: network of non-profit extension
centres providing services including assessment of business practices.
State economic development programmes provide technological and
business development services and associated job-related training and
re-training.

Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration initiatives to
introduce new technologies and best-practice work systems. The former
Office of the American Workplace focused on best practices.

Australia AusIndustry Business Networks Program: promotes networking among
SMEs in procurement, production, distribution, R&D and marketing. National
Industry Extension Service (federal-state initiative) supported strategic
upgrading services to small firms (<100 employees), including
benchmarking, human resources.

New Zealand Business Development Programme for SMEs includes improving business
skills, business appraisal services. SME direct grants for strategy,
innovation, R&D implementation and, particularly, technology management.

Technology for Business Growth Scheme aims to change management
practices and attitudes through “learning-by-doing”.

United Kingdom Managing in the '90s spreads best practice across business functions.
Enterprise Initiative Consultancy Scheme and Diagnostic and Consultancy
Service provide subsidised consultancy to improve business performance.
Business Links delivers business and innovation support services.

Sponsorship Programme encourages partnerships in key industrial sectors
to address competitiveness.
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Model of firm adjustment: consensual

Austria From 1994 development of a "cluster-oriented policy" supporting horizontal,
vertical, diagonal links between suppliers and customers, large and small
firms, manufacturers and service providers at local level. Institute for the
Promotion of the Economy (WIFI) provides management consultancy
services for SMEs.

Techno-Counselling Programme advises firms on management and
organisational issues.

Integrated Production Innovation Programme provides training in technology-
orientated management.

SME programmes (loans and grants from BURGES Förderungsbank, state
governments and institutions) promote intangible and tangible investment,
restructuring, business improvement, etc.

Belgium Brussels-Technopol programme for information networks among enterprises
and research bodies. SME consultancy and training services, and regional
assistance for intangible investments.

France Regional advisory services [e.g. Regional Fund for Consultancy Support
(FRAC), and technology transfer (FRATT)]. Programmes for automation
[e.g. Agency for Development of Automated Production (ADEPA)].

Germany Programmes to assist SMEs with rationalisation and modernisation
(e.g. ERP programmes of the KfW, Länder programmes), productivity
improvement projects (Länder), technology and business consulting services
(Länder, local chambers of industry and commerce, etc.), promotion of
NTBFs (BMBF), support for intermediary institutions and technology
consultancy centres (Länder).

Netherlands Knowledge in Action White Paper outlined paths to enhance the knowledge
intensity of the Dutch economy, including more efficient use of new technolo-
gies.

Switzerland Enterprise Revitalisation Programme. Government has reformed public
management and sheltered sectors to make public employees more
accountable to agency objectives and clients.

Denmark Knowledge and quality promotion programmes, network-formation
programmes, to improve organisational efficiency. Professional Boards of
experienced executives to extend management expertise.

Finland Regional business service offices provide SME development and training
programmes below market price.

Iceland Market Qualification Programme provides information, innovation and
employment counselling to small firms. Various other consultancy
programmes. Labour laws reviewed to promote stability, responsibility of
contracting parties, extend trade union member influence.

ALMI Företagspartner AB supports R&D, work environment innovation.

Norway Norwegian Industrial and Regional Development Fund supports competency
raising, restructuring projects, etc. Specialised regional consulting services
provide subsidised business-development planning services.

Sweden A number of ongoing mechanisms provide support to innovative and risky
industrial projects (Industry and New Business Fund – project finance,
Regional Development Funds – development capital), NUTEK public
advisory system, consulting services.
281
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Source: OECD Secretariat from various sources.

Model of firm adjustment: firm-based consensual

Japan SME management training under Temporary Law Concerning Measures for
the Promotion of Creative Small and Medium Enterprises. Employment
Adjustment Subsidy Scheme assists workers made redundant by technology
or structural change. Numerous tax concessions and other incentives at
central and prefecture level support structural reform, organisational
modernisation, adoption of modern business methods.

Comprehensive system of ongoing assistance (guidance) and financial
incentives (subsidised loans) to SMEs at prefecture level to upgrade
management, improve subcontracting, technological capabilities, etc.

Intermediate "catch-up" countries

Greece Operational Programme for Industry to improve product quality, product and
process innovation, flexible production and environmentally safe methods
and products. EU SME initiatives to modernise business, develop trade and
distribution networks, improve education and training.

Ireland State-backed institutions provide support to domestic firms (SMEs) to
improve technology and business competence.

Italy Support for machinery investment (e.g. machine tools, advanced equipment)
and associated costs.

Mexico Studies and Advisory Programme [Nacional Financiera/Comision Nacional
Bancaria y de Valores (NAFIN/CNB)] provides subsidised loans to improve
investment and competitiveness. Technological Development,
Modernisation Programme (NAFIN/CNB) and Fund for R&D for
Technological Modernisation [Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología
(CONACYT)] provide subsidised loans to improve production processes.

Portugal Business Strategies Incentive Programme (SINPEDIP) supports business
and investment evaluations, strategic analysis and quality promotion.
Business Assistance Information System provides administrative information
to help firms modernise. Government backed institutions, Institute for the
Support of SMEs and Investment (IAPMEI) for SMEs and the National
Institute for Engineering and Industrial Technology (INETI) for technology,
support subsidised modernisation and counselling services.

Spain Programmes focusing on encouraging co-operation among firms and
expanding the use of information services have been developed, and
organisation management is a priority in the ATYCA Initiative (Iniciativa de
Apoyo a la Tecnologia, la Seguridad y la Calidad Industrial) for technological
innovation (Ministry of Industry and Energy). Plan for Technical Industrial
Qualification supports SME training of managers and technicians, reinforces
non-profit training institutions and assists external training for managers and
technicians.
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Table 11.4. Strategies for flexibility in skill development 1

General models and countries Firm behaviour Implications for skill
development systems

Market-driven approach
(high-skill)
(Canada, United States)

Flexibility achieved through
acquisition of skills in well-
developed external labour markets.
Flexibility enhanced through
human resource development of
functionally flexible core
employees, acquisition of
competences by outsourcing of
firm functions.

Functional flexibility facilitated by
relatively high levels of formal
qualifications, large numbers with
post-secondary technical training.

Need to: further reduce early school
leaving; enhance capacity for basic
skills remediation for adults with low-
level initial qualifications; reinforce
and expand vocational, technical
training to reduce large numbers with
low academic or vocational
qualifications.

Market-driven approach
(low-skill)
(Australia, New Zealand,
United Kingdom)

Flexibility achieved and enhanced
as above. Flexibility constrained
by: occupational and craft
orientation of training and industrial
relations; scarcity of highly skilled
workers with intermediate
qualifications; large numbers with
insufficient academic or vocational
qualifications.

Need to: further reduce early school
leaving; enhance capacity for basic
skills remediation for adults with low-
level initial qualifications; reinforce
and expand vocational, technical
training; ensure balance between
technical/scientific and other tertiary
education.

Consensual approach
(Austria, Belgium, France, Germany,
Netherlands, Nordic countries,
Switzerland)

Functional flexibility based on
negotiated redefinition of tasks
within firms and sectors; facilitated
by industrial relations systems
based on industrial sector or
occupational groupings (white-,
blue-collar). Flexibility being
enhanced by shift towards greater
use of numerical flexibility through
easier hiring and firing, and greater
flexibility in working-time
arrangements.

Functional flexibility facilitated by
widespread vocational training
providing deep skills base (Austria,
Germany, Switzerland).

Need to: further reduce early school
leaving; enhance basic skills
remediation for adults with low-level
initial qualifications; broaden content
of vocational and technical training
and expand tertiary capacity;
enhance mobility between vocational/
technical and academic studies.
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11.2. Encouraging innovation

658. The development and adoption of high-performance workplaces and practices are exam
social and organisational innovation. Policy strengths and weaknessesacross countries are very simila
to those discussed in Chapter 9 in regard to the start-up and growth of new technology-based
Broadly following the adjustment patterns outlined in Box 11.1, theseare:

● Experimentation and innovation with new work practices may be easier in countries w
business regulations are relatively straightforward, and there is liberal product and la
market regulat ion. The ease with which fi rms can start up is an indicator o
pro-entrepreneurial approach which encourages business experimentation, including
work organisation. The United States is usually seen as leading in these areas, and the
been a great deal of policy interest in emulating some aspects of its framework. The U
Kingdom and an increasing number of continental European countries have very respe
rates of new firm formation. On the other hand, there are major weaknesses in start-u
Finland, Sweden and Japan.

● Ease of financing new ideas may also contribute to experimentation and adoption of
ways of organising work. Capital markets to finance new ideas have worked much bet
the United States than elsewhere. In northern Europe and Japan, more relations-

Firm-based consensual
approach
(Japan)

Functional flexibility based on high
levels of human resource
development and flexible shift of
workers between occupations and
tasks. Facilitated by company-
based unions. Some shift towards
greater numerical flexibility through
easier hiring, firing, early
retirement (narrower use of lifetime
employment). Less use of
firm-based training as main source
of new skills and know-how,
greater use of hiring people with
requisite vocational qualifications.

Functional flexibility facilitated by high-
level initial qualifications providing a
deep base for occupation and task-
specific firm training.

Need to: strengthen and expand
vocational and technical education at
the secondary level; facilitate mobility
between vocational/technical studies
and academic studies at the tertiary
level; enhance capacity for further
training outside firms.

Intermediate catch-up
countries
(Greece, Ireland, Italy, Mexico,
Portugal, Spain, Turkey)

Flexibility constrained by shortages
of highly trained personnel, higher-
level human resources, business
skills.

Need to: sustain increases in upper
secondary completion rates; address
balance between academic and
vocational studies; encourage
participation in higher education
balanced between academic and
technical/vocational studies; raise low
levels of initial qualifications of most
workers and expand adult training
capacity; expand low level and limited
pool of highly qualified and scientific
personnel.

1. Canada and the United States have relatively higher shares of the adult population with a university level
education, and lower shares with less than an upper secondary education compared with Australia,
New Zealand and the United Kingdom.

General models and countries Firm behaviour Implications for skill
development systems
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investment has favoured established enterprises over new ones. In Japan and Korea
than searching more widely for new firms to invest in, banks have tended to retain invest
within narrow conglomerate groups, encouraging incremental innovation but hindering m
radical breakthrough.

11.3. Accelerating diffusion of organisational innovations

659. Despite growing evidence of the importance of organisational change and the impa
“high-skill, high-trust” work practices on firm productivity and performance, policies directly aimed
diffusing firm-level best practice are not widespread. Reasons include the fact that it is difficu
define the characteristics of these work practices and strategies, that it is up to employers and w
to implement change, and that most countries lack a broad policy approach to the new chall
confronting businesses. Furthermore, human resource issues are not typically part of industry po
while education and training and labour market policies have tended to ignore firm and ind
dynamics, focusing on formal compulsory education, and external labour markets and unemploy
respectively. However, shifts in the economic environment are challenging firm structure
performance, and there is a potentially important role for policies which enhance the transition to
conditions. The growing importance of small firms and their low levels of training and investme
intangibles need to be taken into account. Finally, policies need to focus on human resource
human capital accumulation for long-term economic development.

660. Government intervention may be justified if there are market failures in the adoptio
high-skill, high-trust strategies and structures. Firm performance could be improved by b
information flows on organisational change, management strategies, quality improvem
“benchmarking”, through, for example, demonstration activities, identification and exchang
information on best practices, or activities which lead to continuous improvement and upgrading
firm level.

661. Policies to diffuse best practice in organisational innovation and human resource develo
often consist in a broadening and re-orientation of established policies for technology diffusion.
have major differences,however. The focus is no longer on technology push, but rather
implementing systems of continuous improvement in firms across the whole range of firm funct
including organisation, quality, marketing, internal and external networks, but most importa
including more attention to skills and encouraging employee initiative. This places great dema
delivery mechanisms (consultancy quality assurance is increasingly important), and better articu
with education and training programmes. To be effective, programmes to promote organisa
change and upskilling need to have a broad, but manageable, scope, be correctly targeted
awareness, ensure programme uptake and have appropriate programme flexibility. Delivery is u
more efficient if it uses existing “demand-driven” institutions and infrastructures.

662. Overall, diffusion policies vary across countries (Table 11.2, Table 11.3 and Chapter 8):

● The availability of information on the benefits and costs of adopting organisatio
innovations is important for diffusion. Private sector mechanisms are likely to be goo
“market-driven” countries, due to an extensive private sector consulting and informa
industry. However, there are problems with quality assurance and a focus on large-firm i
on the supply side which restricts opportunities for small-firm uptake, while the demand
has limited capabilities to select and absorb information. Government mechanisms are
developed in consensual countries which, on the other hand, may face difficultie
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upgrading their services, attracting staff in new areas and keeping abreast of rapid chan
organisational strategies (e.g.theKohsetsushinetwork in Japan, OECD, 1995e).

● In market-driven countries, the focus on short-term productivity and profitability m
undermine long-term investment in human resources, organisation and technology, a
diffusion infrastructure may equally not be adapted to fostering long-term continu
improvements in firms. Consensual countries benefit from stronger infrastructur
supporting institutions, intermediaries, industry associations, unions, etc., all of w
support diffusion and effective adoption. However, there are rigidities in some consen
countries, and traditional institutions providing business support need to become
demand-driven and pay more attention to new issues and challenges (e.g.the German
experience with the long-standing and moderately well-funded Work and Technology R
Programme shows difficulties adapting to change and in disseminating results; Fricke, 1
Austria, Canada, Iceland, Ireland and Norway have all introduced initiatives to address
of these issues. In the group of intermediate catch-up countries, greater effort must
ensuring that incentives are right for firms to build internal intangible assets and a
flexible organisational structures, and that an efficient demand-driven, customer-foc
business infrastructure provides appropriate information and services to firms.

● Comprehensive approaches to diffusing organisational innovation have been implemen
a few countries. Government-financed mechanisms have been developed in smaller cou
particularly in Nordic countries (notably Denmark, Finland and Norway). Individu
programmes have had positive effects and have often beenhighly innovative and flexible
(e.g.the BUNT programme in Norway, new approaches in Denmark and Finland). In m
countries, however, there are outstanding issues which need to be addressed, incl
underfunding; a relatively limited diffusion/outreach component compared with the la
number of potential client firms; and insufficient co-ordination and poor articulation w
education and training and labour market programmes and issues.

11.4. Raising skills to enhance adoption and impacts of high-performance workplaces

663. There is abundant evidence that past national strategies for investing in education and t
have paid off in terms of faster productivity growth and higher levels of productivity at the aggre
level, and higher earnings and employability at the individual level (OECD, 1997bb; 1998e). Firm-level
high-performance workplaces and work practices depend on “high-skill” strategies that make better us
of and continuously renew human capital. This suggests two essential elements in national strate
reinforce wider adoption of high-performance work practices:(i) provide the broad infrastructure for
compulsory and basic education, improve the quality of education and encourage a larger propor
people to obtain post-secondary degrees, including improved technical and vocational qualifica
and (ii) improve training and retraining of workers, and strengthen incentives for employers
employees to undertake training. These can be summed up in the concept of “lifelong learning”.

664. In many countries a large share of the adult labour force has low levels of qualificat
despite evidence that improving education levels raises labour force participation, increases ea
and reduces unemployment (Table 11.4 and OECD, 1997bb; 1998e). Leaving aside the general
education system, various reforms have been undertaken by individual countries to provide a st
skill base for organisational change and the adoption of high-performance work practices.

665. Examples of initiatives designed to enhance skills and link skill development more directly
working life include initiatives in Canada to develop a culture of lifelong learning and in the Un
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Kingdom to put education at the top of the government agenda. In the United States, although the
government does not have direct responsibility for education, it is taking measures to ensure that c
have access to newest computer technologies. Other initiatives include: in Iceland, strength
secondary education, particularly vocational and practical training; in Sweden, adopting a broad s
to raise educational attainment, expand the number of places in regular, adult and higher educatio
special attention to science, technology and languages, and attempting to enhance basic initial ed
to develop skills critical for workplace flexibility. In Ireland, the setting up of a Future Skills Identificat
Group with representatives of Enterprise Development and higher education agencies, and Depa
of Education, Enterprise and Finance to assess existing andemerging skill needs and how to address the
has led to substantial increases in third-level places in languages and IT.

Labour market and vocational training

666. Raising the skills of the labour force will contribute to the spread of improved “high-sk
work practices and enable higher productivity growth and job creation. Training has the greatest impact
on enterprise performance when undertaken in connection with changes in work organisation a
structure, when it is widely accessible, and when adequate financial incentives exist for enterpris
individuals to invest in it (OECD, 1997bb; 1998e). Skills can be raised through government-funde
training, through incentives for employers and individuals, or through unaidedefforts by employers and
individuals. The following discussion focuses mainly on aggregate measures of inputs – tra
effort – not outputs (e.g.skills and productivity growth), it does not take into account informal a
on-the-job training, and it does not assess the quality of training effort. Although not all trainin
directly related to the spread of high-performance work practices, upskilling across a broad fron
benefit both firms, in terms of productivity payoff, and individuals, in terms of employability.

667. The recent picture of government efforts to improve skills through labour market training
support for youth training is mixed. Most money goes to labour market training and, over
period 1990-96, almost equal numbers of OECD countries increased and decreased expenditure
(Table 11.5). Government efforts tend to be relatively low, considerably less than 0.5 per cent of
with only Denmark, Finland and Sweden spending more. Within total labour market training, m
expenditure goes to train unemployed adults and those at risk; expenditure thus tends to be cycli
follows unemployment rates. Furthermore, training for this category may not lead to employme
satisfactory employment, so that impacts may be limited in providing a wider and deeper skill ba
high-performance work practices. These strategies also have elements of overcoming well-reco
training gaps, where there is little or no training in many service occupations, in small enterprise
the most precarious employment, and for the most disadvantaged groups in the workforce.
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Support of apprenticeship

and related forms of general
youth training

ant
a % of
force

Public
expenditure as a

% of GDP

Participant
inflows as a % of
the labour force

1996 1990 1996 1990 1996

Austra 0.6 0.04 0.03 0.7 0.9

Austri . . . . . . . . . .

Belgiu 6.2 . . 0.08 . . 0.7

Canad . . . . 0.01 . . 0.3

Czech . . . . . . . . . .

Denm . . . . . . . . . .

Finlan . . 0.04 0.11 0.3 0.9

Franc 0.7 0.14 0.17 2.0 1.9

Germ . . 0.01 0.01 0.2 0.3

Greec 1.3 0.03 0.03 0.3 0.4

Hunga 0.1 . . . . . . . .

Irelan 2.5 0.18 0.13 0.7 0.6

Italy ( . . 0.34 0.55 3.3 2.0

Japan . . . . . . . . . .

Luxem . . 0.06 0.07 . . . .

Nethe . . 0.05 0.03 0.8 0.5

New Z . . 0.01 0.08 0.3 . .

Norwa . . . . . . . . . .

Polan . . 0.15 0.06 2.3 1.7

Portug . . 0.16 0.20 0.8 . .

Spain 0.3 . . . . . . . .

Swed 0.6 . . . . . . . .

Switze . . . . . . . . . .

United . . 0.17 0.12 0.8 1.0

United . . . . . . 0.1 . .
Table 11.5. Public expenditure and participant inflows in labour market programmes in OECD cou

e: Adapted from OECD, Employment Outlook, various issues.

Labour market training Of which: Training for employed
adults and those at risk

Of which: Training for empl
adults

Public
expenditure as a

% of GDP

Participant
inflows as a % of
the labour force

Public
expenditure as a

% of GDP

Participant
inflows as a % of
the labour force

Public
expenditure as a

% of GDP

Particip
inflows as
the labour

1990 1996 1990 1996 1990 1996 1990 1996 1990 1996 1990

lia (1990-91/1995-96) 0.07 0.15 1.9 4.8 0.07 0.14 1.9 4.2 . . 0.01 . .

a 0.10 0.13 1.3 . . 0.10 0.13 1.3 . . . . . . . .

m (1995) 0.22 0.28 7.5 9.2 0.14 0.16 1.9 3.0 0.08 0.12 5.6

a (1990-91/1996-97) 0.27 0.26 1.9 1.9 0.23 0.25 1.2 1.9 0.04 0.01 0.7

Republic (1991) 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.2 . . . . . .

ark (1995) 0.27 1.15 6.7 9.3 0.17 0.75 1.3 4.5 0.11 0.39 5.4

d 0.25 0.57 1.4 4.7 0.25 0.56 1.4 4.7 . . 0.01 . .

e (1995) 0.34 0.38 4.3 3.5 0.28 0.34 2.5 2.8 0.06 0.04 1.9

any 0.38 0.45 2.5 1.6 0.35 0.45 1.9 1.6 0.03 . . 0.6

e (1995) 0.24 0.09 1.0 1.4 0.05 0.01 0.1 0.1 0.19 0.08 0.9

ry (1992/1995) 0.15 0.13 1.0 0.8 0.14 0.13 1.0 0.7 . . . . 0.1

d 0.49 0.23 2.5 4.1 0.33 0.14 0.7 1.6 0.16 0.08 1.8

1990/1992/1994) 0.03 0.02 . . . . 0.03 0.02 . . . . . . . . . .

(1990-91/1995-96) 0.03 0.03 . . . . 0.03 0.03 . . . . . . . . . .

bourg 0.02 0.01 . . . . 0.01 0.01 . . . . . . . . . .

rlands 0.21 0.12 1.6 0.4 0.20 0.12 1.6 0.4 . . . . . .

ealand (1990-91/1995-96) 0.39 0.33 5.0 . . 0.39 0.33 5.0 . . . . . . . .

y 0.36 0.19 2.7 2.8 0.36 0.19 2.7 2.8 . . . . . .

d (1992) 0.02 0.02 0.4 0.5 0.02 0.02 0.4 0.5 . . . . . .

al (1995) 0.14 0.38 1.1 3.7 0.01 0.06 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.32 1.0

0.17 0.35 1.9 0.8 0.14 0.26 1.5 0.5 0.03 0.09 0.4

en (1990-91/1995-96) 0.53 0.51 2.2 3.4 0.52 0.50 1.7 2.8 0.01 0.02 0.5

rland (1996/1995) 0.01 0.08 0.2 1.6 0.01 0.08 0.1 1.5 . . . . 0.1

Kingdom (1990-91/1995-96) 0.21 0.10 1.1 1.0 0.20 0.09 1.1 0.9 0.01 0.01 . .

States (1990-91/1995-96) 0.08 0.04 0.9 0.7 0.08 0.04 0.9 0.7 . . . . . .
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668. Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States decreased labour
market training expenditure in the 1990-96 period, paralleling improving labour market conditions an
declining unemployment from 1992-93 in these countries. Australia was the exception in this g
increasing its labour market training efforts. Northern European countries mostly increased l
market training expenditure, except Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. Sou
Europe was equally divided between increases and decreases. Participation is high in some co
with over 3 per cent of the labour force in labour market training in 1996 in Australia, Belgiu
Denmark, Finland, France, Ireland, Portugal and Sweden. All except Denmark had unemploymen
above the total OECD, suggesting that these programmes mostly serve to mop up the unemp
More countries are improving “outreach” and doing more with less, with rising participation and fa
expenditure, possibly through shorter participation in programmes and adoption of counse
services. However, given the level of training needed by some adults, the appropriateness of re
costs per enrolment can be questioned.

669. Governmentefforts to train employed adults are of more direct relevance to the sprea
high-performance workplaces and practices, as those in work are likely to be more skilled, and p
to employers and employees likely to be more direct. Scattered datasuggest that most countries appea
to be increasing their efforts to train employed adults, including in a few countries which were cu
back total labour market training expenditure. The exception is France, where training expenditu
employed adults and participation rates were both down through to the mid-1990s (although
relatively high levels). Participation in adult training is particularly high in Belgium, Denmark a
Ireland.

Vocational training

670. Vocational apprenticeships and related youth training provide the base of applied skill
represent an important mechanism to initiate lifelong learning (OECD, 1997bb; 1998e). Government
expenditure in this area is relatively low in all countries, and lower than general labour market traini
everywhere except Italy, Poland and the United Kingdom. However, more countries stepped up
in the 1990s, and where apprenticeship and labour market training expenditure went in opp
directions, it was mostly due to increasing apprenticeship support (Table 11.5). In most coun
participation in government-financed apprenticeships is low, below 1 per cent of the total labour
except for France, Italy, Poland and the United Kingdom (OECD, 1997bb, p. 10; 1998e).

671. Recent efforts to improve the efficiency and relevance of vocational training in around one
of OECD countries will strengthen the base for high-skill work practices. Efforts are particul
notable in English-speaking countries, where past emphasis has been on general education. H
there have also been measures in southern Europe (Italy, Portugal, Spain) to establish or e
vocational training, as well as northern Europe (Austria, France, Finland, the Netherlands, No
Switzerland) and Japan to fine-tune existing arrangements and improve their interface with ge
education and university level studies (OECD, 1997e; Employment Outlook, various issues).

672. More specifically, the United Kingdom has developed a set of initiatives including Mod
Apprenticeships and National Traineeships as well as Investors in People and the promotion of
management training to address weaknesses (Department of Trade and Industry, 1997); the
States is revamping and consolidating over 100 federal programmes; in Austria, initiatives include
development ofFachhochschulen, technical college reforms and adjustment of dual syste
apprenticeships, while Germany is attempting to bring vocational training in line with enterp
requirements, updating existing regulations and introducing new ones for evolving occupations
providing SMEs with low interest, long-term loans to take on apprentices; Iceland and Norway
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focused on retraining and adult education to increase business skills; Sweden is promoting
education, industry-based training and greater interaction between regular and private educ
enterprises and social partners; Hungary is developing vocational education and training; while I
is developing a better quality assurance system for training and human resource development t
SMEs overcome skills barriers.

Firm-based training

673. Firm training effort is increasing as measured by training expenditure and the proporti
employees who participate, according to data for Australia, Canada, Finland, France, Germa
United Kingdom and the United States. More qualified people are more likely to receive training
gap between high-skilled and low-skilled participation is growing, and large firms, which often em
more qualified people, train more than small firms. However, there appears to be an overall dec
the average duration of training, with greatest declines for the lowest skilled and those with sh
tenure, in temporary employment, or in the most precarious occupations. Overall, training appears to b
more widespread, but it also appears that it is being rationalised. Training duration is being redu
the costs and benefits of different kinds of training are understood, more effective “just-in-ti
training is introduced, and on the job experience is seen to provide benefits and reduce time in
training. This has led firms, particularly large ones, to focus less on firm-wide expenditure on fo
training, and more on the distribution of training, and alternatives to formal training, for achie
learning outcomes (OECD, 1998d).

674. Few policies or incentives encourage employer training or employees to train. Tax treatm
employer training expenditure is favourable in virtually all OECD countries insofar as it is treated a
operating cost. Expenditure is currently deductible in the same way as R&D and other intang
although eligibility criteria are often tight. There may also be disincentives in the way that empl
training is treated in the taxation of individuals, if employees are taxed on the benefit of trai
received from employers (see section below). Deductible expenses usually include payme
external training and education institutions. Two countries have tax-related incentives (essen
levies) to encourage firms to spend a defined minimum on training. France has had a comp
initiative in place since 1971, setting the minimum expenditure on vocational training at 1.1 per ce
the total wage bill (currently 1.5 per cent). Most firms, particularly large ones, spend conside
more; firms spending less pay the difference to the public treasury. Hungary has introduced a s
scheme. Despite the long-established experience with the training incentive in France and a ge
rising level of expenditure on training, there has been relatively little analysis of the outcome
employees (wages, skill levels, career paths) or employers (labour productivity, profitability, pro
quality).

675. A few other countries have somewhat more limited systems to collect or aggregate funds
enterprises through levies or similar collections to oblige firms to increase funding of trainin59

Countries which have levy systems on employers at national or sector level include Belgium, Den
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and Portugal. Most are based on small levies on employers
payroll (0.5 per cent or less), which finance training at national or sector level.60 Sweden allocated
10 per cent of pre-tax profits for the 1985 tax year to a compulsory reserve for expenditure on tra
and R&D. This probably added an extra 5 per cent of funding onto enterprise education and tra

59. Details fromFormation professionnelle Continue(FORCE), reporting system on access, quality and volum
of continuing vocational training in Europe, 1996.
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over the 1986-90 period, although much of this could have been displacement rather than additional
funding (OECD, 1995e).

676. From 1990-94 Australia operated a Training Guarantee Scheme which obliged firms to sp
minimum 1 per cent of payroll (1.5 per cent from 1992-93) on formal employment-related train
Allowable costs included trainee wages. Employers not reaching the minimum were required to p
difference to the tax authorities. It was seen to be effective in raising awareness particular
medium-sized business, improving training methods, and maintaining training effort through
recession of the 1990s. However, it did not improve training in many service industries which
experienced high employment growth, nor did it increase training in very small firms which were
covered or in firms which were covered but on the low end - and training inequalities appeared to
Overall it was seen that such policies would be more effective if they were better targeted (i.e. on
specific low-training sectors or problems), focused on strengthening training incentives
emphasized outputs (such as ability to organise skills to improve quality or productivity) rather
simply raising training inputs (Fraser, 1996).

677. The United Kingdom’s sectoral training funds, organised on a tripartite basis and financed
common levy were discontinued in the 1980s, to be succeeded by locally organised, private sec
Training and Enterprise Councils (TECs). The government contracts with TECs to provide supp
employers, including the facilitation of enterprise-based training. Their performance depends
much on local capabilities and is related to their organisational ability to engage and work with
employers. In Canada, Sector Councils deliver adjustment programmes, administer training fun
establish industry human resource standards. Sector Councils operate in over 20 sector
government support and management and labour representation. The federal government tran
responsibilities for labour market training programmes to the provinces in 1996, and several prov
saw an important role for sectoral initiatives. Experience until then suggested that sectoral appro
were effective in a decentralised federalsystem, that the diversity of approaches was beneficial and
Councils provided innovative approaches to business-labour co-operation for human resourc
development (Centre for the Study of Living Standards, 1996).

678. Overall, interest in firm-based training is high, but incentives to increase training are weak,
apart from tax treatment of training expenditure which can be deducted as an operating cost. Expe
with compulsory levies is very scattered. They do increase training expenditure, but there has bee
analysis or evidence of whether such levies improve firm productivity and performance, or wh
there are shifts in the distribution of training opportunities towards particular training or skill proble

Incentives for individuals to train

679. Incentives and enabling mechanisms are variable for human capital investment and f
training for individuals. The most obvious incentive is the payoff in higher earnings and employab
where the payoffs to formal education and training are substantial. Evaluating returns to further tra
on the job is more difficult, in part because the outcomes are more difficult to measure and s
Available evidence suggests that further training does generate substantial rates of return (O

60. Denmark is the only country to have a substantial employee levy. The vocational education and trainin
for adults (arbejdsmarkedsbidrag) is 8 per cent of payroll to a state labour market fund. The fund pa
vocational education and training for employed and unemployed insured adults. The primary training s
is the AMU-Center (Ministry of Labour) which is almost 100 per cent financed through this fund, directl
indirectly. Technical and commercial colleges (Ministry of Education) are also major training providers.
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1997bb; 1998e). Potential returns to individuals are constrained by the fact that a great deal of fu
training is not adequatelycertified and often not recognised by other employers, and is therefore
transferable.

680. In the tax system there are three barriers to individual incentives to train. First, training ma
generally be eligible for deduction. Some countries only allow maintenance of current qualificat
while others allow upgrading. Most countries do not allow costs leading to new qualifications. Se
threshold levels (i.e. the amounts that individuals can automatically deduct from taxable incom
being necessarily connected with gaining that income) determine the after-tax cost of expendit
thresholds are high, there will be little tax incentive to train, as individuals must spend large amounts o
training to take them over the threshold. Lower thresholds allow deduction of greater shares of tr
expenditure. Third, countries vary in actual costs which can be deducted. Taking all three factor
account, some countries have been very restrictive in providing tax incentives for individual tra
and professional development, allowing few activities and categories of deductible costs (Japa
United Kingdom). France and Belgium had very high thresholds, so few individuals actually c
expenses. Other countries have been more generous, with wider eligibility of activities and
categories, low standard allowances and generous allowances for professionals (Germa
Netherlands and the United States).

681. Numerous countries (e.g.the United States and the United Kingdom) have been exploring h
to strengthen incentives for, and the financial capacity of, individuals to train and pursue life
learning, strengthening the “high-skill” foundations of high-performance work practices. Sche
being considered include individual training/learningaccounts and credits to cover the direct cost of
training and of wages foregone. In a recent initiative in the United States, individuals can rece
“lifetime learning” tax credit of 20 per cent of all educational costs up to US$5 000/year (US$10
year after the year 2000) (Gore, 1997). There have also been initiatives to remove disincentives to
training, by excluding employer training and education expenditure from employee income fo
purposes (e.g.in the United Kingdom, employers may deduct costs of employee training from tax
business income, and employees are not taxed on the benefit of the training they receive from
employers). Different general approaches to financing lifelong learning are evaluated in OE
(1997cc, Table 8.22).

682. In summary, broad directions for education and training policy reform are displaye
Table 11.4. Most countries also need to strengthen incentives for employers and employe
undertake work-related training. Few direct incentives exist for firms to undertake training apart
tax-deductibility of training costs; training levies are relatively rare. Tax incentives to individuals
even less common, with incentives weak in many countries, although some have been try
strengthen such incentives.

Strengthening incentives to invest in intangibles, particularly technology and human resources

683. A major reason for underinvestment in intangible assets, such as technology and h
resources, is their lack of visibility.61 The importance of human resources, R&D, organisation
structures, market development efforts and software exceeds the current ability to measure and m

61. For the importance of intangible assets, see OECD (1997dd, Chapters 3, 14, 15, 16); Drake (1998).
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them internally within firms, and to report about them externally. This deficiency is widely evid
from national statistics to business management literature, company accounts and capital marke

684. Measures such as Tobin’s Q, which show the difference between book and market val
firms, have consistently widened over a long period in most countries. High-growth “new” fi
operating in technology and service sectors have large divergences between market and book v
least in part due to inadequacies in valuing their intangible assets. At the level of the enterprise, t
is particularly evident in financial statements and annual shareholder reports, in which informati
human resources and other intangibles is absent or incomplete and difficult to interpret becaus
lack of comparability with information from other enterprises.

685. Enterprises increasingly recognise that it is important to effectively manage intangibles in
order to enhance adaptability and provide a sound basis for sustained corporate growth and profit
Companies adopt innovations, ranging from attempts to improve measurement of intangible ass
the creation of vice presidents for “knowledge management” to encourage investment in and be
management of knowledge, know-how and learning. But investment in human resources and
intangibles is hindered by the inability of enterprises to report externally, in a credible and transp
way, the extent and quality of their intangible assets, and the degree to which managing
effectively can improve company performance. This lack of external visibility also weakens
incentive to improve the internal management of intangible assets.

686. This poses a problem for enterprises and society at large. It may lead to misallocation of c
towards less productive investments. Further, it will depress development of new and impr
products and processes, hamper the diffusion of productivity-enhancing innovations and de
productivity growth, upskilling and job creation. Overall, better disclosure would help streng
incentives to invest in and manage intangibles, improving resource allocation and enhancing pro
for more favourable economy-wide employment performance.

687. One way to fill these gaps in information is for enterprises to produce, and report exter
more information on human resources and other intangibles. A number of individual companies
consistently attempted to disclose information on their intangibles with the double aim of mana
them better and improving their performance and ratings in financial markets. The advantages o
spontaneous development by firms is that information is developed and reported in ways whic
designed to improve management of intangibles and provide useful information to capital ma
while reflecting the firm- and sector-specific diversity of intangible assets. The overall coverag
intangibles in company reporting is probably best in Nordic countries, where Skandia is well know
its efforts. This follows on the experience with environmental “accounting”, where strong social and
environmental performance on the part of enterprises appears to be both appreciated by the pub
rewarded in the market-place (Chapter 10). Reporting on intangibles is also developing in
countries,e.g.France, where social account reporting (thebilan social) and the training incentive have
helped to focus attention on the value of and need for disclosing information on human resource a
of intangibles.

688. However, incentive and co-ordination problems hamper firms’ initiatives in reporting an
disclosure. Firms fear that disclosure will reveal strategic information on investments in technolog
human resources to competing firms; they have a perception that changes in reporting practice
eventually lead to changes in the way that intangibles are treated for tax purposes, reducing curr
advantages for some firms. In addition, reporting and disclosure may be formalised in a static wa
will not capture further developments of firm-level intangible assets and their reporting. Furtherm
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managers who do not perform well will have an incentive not to report on the managemen
development of intangibles in a way which allows for easy cross-firm comparisons.

689. For such reasons, it is unlikely that relying on individual enterprises will lead to nationally
internationally comparable reporting that will strengthen intangibles management and capital m
resource allocation across large numbers of firms and countries. Interest in improving compara
and strengthening the incentives for disclosure has been growing, notably in the Netherland
Nordic countries, the United Kingdom and the United States. Probably the best example of p
developments in this area comes from Denmark, where a set of descriptions of intangibles in com
accounts has been prepared as a tool to measure, manage and report corporate intangib
comparable basis. This work is now entering a second phase, where the taxonomy will be use
larger group of companies, and to test investors’ assessment of the approach (Erhvervs udv
rådet, 1997).

690. There are also initiatives to explore the feasibility of financial disclosure in accoun
practice, notably through the International Accounting Standards Council (IASC), where intan
assets include scientific or technical knowledge, design and implementation of new proces
systems, intellectual property, market knowledge and computer software (International Accou
Standards Committee, 1997). However, current measurement and valuation difficulties and acco
conventions limit the extent to which indicators of investment in, and management of, human reso
and other intangibles can be put into the balance sheet of a company’s financial statement. Furthe
the usual bodies competent to advise financial market regulators on the reporting of fina
information may have neither the expertise nor the mandates to advise on the disclosu
non-financial information.62 Overall, it appears that some kind of structured and systematic repor
and disclosure of non-financial information on intangibles is potentially useful to both managemen
capital market actors as a basis for evaluating the prospects of a company. At the same time,
policy is hampered by lack of knowledge and understanding of the importance of intangibles
human resource development in enterprise strategies and practices.

691. For the short term, it is essential to improve understanding, appreciation and reporting of
intangibles by enterprises, while eliminating policy conditions which unnecessarily discrimi
against investment in such assets. For the longer term, building on the experience with firm
creativity and diversity in internal and external reporting, it appears desirable to develop a s
indicators of intangible assets along with a reporting structure which facilitates comparability and helps
to guide and monitor voluntary disclosure of additional information. In this manner, policy ma
should seek to underpin:(i) improved internal management of intangibles; and(ii) the development of a
reliable external guide to the value of intangibles for capital markets and other resource providers
requires a better understanding of:(i) the benefits for firms of improved reporting,(ii) the balance
between benefits to firms of improved reporting and the costs and burdens on firms of such repo
and(iii) how improved reporting enhances management and improves resource allocation in c
markets.

62. For more detail, see OECD and the Ernst & Young Center for Business Innovation (1997).
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11.5. Encouraging greater labour-related flexibility

692. To enhance efficiency, firms adopt strategies ranging from “high-skill”, “high-tru
organisation through to changing the quantities of labour used. The approach underlying the foll
is that:(i) high-performance work practices will be more productive if they involve innovative p
systems such as pay for performance, profit-sharing or bonuses; and(ii) flexibility is enhanced and
experimentation encouraged where fewer restrictions exist on working arrangements, but whe
benefits associated with standard working (particularly training and skill development) apply al
non-standard arrangements, prorated as appropriate.

Matching compensation and performance

693. Performance-related compensation is designed to strengthen employee incentives and i
the returns to trust and commitment and, to a lesser extent, to allow enterprises to link part of the
bill to corporate performance. This type of compensation could be expected to become
widespread as enterprises seek to exploit the innovative capacities of employees and, overall, e
the “high-trust” workplace by linking pay more directly to specific firms and establishments
employee characteristics.63 Such compensation helps reinforce the high-trust workplace by crea
self-policing incentives to improve performance. Relatively little attention has been paid to
dynamics and design of such schemes, however, despite their potential impact on productivi
performance (Nalbantian and Schotter, 1997).

694. Different kinds of compensation include: pay for individual or team performance;
profit-sharing, gain-sharing and employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs); pay for qualifica
competence or for attributes such as flexibility or commitment; and one-off payments for sugges
These occur singly or as part of a package of compensation measures. Variable pay practices a
associated with flexible and high-performance work practices, and are increasingly linked with
high-skill enterprise strategies in Canada and the United States. In Sweden, reorganised enterpr
more likely to have a larger wage spread associated with pay for performance, although differential pay
practices are probably not as prevalent there as in many other countries (OECD, 1998d). Across
Europe, a recent survey showed that pay forskills and qualifications and direct participation in
organisational change are closely linked. Output bonuses were most common in Germ
profit-sharing in France and the United Kingdom, and ESOPs in the United Kingdom. Group work
often linked with bonuses, which, with pay for flexibility, were particularly effective (Europe
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 1997).

695. Various forms of profit- and gain-sharing have legislative or institutional support. While
overall incidence of profit-sharing is low, it has increased over the previous decade (OECD, 1995d). It
is most prevalent in Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, the U
Kingdom and the United States. Except for Finland, Nordic countries showed little policy inte
Legislation to encourage or expand profit-sharing has been introduced in Finland, France, Mexic
Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Profit-sharing tends to have positive impacts on ente
performance, particularly where employee participation is high. Firms most likely to be succe
designed their employee incentive programmes to reward as large a base as possible (Basset al.,
1997). Profit-sharing and other performance-based rewards appear to be strongly associate

63. The Commission of the European Communities (1997) identified “how to change wage systems along w
organisational structures on which they are based” as a key policy challenge.
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high-performance work practices and higher-skilled workers. The positive firm-level bene
associated with various forms of reward for performance suggest that there will be economy
benefits from their diffusion.

696. Such practices may contribute to the growing inequalities in labour income seen in almo
OECD countries, and may undermine the abilities of “peripheral” and low-skilled workers to ac
for example, training to improve their performance. Performance-related pay may be morewidespread
in North America, but it is increasingly being used in other countries. In almost all countries,
reflected in a falling share of labour income to the low-income group while that going to
high-income group is rising, and income inequality has risen over time (the exceptions are Franc
Germany, see Chapter 1).

Working time

697. As enterprises adopt new organisational structures and work practices to achieve f
flexibility they may vary the quantity of labour input by varying working time, as well as throu
occupational restructuring and changes in recruiting, training and compensation practices. Variat
working time have recently taken the form of greater part-time employment. In manufacturing,
enterprises increasingly use staggered and reorganised hours to raise utilisation rates. O
manufacturing, employer interest in flexible working time has been more closely linked to the nature
output, consumer preferences and containing costs.

Annualisation of working time and unusual working hours

698. Flexibility among full-time employees can be achieved through annualisation and modu
of working time. Annualisation allows employers to vary hours within a previously agreed average,
typically over one year. “Modulated” arrangements are versions of annualised hours where a
distribution of hours conforms to high and low activity. Although these approaches are not neces
related to the adoption of high-performance work practices, they provide flexibility by allow
employers to adapt supply more closely to demand. In the more restrictive European setting, changes i
legislation have allowed use of annualised hours in Belgium, France, Spain and Switzerland. Other
forms of flexible working practices such as unusual working hours may also increase. High-gr
industries have tended to show high incidences of this kind of work. Demand is likely to increase
relaxation in shop opening hours in some European countries and the provision of other se
outside traditional working hours. Overall, regulations restricting unusual working hours have
eased in France, Finland, Greece, Italy and Spain, and are under consideration in Austria and Ge

Part-time and temporary working

699. A number of factors are driving increases in part-time and temporary (non-stand
employment. These include on the demand side, greater operating flexibility, possible lower
because part-time or temporary workers may not be entitled to some benefits. Such employme
also be used to screen potential full-time employees. On the supply side, a major influence
incidence of part-time work is women’s preferences. There are also a variety of instituti
arrangements that influence the incidence of part-time and temporary employment, inclu
differences in non-wage labour costs (training or pension contributions for example) when earnin
hours fall below certain threshold levels, while for temporary employment there may be more re
dismissal regulations.
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700. During the 1990s, the share of part-time employment grew in most OECD countries (e
Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Turkey and the United States). Women made up at least two-thirds o
employment, and often more than four-fifths, in all countries. Part-time employment increased a
all industries, although it has typically grown faster in services. Overall, there are signs that r
trends in part-time work are driven by firm demand as well as by supply-side developments, suc
shift in preferences towards this type of work by employees. The OECD has recommended e
constraints on part-time work in Austria, Finland, Germany, Italy and Switzerland (OECD,1997a).

701. In some OECD countries, a certain number of fixed hours must be worked before emp
benefit contributions are payable, giving employers incentives to create jobs just below the thre
The overall trend is to reduce such thresholds to promote new forms of flexibility. A small numb
countries set thresholds on employer social security contributions (France, Germany, Ireland a
United Kingdom). In the areas of health, pensions and unemployment benefits, there are
cross-country differences, with Germany and Japan having the highest thresholds (OECD, 1f).
There is also a general disincentive for employers to train part-time employees in that traini
“lumpy” (the same training effort is needed for employees working fewer hours, so the productivit
payoff is spread over longer periods). On the other hand, lower levels of employer social se
provision for part-time work encourage employers to hire those who are disadvantaged in the l
market, increasing employment of disadvantaged workers. Special policy measures may be wa
to ensure that part-time employees are adequately trained and that the pillars on w
high-performance work practices are built – skill development, lifelong learning and trust/security
not undermined.

702. Firm flexibility may also involve using temporary employees to a greater extent. Recourse
temporary employment may reduce employer incentives to adopt essential elements of high-skil
practices, and may undermine employee access to skill formation and benefits which will imp
productivity. Temporary employment varies greatly across OECD countries. It is high and increasing in
Australia and Spain, and increasing in importance in France and the Netherlands. There have be
major changes in other countries, but there are few countries where it decreased to the mid-
Young people in particular have increasingly been in temporary employment and the inciden
temporary employment increased across all age groups in a range of countries (Australia, F
Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden) (OECD, 1996l).

703. There is also evidence that temporary employment through agencies has increased, at least
countries that have not severely restricted it; in the United States agency employment has
significantly. A number of countries are moving to encourage flexible employment while seekin
minimise the insecurity associated with it. In the Netherlands, private employment agencie
estimated to account for over 3 per cent of total employment, and legislation was introduced in 19
clarify such work and bring it within the usual status of employment contracts, with attendant ben
after half a year. This provides employers with increased labour force flexibility and employees
improved job security within flexible employment (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenh
1997).

Concentration of work and working hours

704. Technological and organisational change may also affect employment for various demographic
groups. With increased demand for skills and flexibility, groups such as older workers may becom
marginalised. There is evidence of a move towards a more narrowly defined core of full-
employees and more widespread incidence of part-time and non-standard employment. Linke
firm-level reorganisation, there is also evidence that the proportions of employees working lo
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short usual hours increased in at least some OECD countries. The incidence of long hours inc
significantly in Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States. These developments
concerns about whether marginalised workers have adequateaccess to skill formation to make them
more qualified and adaptable, and increase their productivity. It also raises questions regarding w
the spread of such work patterns could unnecessarily exclude older workers and those unwil
work long hours on a regular basis, undermining incentives forwidespread lifelong learning.

Policy directions

705. Policy directions to encourage greater labour-related flexibility in ways which will enhance the
spread and impacts of high-performance work practices can be summarised as follows

● Performance-related compensation appears to be increasing across OECD countries. This is
often associated with high-performance workplaces, productivity gains and improved
performance. There is a case for expanding information on the benefits to be drawn from
practices. Finland, France, Mexico, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom have mov
this direction over the last decade or so; other countries including Scandinavian ones s
consider following suit and modifying legislation where it prevents the spread of s
practices.

● Flexible working hours and greater variability in work time (such as annualisation of ho
are probably useful adjuncts to the spread of high-performance work practices as they
enterprises to more closely align activity with demand. Recent initiatives have been tak
Finland, France, Greece, Italy and Spain (the OECD recommended easing constra
Austria, France and Greece; OECD, 1997a).

● Part-time employment increased in most OECD countries in the 1990s. High-skill, high-
strategies based on skill formation and security may be undermined to the extent tha
employees do not receive benefits and training. To promote new forms of flexibility, countries
are generally reducing thresholds in hours worked below which employees cannot re
benefits, although Germany and Japan maintain relatively high thresholds. To the exten
thresholds inhibit skill formation they should be reviewed and eliminated, or other targ
policy action taken to overcome them.

● Evidence for achieving organisational flexibility is apparent in the growth of “agency wo
(typically a small proportion of total employment), most notably in the United States
increasing in other countries. The development of a competitive agency-work industry c
help to provide flexibility to employers and more stability to temporary employees. Age
work and standard employment need to be subject to similar rules. Recent initiatives i
Netherlands are a good example, providing employers with labour force flexibility
employees with necessary security.

● Evidence on part-time and temporary work highlights “marginalisation” of younger and o
workers. Apart from major issues of social cohesion, to the extent that these developm
undermine more widespread adoption of productivity-enhancing work practices, they re
attention, including, for example, generating greater “equality” between standard
non-standard forms of employment, and increasing coverage and portability of,e.g.pensions
and health benefits, and improving access to training across groups of individuals.
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Industrial relations and collective bargaining

706. There are new opportunities and roles for trade unions in the context of organisational c
and new workplace practices, although they demand fundamental changes to the way that
operate within firms, and strategies for reversing declining unionisation rates in almost all O
countries. Flexible firm strategies and approaches to work organisation affect relations bet
employers and employees by changing the boundary of the firm, demarcations between occupations
and the determinants of enterprise competitiveness. Forces towards “individualisation”, ranging
increased individual responsibility in the workplace to individualised pay-setting and contrac
arrangements (often involving contingent employment), may leave little room for traditional colle
approaches.

707. There is a further logic in decentralising collective bargaining to enterprise or plant level. This
should enable maximum flexibility for firms and employees in setting working and compensa
arrangements, and allow experimentation and maximum use of both employee potential and libe
work settings. Although recent work has shown that there is little correlation between different
bargaining systems and economic performance across countries (OECD, 1997c), it can be argued that
firm-level economic performance may be enhanced by decentralising the details of bargainin
setting work practice conditions to enterprise or plant levels, within broader sectoral or nat
frameworks focused on more general outcomes. The Canadian Sector Councils may be one m
such an approach.

708. Such changes put pressure on the traditional structure of industrial relations systems a
collective bargaining agenda, and on unions and representative organisations to devise and prov
services, particularly regarding human resource development. New roles for unions include pro
training, enhancing workplace skills and employability, and working to develop high-skill, high-t
forms of workplace practices.

709. Two different kinds of development can be envisaged, diverging from traditional roles a
strategies. In “market-driven” countries, with typically adversarial worker-management relatio
growing number of new partnerships with business have been set up to develop skills and d
strategies for workplace change. Examples include: in the United Kingdom, the UNISON un
public sector employers training partnerships, and the Trades Union Congress (TUC) Bargaini
Skills initiatives with the TECs; initiatives in the United States, such as the Consortium for Wo
Education organised in partnership between trade unions, business and industry, local governm
educational establishments; and in the more consensual national setting in Ireland, new for
firm-level work and management systems are developing (Munroet al., 1997; European Trade Union
Confederationet al., 1997). In consensual social-partnership countries there are further needs
opportunities to develop new kinds of services to members to adapt traditional union roles to
circumstances (OECD, 1996m).

11.6. Co-ordinating and delivering policy

710. The key ingredients in policy to improve the spread and impacts of high-performance
practices and foster investments in intangibles are: encouraging innovation and entrepreneu
improving information flows and demonstrating the benefits of high-performance work practi
ensuring that education and training systems and incentives provide a large pool of skilled emp
and that firms undertake appropriate training; and ensuring that labour market regulations d
unnecessarily hinder the adoption of flexible strategies, and that attention is paid to access to b
such as training and employee security, and that social cohesion issues are taken into account.
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711. These need to be implemented so that they enhance organisational experimentatio
market-led adoption by firms and employees. The agenda cuts across departmental and min
responsibilities in most countries. Co-ordinated and integrated approaches are likely to be
efficient (in the allocation and use of government resources) and effective (in enhancing firmuptake of
high-performance work practices). The areas of responsibility that need to be involved in co-ordination
cover science, research, industry, education and labour markets. Policy must be planned cohntly,
involving dialogue and co-operation with other actors (industry associations, labour representativ
other institutions), delivered at the appropriate level to reach targets (e.g.SMEs), and monitored and
evaluated to ensure that it meets criteria such as accountability, value for money and the achievem
objectives (Chapter 5). The elements essential for policy design and delivery can be fou
approaches adopted by a few countries.

712. In Canada, there is clear recognition of the need to integrate industrial policies with h
resource development responsibilities to develop microeconomic strategies for the “knowledge-
economy”, jobs and growth. Science and innovation responsibilities reside with the industry port
and labour market and some training functions with the human resource development portfolio.
is recognition that this co-ordinated strategy ranges from developing coherent approaches to me
impacts of workplace change on enterprises and employees through to building closer conta
devising and delivering policy. In principle, decentralisation of many responsibilities and program
to provincial level (for example, training programmes and Sector Councils) will help marry br
strategy development with efficient delivery of programmes at the local level. However, it remai
be seen how the new division of responsibilities and operations will work in practice.

713. Denmark is giving priority to enterprise flexibility and framework conditions for organisatio
change. This involves close co-operation between Business and Industry, Education, Labou
Research Ministries. This co-ordinated approach has involved dialogue on management, organ
and competences with enterprises, business and infrastructure organisations (technical serv
training institutions, business schools, universities). Wide-ranging initiatives have been devel
often based on reorienting or sharpening the focus of existing programmes and institutions to: p
better information on best practices for organisational change and change management; improv
and competences in the consultancy sector; encourage closer interaction between suppliers and
supplementary labour force training; and increase co-operation between higher educatio
enterprises.

714. In Finland, the National Workplace Development Programme involves co-operation bet
public administration, labour market organisations and research and education institutions. Th
year programme launched in 1996 builds on experience with the previous tripartite Nat
Productivity Campaign. The management group includes the Economic Council (led by the P
Minister), Ministry of Labour, labour market organisations, the national entrepreneurs organisa
plus the Ministry of Trade and Industry, National Board of Education, Ministry of Social Affairs a
Health, Academy of Finland, Work Environment Fund, and Centre for Industrial Safety. Although
too soon to judge outcomes in terms of identification, development and diffusion of workplace refo
it at least involves the necessary actors and has a reasonably long time-frame for operatio
substantial budgetary resources.

715. Similar broad approaches to organisational and workplace change have been adopted i
other countries to improve efficiency in policy delivery and expedite change. In Norway, collaboratio
is being built through an Enterprise Development programme designed to increase knowled
strategies, practices, working methods and infrastructure to enable Norwegian enterprises to
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international best practice. It is being carried out with extensive tripartite co-operation with
Norwegian Federation of Trade Unions and the Confederation of Norwegian Business and Indust
funding bodies to put ideas into practice. In Iceland, since 1995 a co-ordinated policy focused on
and competitiveness issues has been devised and implemented through a committee of emplo
employee representatives, the Ministry of Industry and Commerce and other ministries. Fi
focusing more on skills issues, in 1996 Ireland set up a Future Skills Identification Group
representatives of enterprise development and higher education agencies, and the Departm
Education, Enterprise and Finance to assess existing and emerging skill needs and develop p
address them.

716. Common threads run through these approaches:

● recognising the complexity of workplace change and adopting co-ordinated approaches

● focusing on important elements in the national setting (information, demonstration, skills

● involving business and labour organisations to ensure that initiatives are demand-led;

● working with specialised delivery agencies to ensure effective contact with target groups

● choosing appropriate levels at which to co-ordinate policies and at which to deliver
programmes.
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS AND TERMS

ABA Australian Broadcasting Authority

ABS Australian Bureau of Statistics

ACE-net Angel Capital Electronic Network

ACTS Advanced Communications
Technologies and Services

ADEPA Agence de la Productique
Agency for Development of
Automated Production (France)

AFMA American Film Marketing
Association

AIM Alternative Investment Market
(United Kingdom)

ALMI ALMI Företagspartner AB
[ALMI Business Partner (Sweden)]

AMT Advanced Manufacturing
Technology

AMTAP Advanced Manufacturing
Technology Application Program
(Canada)

AMTEX American Textile Partnership

AMU Training for the Labour Market
(Denmark)

ANVAR Agence Nationale pour la
Valorisation de la Recherche
[National Agency for the
Valorisation of Research (France)]

AOL America Online

APCE Agence Pour la Creation
d’Entreprises
[Agency for the Creation of New
Businesses (France)]

APICNET Asia-Pacific Interactive
Communication NETwork

APRODI Association pour la Promotion et le
Développement Industriel
[Association for Promotion and
Industrial Development (France)]

ARC Aide au Recrutement des Cadres
(France)

ARI Aide au Recrutement pour
l’Innovation (France)

ATOUT Programme d’aide à la diffusion
technologique (France)

ATP Advanced Technology Program
(United States)

ATYCA Initiative Iniciativa de Apoyo a la Tecnología,
la Seguridad y la Calidad Industrial
[Support Initiative for Technology,
Security and Industrial Quality
(Spain)]

BBC British Broadcasting Corporation

BBMKB SME Credit Guarantee Decree
(Netherlands)

BDB Business Development Bank
(Canada)
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BERD Expenditure on R&D in the
Business Enterprise Sector

CD-ROM Compact Disk – Read Only
Memory

r

g

04

BES Business Expansion Scheme
(United Kingdom)

BIE Bureau of Industrial Economics
(Australia)

BJTU Beteiligungskapital für Junge
Technologie-unternehmen
[Venture Capital for Young High
Technology Firms (Germany)]

BMBF Bundesministerium für Bildung,
Wissenschaft, Forschung und
Technologie
[Ministry of Education, Science,
Research and Technology
(Germany)]

BRI Basic Research Intensity

BTS Bedrijfsgerichte Technologische
Samenwerking
[Business-Oriented Technological
Co-operation (Netherlands)]

BTU Beteiligungskapital für Junge
Technologie-unternehmen
[Venture Capital for Young High
Technology Firms (Germany)]

BUNT Business Development Using New
Technology (Norway)

BURGES Bürges Förderungsbank
Gesellschaft m.b.H. des
Bundesministeriums für
wirtschaftliche Angelegenheiten
[BURGES Small Business
Guarantee Bank (Austria)]

CAD/CAM Computer-aided Design and
Computer-aided Manufacturing

CARAD Civil Aircraft Research and
Demonstration (United Kingdom)

CCDSP Centers for the Commercial
Development of the Space Program
(United States)

CDA Communications Decency Act
(United States)

CERN Conseil Européen pour la
Recherche Nucleaire
[European Organization for Nuclea
Research – European Laboratory
for Particle Physics]

CFC Chloro-Fluorocarbon

CIFRE Convention Industrielle de
Formation par la Recherche
(France)

CIM Computer-Integrated Manufacturin

CIS Community Innovation Survey
(European Commission)

CITR Corporate Income Tax Rate

CNC Centre National de la
Cinématographie
[National Center for Cinema
(France)]

CNE Comité National d’Evaluation
(France)

CNER Comité National d’Evaluation de la
Recherche (France)

CNR Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche
[National Research Council (Italy)]

CNRS Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique
[National Scientific Research
Council (France)]

CONACYT Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y
Tecnología
[National Council for Science and
Technology (Mexico)]

CORDIS Community Research and
Development Information Service
(European Commission)
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CORTECHS Convention de Recherche pour les
Techniciens Supérieurs (France)

CRADA Cooperative Research and
Development Agreement
(United States)

CRITT Centre Régional d’Innovation et de
Transfert Technologique
[Regional Centre for Innovation and
Technological Transfer (France)]

CRT Centre de Recherche Technique
[Technical Research Centre
(France)]

CRTC Canadian Radio and
Telecommunications Commission

CSA Conseil Supérieur de l’Audiovisuel
[The Higher Council of Audio-visual
(France)]

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific Industrial
Research Organisation (Australia)

CSSP Canadian Space Agency’s Space
Station Programme

DG Directorate General (European
Commission internal terminology)

DOD Department of Defense
(United States)

DOE Department of Energy
(United States)

DOH Department of Health
(United States)

EASDAQ European Association of Securities
Dealers Automated Quotation

EBI Environmental Business
International

EBN European Business and Innovation
Centre Network

ECM Error Correction Model

EDI Electronic Data Interchange

EIF European Investment Fund

EIRMA European Industrial Research
Management Association

EIS Enterprise Investment Scheme
(United Kingdom)

EMS Environmental Management
System

ERATO Exploratory Research for Advanced
Technology (Japan)

ERISA Employment Retirement Income
Security Act (United States)

ERP European Recovery Programme

ESA European Space Agency

ESOP Employee Stock Ownership Plan

ESPRIT European Strategic Programme for
Research and development in
Information Technologies

EU European Union

EUREKA Programme for co-operation
between European firms and
research institutes in the field of
advanced technologies

EURO.NM Réseau Européen des Nouveaux
Marchés
[European Market for Shares of
Innovative High Growth
Companies]

FCPI Fonds Commun de Placement
Innovation (France)

FDI Foreign Direct Investment

FFRDC Federally Financed R&D Centre
(United States)

FGB Finnish Guarantee Board
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FGG Finanzierungsgarantie-Gesellschaft
(Austria)

FORCE Formation professionnelle Continue
[Continuing Vocational Training
(EU)]

FOTEK Det Fødevareteknologiske
Udviklings- og Forskningsprogram
[The Danish Research and
Development Programme for Food
Technology]

FRAC Regional Fund for Consultancy
Support (France)

G7 Group of Seven leading
industrialised nations: Britain,
Canada, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, the United States

GBAORD Government Budget Appropriations
or Outlays for R&D

GBLP Guaranteed Business Loan
Program

GDP Gross Domestic Product

GERD Gross Domestic Expenditure on
R&D

GIMV Investment Company for Flanders
(Belgium)

GRI Chungbu Chulyun Yunku Kigwan
[Government-supported Research
Institute (Korea)]

GTS Godkendte Teknologiske
Serviceinstitutter
[Technological Service Institutes
(Denmark)]

GUF General University Funds

HAN Seondo Kisul Gaebal Saup
[Highly Advanced National project
(Korea)]

HERD Expenditure on R&D in the Higher
Education Sector

HERMES Harmonised Econometric Research
for Modelling Economic Systems

HMO Health Maintenance Organization
(United States)

HPCCP High Performance Computing and
Communications Program

IAP Internet Access Provider

IAPMEI Instituto de Apoio às Pequenas e
Médias Empresas e ao
Investimento
[Institute for the Support of SMEs
and Investment (Portugal)]

IASC International Accounting Standards
Council

ICNN Innovatie Centra Netwerk
Nederland
[Netherlands’ Innovation Centres
Network]

ICP Internet Content Provider

ICT Information and Communication
Technology

IDC International Data Corporation

IIF Innovation Investment Fund
(Australia)

IMF International Monetary Fund

IMT Innovation Management
Techniques

INESCOP Instituto Tecnológico del Calzado y
Conexas
[Technological Footwear Institute
(Spain)]

INETI Instituto Nacional de Engenharia e
Tecnologia Industrial
[National Institute for Engineering
and Industrial Technology
(Portugal)]
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IPF Forschungsförderungsfond für die
Gewerbliche Wirtschaft (FFF)
[Industrial Research Promotion
Fund (Austria)]

IPOs Initial Public Offerings

IPR Intellectual Property Rights

IRAP Industrial Research Assistance
Program (Canada)

ISTAT Istituto Nazionale di Statistica
[National Institute of Statistics
(Italy)]

IT Information Technology

ITF Innovations- und Technologiefonds
[Innovation and Technology Fund
(Austria)]

JASDAQ Japanese Association of Securities
Dealers Automated Quotation

KfW Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau
(Germany)

KIM Kennisdragers in het Midden- en
Kleinbedrijf
[Specialists in SMEs Scheme
(Netherlands)]

KIR Kompetenzzentren –
Impulsprogramme –
Regierungsinitiativen
[Centres of competence/excellence
– Impulse programmes –
Government initiatives (Austria)]

KOSEF Korea Science and Engineering
Foundation

LGS Loan Guarantee Scheme

LINK A UK Government-funded initiative,
LINK promotes partnership in
research between industry and the
research base.

LSVCC Labour-Sponsored Venture Capital
Corporation (Canada)

MBO Management Buy-out

MEP Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (United States)

METIM Mercato Telematico per le Medie
Imprese
[Telematic Market for Medium-
Sized Enterprises (Italy)]

MICs Management and Investment
Companies

MINT Managing Integration of New
Technology

MITI Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (Japan)

MONITOR EU programme in the field of
strategic analysis, forecasting and
evaluation in matters of research
and technology

MUP Research and Development
Programme for Materials
Technology (Denmark)

NAFIN/CNB Nacional Financiera
[National Banking (Mexico)]
Comision Nacional Bancaria y de
Valores
[National Banking and Securities
Commission (Mexico)]

NAFTA North American Free Trade
Agreement

NAIRU Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of
Unemployment

NASA National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (United States)

NASDAQ National Association of Securities
Dealers Automated Quotation
(United States)

NAWRU Non-Accelerating Wage Rate of
Unemployment
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NBIA National Business Incubation
Association (United States)

NC Network Computer

NCRA National Cooperative Research Act
(United States)

NEDO New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development
Organization (Japan)

NFP Nationale Forschungprogramm
[National Research Programme
(Switzerland)]

NIS National Innovation System

NIST National Institute of Standards and
Technology (United States)

Nordic countries Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway, Sweden

North America and/or
North American countries

Canada, Mexico, the United States

NSF National Science Foundation
(United States)

NTBF New Technology-based Firm

NUTEK Närings- och
teknikutvecklingsverket
[National Board for Industrial and
Technical Development (Sweden)]

OFTEL Office of Telecommunications
(United Kingdom)

OTC Over-the-Counter market

P/PP Public/Private Partnership

PAC Pollution Abatement and Control

PATS Programmes in Advanced
Technology (Ireland)

PBS Public Broadcasting Service
(United States)

PC Personal Computer

PDFs Pooled Development Funds

PEDIP Programa Especifico de
Desenvolvimento da Industria
Portuguesa
[Specific Program for the
Development of Portuguese
Industry]

PGS Plant Genetic Systems

PMTSs Participation Company for New
Technology-Based Firms
(Netherlands)

PNGV Partnership for a New Generation
of Vehicles (United States)

PNP Private Non-Profit

PPM Private Participation Guarantee
Order Scheme (Netherlands)

PREDIT Programme de Recherche et de
Développement pour l'Innovation et
la Technologie dans les Transports
Terrestres
[Research and Development
Program for Innovation and
Technology in Land Transport
(France)]

PSTN Public Switch(ed) Telephone
Network

R&D Research and Development

RDI Research Development and
Innovation

RFI Réseaux Régionaux de Financeurs
de l’Innovation (France) (Regional
Networks of Innovation Funders)

ROAME-F Rationale, Objectives, Appraisal,
Monitoring, Evaluation, Feedback
(United Kingdom)

RTA Revealed Technological Advantage
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RTD Research and Technological
Development

SPRINT Strategic Programme for Innovation
and Technology Transfer (EU)
S&T Science and Technology

SBA Small Business Administration
(United States)

SBICs Small Business Investment
Companies (United States)

SBIR Small Business Innovation
Research (United States)

SBLA Small Business Loan Guarantee
Programme (United States)

Scandinavian countries
Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden

SEMATECH Semiconductor Manufacturing
Technology (United States)

SEP Scottish Equity Partnership

SINPEDIP Productive investment incentive of
PEDIP (cf. PEDIP)

SISTEC Sistema de Informacion sobre
Servicios Tecnologicos
[Information System on
Technological Services (Mexico)]

SITRA National Fund for Research and
Development (Finland)

SME Small and Medium-sized Enterprise

SMIPC Small and Medium Industry
Promotion Corporation (Korea)

SOFARIS Société Française pour l’Ássurance
du Capital-Risque des Petites et
Moyennes Entreprises
[Risk Capital Insurance for SMEs
(France)]

SPEAR Support Programme for the
Evaluation of Activities in the field of
Research (EU)

SPRU Science Policy Research Unit
(United Kingdom)

SURE Seemingly Unrelated Regression

TAP Technology Access Programme
(Australia)

[TC]2 Textile/Clothing Technology
Corporation (United States)

TCS Teaching Company Scheme
(United Kingdom)

TEC Training and Enterprise Council
(United Kingdom)

TEFT TEKES
Teknologiformidling fra
Forskningsinstitutter til SMB
[Programme for Technology
Transfer from Research Institutes to
SMEs (Norway)]

Teknologian Kehittämiskeskus
[Technology Development Centre
(Finland)]

TESI Suomen Teollisuussijoitus Oy
[Industry Investment (Finland)]

TFP Total Factor Productivity

TIC Teknologiske Informationscentre
[Technological Information Centre
(Denmark)]

TLO Technology Licensing Organisation
(Japan)

TNO Nederlandse Organisatie voor
Toegepast-Natuurwetenschappelijk
Onderzoek
[Netherlands Organization for
Applied Scientific Research]

TOK Technical Development Credits
Scheme (Netherlands)
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TPC Technology Partnerships Canada

TRIPS Agreement on Trade-related
Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights

TRP Technology Reinvestment Project
(United States)

TUC Trades Union Congress
(United Kingdom)

USPTO United States Patent and
Trademark Office

VCT Venture Capital Trust Scheme
(United Kingdom)

VEC Venture Enterprise Center (Japan)

VTT Valtion Teknillinen Tutkimuskeskus
[Technical Research Centre of
Finland]

WBSO Wet Bevordering Speur- en
Ontwikkelingswerk
[Innovation Fund for Technology
and Vocational Education
(Netherlands)]

WIFI Wirtschaftsförderungs-Institut
[Institute for the Promotion of the
Economy (Austria)]

WIPO World Intellectual Property
Organization

WTO World Trade Organization

WWW World Wide Web
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